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Preface 

Dr. Yoshio Nishina was a key figure加 modemphysics in Japan and 
a world pioneer in many fields of modem science such as nuclear 
physics, cosmic-ray physics, and radiobiology. He devoted his life to 
the development of science, so由athis beloved country could compete 
with any other country出 scienceand technology. Unfortunately, he 
died soon after the Second World War and did not witness the results 
of his great efforts. 

To commemorate the centennial of Dr. Nishina’s bir由， aNishina 
Centennial Symposium was held in Tokyo from December 5 to 7, 
1990, under the co-sponsorship of由eNishina Memorial Foundation 
and RIK.EN (the Institute of Physical and Chemical Research）.百1e
symposi田nwas entitled Evolutionary Trends in the Physical Sciences. 

百1etitle of血esymposium was very broad and ambitious. Indeed, 
progress泊 physicsover recent decades has been truly amazing, so 
much so that由epresent frontiers of physics extend far beyond the 
horizons we saw when we were young. Exper加1entsin p訂ticlephysics 
have revealed many new p紅 tides，卸dmay eventually lead to也c
clarification of the ultimate struc印reof matter, though it is not known 
whether man will ever fully understand how natural forces訂eunified. 
At血esame time, it is becoming more and more likely血atthe creation 
of the universe will finally be discovered by continuing the lines of 
research into physics出athave been pursued over由epast decades. 
The physics of complex materials has been shown to be extremely 
rich, probably much richer由ananyone realized 20 years ago. 

Chemistry and biology are taking advantage of the advanced meth-
ods of microscopic observation made possible by progress in modem 
physics. It should not be overlooked血at血ephysics of complex sys-
terns is now emerg泊gas a new science which may extend beyond 
the limits of traditional natural science.百1euse of advanced physi-
cal methods has revolutionized almost every discipline出 neighboring
sciences. On the other hand, the extremely rapid changes国 every
field are making it very difficult for researchers working in neighbor-
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回gfields to communicate. This is one reason why the broad scope of 
由issymposi田nwas welcomed by its particip叩 ts.

Organizing由issymposi国 nwas not easy. Fortunately, in response 
to our invitations, m担 ydistinguished scientists favored us and talked 
on subjects of their choice or subjects suggested by us. Wi血恒也e
limited time of仕1esymposium, it was ra由erdifficult to accommodate 
all the proposed lectures. Fu拙1er,we had to limit p訂ticipationto under 
400 persons because of the limited seating in the auditorium. 

Therefore we decided to publish the proceedings in order to make 
the material accessible to those people who were interested in p訂tic-
ipating but were unable to be present. The Organizing Committee is 
grateful to Dr. H. Lotsch of Springer-Verlag for his cooperation担

making publication possible. 
Finally, but not least, we would like to express our sincere thanks to 

the Japan Medical Association and the Japan Radioisotope Association 
for their generous support, also to血eMinisむyof Education, Science 
and Culture and the Agency of Science and Technology for their moral 
support. Without the support of these organizations，由esymposium 
would not have been such a success. 

Tokyo 
Janu紅y1991 
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Part I 

Memorial Session 



Yoshio Nishina, the Pioneer 
of Modern Physics in Japan 

R. Kubo 

Nishina Memorial Foundation, 28-45, Honkomagome, 2-chome, 

Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-91, Japan 

We are gathered here tod乱yto celebrate the centennial anniversary of Dr. 

Yoshio Nishina [1]. He w回 bornone hundred years ago in 1890 in a small vil-

lage call巴dSatosho near the city of Okayama as th巴eighthchild of a respected 
family. His grandfather was the local governor of that area. There still remains 

the old house where he spent his childhood with his parents and family. The 

house is now restored and is open to the public as a museum to commemorate 

the great man of whom the village can rightly be proud. I visited the place 

and was very much impressed by his notebooks】 handwritings,and drawings 

of his schooldays. All are very beautifully done proving that he was extremely 

bright and was regarded as a genius. 

After finishing the local elementary school and the middle school, he entered 

the sixth national high school at Okayama. The national high school at that 

time was completely different from high school of tod可・ Itwas組 eliteschool 
corresponding to junior colleg巴forstudents proceeding to imperial universities. 
Nishina must h乱,yeenjoyed his youth there. He liked to study by hims巴1£ but 

was also a sportsman. 

After this, Nishina went to Tokyo to have his undergraduate education 

in the Engineering School of Tokyo Imperial University. He elected electri-

cal engineering as his major and graduated from th巴 ElectricalEngineering 

Department with honors receiving a silver watch from the Emperor. 

But Nishina did not want to work in industry as an electrical engineer. He 

wanted to do som巴thingmore us巴folthan just engineering and more attractive 
and worth devoting his unusual talent. He considered electrical engine巴ring

as more or less a finished discipline. He thought electrochemistry was more 

attractive. So he accepted an invitation from Professor Kujirai, who had just 

started his n巴wlaboratory at RIKEN, a newly established research institute 

for physics and chemistry. This institute was planned taking the Kaiserliche 

Institut of Germany as乱model.So Nishina became a research fellow at RIKEN 

and concurrently he registered at the graduate school of physics of the Tokyo 

Imperial University to study physics under the guidanc,e of Professor N agaoka, 

who was concurrently a chief researcher at RIKEN holding a laboratory there. 

Professor N agaoka was the most influential person in the scientific community 

of Japan at that time. After thr巴eyears of studying physics, fortune smiled on 
him. In the spring of 1921 he was ordered by RIKEN to go to Europe to study 

physics. This must have been a great巴ncouragementfor him. New physics 
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was just being born in Europe. Europe was boiling with expectation of new 

ideas and new discoveries. This lucky event matched his talent and ambition. 
Fate made him stay in Europe for seven years, which he himself probably did 

not originally plan. This transformed him into a first rate physicist, which 
would not have been really possible if he had remained in Japan. 

Nishina went first to Cambridge because N agaoka introduced him to Ruther-
ford. He stayed at the Cavendish Laboratory and performed some experiments 
on Compton scattering, which were not so successful but gave him valuable ex-
perience for his later studies. Nishina eag巴rlywished to work with Niels Bohr 
at Copenhagen and asked Bohr if this w制 possible. Bohr W出 kindenough 

to accept him at his Institute. So Nishina was able to move to Copenhagen 
in 1923. There Nishina started working on the X-ray spectroscopy of atoms 

under Hevesy's guidance, and soon was able to publish his first scientific paper 
[2] on the X-ray absorption spectra in the L-series of the巴lementsLa(57) to 
Hf(72) with the Cか authorsl咋 ofCoster組 dWerner. He continued the X-ray 

work after both Hevesy姐 dCoster left Copenhagen and became the leader 
of the X-ray spectroscopy group. Indeed, Nishina made significant contribu-

tions in this五eld[3]. This w回 from1923 to 1926, just the period when new 
quantum mechanics was rapidly developing. Copenhagen was the center of the 
revolution. Niels Bohr was the leader at revolution surrounded by its stars. 
There was great excitement every day. How happy Nishina was to be at the 

very center of this great revolution and close to the great leader and brilliant 
young pioneers. This excitem巴ntis vividly seen in Nishinaゐnoteskept in the 

archives of the Nishina Memorial Foundation. 
However, Nishina had already stayed in Copenhagen for quite a long time. 

The grant from RIKEN was already discontinued. His expenses were supported 
by his relatives at home. Also, Bohr was kind enough to arrange a grant 
from the Danish Government which lasted for three years. It was about time 
for Nishina to return home. But he wantedもodo something significant in 

theoretical physics which he could bring back to Japan after staying so many 

years at the center of theoretical physics of the world. Indeed, Nishina had 
been interested in theoretical physics ever since the time he turned to physics. 
Before coming to Copenhagen, he attended in Goettingen the lectures by Born 

and Hilbert. Now he wished to study theory more seriously. So he went to 
Hamburg in February of 1928 to study under Pauli and there he worked out a 

theoretical paper in collaboration with Rabi [4]. 

Coming back to Copenhagen he decided to take up a new problem. He 
thus chose the theory of Compton scattering for which he had kept a great 
interest for many years. The new theory is based on the Dir乱ctheory of 

relativistic quantum mechanics. The method of calculation had not been so 
well established at that time, so the calculation was by no m巴anseasy. He 
started working on this problem in cooperation with Oscar Klein from the 

spring of 1928, and was able to五回shthe work [5] in the summer. The Klein-

Nishina formula thus obtain巴dis really a gem of qu姐 tummechanics to be 
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Fig.1. Nishina at Copenhagen, with his friends. 1925. From 
left to right : Nishina, Dem由on(U.S.A.), K由n(Switze山nd),
Kro1時（Holland),Ray (India). 

remembered in history. I do noもdwellon this topic any further, because 
Professor Ekspong will talk on this subject. 

So Nishina finally left Copenhagen in October, 1928, cherishing the happy 
memory of the time spent at Copenhagen with Niels Bohr and many physicists 
who were fated to c況 ryon the further revolution of modern scienc巴. He 
returned hom巴inDecember of that year af旬Emaking visits to several places 
in出eUnited States. 

Having returned to Japan, he joined N agaoka’s group at RIK EN. He must 
have felt like U rashima Taro or like Rip Van Winkle after so many years of 
absence from his mother country. There too, science had been progressing, but 
the atmospher巴ofthe society w凶 notyet as mature槌 inadvanced countries. 
He had to be patient to realize his ambitions. Itもooka few more years until he 
W出 promotedto a chief researcher in RIKEN and in 1931 he started to build 
his own laboratory. 

It w回 veryfortunate that in 1929 he was able to invite Heisenberg and 
Dirac who accepted the invitation to come to Japan on their way back to Eu-
rope from America. Their visit gave great excitement to Japanese physicists, 
particularly to the younger generation. Nishina made a great effort to arrange 
their visit, to help the audience to underst阻 dtheir lectures. All of this made 
Nishina's presence more impressive among his Japanese colleagues. He W硝

invited to the universities at Kyoto and Hokkaido to lecture on the new quan-
tum mechanics. At Kyoto he met two young physics students, who regarded 
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Nishina as their teacher and later became to play the role of his successor and 
to lead modern physics in Japan. They were H. Yukawa and S. Tomonaga. 

In 1931, Nishina started his laboratory. As the subjects of his research 
program he chose 

(1) quantum mechanics, 
(2) nuclear physics, 
(3) studies of atoms and molecules by X叫rspectroscopぁ
(4）田eof spectroscopy for chemical analysis and its applications. 
The list w嗣 revisedthe followi時 year.The ite1田（3) and ( 4) were replaced 

by 

(5) study of cos凶 crays, 
(6) generation of high energy prot叩 beams.

This list shows what Nishina intended to develop in Japan, in order to bring its 
science from the state of an undeveloped country to that of advanced societies 
like Europe組 dAmerica. 

It w槌 fortunatefor Nishina that he was able to build up his laboratory in a 
relatively short time. This was only possible because RIKEN Mもhattime was 
a unique institution. It was very young, less than fifteen years old, and was組

entirely new system independent of the government and existing universiti巴s.
Originally it was planned to raise money for research 企omindustry, which 
naturally turned out to be unsuccessful. Dr. Ookouchi, the third president of 
RIKEN was an eminent administrator. He created a number of companies to 
use the inventions made by RIKEN researchers. Many of thes巴companieswere 
very successful and brought a considerable amount of research money back into 
RIKEN laboratories. Dr. Ookouchi used to旬11his researchers not to worry 
about money but only about their work. Therefore RIKEN had an extremely 
active atmosphere and it was called the paradise of researchers. It is said that 
Nishina’s spending was always much more than his budget. Universities at that 
time were extremely poor regarding research money. Thus we see Nishina’s 
projects progressed unusually fast with the strong support of RIKEN. Nishina 
was able to recruit brilliant young researchers so that his laboratory grew up 
very fast. The number of researchers at its maximum exceeded one hundred. 
A laboratory of this size was never possible in a university or in any other 
institute. 

Let us now survey briefly how Nishina actually proceeded to achieve his ob-
jectives. Apparently he greatly emphasized theoretical physics. Fortunately, 
he was乱bleto invite very able young researchers to his group. They were 
Shinichiro Tomonaga, Shoichi Sakata, Minoru Kobayashi, Hidehiko Tamaki 
and others. Yukawa was not in this group for he joined the new science fac-
ulty of Osaka University, but he kept up good contact with Nishin晶、 group.
Nishina himself was not able to do theoretical work as much as he probably 

wished, because his main efforts turned soon to experimental work. But in 
collaboration with Tomonaga and Sakata he studied pair creation probabili-
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ties by photons [6]. As Prof. Kobayashi recollects, Nishina guided the research 

work in much the same way as that in Copenhagen. Namely, discussions be-
tween researchers were regarded出 mostimportant. This style of work was 
new among the Japanese researchers at that time. Like Bohr, Nishina W乱s

able to encourage and train younger researchers. Tomonaga writes in one of 
his recollections, that he often became pessimistic about whether he was tal-
ented enough to do theoretical physics and it would be better to quit. But 

every time, Nishina warmly encouraged him to recover confidence in his ability. 
Yukawa also recalls Nishina being like his loving father. When Yukawa got the 
idea of the meson mediating the nuclear forces ［可， Nishinaw回 oneof the few 
who iIDIDediately recognized its importance and gave the strongest support. 

Although the theoretical group of Nishina’s laboratory was not so big, it was 
the most active in Japan and w回 influentialin developing the quantum theory 

in Japan. 
Nishina regarded cosmic ray research as the key subject to st紅色 newex-

perimental physics. With a few members of the labor乱toryhe was able to 

improve the counters and cloud chambers and set up observatories at various 

places like the top of Mt. Fuji, Shimizuτ'unnel and so forth. Great excitement 
occurred with the finding [7] of a t肌 kin 1938 a little later than th抗 made

by Anderson, and Neddermeyer which was supposed to be the evidence of a 
Yukawa particle but later was proved to be another kind of new particle now 
called a muon. Nishina’s group conducted a considerable amount of work in 
cosmic ray physics and laid the foundation of a strong tradition of cosmic ray 

research in Japan (8]. 
However, the greatest effort of Nishina was related to starting up nuclear 

physics in Japan, and in particular to the construction of cyclotrons. From 
1930, the frontier of physics had shifted to nuclear ~hysics with the use of 
various kinds of accelerators. In 1935, RIKEN decided to start a nuclear 
physics program with the cooperation of Nishina and Nishikawa Laboratories. 
A small cyclotron with a 23 ton electromagnet was successfully constructed by 
the Nishina gr叩 pin 1937 [9]. Using this, the researchers irradiated all kinds 

of elements by fast neutrons. This was important work in nuclear physics. 
Beside this, radio-biological studies were initiated in Nishina’s group by a team 
of biolo原向incooperation with physicists and chemists (10]. This belongs to 
the earliest work of radio-biology. Thus, Nishina is regarded as one of the 

pioneers in this field. 

The small cyclotron was successful, but it did not satisfy Nishina's ambi-
tion. He wanted to build a large cyclotron, about ten times as 1乱.rgeas the 
small one. Through Dr・Sagane,the son of Prof. N agaoka, a young member 
of the Nishina laboratory, Nishina learned that Lawrence at Berkeley was co任

sidering a project similar to his idea. So cooperation began between Nishina 

and Lawrence with a ・deep friendship between two physicists who had never 
seen each other before. By this cooperation, Nishina was able to buy a big 
electromagnet from組 Americancompany, which was the same make as that 
used by Lawrence. Unfortunately, however, the construction thereafter met 
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Fig.2. Nishina standing in front of the “large cyclotron”， 1943. 

great diflic吐ti巴s.It took much longer than Nishina expected. The di伍culties

were even bigger, since Japan was in the war by this time. Nishina did not 

give up the project. After great effort, the beam finally cam巴 outof the big 

cyclotron in February 1944. Although it was behind Lawrence by mor巴 than

three years, this cyclotron was the second biggest in the world when it started 

to operate, of which Nishina had a right to be proud. When he left home for 

Europe in 1923, there was no nuclear physics at all in J乱pan,which was far 

behind in modern physics. But now he was happy to have put his country 

in 伊 0.condplace, behind the United States. However, the story of the large 

cyclotron w回 atragedy】 towhich I shall come back later. 
In 1937, Niels Bohr visited Japan with his family in response to Nishinゲs

long-standing invitation, and gave great encouragement to Japanese scientists. 

It was almost the last days of the happy time, because Japan was becoming 

internationally isolated by her militaristic policies, finally rushing into the 

reckless war. During the wartime, Nishinぶsgroup had to engage in the project 

to dev巴lopthe nuclear bomb. The scale of the project was nothing compared 

to the Manhattan project and the researchers concluded that it was impossible 

to produce a nuclear bomb within fifty years. Japan was already losing the w況

then, and finally there came the disasters of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Nishina 

was sent there to investigate if the bombs were really atomic. His report must 

hav巴beena decisive factor in the political lead巴rs＇五naldecision to surrend巴r.
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Fig.3. Professor N. Bohr and Mrs. Bohr, visiting Japan, 1937, at a 
garden party at Takamine’s horne. 

When the w紅白.rneto an end, there was almost nothing left of Nishina’S ten 
years’work. His laboratory at RIKEN was bombed and the small cyclotron was 
burnt. The big cyclotron fortunately esc乱.pedthe damage. A few months after 

the surrender, the American occupation army came into Nishina’s laboratory 
unexpectedly, broke the m配 hineand sank it in the Tokyo Bay. Later the 

Secretary of War admitted that the destruction was a mistake by the War 
Department of the US Government. Even if it was an unfortunate accident, it 
still discouraged Nishina from resuming his scientific activities. However, this 
was just the beginning of the disaster. 

The following year, in 1946, RIKEN itself was ordered by the Occupation 

Force to dissolve. The RIKEN family of companies supporting RIK EN, namely 
the RIKEN CONCERN was considered as something similar to zaibatu, un-
d巴sirablefor demilitarization of the Japanese economy. So RIKEN had to seek 
some way of living by itself. Since Nishina was the most distinguished among 
the remaining senior researchers, he had to take the full responsibility for re-
constructing RIKEN from its fragments. Thus he had to give up science to 

become an administrator to e紅 nmoney for the researchers, pay their sal紅 ies,
and research money. In the posもwareconomy in complete social disorder, the 

task was difficult beyond our imagination. After a great struggle and great 
efforts, he managed to create a company with the name of RIKEN Co. He 
managed to construct a production line of penicillin within RIKEN, which was 
fairly successful at supporting financially the research activities at RIKEN. He 

became the president of the RIKEN comp組 y.Thus he saved RIKEN from 

collapse. If there were no Nishina, RIKEN would not have survived. 
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The great effort of Nishina to reconstruct RIKEN out of disaster was a part 

of his sacrifice to save his country . He felt very strongly his responsibility as 

the most influential leader in science. Building up of science and technology 

was the slogan of the Japanese to reconstruct the country from ashes. So 

he was obliged to extend his activities beyond RIKEN to the problems of 

the whole country. When the Science Council of Japan started in 1948, he 

was elected a member of the Council and th巴ntook up the responsibility of 

Vice-Presidency. In order to E巴storescienti五cinternational cooperation, he 
was sent by the Science Council to the General Assembly of ICSU which took 

plaιe in Copenhagen in 1949. Reunion with Niels Bohr and his family was 
the greatest pleasure after such terrible years. The year of 1950 brought him 

happy news. Through the good will of American scientists, particularly Dr. 

Harry C. Kelly, who was a science adviser at the General Head Quarters of the 

Occupation Army doing his best to encourage Japanese scientists, the import 

of radioactive isotopes was made possible. Although the cyclotrons were lost 

by the war, Nishina now was able to start radio-isotope work, to encourage 

his fellow researchers to start working in many important fields of physics, 

chemistry, medicine and biology. 

Unfortunately, his health was already deteriorating through ov巴rwork.It 

was January 10th of 1951 when he closed his 60 years' life of dedication to 

science and his beloved country. 

Dr. Nishina died too early. In the forty years after his death, Japan has 

changed greatly. If not to our own satisfaction, modern science and technology 
have made enormous progress in Japan. Even though the number of Nobel 

laureates is st辻ltoo small among the Japanese, the basic level of its mod-

em science is ranked highly with the most advanced countries. And Japan's 

advanced technology in application to modern industries is very remarkable. 

What would Nishina say, if he was still alive and saw today's Japan? 

Nishina lived a life in a transient era of history that was most drastic 

and dramatic. It was the time when quantum theory cast off the older skin of 
classical physics, and atomic physics shifted to nuclear physics. Older concepts 

wer巴r巴volutionizedby new concepts. When Nishina started studying physics, 

Japan was only a developing country in the far east, far apart from the center 

of western civilization and th巴 C巴nterof science revolution. 

Although Japan治physicswas steadily progressing before Nishina's home-

corning, as is shown by some signi五cantachi巴vementsby Japanese physicists 

in the 1920's, for instance, in X ray crystallographyう atomicspectroscopy, and 

electron diffraction experiments, the geogr乱phicdistance and still backward 

technological level were great barriers hindering its ability to c乱.tchup with 

physics in the advanced West. Nishina was the right person with the destiny 

to bridge the gap b巴tweenthe older Japan before 1920 and the modern J乱pan

after 1930. His role could be compared to that of Rabi and Oppenheimer in 

the United States. In fact, the growth of Jap乱nesescience乱ndtechnology 

in the 1930's was remarkable. Industries were growing. National universities 
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were created. Higher education was leveling up. Nishina was destined to lead 

modern science in Japan. As he might have foreseen wh巴nhe chose physics 
after studying el巴ctricalengineering, he was successful in his pursuit of his 

obj巴ctives.If it had not rushed into the reckless war, Japan would have b巴en
abl巴 toattain a reasonably advanced level of modern sciences by the 1950’s 

before Nishinゲsuntimely death. 
It is useless to talk about乱 historicalif. But I only mentioned this to 

remember the great man with unusual talent who devoted his whole life to 
science and to his country. 

Thank you very much for your attention. 
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Yoshio Nishina, a Founder 
of Modern Science in Japan 

J. Kondo 

Science Council of Japan, 22-34, Roppongi 7・chome,

Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan 

1. Introduction 

Yoshio Nishina was born in Okayam乱 prefecture,Japan，乱sa son of a rich 

family on 6th D色cember,1890. He found employment in the Institute of Phys-

ical and Chemical Research (RIKEN) after graduating from the Department 

of Electrical Engineering, the Imperial University of Tokyo in 1912. He stay巴d
about a year at the Cavendish Laboratory in Cambridge under E.Rutherford 

from 1921, then moved to the Univ巴rsityof Gるttingenand finally he joined 
N.Bohrフsschool and stayed in Copenhagen from 1923 to 1928. 

He returned home in 1928 and distinguished scientists in the field of the-

oretical physics, atomic nucleus and cosmic rays studied under his leadership 

at RIKEN. He b巴camethe director of RIKEN in 1948. 

He was well known as a leading scientist among the physicists of Japan. In 

1949, h巴 waselected as a member of the五凶 term(1949-1951) of the Science 

Council of Japan ( JSC) and stayed as Vice President of JSC until h巴 passed

aw可 on10th Janu紅 yin 1951 [11). 

2. Nishina and Bohr 

Nishina studied at BohrフSInstitute at Copenhagen for 5 years, in the period 

of the birth of modern physics. There is no doubt that he was very much 

in丑u巴ncedby Bohr, not only in the study of nuclear physics but also by the 

atmosphere dominating Bohr's school. He learned the importance of fr巴巴dom

of thought, which is a basic factor for creativity. 

In the spring of 1937, Niels Bohr came to Japan and spent about a month 

there. H巴 gavea lecture under the titl巴“Onth巴 uncertaintyprinciple and 

the structure of atomic nucleus”at the auditorium of the Kyoto Imperial 
University (KIU) on 10th May. I h吋 achance to attend this l巴cturewhen I 

was a student at the Department of Mathematics at KIU [1] [10]. 
Nishina stood on the right side of the tall Bohr as an interpreter. Bohr 

spoke gently, occasion乱llywriting a short formula on th巴board.Nishina trans-

*President of the Science Council of J乱pan

Springer Proceedings 田Physics,Volume 57 
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1928. It w耐 thetime when quantum dyn組 :ticswas established. In imperial 
universities, few posts are available to include a new field of science. Nishina 
preferred to stay in the private sector where he believed that aιademic freedom 
could be sustained. 

Nishina organized a research group with R.Sagane and M.Takeuchi on 
experiments and S.Tomonaga and S.Sakata on theory in 1931. This group 
increased gradually with the development of nuclear physics. Nishina con-
structed a Wilson’s cloud chamber of large scale and observed a trace of a 
I況 geparticle in a cosmic ray. 

In 1938, Nishina built a cyclotron with the help of E.O. Lawrence, Univer-

sity of California. Immediately after the completion of the cyclotron, Nishina 
took up another project of constructing a large cyclotron of 850 MeV. This 
was a really di伍culttask. Large scale magnets and vacuum pumps with high 
performance are needed to construct a cyclotron of large scale. The level of 
Japanese mechanical industries was not high enough to manufacture such ma-
chines of high quality. 

He concentrated his effort onもhisproject. In the meantime scientists in his 

group insisted on conducting experiments using the smaller cyclotron. They 
complained that their boss was alwaysもooambitious for challenging di伍culも
もasks.

Nishina work，巴dhard and indicated a且 excellentleadership for the comple-
tion of the larger cyclotron. It was just before the start of the World War, 
Nishina and his scientists could not continue experimental work due to a short幽

age of resources and m紐 power・
In 1945, when the allied forces occupied Ja~an, GHQ destroyed these ma-

chines in order to abolish the research on atomic weapons in Japan. It would 
be not di伍cultto imagine how disappointed Nishina was when he was informed 
that GHQ h吋 destroyedhis cyclotrons owing to a misunderstanding [9) [14). 
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In Memory of Dr. Yoshio Nishina 

M.Kotani 

Japan Academy, Ueno P紅k,Taito-ku, Tokyo 110, Japan 

It is a special honor for me to say a few words on this anniversary, Nishina's 
centennial. My task here is to talk mainly about him around 1930, when I 
saw him fairly often, but I am afraid my memory of more than sixty years 

ago is rather hazy. Fortunately Dr.日 Tamakihas provided me with m乱.ny

documentary materials kept. in RIKEN to aid my memory, and I am greatly 
indebted to him. 

Now, with your permission I would lik巴toexplain briefly how we studied the 
new quantum mechanics at the Tokyo Imperial University in the late 1920s. 
I was an undergraduate student in physics for three years from April 1926 

t丑lMarch 1929. For our first two years there were no lectures on quantum 
mechanics. But since this new physics seemed very attraιtive to us, a voluntary 

informal study group was formed in our cl田 s. Inui and I were most eager 
members; we had been classmates since high school days. Because no textbook 
of quantum mechanics was available, we had to read some original papers 

in “Annalen der Physik，＂“Zeitschrift fiir Physik,", "Proceedin?s of the Royal 
Society，＂回 faras they were understandable for us, and to explain the results at 

meetings of the study group for discussion. Through this voluntary study, we 

were familiar with elementary quantum mechanics before attending Professor 
Sakai’s lecture in 1928. 

In the course of such voluntary studies in 1927, Inui and I found an in-

teresting paper by Reitler and London in an issue of “Zeitschrift fiir Physik.” 
This paper explained quantitatively why two hydrogen atoms can combine 

to form a stable molecule, using antisymmetry of two electron spins and the 

Pauli principle. I W回 muchimpressed by this paper, realizing that the covalent 
bond in chemistry, which had been a mystery for us physicists, was suddenly 

clarified on the quantum-mechanical basis. I thought physics and chemistry 

wer巴 unitedin physico-chemical or physical science. Later chemical physics 
and quantum chemistry developed on this basis. I believe Nishina welcomed 

this growth of quantum mechanics into the field of chemistry, although I do 

not find any direct statement by him on this matter. 

Now, I have to talk about Nishina, who returned to J乱panin December 
1928 after a seven-year stay in Europe. The period when Nishina studied under 

N.Bohr coincided with the years of a revolutionary change in physics due to 
the birth and development of quantum mechanics. From his unique, wonder-

ful experience, it was quite natural that Nishina eagerly wished to introduce 
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a European atmosphere of devoted pursuit of truth to Japan to巴ncourag巴

young scientists in active research. For this purpose Nishina thought it highly 

desirable to invite Heisenberg and Dir乱cto Japan, and before leaving Europ巴？

Nishina could confirm that they were willing to visit Japan if invited for a 

convenient period. 
Nishina returned to RIKEN, Tokyo in D巴cember1928. Fortunately it be-

C乱meclear in April that early September in 1929 would b巴 convenientfor both 

guests, and they were formally invited by Keimeikai-a foundation supporting 
public activities in scienc巴sand humanities. This smooth progress of Nishinぶs

plan was due to Professor N agaokゲskind support of this plan and his effort 
to convince Keimeikai of its importance. The meeting consisting of lectures 

by H巴isenbergand Dirac was assigned to be held on S巴pt巴mber2-5, and was 

publicized by newspapers well in advance. RIKEN informed many universities 

in Japan of these lectures, hoping to紅 ouseinter巴stin new quantum physics 

among young scientists in various places. I know that during this summer vol-

untary study groups, as mentioned abov巴， were organiz巴din some universities 

to prepare for the lecture meeting. 

On August 30th Heisenberg and Dirac arrived at Yokohama from San Fran-

cisco on the same boat. Participants were mostly from the Tokyo area, but 

a fair number of scientists came from other regions of Japan. For insta恥巴，

Tomonaga traveled from Kyoto to attend, and I was introduced to him by 

Nishina. 

The lecture meeting was held on September 2-5, and each lectur巴r,Reisen-

berg and Dirac, gave on巴l巴ctureeach day】 i.e.four lectures as a whole. Some 
of the lectures were given at the univ巴rsity乱ndthe others in RIKEN. H巴isen-

berg’s four lectures included “Theory of Ferromagnetism (Hl)," "Theory of 
Electric Conduction (H2)" while Dirac gave lectures on”Statistical Quantum 
Mechanics (Dl）ぺ“QuantumMechanics of Many Electron Systems (D2)" and 

two others. I was particularly凶 erestedin two lectures (Hl) and (D2), which 

were closely related through electron spins and the Pauli principle, and may 
be regarded as extensions of Reitler-London冶theoryof the covalent bond in 

the hydrogen molecule. 

Throughout this meeting Nishina attended all the sessions, and orally trans-

lated the lectures into the Japanese language, paragraph by paragraph. This 

must have b巴ena very di伍culttask, but contributed very much to a good 

understanding of the rather difficult content of the lectures. 

After this exciting meeting the guest lectures made a short trip to Kyoto 

and Nara, and l巴ftJapan for Europe, Heisenb巴rgvia the Suez Canal and Dirac 

by the Siberian railway. After they left Japan Nishina wanted to provide the 

text of their lectures in th巴 J乱paneselanguage for wid巴Ecircles of Japan巴se

students and scientists, and engaged himself in translation, taking time off 

from his busy research and related business work. In the last stage, Inui and 

I were asked to assist him in finalizing the manuscript and proofreading. This 

Japanese volume was publish巴din 1932 as the巴leventhbulletin of Keimeikai, 

and about 150 copies were distributed on requ巴st.
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What I hav巴 talkedtoday about Nishina is a very small portion of all his 

activities, but it is clear that Nishina did the best in planning and executing 

the lecture meeting that he could. We can recognize his devoted love of science 

and of Japan, even from what he did for th邑 lecturemeeting although he had 

no laboratory of his own in RIKEN yet. As a by-product of his endeavor he 

became familiar to many physicists in Japan, and he was invited to Hokkaido 
and Kyoto universities to deliver lectures in 1931. Later in the same y巴ar,he 

was乱ppoint巴da member of RIKEN, having his own laboratory, and it b巴C乱me

possible to invit巴youngable physicists to his laboratory to carry out research 

as he wanted. But I would lik己 toclose my talk here. Let us try not to lose 

memories of our great physicist Nishina, devoted to the progress of physics in 

Japan，日ometimesunder very difficult social conditions. 
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To the Conference Commemorating the Centenary 
of Yoshio Nishina 

A. Bohr (Read by B.R. Mottelson) 

Niels Bohr fustitute, University of Copenhagen, 

DK-2100 Copenhagen, Denmark 

The Ni巴lsBohr Institute has asked me to s巴ndgreetings to the Nishina Cen-
tenary Meeting. This is a welcome occasion for us to commemorate Nishinゲs
long association with our Institute and the w紅 mpersonal E巴lationshipthat 

develop巴db巴tweenNishin乱 andmy father. These associations and their con-

tinuations fall into thr巴eperiods, beginning with Nishinぶsparticipation in 
the research at what was then the Institute for Theoretical Physics in Copen-
hagen, followed by Nishina’s vigorous efforts to develop mod巴rnatomic science 

in Japan, during which tim巴hepersuaded my father to come for a visit. Later, 
after Nishinぶsdeath, the traditions of dos巴 cooperationby Nishinぜssucces-
sors and our institute has been a profound source of inspiration to so many of 

us in the following gen巴E乱tions.
Nishina, who had com巴 toEurop巴 forstudi巴sin 1921, met my father in 

Cambridge the following year and, in March 1923, wrote to him巴xpressingth巴

wish to study atomic physics in Cop巴nh乱gen.His chief wish, as he s乱.ysin the 
letter, was“to study your theory of spectra and atomic constitution in detail. 
But if乱.nyonewants assistance in th巴experim巴ntor the calculation I should do 
it with pleasure”. As it turned out, he took a leading part in th巴 experiments

at the Institute concern巴dwith various aspects of X-r乱yspectroscopyう which
at that time was contributing so much to atomic th巴oryand op巴ningup new 
connections to chemistry. At that same time, Nishina immersed himself in the 
revolutionary theoretical developments that w巴retaking place in those years 
in quantum physics. Thus, with the advent of Diracうstheory of the electron, 
he could immediately, together with Osk乱E Klein, work out the fundam巴ntal

cross-sections for the scattering of el巴ctromagneticradiation by electron. The 

correspondence from those years between my father and Nishina shows how 
much Nishinぜsparticipation in the work of the Institute was appreciated. This 
applies not only to his own work, but also to the help that he was乱.bleto give 

to his colleagues, on the basis of his broad interests and experience combined 

with his kind and generous person乱lity.
Nishina left Europe in October 1928 and, on his return to Japan, was able 

with remarkable eff，巴ctivenessto promote the development of atomic science in 
Japan. In this connection, he almost immediately began to make arrangements 

for a visit by my fath巴r.The visit was originally planned for 1930, but had to be 

postpon巴ds巴veraltimes until it took place in the spring of 1937, thoughtfully 
arranged to coincide with the S巴asonof the cherry blossoms. My father was 
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joined by my mother and my older brother Hans. From the vivid accounts 

七heygave on their return, suppl巴mentedby a film taken by my fa七her,which 
he enjoyed showing with lively comments, I feel almost as if I had be巴npresent. 
Nishina, help巴dby other former collaborators of the Institute in Copenhagen, 
had made great efforts to arrange a program that would enable my father 

to have broad contact with scienti五ccircles in Japan and at the same time 
to experience the uniqueness of Japanese culture in its great variety. This 
meeting had deep consequences as testifi巴dby the reactions from both sides. 

For my father, his first contact with the orient was a great inspiration, which 
became an important element in his views of the human situation. Throughout 

his later years, when expounding his views in discussions and conversations, 
he would often refer to humor and wisdom from the East and would color 
his arguments with stories from Japan. He felt a certain kinship between his 

own way of thinking and elements in the oriental philosophy of life. Thus, 
a favorite quote was from “ancient think，巴rsin the Eastう＇ reminding us that 

"in the search for harmony in human life, we should never forget that we are 

ourselves actors as well as spectators”in the great drama of existence. In 
those years, my father was occupied by the question whether human qualities 
manifesting themselves in different cultures are inherited, and he advocat巴d
the views that a human cultur巴isto be compared with a flower that can grow 

in a variety of diff，巴rentenvironments. He brought up thes己 issu巴sin Japan, 

where they gave rise to lively discussions. Through the personal contact with 
his Japanese friends, despite the enormous differences in cultural tradition, he 
found a confirmation of his views. 

After the war, Nishina devoted all his efforts to rebuilding the institutions 
and facilities for scientific research in Japan. His untimely death in 1951 was 

felt as an irreparable loss not only to the Japan巴sescience community but also 
to his colleagues and friends abroad, and I remember how strongly my parents 
felt the personal loss they had suffered. But the spirit of Nishina continued to 

b巴aninspiration for those following after him, who took up the task of preト
moting sci巴ncein Japan and strengthening connections to the international 
community. The appreciation of Nishina's role in the development of sci巴nc巴
in Japan found expression in the establishment of the Nishina Memorial Foun 
dation. This Foundation played a major part in re-establishing the close ties 

between our Institute in Copenhagen and th巴physicscommunity in Japan. At 
a later stage, the Nishina Memorial Foundation, through its pr巴sidentProfes-

sor Sin-itiro Tomonaga, took the initiative to obtain major support from the 
Commemorative Association for thεJapan World Exposition to the Niels Bohr 

Institute to enable the Institute to maintain its function as a meeting place for 

scientists from all over the world. In the life of the Institute in the last decades, 
th巴 participationof the new generations of Japanese physicists, both experi-

mental and theoretical, has b巴enan increasingly important el巴ment.Thus, in 
our daily lifeうwefeel the continu巴dinspiration and importance of the ties that 
were巴stablish巴dwh巴nNishina was乱 memberof th巴Institutein Copenhagen 

more than 60 years ago. 
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Oskar Klein and Yoshio Nishina 

G. Ekspong 

Depar回1entof Physics, University of Stockholm, 

Vanadisvagen 9, S-11346 Stockholm, Sweden 

Abstract. The joint work in 1928 between Oskar Klein and Yoshio Nishina 
叫 NielsBohr’S Instiもutein Copenhagen is described. The scientific back-
ground to Compton scattering is briefly reviewed and the derivation of出e
famous Klein-Nishina formula discussed as well as the subsequent develop-
ment of出esubjecι 

1. Introduction 

Yoshio Nishin.a arrived in Copenhagen in 1923 at出ea?e of 32 years. Oskar 
Klein, who by then was 28 years old, had been with Niels Bohr for 5 years1 
but lefもin1923 to return for good only in March 1926. Nishina stayed in 
Copenhagen wi出 someshorもinterruptionsuntil October 1928, whenもhetwo 
papers on the Compton effect were ready for publicaもion.Klein on the oもher
hand remained with Niels Bohr until 1930, in which year he was appointed 
full professor aももheUniversity of Stockholm, at tha七timea private university. 

The research乱C七ivitiesof Klein and Nishina were differen七until1928. 
Yoshio Nishina had don(, experiments on Comp七onscatもeringbefore arriving 
in Copenhagen during his visit七O Ru七herford’slaboratory at Cambridge in 
England. At Copenhagen he did experimental X-ray spectroscopy for most 
of the time. Nishina switched in 1928 to theory for his collabor乱tionwith 
Klein. Since出ework by Yoshio Nishina is being reviewed 叫 somelength 
during this symposium, I will recall some aspects of Oskar Klein's early career 
before discussing七heKlein-Nishina collaboration. 

Let me also shortly mention my own contacts with Klein. We overlapped 
as faculty members at Stockholm University for abou七七woyears until his 
retirement in 1962. However, his presence was enjoyed for many years after 
his retirement. I had done experimental studies of anむiproもon－‘

hila，もionssince 1956’i.e. for 4 years, when I became faculty colleague with 
Klein. In those years his focus of interest was cosmology. About出istime 
he formulated his ideas of a matter-antim叫tersymmetric metagalaxy. We 
held joint seminars on various回 pectsof this problem with the participation 
of theoretical and experimental physicists and astronomers. Klein did not 

like big words, such as a theory for the”Universeヘsinceaccording to him 
our known part of it，七hemetagalaxy, may not be the whole world. His 
attitude w出 alwayssomewhat cautious, he seemed to regard出eoriesas ten-
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tative and never definitive. He was, like Niels Bohr, a philosopher of science, 
partly forced to it when trying to explain the nature of modern physics to the 
misunderstandings prevailing among some Swedish professional philosophers. 
Oskar Klein was a great man, honest and kind, humble and soft spoken. 

2. Some early work by Klein 

Apart from the Klein-Nishina formula, Oskar Klein is known for several o出er
achievements, among them出eKaluza-Klein five-dimensional theory, the 
relativistic Klein-Gordon equation, the Jordan也 Kleinsecond quantization and 
the Klein paradox. Klein did, however, no joint work with either Gordon or 
Kaluza. In these cases there were independent papers with similar content. 
With Nishina the collaboration was very close and 出eysigned the五rsもpaper
jointly. The second paper, devoted to a treatment of polarization phenomena 
W出 signedby Nishina alone. 

Klein was admitted at出eage of only 16 years to the Nobel institute for 
physical chemistry in Stockholm two years before entering the University [1). 
The head of this institute was Svante Arrhenius, famous for his dissociation 
theory of electrolytes, who had been awarded出eNobel prize for chemistry 
in 1903. Klein’s first four papers are of a chemical nature. His Ph.D. the-
sis at Stockholm University in 1921 was again in chemistry and dealt with 
the statistical theory for suspensions and solutions, containing a generalised 
tre叫mentof Brownian moもion.

When arriving in Copenhagen Klein had already studied a great deal of 
quantum theory on his own. His firsもphysicspaper dealもwithX-ray scat-
もeringfrom a plate. With S. Rosseland he predicted the existence of atomic 
collisions of the so-called second kind. As early as the early 1920's, Klein 
began a search for a deeper foundation for the quantum rules. He enter『

tained the thoughtもhaもwaveinterference could lie behind the appearence 
of integer quantum numbers. He found waveイrontsassociated with cl拙－

sical particle trajectories in Hamilton’s original approach to what became 
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. Klein set out to derive the general Hamilton-
Jacobi equation for a charged particle moving in a combined gravi回.tionaland
electromagnetic field and saw a similarity with a wave in a four-dimensional 
space. Klein hesitaもedto comple旬 hiswork, since he w加 dis七urbedby the 
possibility that non『 linearもermswould be present. Klein’s ambition w出

perhapsもoohigh, trying to unite gravity and electromagnetism in a five-
dimensional space-time and with the same stroke introduce a wave－出eory
for par七ides.The beginning of all this was done before Sehrるdinger’spaper 
for出eelectron in the hydrogen atom appeared. Klein later completed his 
five-dimensional paper, and suggested that space in出efourth direction is 
closed to a very small circle, which he connected with the fact that electric 
charge is quantized [2, 3). Pauli told Klein th叫 afive-dimensional theory 
had been proposed by Kaluza [4] some years earlier. 
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During a short stay in Leiden in 1926, Klein started together with Uh-
lenbeck to calculate the Compton effect in the Sehrる<lingerway, having sεen 
Dirac’s paper on the subject, done in the Heisenberg way. This calculation 
was, however, never finished. Klein instead began work on a correspondence 
treatment of wave mechanics. In that paper [5] Klein applied his relativistic 
wave equation and stated the wave-mechanical expressions for the densities 
of charge and current. He also included a treatme凶 ofthe Compton effect. 
However, he did not calculate the scattering cross-section, but limited himself 
to showing that wave-theory leads to the same kinematical relations as七hose
set up by Compton on the basis of energy-momentum conservation between 
colliding particles. 

After Dirac’s paper on quantization of the radiation field had appeared,. 
Klein generalised it to quantize Schrるclinger’smatter field, which he published 
jointly with Jordan. 

The first draft of Dirac’s paper on the relativistic elec七roncame to Bohr 
as an amazing surprise. Early in 1928 Bohr sent Klein to Cambridge to learn 
more about it. When Nishina in March 1928 came back to Copenhagen from 
a several months’visit to Hamburg his joint work with Klein began. 

3. Compton scattering 

It is hardly necessary to point out what a pivotal role Compton scattering 
has played in the history of physics. Einsもein’svision about the existence 
of light quanta from his studies of energy fluctuations in七hermalradiation 
in 1904 and his proposal in 1905 that light quanta would serve wellもoex-
plain the photoelectric effect were r巴sistedby many leading physicists for七WO

decades. The wave-theory of light was not to be given up e回 ily[6]. Comp-
ton's discovery of the frequency shift of scatter巴dX-rays was also di担cultto 
understand on出eclassical wave-theory. Many futile attempts were made to 
accou叫 forit. Compton expl乱rtion (andもhesimilar o出 byDe bye) for the 
shift as due to energy-momentum conservation in each single scattering event 
between parもides,one photon and one electron, was very successful but not 
convincing to everybody. The necessity to accept the photon concept became 

clear only after time coincidences and angular correlations between scattered 
quanもaand electrons had been observed. The early confusion about how 
もoremedy the inability of classical wave-theory to account for the observed 

angular distribution is fully exposed in the 1926 monograph by Arthur H. 
Compton [7]. Many attempts had been made in order to derive new scatter-
ing formul~. Compton’s first edition of the book乱ppearedtoo early to reporむ
on the quantum theoryもreatmentsby Dirac and by Gordon, which were pub-
lished in 1926, respectively 1927 [8,9]. Their formula agreed reasonably well 
with data, buもwas七obe superseded by the one derived by Klein and Nishina. 
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4. The Klein-Nishina formula 

The full paper by Klein and Nishi 
short note with the result and a comparison with experiments appeared in 
English [11 ］ 

The starting point was Dirac’s new relativistic theory for the elecもron.
They referred to the earlier treatments by Dirac and by Gordon as being 
based on the ’older' forms of relativistic quantum mechanics. Klein and 
Nishina, however, did not use Dirac's theory of quantized electromagnetic 
fields. They choose to treat the field in a semi-classical way. They claimed 
that Dirac’B radiation theory is expected to yield the same result as theirs, 
when one limits oneself to the五rstapproximation. This was shown to be 
true independently by Ivar Waller [12] and by Igor Tamm [13] fully one year 
later. 

Klein and Nishina discussed the problem of negative energy solutions to 
the Dirac equaもionand considered them physically without meaning. 'We will 
of course limit ourselves to positive values' was the content of one sentence 
in the paper. The field of the incoming electromagnetic wave was considered 
to perturb the electron. The charge current density w田 setup and treated 
so that出eradiation field from it could be calculated. On this point they 
referred to the trea七mentsby Klein and also by Gordon七heyear before. They 
arrived ’after some calculation' at a lengthy expression for the magnetic field 
at a point far from the electron. They pointed out that their result showed 

that spin-flip occurs besides no spin-flip. 
They used出ecalculational rules given by Dirac for handling the matrices, 

inもheircaseσI，σゎσ3as well as P1，ρ3 appearing in the Dirac equation and 
P2 in出eLorentz transformations. When the magnetic field strength was 

squared they arrived ’after some calculations' at the expression: 
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where r is the distance from the electron to the point of observation and E is 
representing the linear polarization of the incoming wave. The other factors 
are easily recognized from similar and more familiar expressions. The authors 
commented on polarization phenomena by saying that the scattered intensity 
does not depend on the initial polarization of the electron in this case of 
linearly polarized light. However, they pointed out that such a dependence 
appears in the case of elliptically polarized light, the treatment of which they 
referred to the subsequen七paperby Nishina alone. In the joint paper they 
summed over the final state polarizations. They also introduced instead of 
v' the scattering angle, which in their wave-mechanical language is the angle 
between the direction of observation and the normal to the wave front of 
the incoming light. The expression for the intensity as a function of this 
angle and also the angle between the electric vector of the incoming light 
and the direction of observation was found to contain one factor more than 
the corresponding expression givenもwoyears earlier by Dirac [8] and by 
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Gordon (9], a factor which becomes unity if the square of the energy ratio, 
i.e. (hν／ mc2)2, can be neglected. They checked七hatin the classical limit of 
long wave-lengths their formula reduces to the one given by J.J. Thomson. 

So far photons had noもappearedin their paper, but were introduced 
towards七hevery end. In order to get the number of quanta scattered into 
the solid angle element, df/,，七heymultiplied their expression for七heintensity 
by出efactor df/, / hiノ’. Finally, an integration over angles led七othe total 
cross-section (" scattering coefficient”）回 afunction of photon energy. 

In a short note (14] writ七enby Klein in 1975, reminisci時 hisfriendship 
with Yoshio Nishina, Klein tells how their joint work began. Gordon on 
a short visit to Bohr’s ins七itutesuggested七hatthe Compもoneffect might 
be a good problem for Nishina. Klein added ’and I, who had intended to 
attack that problem myself, agreed immediately'. Nishina started to read 
Dirac’s paper and did th叫 verycarefully, so that when Dirac himself came to 
Copenhagen the same spring, Nishina told Dirac that he had found an error 
of sign in七hepaper. To this came Dirac’B reply 'but the result is correct, 
however', followed by Nishina's reaction ’there must beもwomistakes' and 
Dirac’s final remark ’must be an even number of mistakes'. 

Klein also recalls that there was not yet any established method to solve 
the problem, which made it di伍cult.At the beginning of the summer vaca-
tion period Nishina’had qui七eobviously not been able to do more than 
a general preparation of the problem.ヲ Kleinthen suggested a collaboration 
during the summer, when Klein and his family sta戸 dat Lundeborg on the 
east coast of the Danish island Fyn, while Nishina was put up in a nearby 
pension. There is a story [15], told by Klein, that the two ofもhemworked 
day by day independently during the summer, each sitting far from each 
other in folding chairs doing the lengthy algebra. After comparing notes at 
the day’s end, they embarked on further calculations the following day. In 
early July in a letter to Bohr (16], Klein informed him that he and Nishi 
had begun to write乱五rs七dr乱ftduring their joint vacaもionwithもhehopeも0 

have it finished quite soon. Although their joint short leももerto Nature was 
signed on the 3rd of August 1928, Nishina wrote five days later in a letter 
七oBohr (17], that the work with Klein had m七yetbeen 白 山hed.The plan 
was to resume the work later in August, when both of them would be back 
in Copenhagen, and五nishi七inSeptember. The 16 pages long paper was 
received by ZeitschrifもforPhysik on the 30th of Oc七ober.

In the subsequent p叩 er(18], printed immediately after出e五rs七one,
Yoshio Nishina derived formulre for the polarization phenomena. It was sub-
mitted the same day as the first paper. Nishina, who had already been in 
France for several weeks, left Europe the following day. In his paper Nishina 
pointed out that the results were quite different from any earlier ones. At 
first he showed that the scattering of linearly polarized light on polarized 
electrons led to two incoherent, elliptically polarized scattered rays. This 
had to do with no spin-flip, respectively spin-flip transitions as he pointed 
out. The result was, however, independent of the initial spin state of the elec-
tron, as was mentioned already in出ejoint paper. He also treated七hecase 
of scatもeringtwice at right angles, which w出 theusual geometry in experi-
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mental investigations of light polarization in Compton scattering. Therefore, 
he also calculated the sc叫teringof an incoming elliptically polarized wave. 
The result was in this case clearly dependent on the initial spin s凶teof the 
electron. Although Nishina immediately averaged over出einitial spin direc-
tions, one can see here for the first time, that Compもonscattering against 
polarized elec七ronsis sensitive to the circular polarization of 7-rays. 

A complete theoretical treatment of the general c回 ewas given in 1938 
by W. Franz [19], who derived expressions for the scattering of elliptically 
polarized light agains七electronspolarized in an arbitrary direction. Follow-
ing Gunst and Page [20] one often writes the differential cross-secもionfor 
Compton scattering on polarized electrons as a sum of two terms 

dσ ’ ぉ＝（号子）+ P（告）
where the first七ermis the usual Klein四 Nishinaexpression for unpolarized 
or linearly polarized light. The second term, which may add or subtract, 
depends on the circular polarization P of the photons. 

5. The negative energy states 

Klein and Nishina avoided explicit reference to electron s七ateswith negative 
energy inもheirderivation. Ivar Waller in Uppsala (now 92 years old) was the 
first to apply Dirac’s radiation theory toもheCompton sc叫teringproblem 
[12]. Somewh叫 laterIgor Tamm in Moscow worked through出esame prob-
lem [13]. Both of出emused the original Dirac theory wi出 emptyneg剖ive
energy states. The importance of not neglecting these among the possible 
intermediate M叫esw回 emphasized.Waller did the sums over positive en-
ergy states叩 dnegative energy s同.tesseparately and claimed that both are 
needed in order to obtain the Klein-Nishina formula. Furthermore, in the 
classical limit the neg叫iveenergy states were found to dominate. Tamm was 
even more expressive in saying that one would geもagrossly wrong result if 
the negative energy states were left out. He claimed that in出eclassical 
limit, scat七eringvia positive energy states gives zero cross section, and that 
仕1efiniもeThomson cross-section derives via the negative energy st叫esalone. 

Waller knew about Dirac’s ideaもofill the negative energy sea with unob-
servable electrons and Dirac knew about Waller’s results. In the new theory 
there would be a replacement of transitions to now unavailable negative en-
ergy s凶 eswi出 oもherもransitionsin which a hole state (a virtual positron, 
in modern旬rminology)appears. In a letter to Bohr (21], Dirac wroもeabout 
this consequence of his hole theory in出efollowing words：’On my new theory 
．七hereis …a new kind of doubleなansitionもakingpl配 ein which firsもone

of出enegative-energy electrons jumps to the proper final st剖ewith emis-
sion (or absorption) of a phoもon,and secondly出eoriginal positive-energy 
electron jumps down and fiils up也ehole with absorption ( or emission) of 
a photon. This new kind of process just makes up for those excluded and 
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restores the validity of the scattering formulas, derived on the assumption of 
the possibility of intermediate states of negative energy'. In view of this and 
the results by Waller and Tamm, one reaches the not so obvious conclusion 
七hatもhelow frequency, classical limit is dominated by intermediate states 
with three charged particles present, one of which is a virtual positron, the 
other two being the incoming and the outgoing electron [23]. In a reference 
to Dirac’s new hole theory, Waller claimed，七ha七回 faras his paper was 
concerned, only formal changes would be needed. Shortly after, Dirac [24] 
showed this to be true. 

The success of th巴 Klein-Nishinaformula thus led to a focusing on the 
importance of七hecurious, and problematic negaもiveenergy states, since they 
could not simply be ignored. 

6. The Klein-Nishina formula as a tool for research 

6.1 A tool for cosmic rays 

In their paper Klein and Nishina suggested that their formula could serve 
as a tool to determine七heenergies of cosmic rays. One can write the total 
cross-section formula for Compton scattering in the extreme relativistic limit 

in the following form: 
πα2 2K 

勾可 ηす

where B.1 is the γ－r句renergy. It is thus obvious tha七ifthere were no other 
proc巴sses,high energy photons would be very penetrating and that the at-
tenuation coefficient would be a measure of出eenergy. However, the scheme 
never worked. Another process turned up, pair creation, which had, of course, 
to do with the secret behind the negative energy solutions of the Dirac equa-
tion. 

6.2 A tool which almost led to the discovery of the positron 

Already when experimentsもocheck the Klein同 Nishinaformula were being 
carried out it served as a七ool. Reports came in 1930 from three places 
[25,26,27] that high energyγ－r可 Swere attenuated much more than predicted 
by filters of high-Z materials, but not low-Z materials. Disagreements with 
the formula were taken as hints for th巴 existenceof some new process, the 
nature of which, however, was missed by those directly involved and by 
all others as well [28). The new proc巴sswas iden七ifiedwith the creation 
of el巴ctron-positronpairs only after the discovery of the positron by C.D. 

Anderson in 1932. 
The first report of still another new phenomenon came in 1930 from 

Chung-Yao Chao, a Chinese visitor at the California Institute of Technology 

[29]. With hindsight his discovery of an isotropic radiation of about 0.5 MeV 
energy was identified with annihilation radiation. Chao returned to China 
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shortly afterwards and now lives in Beijing, 88 years old. I had the pleasure 
to talk with him at length about his experiments during a visit to China in 
1985. 

In this instance the Klein-Nishina formula as a tool was on the brink of 
leading to the discovery of the positron. 

6.3 Polarization of annihilation radiation 

In two-photon annihilations of electron-positron pairs, theory [30] predicts 
polarization correlations, which can be described either as perpendicular cor-
relations of linear polarizations of the七wophotons, or as both photons having 
もhesame helicity, if their circular polarization is analysed. The firs七typeof 
correlation was observed in the azimuthal variation of the coincidence rate 
of Compもonscattered qu叩同［31],evidence for the second type was claimed 
in an another experiment [32]. 

6.4 The determination of the helicity of the neutrino 

In the beautiful experiment by M. Goldhaber et al. [33] on the helicity of the 
electron neutrino, its unknown helicity wasもransferredto出ecircular polar-
ization of the subsequently emittedγ－ray. The五rstsentence of the paper 
gives all the important elements of physics involved. It reads ’A combined 
analysis of circular polarization and r巴sonantscattering of γ】 raysfollowing 
orbital elec七roncapture measures the helicity of the neutrino.’The sensitiv-
ity of Compton scattering to the state of circular polarization of the photons, 
when scattered agains七polarizedelectrons, means that the transmission rate 
of circularly polarizedγ－radiation through a magnetized iron filter will de-
pend on the direction of the magnetizing field relative to七heline of flight 
of the photons. This was used in the neutrino helicity experiment to deter』

mine the photon polarization. The五nalresult was that the neutrino has 
negative helicity and this in turn added strength to the V-A theory for weak 
interactions. 

In this way the Klein-Nishina collaboration, and in particular the pioneer 
work by Nishina, came to play a role in the study of parity violations in weak 
processes and in determining the nature of the weak interactions. 

6.5 Other applications 

The results ofもhecollaboration between Oskar Klein and Yoshio Nishina are 
of importance in many other C出回 withinnuclear physicsぅparticlephysics 
cosmic rays physics and astrophysics. However, time and space does not 
allow an exhaustive review of all that. 

Finally, let me mention that the Klein-Nishina formula still serves as a 
favoured example in university courses on quantum electrodynamics. 
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Does Physics Ever Come to an End? 

R. Peierls 

Nuclear Physics Laboratory, Keble Road, Oxford OXl 3RH, UK 

Abstract. The answer depends on the interpretation of ”Physics”. If the term is 
restricted to the search for the fundamental laws, the answer is "yes", th巴rewill be an 

end. If physics comprises the expansion of our understanding of the consequences of 
the laws of physics, there will be no end. 

The subj弓ctof my talk seems to be the only one in this morning’s session which does 
not explicitly relate to Nishina, but I do not want to miss the opportunity of expressing 
my great respecもandadmiration for him. I never had the privilege of meeting him, but 
I know enough about his contributions to physics and to the development of physics 

in Japan to be impressed and grateful. 

The answer to the question I have been set, "Does physics ever come to乱nend?" 

depends, of course, on what we mean by physics, and on this th巴physicscommunity, 
or even this乱udience,will not be unanimous. Some will see physics as the search for 
the basic laws of nature, and regard it as the end of physics if this search ceases. This 
is a view often held by specialists in particle physics, who sometim巴sshow a rather 
arrogant attitude to other branches of our subject. Others feel that a much broader 

range of problems are good physics and worth pursuing. 
So we have really two questions, and I shall start by discussing the one relating to th巴

search for the fundamental laws. Talk of an impending end is not new. For example, in 
the early 1930s, when atomic theory was complete, there remained only some problems 

with relativistic field theory, and there were two dimensionless parameters: the fine 
structure constant, and the巴lectron-protonmass ratio. These two numbers seemed to 

be related. Th巴rewas alsoもhenucleus, but so little was known乱boutthe nucleus that 

there did not seem many problems. Besides, the nucleus evidently cont羽田delectrons, 
and we could not understand that, but it was evidently related to the probl目nswith 

relativistic electron dynamics. So all remaining problems seemed to be related, and 
some expected that they would be resolved in乱 singlestep. Of course we know today 

how wrong w乱sthis view. 
For a more general analysis I cannot do better than quote the talk on the future of 

physics which Richard Feynman g町 eat the M.I.T. Centenary: He reminded us that the 

d巴velopmentof physics has proceeded in steps, each of which solved the problems at on巴

level by opening up a new乱nddeeper level, with new problems, below. The properties 
of chemical compounds were illuminated by introducing molecules and atoms; the 
problem of the properties of the atom were explained in terms of nuclei and electrons; 
the nucleus was recognized as consisting of nucleons; the forces between these were 
seen by Yukawa to be based on new fields, in particular that of pions, and that and 

the problems of other new particles led us to the pictur巴 ofquarks and gluons. Trying 

to understand the weak interactions led us to another new lev巴lof problems. In th巴
light of this, Feynman said, there are three alternatives for the future development: 

Springer R由 民dingsin Physics, Volume 57 
Evolutionary Trends in the Physical Scienc酎 Eds.: M. Su目立iand R Kubo 
c Springer-Ve町lagBerlin Heidelberg 1991 
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The first possibility is that we rr首ghtone day find the ultimate basic laws. That, 

he said, would me組 theend of physics. It would be sad, he added, because it would 
l巴aveus defenceless against th巴philosophers,who always try to prove that things must 
be the way they are -so far we have always b巴enable to disconcert them by finding 

new and unexpected things. 
His second possibility was that, before we reach th巴 basiclaws, we might run out 

of facilities. There may be a limit to the energy that can be reached in practice by 

accelerators, and to the intensities of their beams. Within these limits we may not 
have enough clues to piece together the fundamental story. Then physics would also 

end. 
Finally, he said, it was possible that such limitations could b巴overcomeby new and 

ingenious methods of accelerating particles, or of making discoveries without raising 
the particle energy. Yet we might never reach the ultimate basis. In that case we 
would go on discovering layer after layer of fundamental physics, and then we would 
get bored. We could not sustain our excitement in such an endless succession of levels. 
He ther巴foreconcluded that, whatever happens, we live in the golden age of physics. I 

think it is hard to quarrel with this analysis. Feynman's second alternative, the limits 

on energy, has acquired more plausibility since his talk. Considering the cost of the 
next generation of acceleratorsう andthe effort n巴ededto get them funded, one feels 

ther巴maynot be many generations ahead. 
As regards the search for the fundamental laws we must therefore answer th巴ques・

tion in the a伍rmative.Physics will come to an end, unless you allow the rather gloomy 

kind of survival of Feynman’s last alternativ巴．
Feynman did not specify a time scale; in fact his talk was supposed to deal with 

physics for the next thousand years! There may well be some uncertainty at what 

stage we shall recognize which of Feynman's possibilities is realized. For example, 
the possibility of reaching the ultimate laws, so that fundamental physics would be 
complete, may well be controversial. Remember that, with the development of physics, 
also the range of questions which a physicist should ask, expanded. At the end of the 

last century, for example, Ohm's law was physics, but the value of th巴conductivityof 

copper was not. This was something you looked up in a table, or on which a chemist 
might have views. 

Some will not be satisfied that physics is complete until many deep qu巴抗ionshave 
been answered. Not only what are the ultimate consti tu巴nts,what kind of particles or 

五elds,or whatever new concepts we may m巴et,and their interaιtions, but also why just 

these particles and no others, why just those interactions, etc. Taking this questioning 

to its extreme would mean deriving all physics from a priori principles, and most of us 

would doubt that this is possible. So there may well be controversy whether physics is 
complete and whether the巴ndhas been reached. 

Or consider the second possibility, that we run out of clues. Here of course there 
will always be theoreticians who r巴fuseto give up, and who will try to construct 

theories from th巴 availableclues, reinforc巴dby their ingenuity and imagination, much 
like the present fashions for strings and supersymmetry, though I leave you to decide 

whether this is physics or science fiction. Such approaches may succeed, so in time 

what appeared to be the second situation might become the first. This, of course, may 
also involve controversy. Since we assume there are no new experimental clues to be 

obtained, such theoretical laws may become a matter of faith. Dirac believed that a 

theory could become convincing because of its mathematical beauty, but estimates of 
beauty may not be unanimous. 
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In the third possibility, the infinite succession of levels, there would exist for a long 

time some physicists willing to plod on, and it is not clear when finally everybody 

would give up, or the community would discontinue the support of physics, but it 

would probably be within Feynman's thousand years. Eventually we are bound to find 
ourselves in one of the three situations outlined, and then the search for the basic laws 
of physics will come to an end. 

Let us now turn to the other way of interpreting the qu巴stion:including in physics 
all the beautiful work done in areas in which the laws of physics are well known. From 

a naive point of view, once the laws are known, all one has to do is to apply them to 
various situations, and aιtivity that might be described as Applied Physics if it is not 
Engineering. But this is to misjudge the position completely. 

There are indeed cases in which new and exciting devices are invented by making 
predictions from the laws of physics. Such an example is the laser. Its inventors saw 

the theoretical possibility of such乱 device,but this was no trivial matter; many p巴ople

knew the laws of spectroscopy and had been applying them for many years. Yet nobody 
had seen the point. Of course seeing the possibility of the laser in principle was not the 
whole story. One h乱dto know the spectra of various substances, to find combinations 
of levels and transitions suitable for the purpose, and then it needed experimental skill 
to implement it. Since then the development has continued, addin? to the variety of 
lasers (including tunable ones) and also discoveri時 manynew ways in which lasers can 
be used. This is where the engineer comes in. 

But this progress by theoretical prediction is by no me乱nsgeneral. An almost 
complete opposite was the cause of superconductivity. It is not only that it was not 

predicted theoretically. After its surprise discovery we did not und巴rstandwhat was 

going on, and even after qu叩 tummechanics had led to an understanding of most 
solid-state phenomena it remained a mystery, even though everybody W笛 convincedit 

must be a consequence of the known laws. It was not until 1957 that the explanation 

was found by Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer. Their work built on many ideas that 
had been proposed to五ndan explanation, particul乱rlyby F. London and by Frohlich. 
The B.C.S. theory not only helped us to understand and therefore better to apply the 
phenomenon, but it also enlarged the scope of theory, since the techniques that were 
necessary for the explanation had important applications to other problems, including 

those of field theory. 

Superconductivity has many important applications, and has in many instances 

been taken over by the engineers, but that is not always the case with exciting discov-

eries. The superfluiduity of liquid helium is another effect that came out of the blue, 

without being foreseen by theory, though L乱ndausoon proposed a description which no 

doubt contains th巴essenceof the phenomenon. The superfluidity of He3 also involved 
a surpris巴. Before its discovery many suggested that He3 would turn superfluid at low 
enough temperature; in fact many expected this would happen well before one reached 
millidegree temperatures. But the properties were unexpected. The analogy with su-
perconductivity had suggested that the helium atoms are paired, and so they are, but 
not as expected in a singles-S state. Di百erentpairing states make the phenomenology 

of superfluid He3 very rich. 
Superfluidity of either He isotope has not so f紅 foundpractical applications and 

is not likely to do so, but it is exciting physics. The lack of applications ensures 
that the physicist can keep the field to himself, without danger of being displaced by 

the engineer. This is not so with the current excitement over the high-temperature 
superconductivity, which also came as a complete surprise and has as yet no generally 
aιcepted explanation. Here the potential practical applications look so promising that 
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there is a raιe between physicists and engineers. A colleague remarked that this is an 
id巴altime to work on other problems in condensed-matter physics, bee乱useyou have 

no competition -everybody is so busy working in high-temperature superconductivity. 
Perhaps this is a little exaggerated. 

Another beautiful subject opened up in the post-war years is the study of phase 

transitions. For a long time it was taken for granted that in a second-order phase 

transition, such as the critical point of a gas-liquid system, or the Curie point of a 
ferromagnet, the specific heat was discontinuous but五nite.In fact, Onsager had given 
a rigorous solution of the twか dimensionalIsing model, in which the speci五cheat at 
the Curie point is singular, but this was not noticed. Only when precise measurements 

showed that the specific heat at the critical point gets bigger as the accuracy of the 
measurement increases, was it realized that the correct behaviour is singular, and from 

this the study of such transitions by means of the renormalisation group has dev巴loped.
As one of the latest surprises I might m巴ntionth巴 quantumHall effect. A twか

dimensional electron system (e.g. confined to the surface of a semiconductor) shows 

qualitativ巴lythe same Hall effect as a metal or a semiconductor, but there are periodic 

variations, which follow simple numerical relationships with incredible accuracy. This, 

too, has called for novel and sophisticated theoretical approaιhes. 
Astrophysics in a sense straddles the boundary between my two categori巴s:much 

of it is covered by the well established laws of physics, but some of its aspects, such as 
the solar-neutrino problem and that of the ”dark matter”in the universe, involve th巴

frontier of known laws. 

I could not possibly list all the r巴centexciting developments. I talked about these 

few examples to illustrate, firstly, that there are non-trivial studies for which the skill, 
th巴experienceand the imagination of the physicist are r巴quired.I would insist that 

they are certainly physics. Secondly, as the examples show, they arise unexp巴ctedly,

not from any systematic attempt to deduce consequences of the laws of physics. I see no 

reason why the flow of such discoveries should ever stop. I do not have the confidence 
of Feynman to make predictions for a thousand years, but if ”physics”includes the 
type of phenomena I have described, ther巴iscertainly no end in sight. 

So, depending on how you inもerpretthe question, the answer is either ”yes＇’or”no". 
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Where Do We Go from Here? 

L.M. Lederman 
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1, Where are明＇e?

1.1 Introduction 

Of course we are in Tokyo, celebrating the 100th anniversary of Yoshio 
Nishina, a scholar whose activities encompassed so many different 
fields. 

Among the many accomplishments of Yoshio Nishina we must 
remember that accelerator science was one of his major interests and he 
directed one of the foremost accelerator labs in the world up until the 
war. 

In this talk I will summarize where we are, emphasizing those 
aspects of both theory and experimental science which征elikely, in my 
opinion, to be springbo訂dsinto the future. Unlike Nishina, I will stick 
to high energy particle physics although the guidance and strong 
influence of cosmology must of course be included. If you notice出atI 
spend more time on experimental facilities than on the prospects for 
superstring theory, it is only that I truly believe the road to the future as 
we now dimly see it, is more likely to require new machines and new 
detectors than improved mastery of Calabi-Yau manifolds. Of course, 
we are inherently guided by theory and where we are going will very 
likely have the same felicitous blend of theory and experiment as we 
enjoy now. One thing about the future compared to the present is that it 
is undoubtedly longer. 

1.2 Theory 

We begin our springboard survey with a reminder that we live in the 
shadow of an incomplete Standard Model. This teaches us that the 
matter in the world is made up of six qu訂ksand six leptons. In each 
family there is a missing member. In both cases, the absent p訂 ticlehas 
ave丹fspecial role and both particles，出cas-yet-undiscovered top qu訂k
and the not-yet detected tau neutrino will in fact play prominent roles in 
our future. For now the puzzle has to do with why the top mass is so 
heavy, (it is at least 90 GeV according to Fermilab results) and whether 
the tau neu出nohas any mass at all and if so, is it enough to make the 
expansion parameter of the universe W = 1? 
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These mass puzzles extend over all the matter p町ticlesin the entire 
standard model and，紅・ea 1990 version of Richard Feynman’s 12.iQ 
question：”Whv does the muon wei2:h？” 

To complete my description of the Standard Model, the matter 
pぽticles紅ebeholden to the electroweak and the s汀ongforce. These are 
represen臼dby 12 gauge bosons. Here too something is missing and 
again it is related to masses. 

The unitarity crisis required the introduction of a new interaction 
carried by a neu住alscalar particle, the Higgs. This field has the added 
feature of being capable of mass generation, giving the zo a large mass 
and thereby b詑 akingthe symmetry in the electroweak interaction. It 
seems likely，ぜIunderstand what my theory colleagues are saying，出at
all fermion masses are generaぬdas potential energy in出eHiggs field. 
Well, if true, Higgs is crucial to any advance and we must句 tofind 
Higgs pa口icles.The Higgs mass is an open parameter of ~he SM and 
here again we have an important (and very expensive!) springboard to 
where we are going. Fortunately there is a clue in that the theory 
becomes inconsistent (Higgs-Higgs scattering etc.) unless the mass of 
the Higgs is less than 1 Te V or so. This limit motivated the design of 
the SSC, the 40 TeV proton-proton collider now under construction in 
Texas. 

I will select just one more of the questions left open by the SM and 
that has to do with CP violation, the ability of neutral K-mesons (the K-
Lοng) to decay to 2 pions. This 民 actionhas vast cosmological 
implications, nothing less than the ”origin of matter.”There has been a 
tremendous experimental effort to measure CP violating parameters and 
these will surely continue but the more recent possibility of studying CP 

violation in the B-meson (b d, b s ) system has spurred proposals for the 
construction of machines specifically designed to do these things. 
These are usually called Beauty factories. 

Finally, we must realize that the stoηofpa口iclephysics is a mixture 
of futures; futures motivated by theoretical crises and predictions and 
futures motivated by experimental and technological oppo口unities.For 

example，出cπ，P,vµ,K~.w.z, P回 dictionslead to sear℃hes, new 

accelerators and new techniques, the μ,K土，A°,CP,JI 1/f, 0，τwere 
SU叩d回 s,gifts of new techniques and of machines. If history is a 
guide, we will use our increasing powers of observation and 
measurement to test today's theory but also to search for new 
phenomena. 

1. 3 Facilities 

The inventory of官。nt-linemachines is a decreasing functton of time. 

In 1990，由eFermilab Tevatron providedne訂ly2 TeV for pp collisions 
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at a luminosity which permits observation of 105 collisions per second. 
It is likely that this wilI be increased by a factor of 50 or so by the mid-
1990’s. Such a luminosity (1Q32cm-2sec-1) could permit the 

observation of processes that have crossマsectionsas small as 10・37cm2
The Fermilab collider is the only existing machine that can produce the 
top quark. The Fermilab fixed target program at 800・900GeV al o 
provides the highest energy collisions of a wide variety of primary, 

ndary and tertiary p訂tides.If we訂eto see the tau neutrino. it will 
almost certainly be in the fixed旬rgetprogram at Fermilab ’ 

At CERN there is a PP collider which pioneered the technique of 
creating intense antiproton sources and then head-on collisions of 
protons and antiprotons. This machine produced spectacular data: 
discovery of W and Z as well as "jets.”However with an energy of 630 
GeV, it is scheduled to close in 1991. 

The CERN LEP machine, currently running at 50 Ge V e+ colliding 
with 50 GeV e-, is a zo factory. 

百1escheme of this 27 km circumference machine with its four large 
and sophisticated detectors is to study the decay modes of the Z as a 
probe of new physics and as a means of establishing iJ:I?,portant SM 

parameters with great precision. They are approaching 10° zo’s and in 
a few ye訂 s,perhaps as many as 107 zo’s so that very rare decay 
processes can be seen. Also in出enext few ye訂 Sthis machine will go 
to a total energy of about 180 GeV in order to study WW, ZZ, WZ, and 
rw pair production processes. 

The SLC machine at SLAC manages the same collisions as LEP but 
in an accelerator of innovative design using the SLAC linac to accelerate 

e+ and e-and bring them together in two semicircular tracks. The 
machine is an approach to a line訂 collider,a much studied configuration 
for producing much higher energy e+e- head-on collisions. 
Unfortunately, its luminosity is only a few percent ofLEP. 

The smaller e+e-machines at Cornell (CESR) KEK, DESY, SLAC 
are providing detailed data on SM properties with the CESR and DESY 
machines until now providing the bulk of the data on BO mesons. 
Lower energy fixed target machines at BNL and CERN have very 
selective programs e.g. Brookhaven’s study of very r紅 eK-decays and 
CERN's precision measurements of CP violation and of neutrino 
scattering. The B吋ingcharm factory has recently entered the field and 
will continue the work carried out at SLAC's SPEAR. HERA, a unique 
e p collider (30 Ge V e’s x 800 GeV p’s) is scheduled to tum on in 1991 
and will provide both search and meas町 ementdata. 

Finally, I would tell you a bit about the apparatus. We are today in a 
situation where groups of 200・500physicists c己n,in 6・8years, 
assemble collider detectors of impressive complexity, making use of 
data acquisition systems and computational power that rival the 
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accelerators in cost and technical soohistication. Consider the CDF 
dectector at Fermilab. It looks at 105 (soon to be over 106) events per 
second, each with up to 100 tracks and about 104 bytes per track. This 
is 1011 bytes per second. An on-line system examines these events and 
by a process of sequential filtering, finally writes about 5 events per 
second to tape. This is the springboard to the supercollider or CERN's 
version, the LHC, where the problem grows to 1015 bytes per second! 

We have no time to describe the quality of the data, the tr吋ectory

measurements, the precision track-origin locators (to ±10μ), 
calorirne廿icenergy measurements, etc. 

2, Where Are明TeGoing, (Part A)? 

Let’s review the selected SM weaknesses in order to trace these threads 
into the future. We discuss these in the context of presently available 
accelerators. 

2.1 Top むuark

羽realready know that Mt> 90 GeV. My own puzzlement is illustrated 
by a new table of the Standard Model which I call the Lego SM plot 
(see Fig. 1). The diagram is designed to emphasize the puzzle of the 
massiveness of the top司uark.The sensitivity of the search for the top 
quark depends on the energy of the colliding quarks (partons) and on 
the integrated number of collisions. The above limit was based upon 
about 1011 collisions or an integrated luminosity of 4.2 pb-1. In the 
1991 run of the TEVA TRON collider, the CDP detectors will be joined 
by a new detector, DZERO. It is expected that each detector in the 1991 
run will have an integrated luminosity of 20・30pb-1 which enables the 
mass range ofup to about 130 GeV to be searched. By 1996, given the 
upgrades Fermilab has proposed, the top will be found if its mass isく

250 GeV. 
Theoretical consistency of data on B mesons, on the羽rmass (within 

the SM) leads to the conclusion that Mtく250GeV. This is because the 
top quark enters in radiative corrections to SM parameters. If the 
TEVA TRON does not find the top quark, the SM is incorrect. (The 
Higgs thing also enters into this argument). The issue in the quest for 
the top quark is then to know the mass and to determine whether the 
huge mass is merely an accident or is it some signal (see Fig. 1) that top 
is special and its prope抗ieswill tell us about the very nature of mass. 
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2. 2 Beauty Meson Factories 

羽rementioned that all the data on B’s comes from the e+e-machines. 
Although the hadronic production of b-quarks has a much greater cross-
section, until very recently backgrounds have prevented competition. 
However, excellent mass resolution has enabled CDF to recons住uctBo 
events and study the specific mode: 

B→J/'l'+K 
It is expected that the next CDF run which will have a silicon vertex 

detector should collect about 100 times the number of B events. 
However, there is now a world-wide effort to design an e+e-beauty 
factory with work going on at KEK, SLAC, CERN, SIN, and 
NOVOSIBIRSK. The motivation is CP violation which promises to be 

very informative if seen in the BO BO pairs. B-factories are designed so 
that they can measure CP violation in a yeぜsrun. 

Hadron machines hope to get in the game. The ratio of B 
production to total cross-section is only 10-6 (fixed target) or 10-3 
(collider). The CDF B signal now has as many reconstructed B’s as do 
the e+e-colliders. The evolving technology and ingenuity may well 
make this an interesting race, i.e. between existing hadron machines i.e. 
B ‘~AL’s collider丞旦.dfixed target vs the e+e-machines, existing and 
proposed. 
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2.3 Neutrinos 

Since Pauli’s inspired speculation, neutrinos have continued to puzzle 
and lead physics to new ideas. Try to explain to a science writer that 
there is a particle that has no charge,no radius and no mass but that it 
enables the sun to shine, to cool stars, and to distribute the heavy 
elements cooked in dying stars, throughout the universe! No mass? 

The limit on me is about 10 ev, on Vμ it is 200 KeV, the tau neutrino 
can be as heavy as 35 MeV. 

The neu住inoS回 ctureand especially the possibility of finite mass is 
one of the outstanding problems today and clearly a springboard to 
major research over the next decade. The cu汀 entresearch had three 
motivations: (i) The famous solar neutrino problem (what depletes the 
flux of Ve’s?) (2) The dark matter problem, i.e. we need weakly 
interacting neutral particles with some mass (not too much!) and 
neutrinos are good candidates because they do exist; and (3) the width 
of the Z insists that a fourth generation neutrino, if it exists, must have a 
mass greater than 40 Ge V. 

A vigorous use of neutrinos as tools for studies of quark structures 
and weak interactions led to detectors of 1000 tons. The proposals now 
emerging involve higher intensity neutrino beams e.g. the Fermilab 
Main Injector machine which would increase the collider luminosity 
would also yield 1013 protons per second at 120 GeV and a 
superintense neu住inobeam. They also involve more sensitive searches 
for neu住inooscillations and for the detection of the tau neutrino. Since 
we know least about v1, it has been considered the most likely candidate 
for astrophysical dark matter. The question of whether theτ－neutrino 
has mass is crucial here. If it does have a mass, the mechanism that 
generates it is ＂・...a window on the world beyond the SM." Some 
proposers insist that neutrino beams be aimed at detectors hundreds of 
kilometers away (long baseline oscillations). 

Finally we should mention neutrino astronomy and solar neutrinos. 
We know there is an ambient flux of neutrinos from outside our solar 
system and even outside our galaxy. The detection of some 11 events 
from SN1987A in Toyama and Cleveland marked the first time non『

electromagnetic signals have been received from ou-tside the galaxy. 
Since Y -rays of PeV (1Q15eV) have been detected, since these are 
generated by hadrons, these must almost certainly also generate 
neutrinos via hadronic weak interactions. Detecting TeV neutrinos 
would be a cosmological bonanza. The subtleties of solar neutrinos 
may indicate oscillations generated by fractions of an e V mass 
difficiencies between neutrino species. These in turn could have a vast 
influence on the large scale s廿uctureof the universe. 

In summary, we touch the problem of mass again with neutrinos 
since it is not easy or natural in the SM to generate mass for neutrinos. 
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Thus oscillations or any direct way of observing v-mass must require 
theoretical extensions beyond the Standard Model. 

2.4 Higgs 

We noted that the Higgs p訂 ticlemass is an open p訂 ameterwhich can 
be as high as～1 TeV. There are some theoretical estimates based upon 
an idea of Nambu by several authors [1] which is inspired by the 
massiveness of the top. These theorists attempt to make the ”Higgs”a 
bound state of top and anti top. These models give specific predictions 
for the masses of the top and the Higgs, in the domain of 100-200 Ge V. 

Whether or not the pp machine can find a 200 Ge V Higgs is an open 
question and depends critically on the luminosity of the improved 
TEVATRON. 

3. Where Are We Going; (Part B) 

This history has gotten off to a lively start. SSC was”conceived”in the 
late 1970 ICFA studies but it was brought to a sharp focus as a national 
plan in 1982. By July, 1983, it was embraced by the DOE and there 
began a serious design study under M. Tigner at the LBL headquarters 
of the SSC Design Group. The energy is 20 Te V in each beam yielding 
a splendidly violent 40 TeV in the CM with a collision rate of 105/sec. 

Magnet R&D aimed at SSC was diversified to three laboratories 
(LBL, FNAL, BNL) and did not break speed records. 

In 1987, SSC became U.S. policy, the site was selected and the 
SSC Laboratory founded in Texas under Roy Schwitters. As of cuηent 
writing, the cost estimate for the SSC ”hovers～between $7 .8 billion 
and $8.3 billion." 

So what is the scientific drive for SSC? 
We start with the list that any Congressman is completely familiar 

with: 

今，
B
4
3
d斗
ζ
J
f
O
勺
I
口
δ

Higgs! Electroweak symmetry breaking and SM predict that 

the reaction: HO→zozo→4 leptons will be seen at SSC if 
the mass is less than 800 GeV. 
z’s,W’s, copious production in pairs 
Top physics 
SUSY searches 
Compositeness, is the quark (electron) a point? 
Strong WLWL scattering 
B physics 
New physics which ”explains" CP, 3 generations, quark 
lepton sy江田1etryetc. 
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There is an incredible literature on the physics at SSC, and/or its 
European version, LHC. At this time, "expressions of interest”running 
to hundreds of pages have been received. This confirms the notion that 
interest is worldwide. About 5 or 6 propose to build generic detectors 

which are modelled on the DO and CDF or UA 1, 2 style of ”47t”do-
eveηthing detectors. One detector proposed by 837 .5 authors is a 6π 
detector. Other expressions of interest V訂yfrom the ubiquitous logs 
physics, to fixed-target beauty research. So far, only one, perhaps two, 
seem to be based upοn totally new technologies. The next few ye訂swill 
see a refinement of these expressions-of-interest. 

One of the more challenging aspects of SSC experimentation has t9 
do with the collision rate. The design luminosity would yield lQ<'.5 
interactions/sec, each interaction generates～lOOpぽtidesrequiring～107 
bytes to describe. This data rate requires all kinds of new techniques, 
radiation-hard detectors and up-close electronics, a refined mechanism 
for selecting the interesting events, etc. Whereas veηfew experts 
would claim that this problem is now completely solved, there is 
nevertheless considerable pressure to go to 10 times this rate or even 
more! From the theoretical physics point of view it is clear that this 
would help由eHiggs problem, but仕omthe experimental point of view, 
it is not at all clear出at1990箇 1992technology can deal with these kinds 
of data rates. 

4. Where Are明TeGoing; (Part C: Beyond SSC) 

It is the 130th anniversary of Y oshio Nishina. The year is 2020. 
So by now we can also invent SSC results, e.g. 

H1 = 422 Ge V found at SSC in 2004 

Hz三 699Ge V but only 3s 

Indications exist that there is a Higgs sector with a rich Higgsian 
spec住oscopy.
To study this, we obviously need higher energy. 

SSC may instead discover a new class of strong interactions which 
may, in the words of Steven羽reinberg, revive the physics of our youth; 
dispersion relations, Regge poles, sum rules, all at a much higher 
energy. Again we'll need a machine appropriate to the energy. To decide 
the state of hadron colliders, we are fortunate to have the well-tested 
Livingston Chart (Fig. 2). This predicts that by 2030, we will have 
1000 Te V in the CM. In order not to violate this schedule, we must st訂t
in 2020. The dilemma facing us in 1990 is that we can’t know now 
what kind of facility will be appropriate. Of course by 2020, we'll 
know! 
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Figure 2. Upper reaches of the Livingston Plot whose absolute validity 
is established in the off-side yea目 1930・1990.

4 .1 Electrons vs Hadrons? 

There is a segment of devotees of e+e-collisions that seem to hold to a 
belief that the next machine after SSC”belongs”to electrons and this is 
as sensible as if the expe抗son Geiger counters would insist that they be 
employed on the next detector. The point is that we are all driven by 
physics. Electron machines were powerful in the 1970's and LEP’s 
con凶butionto Z0 physics, especially the width, is clear. The virtue of 
electrons, their clean initial state, may however count for less and less as 
the violence increases. Very naηow resonances like the zO, strongly 
coupled to electromagnetism, is one of the few states that strongly favor 
e+e-machines and these may be a vanishing breed at post-SSC 
energies. If hadron colliders can solve the rate problems and the 
messiness of the spectator partons, its relative economy in dollars per 
Ge V and its large variety of initial states may win over e+e-colliders in 
the next round. A s位ongindication of this does not have to wait for 
SSC results in the 2000’s but will be gui4ed by 1032 luminosity in the 
upgraded Tevatron in the mid-1990's. If constituent collisions continue 
to be邸 clearlydiscernible at these rates, it will be a strong indicator that 
a 500 Te V x 500 Te V pp machine can be the 2020 machine, rather than 
the equivalent 50 TeV x 50 TeV e+e-. We must keep our minds open 
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and weigh the physics potential of these two approaches. Both have 
formidable challenges, the former is largely in cost reduction. In the 
e+e-case, the technical challenges町eso daunting that it is likely that the 
only sensible approach is an iterative, learning process, through a, e.g., 
200 GeV x 200 GeV collider, then a 1 TeV x 1 TeV, etc. Each process 
is in the billion dollar category and probably requires of the order of ten 
or more years. Thus some imaginative efforts at magnet R&D to 
reduce costs of the post-SSC accelerator should start in the period of 
1995-2005. Progress in high temperature superconductors is clearly 
relevant. 

A design of a 500 TeV x 500 TeV machine was c氾Tiedout in 1985 
by J.D. Bjorken. The only daunting problem was the cost. 

Some speculative theoretical ideas [2] in fact would strongly favor 
hadron accelerators in the hundreds of Te V range. These ideas are 
related to the notion that electroweak interactions become strong (non-
perturbative) at high energies. Violations of B (baryon number) and L 
(lepton number) could be induced by new gauge fields (instantons). 
Observations of large probabilities of huge multiplicities in qu町長quark
collisions are possible outcomes of these ideas. What is involved is 
nothing less than the topological structure of the electroweak vacuum. 
So there! Both theoretical and experimental progress is needed before 
using these ideas as a decisive issue in this mythological next 
accelerator. However it does support the thesis白atit is not at all certain 
that this will be an electron linear collider. It should be noted that in 
Europe, the ”Eloisatron”concept of a multi hundred Te V hadron 
collider has been discussed by some of the more imaginative physicists 
for some years. 
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ABSTRACT 

An overview is given concerning the concepもofdynamical symme-

try breaking and itsほ a皿 pl田 incondensed matter, nuclear, and 

particle physics, including回 mespeculations about出enature of 

もheHiggs field in the Standard Model of electroweak unifica七ion.

1. Introduction 

In my student days, Yoshio Nishina was one of those exalted names we 

talked about in awe. He w回 atもhattim邑 headingcosmic ray and nuclear 

physics groups叫 Riken,the fむnousInstitute for Physical and Chemical 

Reseむ ch,which had played a unique role h出edevelopment of science and 

industry in Japan during the period between the two world wars. Having 

few, if any, professors in皿yuniversity of Tokyo七o旬叫hus particle physics, 

we students used to frequenもtheweekly Riken 田皿inarsrun by Nishina 

and his出eoreticalcolleague S. Tomonaga. Iもwasin this way th回 Iwas 

initiated inもOC白血icray physics; I learned, for example, how Nishina’s group 

W出 engagedin m e副 uringcosmic ray in旬nsitiesunderground and over the 

Pacific Oce組. I also learned at first hand出emode of operaもionof the 

gre叫 schoolof theoris凶 of出eti皿e,represen同dby people like Tomonaga, 

Yukawa，む1dSakata，出もheywere developing their ideas about the cosmic ray 

m田 ons.I remember Tomonagaヲ叫 oneof those seminars, reading Sakata’s 

communication七ohim, in which Sakata w出 prop田 ing七haも七hecosmic ray 

“me回 n”（nowcalled muon) and Yukawa’S皿田on(now called pion) were 

different parもides.However, this paper will concern certain theoretical ideas 

which have li抗ledirecもconnectionwith Nishina. 
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2. Sym皿 etryand Symmetry Breaking 

The sym皿凶ryprinciple occupies an importan七placein our pursui七of

physical laws, but it is noも皿yintentionもogive叩 exhau幻ivediscussion of the 

sy血 血etryprinciple in general. Besides, my同lkwill inevitably reflec志社1efact 

出叫 Ia皿 aparticle theorist. When Yukawa created a出巴oreticalparadigm 

wiもhhis回目ontheory in his search for the origins of nuclear forces, the 

concepもofsy血血etrydid not play any role. His paradigm, which I would like 

to call出eYukawa. mode [1], wa..s七ohy附加izethat behind new pheno皿 ena

there are new parもidesin terms of which one c日 explain出eformer; the 

pursuit of parもiclephysics is the pursuiもofnew particles. When a. subfield 

of physics like particle physics w田 inits exploratory stage，もhisturned ouも

to be a highly effective皿 ethodology.In fact it has remained so upもothe 

pr田ent. But inもhe皿 eanもimethe sy血血虫色ryprinciple h甜 alsoproven i七s

power組 di皿 portance副主hefield m叫 ured.In recent yeむ swe have seen 

a gradual e皿.ergence叩 deven dominance of wh叫 Icall the Einstein mode, 

in whichぬeo:reもica.lprinciples drive the direction of particle physics. A key 

elemnt of this mode is仕1esym皿抗ryprinciple. 

The purpose of出ispaper isもoa.ddr田sone particular出 pectof the sym-

metry principle, namely the dyna皿ical,or spon同neous,breaking of sy血血b

tri田.But仕1esym皿 etryprinciple回 iもappearsin modem physics has many 

f拭 eもs,some of which had not been recognized before the recent developmen同

in quantu血 field出eory.So iも田emsappropriate for meもofirst give a brief 

SU皿血訂yof these various faceもs.

a) Sy皿皿e色町 givesa. sense of esthetic beautyもophysics andもhenatural 

world iもdescribes.In mathe皿叫ica.lter皿s,a sym皿 etryessentially means a 

group of congruent opera.tio田 underwhich the laws of physics are unchanged. 

The group田町 becontinuous or discre旬，組dimpli四回出socia.tedconser-

V叫ionlaw which is respectively additive or multiplicative. Finding paももems

ofsym皿etryis highly useful in discovering regularities回 dconservation laws; 

conversely sy皿皿etryserv田部 aguiding principle in our search for a unified 

description of physical laws. 

b) There are global sym血目ries回 wella.s local, or gauged, sym血目ries.

Wigner once remarked, according to my recollection，出品 thereare two ways 

of establishing conservation laws: one by finding selection rules that apply 

between the initial and final stat田 ofa process, and the other by directly 
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me拙 uringthe conserved charges byもhefields出eyproduce. Cer同inlythis 

is a good char低回izationof仕1edistinction between global and gauged sym-

metri回 . A gauged sym皿etryis richer and皿orerestrictive出回 aglobal 

one in the sense出 副 社1eformer is in fa.ct an infinite product of sym皿 e位ies

referringもoea.ch point of space-time. The Einstein gravity also belongs to 

出iscatego思（Amongthe global symm仰 i回 one皿可 includethe時 called

dynamical symm凶ries,like th剖 efound in出eKeplerian and出eharmonic 

motion, which町 esym血 etri田 inthe ph錨 espace, and are outside of出e

Noether出.eorem.)

c) It is often emph回 izedもhatphysics consists of physical laws in local 

組 ddi官erentialform, plus the boundary and initial conditions which are sub-

ject to independent physical considerations. Sym皿 etriesusually refer to the 

former, b，訪問主 necessarilyto the latter. However, there are c回目 inwhich 

もhetopology of the physical space is coupled色o出叫 ofthe group manifold in 

qu白色ion,so the boundary and initial conditions become an integral parもof

七hesym血 etry.Topological considerations have led to concepts like soliもons,

monopoles, sもringsand ins色mもons.

d) A sym皿e色町 implies degener低 y. In generalもhereare multiplets 

of equivaler民自主叫回 rel叫edもoea.ch oもherby congruence operaもions. They 

C組 bedistinguished only relative to a weakly coupled external environment 

which breaks the sym皿etry.Local gauged symmetries, however, cannot be 

broken仙 W可 becausesuch印刷ernalenvironment is not allowed ( a 

superselection rule), so all states are singleもs,i. e., the皿ultiplicitiesare noも

observable except possibly for出eirglobal par色．

e) In reality glob叫 symmetriesm可 beperfect or only approximate, 

leadingもostrict or approxi皿ateconservation laws. There may be a hierarchy 

of approximate symmetri田 ， 日doften出epatterns with which sym血 etries

町 ebroken are舗 meaningfuland ple槌 ing副主hesymmetriesもhemselves.A 

sym血剖rymay be so blat組もlyviola古ed也前 iもis仕1e箇 ymmetryratherもhan

出esymmetry出叫 isin民resting組 dsignific組 .t.Parity violation in weak 

proce関田 isan exa皿pie.

f) There can be clash田 ofsym皿etri回： differentinter低もionsmay 

have di宜erentsymmetries which are in conflic色，組d出isconflicもbecomesthe 

prominent feature of certain phenomena, again個 inthe c槌 eof the weak vs” 

もhes紅ongin色er民主ions,where their symmetry砿 esare tilもedwith respect to 

each other, so to speak. 
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g) A symm凶ryand the associaもedconservation law that are sむictin 

classical出eorymay be violated by a quantum組 omaly,i. e., the sym皿 etry

in que自主ionmay be valid only“on shell”，but no七inthe entire function space 

of fields over which the qu組 tumaction is defined. The chiral anomaly is a 

prominent example of it. Absence of anomali回 isもhough主主obe a necessary 

condition for a renor皿alizable出eorybased on gauged sy皿皿etries.

h) Sym皿etriesinherent h也ephysical laws may be dyna血 ical

spontaneously broken, i.e., they may noも皿む1ifesもthemselvesin the抵 tual

phenomena. The rest of出epaper will address this topic in more detail. 

3. Dynamical (Spontaneous) Symmetry Breaking 

The fac色thatcrystals, molecules回 dato皿sexhibit symmetries幽 well

槌 槌ym皿etriesseems to have caugh主主he副主entionof physicisもsalready when 

the group出eoryw槌 beingdeveloped by mathematicians in the la瓜 century.

According to Radicati [2], Pierre Curie [3] w回 oneofもhefirst physicists七o

discuss the aspecもsof symmetries叩 dasym皿 etriesin a皿odernlanguage, 

m由主lyin出eproperti田 ofcrys同lsand of ぬeirrespo回 目 toexternal forc四．

Be that回 i七may,a comprehensive historical review is noもintendedhere. 

The spont組 eousbreakdown of sym皿etri田恒 ageneral concepもisof 

more recent origin, alもhoughit predat伺 theもermcoined by Baker and 

Gl叫 ow[4] in the 60’s. The name isもoolong, and do田 no色represent

its conもentvery adequately, but it h回 stuckfor lack of a better one. It 

also appears thatもhereexist subもlenu組 C回 inthe way different people UIト

derst組 dits me組 ing. Sometimes出eterm dynamical symmetry breaking 

is used槌 opposedto spontaneous sym血目rybreaking to deno色edynamical 

mechanisms which釘 enoもim皿 ediatelyapparent. But in my opinion such a 

distinction is irrelevant. It is always a dynamical question whether a symmeー

もrybreaks or noも.Theもwoterms may be used interchangeably. Each term 

h回 itsmerits, b凶 Iwill mainly use the word dynamical, and furthermore 

give i古arather narrow皿.eaning.I七do田 notinclude asymmetries of small 

貧困同制emslike皿蜘ul伺（the Jahn-Teller蜘も） • I will start wi出血y

definition of dynamical sym皿 etrybreaking, relying on concep七staken from 

group也eory,statistical mechanics and qu組旬皿 fieldtheory. 
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As already mentioned, a sym皿 etryi皿 pliesdegeneracy of energy eigen-

stat田.Each multiplet of s同古田 formsa representation of a sy皿皿剖rygroup 

G. Each member of a multiple is labeled by a set of qu叩同皿 nu血 bersfor 

which one may use the generators and C踊 imirinvarian臼 ofthe chain of 

subgroups, or else so皿eobservables which form a representation of G. Iもis

a dyna皿 icalquestion whether or not the ground stateヲ orthe most stab！己

state, is a single七， themosもsy皿皿etricalone. 

Consider now a sys胞皿wiもha large nu皿 herof degrees of freedom N, and 

七heground state is either degenerate or出 ymp七oもicallydegenerate so七hat

its multiplicity grows and the energy split七ingsgo to zero with increasing 

N. Usually one h回 in皿inda unifor皿皿edium,where N is proportionalもo

七h邑 numberof constituents，組dthe spaもialextent of the medium also grows 

with N. In the li皿iば→∞（もheもhermodyn山 cli凶） one皿 aychoose 町

particular state belongingもothe degeneraもemulもiplet,and call i志社1eground 

s七叫eof the皿 ediu皿． Thequ組 tu皿 numbersof the stateむeinfinite, but one 

皿 aydefineもheirdensiti田 peruni七volu血色組dcall the皿 orderparameters. 

Physical phenomena出叫 Cむ1happen in出is皿 ediu皿 spむ1a Hilbert 

space of stat田 including吐1eground st剖eunder consider叫ion.This space, 

however, is only a subspace of the Hilberもspaceof the sys七emon邑 hadwhen 

N W出血1iもe.This is because the o七herground s同古田 canno古bereached from 

出epr田 entone by皿 E辺国 oflocal perturbations出 叫 op哩rateonly on a subset 

of its constituents. The two ground st叫田町einfinitely orthogonal, so七o

speak. The effective Hilberもspaceis one buil七onthe pr田 entground M叫eby 

exciting it by local perturb叫ionsonly. The syste皿 behaves回 ifthe ground 

state w国 nondegeneraもe,but had reduced syrnm町 .Its symmet可（ifone 

remains) is that of the subgroup H of G th叫 leav自由eorder par阻 eters

invariant. The order pむ ameters出 arepresentation of G then belong to七he

coset space G / H. 

According to the abov邑ch紅紅白rization,the emergence of a superselec-

七ionrule七hatreduces the Hilbert space is the田 senceof dynamical breaking 

of a sym皿 etry踊 Iwould likeもodefine it. It is crucial that N goesもoinお1ity,

buももhesy皿皿etrymay only be asymptotic，叩dthe degeneracy n邑ednoもbe

infinite. The familiar example of a double-well p叫entialdensity [5] [7] 

V（ゆ） = G2（が＿ v2)2 ）
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for a reals叫 arfieldゆ（x)h出色womin凶aゆ＝土v.If the number N of points 

in space is considered to be fini色e,the twofold degeneracy will be lifted by 

tunneling. For組組ymmetricsta.旬 centeredaround one of出etwo minima, 

the kine色icenergy出 抗 日四国 tunnelingis a sym皿凶ry-res色oringagent, bu主

iもbeco皿回 ineffective回 N → oo,so no mixing will take place between the 

two degenerate sta古田．

hぬec回 eof a conもinuoussym皿.etry,the large-N Ii皿i七ingbehavior be・

co血回 moresubtle. If the real fieldゆin出eabove exa皿pleis replaced by a 

complex one, one has a U(l) sym田町.The order parameterくゆ＞もhen

is determined only upも0回 arbitraryph蹴叩gleO(mod 2π） that labels the 

degenerate vacua. Two vacua corresponding to two distinc色。’sare orthogo・

nal, but出eph槌 e(J may be regarded a field, and local variaもionsof (J from 

出egiven const組主 valuewill generate exci回d前回目.If the region of varia-

tion becomes large and the wave leng出 ofits Fourierもra.nsformal回 becomes

proportiona同lylarge, one approaches a constant (and nonlocalized) varia-

tion, whichむnoun匂色oa紅白1Sitionto a different vacuum, hence no change 

in energy. Fro m也isargu皿 entone infe悶也前古herewill be a normal mode, 

出eGoldstone mode, of exci旬dstates which have no energy gap in也elong 

wavelength limit. In relativisticぬeories,the Goldstone mode behaves回 a

relativistic m踊 slessparticle. 

The above statements about the existence of symmetry breaking and 

出回ciatedgaple鑓 mod田 havesome exceptions. Basically it h副知 dowi山

由eeffectiveness of sym皿etry-resもoringforces, i. e., how big出ebarrier is 

between broken symmetry configurations. In the C槌 eof continuous sym” 

皿 etry,there is no potential barrier, only a kinetic barrier. As a resulも， the

Goldsもonemode c姐 exhibitan infrared instability, i. e., iもslarge wavelength 

zero-point fluctuations wash o叫出eorder p紅白田もersand restore a single 

symmetric ground state. This can happen in low-dimensional皿edia.

Another no色ableexception is when the symmetry is a gauged one. If 

the complex fieldゆinthe above example is coupledもoa U(l) gauge field, 

the phase (J is a gauge parameter. Fixing itもoa constant breaks gauge 

invariむ1ce.As (Jもurnsinもothe dynamical Goldsもonefield, it couples to the 

gauge field which is also gapless. The mixing of two gapless modes出enlifts 

their degener抵 抗 andgives rise色oa血値目ivemode wi出 threepolarizations, 

the pl回 monmode. One may also say也前出egauge field ca四国 longrange 
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correlations between constituents so one cannoもgentlymodulate the order 

parameter; such a modulation ge旬 shielded.

Often quoもedexamples of dynamical symmetry breaking are ferro皿ag-

netism, crystal formation, and superconductivity. In an isotropic Heisenberg 

ferromagnet，山e色otalspin is conserved. Dyna皿icsfavors neighboring spins 

to be parallel, soもheground sta旬 ofthe sysもemh出血aximU皿 spinpointed 

in some direction. The sym皿 e町 breaksfrom SU(2) (or 0(3））もoU(l) (or 

80(2)), the latter being the rotation group around the chosen axis. Which 

axis the system chooses depends on出einitial回 dboundary conditions or 

on出eenvironment. A typical procedure isもoimpose a weak magnetic field 

which色henis gradually swiもchedoff. The Goldstone mode is出espin wave 

(polarization perpendicular to出emagnetization axis) belongingもothe coseも

Lie algebra 。（3)/o(2).

A crystal is saidもOviolaもethe Euclidean incari組 ce0(3）× T(3) down 

もoa discrete subgroup, i. e., the space group of the crys同1,because one 

imagines it to be fixed in sp民 e.The kinetic energy of the center of m回 S

motion in the Hamiltonian of the crystal is a sym皿 etryrecovering agent, but 

iもV姐 ishesh廿1einfiniもem酪 slimit, so one can localize the system by an 

infinit回 ima皿 force,breaking mo皿.entumand angular mo血 entumconserva-

もion.B民組問色heEuclide姐 groupis a semidirecもproduc色， theGoldstone 

mod回 correspondingもoo(3）組dt(3) are coupled, and one ends up having 

only three皿odes,the isotropic longitudinal and transverse sound waves in 

出elong wavelength limit. 

Superconductivi句，回 describedby the Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer 

(BCS) theo可［6]as well回 byits predecessor，もheGinsburg-Landau (GL) 

theory [7], is a nontrivial ex姐 pleof spont姐 eoussymmet可 breaking.The 

BCS theory is a micr田 copic， 姐dhence more fundamental, description than 

the GL出eorywhich is a phenomenological representation of出eformer. 

But bo出 haveserved副社1eprototype of theories for various phenomena 

in condensed m a“er, nuclear and particle physics. The e凶 enceof出eBCS 

theory is色heCooper pair forma色ion：出epairing of創 1indefu出enumber of 

electrons of opposite spin 田町 theFermi surface dueもoa phonon-induced 

attr拭もion.It leads to a nonzero pair correlation function ＜ψwψdn ＞，回d

組 alogof the magnetiz叫ionin ferromagnets. This complex pair field carries 

electric charge, and its phase is出egauge parameter. 
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The notion of the dyna皿icalsy皿皿剖rybreaking with its characterisもic

properties回 definedabove fir凶 emergedin組 attemptto resolve the question 

of gauge invariance in the BCS出eory[8]. The concept of degenerate vacuua 

and the analogy to ferromagnetism had also been invoked in an earlier work 

of Heisenberg [9]. fu his nonlinear the町 ofel回出町 parもides,it was 

assumed that some internal quantu皿 numberslike isospin and strangeness 

were not也記 intrinsicattribut田 ofthe elementary fermion field, but were 

spu巾 ns( a sort of nondyna皿icalGol釦 onemode with zero mor間山田 and

energy) picked up by p副 idesfrom degenerate s七叫evec七orsof the world 

acting回 areservoir. 

4. The BCS Mechanism 

ByBCS皿echanismI me回 herethe formation of a Coop町 pairconden-

sa胞阻む1order parむneter,due to an at七racもiveinterac七ionbetween fermions, 

typically a shorもrangeone. Some叫 ientfeatures of the mecha.I由mare[10, 

11]: 

a) There are fem山nic叩 dbosonic excitation modes. The order pa・

ra.Ille旬rc組 問 出xingof fermions of opposite charges (particle and hole) 

leading七0臼田町gygap in出edispersion relation. The bosons are collective 

stat田 offermion pairs，回dcome in two kinds, the“P or“Goldsもon♂ mode,

and the “σ”or“Higgs”mode, corresponding respectively to皿odulationsof 

the ph田 eand the modulus of the pair field. 

b) There are two energy scal田：七hatofもhedy阻 nicsofもhecons七itt町山

叩 d出叫 of出eenergy gap which is usually lower出回七hefirs七.The latter 

is dyna皿 icallydetermined by a gap equation as a nonperturbative solution. 

In the shor七rangeand weak interaction limit，もhefermion and boson modes 

satisfy si皿 ple皿 assrelations: 

問 σ：ml: m宵＝ 2: 1: o, 

mi+ m~ = 4m}. 

(2a) 

(2b) 

The second relation, of which the first is a special case, applies to a pair of 

extra bosonic modes (m1 and m2) that exist in p-wave pairs like in 3He. 

c) There are induced interactions阻 ongthose modes. They are 

con七rolledby a single coupling pむ a.Illeterwhich repr田 en七s七heratio of出巴
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gap回 dthe constituent en釘 gyscale. One can therefore translate位1elow 

energy contents of也eBCS mechanism into an equivalent and 目前ricted

Ginzburg-L回 datトGell-Mar昨 Levysystem [12] which contain phenomenolog-

ical fer国 onand complex boson （“Higg♂） fiel白， onedimensionless coupling, 

and one E 回 sscale （出evacuum expec凶 ionvalue v ＝＜ σ＞ of出e“Higgs”
field u). 

d) There回向 whatI call quasi・supersymm町［13],of which出e

m蹴 formula(2a) is a c叩 sequence. It meansもhat出e削 icpart of the 

GL Hamil七oniancan be factorized in terms of fermionic composi日 operaもors

回 insupersymmetric qu姐同血血echanicsand qu組 tumfield theory. More 

specifically，出国eoperators are spatial in回gralsof the densities 

Q = IIψ＋W（ゆ）ψ↑， andits Hermitian conjugate Qt . (3) 

Here II and tp are canonical conjug前田 expressed剖 n×nmatrix fields皿ul-

tiplying組 n-componentfermion field t/J; W is出esquare roo主of也eHiggs 

potential: V = tr W2. These fermionic operators give rise七oa spec位U血

generating superalgebra. The physical origin of the quasi-supersym皿 etry

underlying the BCS mechanism is not clear, but it is possible to general-

ize qu回 i-supersym皿 etry色oa relativistic quantum field出eoryin which出e

Poincare p紅色 of出esuperalgebra c組 berealized among a set of fermion, 

Higgs，叩dgauge fields. 

Among exa皿plesof出eBCS mechanism are superconductivity, super-

fluidity in 3He，む1d位1enucleon pairing e官邸主S in nuclei. Bosonic皿odes

岡山fyingthe m値目 relationsof Eq. (2) have been found in superconductors 

and 3He [14]. 

As for the nucleon pairing, I have recently claimed [15, 11] that the 

Interacting Boson Model [16] of nuclear excitations皿可 beir巾 rpretedbasi・

cally出 aGL description of the BCS mechanism at work in nuclei. There is 

a caveat to be made here, however. Nuclei are白1iもesystems so出econcepも

of spontaneous sym皿 etrybreaking does noもapplyin七heliteral sense, but 

七helatter may neverもhelessoffer a reasonably good picture of the dynamics 

involved. The near degeneracy of a multipleもofnucleon valence shell states 

diet前 回 仕1ecorresponding degeneracy of bosonic pair states of spin O and 

2, and forms出ebasis of a GL Ha皿 ilもonianinもermsof nucleon and boson 

fiel也.In a typicalexample, a U(l）× SU(4）（～0(6)) symmetry of h む

complex bosons is broken spon同 eou均もoSp(2）（～ 0(5)) after forming a 
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condensate in one of the pairs states, and仕1erebybreaks the baryon number 

U(l）。 Totake care of the fact他 国 fini同 nucleido not acもuallybreak U(l), 

on哩 projectsthe broken sym皿坑rystates on七ounbroken ones，もhuselimi-

nating spurious modes. The boson-boson in七eractionobtained in this way 

reproduces出ecorresponding part of th邑 phenomenologicalformula of出e

IBM fairly well in terms of the density and volume of the nucleus only. 

In parもiclephysics, the chiral dynamics of hadrons consisting of massive 

quarks, pion, sigm a皿田onand others, is generally interpreted回 arealiza-

tion of the BCS mechanism in匂CD,al仕1oughno七ofthe short range and 

weak coupling variety of the previous examples. Each massless quark field 

h担 achiral （有） invariance. The m出 S四 ofquarks generated spontaneously 

by gluonic interactions are usually referredも0 出“cons七ituentm回目♂.The 

pion, which is pseudoscalar, is essen七iallythe accompanying Goldstone beト

son, but it is noもstrictlymassless because吐1echiral invarianc邑 isbroken 

by small “curr己ntm出 se♂ alreadypresent due to electroweak inもeractions.

Furthermore, chiral symmetry is in general anomalous, so one does no七位置

pect massless or nearly massless bosonsもoexist except for a particular linear 

combination of chiral transformations for which the anomalies cancel. 

In a similar fashion, i七isoften thought th叫 theS七andardModel of 

electroweak unification皿 ayin fact be the low energy effective form of a 

皿 orefundamental dyna皿 ical出eoryin which the Higgs field is a composite 

object. Recently I have sugges胞dth副社1eHiggs field is no七formedout of 

new heavy fermions出 in七hetechnicolor theory, but rather of the top and 

antiもopquarks. This will be discussed below. 

5. Tumbling and Bootstrap 

I now comeもobring up some new七heoreticalpossibilities related to 

spontaneous symme町 breaking.One is known by the name tumbling [ 1 7]; 

I will call七heoth邑rboo七strap.

In the BCS皿echanisma massless fermion field acquires a mass, and 

composite bosons are created 副社1esame time. Consider a set of funda-

血 enもalfields having chiral invarianc邑， forexa皿 plein a grand unifiedもheory,

which is valid 叫 alarge energy scale E1・Supposethe chiral symmetry is 

broken, and a m回 sscale E2 < E1 is cre叫ed.The various composite bosons 

can be exchanged (in the年 channel”） between仕iefermions. If the induced 
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interaction is attrac七ive,i七may七riggera second round of Cooper pair for-

mation (in the s-channel) generating a new皿出sscale £3 < E2・Thiswill 

occur mosもreadilyin a channel in which the attraction is the most attractive. 

In principle the process can be repeated回 ynumber of times, leading to a 

hierarchy of血部sscales. Such a possibility of “tumbling”has been explored 

in model building in particle physics. The process of七umbling,however, al-

ready exisもsin known phenomena. One such example is the chain: crystal 

formation to superconductivity, for七hephonons are the Goldstone bosons re-

sulting from crystal formation，回dthey in七urnbecome出eagent of Cooper 

pair for皿叫ionin superconductors. One might even出 kif the proc田 scan be 

conもinuedonesもepfurther. 

Anoもherexample of tumbling is found in nucl悶 physics[18]. First 

the QCD of quarks produces七hem悶 scaleof the haむons( of the order 

of七heSCトcalled.A parameter，叫 whichthe QCD in七eractionbecomes large 

enough七ocause chiral symmetry breaking). The nucleons an吋dvarious皿 esonss 

are thereby genera七ed. The exchange of七heσ 皿田onbetween nucleons is 

attractive，組dmak回比 possibleto form nuclei out of nucleons, especially 

because theσfield, being a neutral scalar, c阻 becoherently enhanced in 

a many-nucleon syste皿. One might say in a nutshell tha七位1eσislargely 

responsible for the existence of nuclei and for七heirbasic properties like the 

shell structure, the spin-orbit inぬractionand the pairing, the la品 ofwhich 

corresponds to the second stage of tumbling. 

In contr出色 tothe tumbling chain of sym皿 etrybreakings of descending 

energy scales, the idea of bootstrap is七haもthechain is circular and self-

S四回ining.It refers to七hetheoretical possibility th叫 theHiggs field is bo七h

the cause叩 dもheeffect of a BCS mechanis皿 副 社1esame time. The concepも

is similar to Chew’s bootstrap hypoもhesisin hadron dynamics [19]. In its 

血国tgeneral form, his bootstrap implied a duality of s-and t-channels so 

th叫 thehadrons were in e宜ectcomposites皿 adeout of each o吐1er. The 

duali七yprinciple has found i匂皿athe皿叫icalrealization in the Ven邑ziano

model and the subsequent string七heory.

The bootstrap BCS mechanism could in principle occur in皿anysys同皿s,

e.g., (high Tc?) superconductors, but the specific hypothesis I have proposed 

co悶 r山 1gthe SU(2）×U(l) ele山 ow叫 unificationmeans the following [20]. 

In the S七回dardModel of Sala皿叩dWeinberg, a complex do由 letHiggs 

field is introducedもotrigger a spont回 eousbreaking of 5(2）× U(l) down 
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to a U(l) subgroup corresponding to electromagnetism. Physically r田 lized

particles are a massless gauge boson, i.e. the pho七on,for electromagnetism, 

three m回 sivegauge bosons w± and zo for the weak in同ractions,massive 

quarks and leptons ( excepもpossiblyfor the m 山 inos),and仕iescalar Higgs 

boson. Their masses are given by 

mi= Yi旬， (4) 

where th邑 g,/sare appropriately defined coupling constan七s;v = 246 GeV is 

the vacuu皿哩xpectationvalue ( order parameter) of a co皿ponentof the Higgs 

field, which sets the overall m出 sscale. 

The Standard Model has so fむ provenremarkably accurate in describing 

the experimental data concerning the weak and electromagnetic interactions. 

No discrepancies or indications of new pheno皿 enagoing beyond the model 

have been seen. Two input parameters, i. e., the electric charge叩 dthe 

Fermi cons也n古， anda mixing angle determine v and the two gauge couplings, 

and七herebyfix仕1eW and Z mass田， nowknown七obe 80 GeV and 91 GeV 

resp邑Cもively.On七heother hand，七hefermion and Higgs boson血出S田 depend

on Yukawa-and self-couplings of the Higgs fields which are arbitrary, so出E

model has no predictive power in this regard. 

Recall now that, in the BCS皿ech阻 is凪もher邑 W出 asimple 2 to 1 m回 S

ra七iobetween the fermion and the Higgs （σ） boson. If only one degree of 

freedom out of出em組 yfermions in the S七回dardModel participated in 

this mechanis血， onewould expect this ratio to hold, up to renormalization 

corrections (which tend to r邑d山 ethe ratio). It also implies that the Higgs 

field is a ph邑nomenologicalsubs七itutefor the bound states of出eparticular 

fermion pairs in question, just出 itw出 thec出 ewith the chiral dyna皿 icsof 

hadrons. 

Even if七hisinterpretation were correct, one would no七knowthe agen七

thaもcausedthe Cooper pairing. Perhaps it origina七edin a grand unified 

出eorywhich involved extra gauge fields and o七herdegrees of freedom hid-

den from us at the elec七roweakenergies. Buももhereis ano七herpossibili七Y,

namely the bootstrap. In七hisC出 e，もhestrong己rthe Yukawa coupling of 

a fer皿ion,the stronger the pairing in七eraction,and七helarger七hefermion 

m出 s.Therefore one may say the heaviest one among the leptons and quarks 

is responsible for the formation of the Higgs field and breaking of S(2）×U(l) 

to U ( 1) . It is also consis旬ntwi七hthe fact that the yet undiscovered七opquark 
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appears古obe very heavy compared to all the o出erfermions. Curren主lower

limits are 89 Ge V for theもopquark，組d40 Ge V for the Higgs boson. In 

short，也eHiggs boson is a bound state of top組 dantitop quarks, andもheir

Y吐awacoupling is乙1/3.The Higgs boson E出 sshould be roughly double 

七hetop m幽（or less). A similar idea has been proposed also by Miransky, 

Yamawaki and Tanabashi [21]. 

The precise formulation of出ebooぬもrapmechanism has some latitudes. 

Bardeen, Hill, and Lindner [22] start from a local lim凶iもofHiggs-excl国

ir巾 rac

inもeraction),and apply古h BCS formalism in the standむ dmanner, which 

leadもoa gap equation wi出 aquadratic divergence. The results depend on 

もhecut- p町阻e色erL, but in gener叫仕1em槌 ses町 era色herl紅 ge( mt乙20 0 

GeV, and m H  is somewhat largerもhanmt), 

The approach I haveもaken[20] 前回目 from也eSもandardModel as is, 

buももreats也evacuum expectation value u出 adynamical one. Namely v is 

the expectation value of the potential, the so回calledtadpole potential, acト

ing on出efermion and giving iもam田 sdueもo出eHiggs ech回 gewi出品e

zero田pointfermion, Higgs and the gauge fields in也evacuum・（Usuallythe 

同dpolesare regarded回 acorrection主oa given v, andもobe renormalized 

away, but here it is the whole contribution.) This制 sup a gap equation for 

v since the tadpoles themselves are proportional色Ov, but with quadratic叫ly

divergent coe由cients.This is in旬rpre七edもomean that出eHiggs出eoryis 

only a phenomenological representation which breaks down at the cuトoff

energy A. and h出色obe repl低 edby a more funda皿 ental也eoryof less diver-

gent nature. On仕1eother hand, the booもstraphypoもhesismeans也前出e

low energy effective出eoryis closed and self-consistent by iもself,and should 

noもbesensitively dependent on the hidden underlying dynamics symbolized 

by組 extracut-off para皿.eter.Thus one demands that the quadratic diver-

genc田 canceleach other amongもhefermion, Higgs and gauge fields tadpole 

contributions. In this way, one gap equ叫ionspli七sinもoもwoequations, the 

quadratic and the remaining logari出 血icpart. The quadratic cancellation 

condition had been proposed by Veltman [22]. 

The two equations町 econsもraints on v / A.組 dthe various coupling con-

stants. Given v / A. and the g叩 gecouplings, one can determine仕1etwo un-

known parameters, Yukawa coupling and位1eself-coupling of the Higgs field, 

and hence determine mH  and mt, These equations have the form 
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I; Cig[Zt = 0 ' I; Ci1gf z'-;1 ln(A/mi) = gJ{. (5) 

Here the c;'s and c1 ;'s are numerical weights；出eZ;'s and Z’i's are renormal『

iza七ionconstants and related quantiti白 forthe various fields con七ributingto 

the tadpoles, regarded a.s functions involving powers of gf ln(A／υ） , gf and 

Ing,. Inもhelowest approximation, one may s凶 allthe Z’S equal to 1, and 

solve for theもopand Higgs couplings Yt and YH (or mt and mH) in terms 

of the gauge couplir 's (or mw and mz). One finds two se七sof solutions: 
／〉＼

mt～80 GeV, m Hよ 60Ge V, and mt～120 GeV, mH二 200GeV. Their 

exact values depend on A, geもtinglarger for smaller A. The low m出 sso-

lution see皿sincomp剖iblewith experi皿 e叫.For values of A of七heorder of 

the Planck m出 sand less, the high m出 ssolution actually gives considerably 

larger m出 S田 than七helower limi札 However,the renormalization corrections 

seem appreciable，副社10ughthey have noもbeenevaluated. 

It remainsもobe seen wheもheror no七theha.sic assumptions concerning 

a bootsもrapmechanism副社1eorigin of sym皿 etrybreaking and皿出sgener-

ation in the electroweak interactions will hold up experimen七ally.Their七邑S七s

mainly lie in the prediction of theもopquark and Higgs boson血出ses,and 

仕1eabsence of early devi叫ionsfrom七heStandard Model. 

A血 oreambitious program would address the origin of出巴 entirem出 s

matrix of the fermions. From the viewpoint of the bootstrap, it is interesting 

もhatthe top quark plays a special role and is by far the heaviest fermion. In 

fact W, Z, t and H se巴血七obelong to the same natural m出 sscale of the weak 

in旬ractions.Soもheproblem is why the other fer皿ionsare so light. One h出

already a hierarchy proble皿副社iecurrent energy range. It mighもnoもbe

unreasonable to邑xpect七hat七hesesmall m出 S田 arehigher order correc七ions

もo出eb出 icBCS mechanism proposed here. At any rate, understanding the 

fermion hierarchy migh七giveone a clue to七hehierarchy problem at higher 

energy scales. 

I have benefited from infor皿叫ivediscussions with Laurie Brown on 

historial literature concerning symmetry and sym皿 etrybreaking. This work 

W槌 supportedin par七bythe NSF; PHY 9ふ00386.
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Problems in Nuclear Physics 

B. Mottelson 

NORDITA, Blegdamsvej 17, DK・2100Copenhagen 0, Denmark 

It is a special pleasure for me to be able to participate in this Centennial Sympo-
sium celebrating the pioneering contributions ofYoshio Nishina. Indeed our Institute 

feels乱 continuedand living connection to the memory of Nishina, building on the 
ties established during his long st乱yin Copenhagen during the 1920’s and kept alive 
through the efforts of his successors who have made it possible for so m姐 yof the 
later generations of Japanese scientists to participate in the work in Copenhagen 
組 dto so enrich the scientific life there. 

I shall attempt in this report to describe some of the current activity and per-
spectives in the field of nuclear structure, but it seems to me appropriate on岨

ocassion such as this to p乱usefor a few minutes to review the development of this 
field since the time when Nishina himself participated so actively and established 
the foundations for the subsequent development of the subject in Jap阻．

The study of the atomic nucleus c組 beseen to be divided into three rather 

different periods distinguished by profound differences in the nature of the questions 
being addressed: 

I. discovery of the nucleus and its constituents (1911・1935)

II. defining the basic orga凶zationof the nucleus (1932 -1952) 

III. explori時 theinfinite richn巴ssof tl則 l吋 earmany-body problem (1948 -present) 

When Rutherford (1911) demonstrated that the positi刊 chargeand almost all 
the mass of the atom are concentrated in a particle that is extremely small compared 
with the size of the atom, these atomic nuclei appeared as "elem巴ntaryparticles" in 
the sense that there was no greaterαpriori re乱sonfor the existence of one of these 
nuclei than there was for the existence of the electron. However, as h乱shappened 

so many times with other ”elementary particlesぺitgradually became cle乱rthat 
the many different atomic nuclei comprise a well ordered family with relationships 

clearly indicating a composite structure. 
The early attempts to explain the composite structure of nuclei in terms of the 

elementary p紅 tidesthen known ( electron, proton，α？乱rticle)had little success 
組 din fact, with the discovery of quantum mechanics, was found to lead to severe 
diflic叫ties.(Spin, statistics, magnetic moments, energetic cor巾
The problem w乱s,of course, that it was impossible to develop sensible ideas about 
the structure of nuclei until the discovery of the neutron (Chadwick 1932) and the 

interpretation of beta-dec乱yby Fermi (1934) in terms of the creation of an electron 

組 dneutrino at the moment of decay. 

Springer Pr国間dingsin Physi田， Volume57 

Evolutionary b凹 dsin血ePhysi四 IScienc回 Eds.:M. Suzuki四 dR. Kubo 
@Sp巾.geトVerlagBerlin H田idelb町g1991 
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With Yukaw晶、interpretationof the force responsible for nuclear binding in terms 

of the exch乱ngeofm乱ss equant乱（1935),the necessary ingredients were in place, but 
still it required almost 20 years before the basic ground-plan of the nucleus could be 
delineated. I have discussed on other occ乱sions[1] the rather violent shifts in opinions 
and concepts during this period and shall not attempt to repeat th乱tdiscussion 
here. Summ乱.rizingthat discussion one can see that, while the m乱.jorstumbling 

block during the貴rstperiod was lack of knowledge of the existence of the neutron, 
an issue in elementary particle physics, the problem in the second period was a lack 

of appreciation of the subtle nature of the connection between mean-free-path and 
elementary inter配 tionsin quantal many-body systems and of the further subtleties 

involved in the instability of ordered motion in the presence of small p巴rturbations.
In any case the result of the developments in the second period was the recognition 
that in the nucleus we have to do with a system in which the mean-free-path of 
n吋 eonsis long compared with the size of the nuclei （岨dvery long compared with 
the separation between nucleons) and thus a description in terms of indep巴ndent
particle motion is the乱.ppropriatestarting point for the interpretation of nuclear 
structure. This conclusion is inescapable despite the striking evidence for collective, 
many-particle effects that had made such姐 impressionon the scientists struggling 
with the issues of nuclear structure during the second period ( dense spectrum of 
neutron resonances, occurrence of the fission process, and quadrupole moments叩

order of magnitude bigger than single particle size, etc.). The tension between the 
independent particle description and collective effects remained to be elucidated 
during the third period and, as I shall shortly illustrate, continues to be a recurring 
theme in the current studies of nuclear phenomena. 

Before going on to illustrate some contemporary issues I must emphasize that 
the study of atomic nuclei is at the present time an activity addressing issues on a 
tremendously bro乱dfrontier. Besides the issues of structure and correlations such 
as I shall discuss, current studies of nuclei are addressing significant issues on many 
other frontiers, including fundamental symmetries in the strong and weak interac-
tions, relativistic mean field effects, nuclei under extreme conditions which besides 
their intrinsic interest乱rerelevant to astrophysical environments, very high energy 
processes in nuclei with possible relevance to a QCD deconfining transition, effects 

of the nuclear medium on the structure of nucleons乱.ndmesons, etc. It is clearly 
impossible for me to present even乱verysuperficial survey of such a vast activity and 

other speakers at this symposium will address some of these issues; I shall attempt 
in the rest of this report to illustrate some of the aspects of current studies of nucle乱r
structure by describing the ideas involved and the remarkable discoveries that are 
being made in the investigations of nuclei with very large angular momentum. 

For the past 30 ye乱.rs,the investigation of rotational motion of nuclei has provided 
a rich source of information on the shapes of nuclei, on pair correlations, on the 
connections between collective乱.ndsingle particle motion, and on the fundamental 
dynamics of nucleons in the nucle乱rme乱nfield. These studies h乱vebeen greatly 
exp乱ndedduring the past decade through th巴 possibilityof producing nuclei in 
states with very large angul紅 momentum.These states are produced by allowing 
two heavy nuclei to collide with energies somewhat above the Coulomb barrier. In 
such a collision the orbital angular momentum of the relative motion may be more 

that 100 Ti, and if the two nuclei fuse to form乱 compoundsystem, this piece of 
nuclear matter h悩乱 correspondinglylarge angular momentum. The fused system 
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is initially in a state with a very high intern乱lexcit乱tionenergy乱ndwill begin to 

cool by evaporation of neutrons品ndsubsequently of 1 -rays. Since these processes 

are much more efficient at removing energy th叩 inremoving angular momentum, 

the nucleusヲquiter乱pidly,cools to the region of the lowest states compatible with 
the imposed total angular momentum. In these states the total excitation energy 
may be as much as 30 MeV (with a total level density of order 1021 levels/MeV) 

but still the states with largest angular momentum are cold since almost all of this 

excitation energy is tied up in gener乱tingthe angular momentum; the spacing of the 

levels (with this high angular momentum) is si凶 larto that in the neighborhood of 
the ground state and we must expect the occurrence of ordered motions, correlations 

and conserved qu叩 tum.numbersas in the ground state region, but now modified by 
the controlled amount of Coriolis and centrifugal stresses imposed by the rotation. 

Studies of such states are exploring a wide variety of phenomena, but the scope of 
this report makes it necessary for me to focus on晶 singlethem坦inthis development 

-the studies aimed at identifying and resolving the quantal states associated with 
the Vぽ yhighest angular moment札 innuclei -the so-called ”superdeformed states”． 
The story falls naturally into four sections: 

1. classical乱nalysisof rotation induced deformations 

2. quantal shell structure in strongly deformed乱ndrot乱tingnuclei 

3. identification of the ”superdeformed”rotational bands 

4. current issues and perspectives 

1 Classical analysis 

The五rstchapter involves a classical analysis of the equilibrium shapes of rot乱ting

liquid drops [2]. This analysis mirrors th巴discussionon shell structure of equilibrium 

shapes of rotating self-attracting bodies as carried out by astronomers over the past 

300 years （附 Fig.land 2). As is well known, the result of this analysis is that 

for low乱.ngularmomentum, I, the shape is an oblate spheroid with eccentricity 

proportional to I2 (Newton, 1687). However, as discovered by Jacobi (1840), the 
axial symmetry is spont阻巴ouslybroken at a critical angular momentum and the 

system 白velopsa triaxial form developing into a bar shape before being torn apart 
by the centrifugal force. 

2 Shell structure and deformation 

For the nucleus, we know already from the study of the low angular momentum 

states that the classical乱nalysisof the equilibrium shapes can be modified in a 

major way by the fact that the individual single particle orbits are not in general 

isotropic and ther巴forethe independent particle structure will in most cases strongly 

favor definite non-spherical shapes that will depend on th巴 configuration.Thus in 
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Rotation Induced Deformations. 
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discussing the expected shapes of (rot乱ting)nuclei it is crucial to take into account 

the relation of shell structure乱ndsh乱，pes.
In order to remind you of the basic concepts involved in the乱I凶lysisof shell 

structure I would like to begin with the case of spherical systems and note that 
what we call shell structure is a kind of bunchiness -groups of near degeneracies -
in the spectrum of single particle eigenvalues. When a.11 the orbits in乱 givenbunch 

are filled, we have a closed shell and a special st乱.bilityfor the spherical shape. 

In textbooks this bunchiness is usually discussed in乱 veryunprincipled manner; 

the sequence of single p紅 tideorbits C乱.lculatedin this or that potential appear 

accidentally and fortuitously to exhibit the near degeneracies that "explain”the 
particle numbers that characterize the closed shell configurations. It is clear that 
we should be asking more systematic questions about these matters; what is the 
reason for the bunching? What is the fundamental magnitude and period of these 
vari抗ionsin the single particle level density? What should we expect if we could 

extend these spectra to systems with much higher quantum numbers? We must 
attempt to consider these more general questions if we乱.reto discuss shell structure 

in very strongly deformed叩 drot乱tingnuclei. 
The ma.in ideas involved in answering these questions were provided by Balian 

乱ndBloch [3] several years ago with their systematic development of an asymptotic 
characterization of the level density for single-particle motion in the mean field 
potential. This乱na.lysisfocuses attention on the essential connection between the 
bunchiness in the single-particle spectrum and the existence of degenerate families 
of periodic orbits in the classical motion of a particle in the s乱mepotential. 

We c晶nsee this connection perh乱.psmost directly by considering the example of乱

spherical potential where the single p乱rticleeigenv乱lues,E, depend on the quantum 
numbers n and l characterizing respectively the radial組 dangular motion. The 
bunchiness in the single particle spectrum occurs wh巴nit is possible to compensate 
the incr曲目ein E 乱ssociatedwith a.n increase in n by some integer amount by a 
corresponding integer reduction in l. This idea can be more systematically developed 
by considering the energy E( n, l) as a continuous function of tl悶巴 twovariables and 
expanding around some particular values n0, l0 

θ€ /} 
の，l)＝の。l0)+(n-no）＋（百五）。＋(lーは云）。 (1) 

+ higher order terms. 

The condition for乱pproximatedegeneracy due to compensation of integer changes 
in radial and乱ngularmotion is 

δEθE 
（石）：（百）＝ α：b, a and b integer. (2) 

Figure 2. Stability limits for rotating nuclei. The figure is taken from [2] and shows 
the liquid drop estimates of the angular momentum limits for the transitions from 
obl山 totri凶叫shape( dashed line）乱ndfor the貧困oninstability (1油elledB1 = 0) 
as a function of the mass number A, selecting for each mass number the most stable 
ch乱.rgeZ. 
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Periodic orbits in spherical potential. 

pendulating orbit 

Wr: W9= 2: 1 

制angularorbit 

ω「：ω日＝ 3: 1 

Figure 3. Periodic orbits in a spherical potential. 

Under the condition (2) a change of n by b will be compensated (to leading 
order) by a change of l by -a units. Recognizing that the derivative of the energy 

with respect to action corresponds to the classical frequency we see that the condition 
(2) is equivalent to a condition on the classical periods of motion in the radial乱.n

angular coordinates 

Tr: To= b: a. (3) 

When the radial組 d回 gularperiods are in the ratio of ir巾 gers(3), the classical 

orbit closes on itself after a radial and b angular periods. Thus we recognize the 
occurrence of the approximate degeneracies in the quantal spectrum乱sa reflection 

of the occurrence of families of closed periodic orbits in the classical motion. The 
degener乱desobserved in the nuclear spectr乱 reflect.thetwo simplest classical orbits 

associated with periods 2 : 1 (pendulating orbits) and 3 : 1 (triangular orbits) (see 
Fig.3). I shall not attempt here to pursue further the very interesting consequences 
of this char乱cterizationof shell structure in spherical systems, but must go on with 
the implications of these ide乱sfor our main theme, the shapes and configurations 

of the highly deformed nuclei expected for the most rapidly rotating systems. Most 

of wh乱twe know about this problem has been obtained from the examination of 
single-p紅 ticlemotion in the anisotropic harmonic oscillator potential (see, however, 

the interesting results obtained by Arvieu組 dAyant [4) for motion in a spheroidal 
infinite square well pote凶 al). The highly simpli五edschematization implied by 
the choice of this potential should be obvious, but nonetheless it seems to provide 
surprisingly robust guid乱.ncefor the interpretation of superdeformation and I shall 
therefore briefly summarize the main results of the組 alysis[ 5). 1 

In the potential 

V = ~M[w;z2 ＋必（x2＋計）） (4) 

1 Despite the remarkable success of these simple estimates, and the fact that there are at present 
no other satisfactory interpretations of the observed super-deformed shell structures, I feel that the 
data cry out for deeper ( more generic) explanations and we may very well suspect that there lie 
hidden in these results some important more general principles. 
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心Ithe classical orbits乱.reperiodic if the frequencies Wz and wム arein the ratio of 

integers while if the ratio of frequencies is irr乱tionalthere are no periodic orbits 

( except for the negligibly阻

the坦quatori乱lplane, z ＝古＝ 0). Correspondingly the quantal spectrum 

仰百九）＝（nz+i）品川（nx＋～＋り (5) 

exhibits very marked shell由民tureif and only if Wz and w上 arein the ratio of (small) 

integers. The case of equal frequency (wz : wム＝1: 1) yields the well-known shell 
structure for a spherical oscillator which is built on classical orbits of elliptical form. 

The next simplest families are obtained for Wz : w.1 = 1 : 2 for which the classical 

orbits vary from a figure of eight through banan乱 shapesto a simple crescent form. 

The quantal spectra (5) are plotted in Fig.4 as乱 functionof the differe恥 ebetween 

the two fr巴quenciesWz 札ndwょ； thefigure also indicates the number of particles 

corresponding to closed shells for th巴 1: 1乱nd1 : 2 potenti乱ls. The observed 

closed shell numbers for spheric乱l乱ndsuperdeformed nuclei are slightly displaced 

with respect to these harmonic oscill乱torpredictions as乱 resultof the more sharply 

defined nuclear surf乱cewhich favours states of higher angular momentum and the 

spin orbit force which further favours among the high angular momentum states 

those with parallel spin and orbit. 

3 Discovery of superdeformed bands 

The shell structur巴（at 2 : 1 deformation) of Fig.4 ( as slightly modi五edby the use 

of more realistic potentials), provides crucial guidance in the search for superde 

formed b乱.ndsbut that is only a small part of the identification of these remark山le

structuresemarkale; reactions of the type that I briefly described at the b巴ginning

of this discussion produce叩 overwhelmingamount of radiation coming from more 

typical case乱des乱mongwhich are hidden the very small fraction of the tr叩 sitions

which c乱rrythe information concerning the level structures in which we乱r巴 in-

terested. The development of the乱ppropriat巴 instrumentationand experimental 

arrangements that make possible the separation of the wheat from the chaff has 

required, on the part of the experimenters, great ingenuity乱ndsophistication to 

which I could h乱rdlydo justice. However, it m乱ybe useful if I briefly mention one 

idea that has played乱 signific品ntrole in the search for these patterns. In乱 nucleus

with a highly stable sh乱pe乱ndinternal configur乱tionthe sequence of rotation states 

is described by the simple rigid body rotational energy expression 

、・lノ
噌
E
A＋

 

γ
i
 

r
i
 

dr
一U一一O

 
T
 

F
レ (6) 

The en日rgiesof the 1-tr担 sitions( connecting states differing byムI= 2 as a conse-

quence of the spheroidal shape of the system) are 

ヨヒ2

ム(I）＝ιot(I)-Erat(l -2) ＝人2(2I-1) 
2:J 

(7) 
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Figure 4. Single p乱.rticlespectrum for anisotropic harmonic oscillator. The figure is 

taken from (5] and shows the spectrum as a function of ar出otropyfor the凶 ally

symmetric harmonic oscillator potential. 

depending linearly on the angular momentum I. The differences of the 1－仕組sition

energies within such a rotational sequence 

t.2 

E...i(I) -E7(I -2n) ＝ι .8n 
r r 2.J (8) 

訂 eindependent of I, and are integer multiples of乱 basicenergy unit that reflects 

the effective moment of inertia .J of the rotating nucleus. Thus by searching for 
coincident pairs of 7”rays differing in energy by integer multiples of乱nappropriate 

energy unit, it was possible for Peter Twin and his coll乱borators(6] to discover the 
spectrum shown in Figふ Onesees here in the spectrum of 』g2Dys6 a sequence 

of eighteen coincident 1-rays with remarkably constant energy differences. This 

sequence appears to represent the transitions between states spanning the interval 

from I= 601i to I = 24 li although these numbers are uncertain by a few units since it 

has not yet been possible to identify the transitions connecting the ”superdeformed” 
configurations with the (known) states with ”normal”deformation at lower values 
of the叩 gularmomentum. That the observed sequence in Fig. 5 corresponds to 

a system with ratio of axes 2 : 1 is confirmed partly by the observed value of the 

moment of inertia .J, and even more directly by the measurement of the lifetime for 
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Figure 5. Gamma transitions in the superdeformed band of 152 Dy. The figure is 

taken from [6] 

the emission of the observed E2 1・radiationconnecting the successive members of 
the rotational sequence. 

4 Current issues 

This discovery has stimulated an extensive experimental effort in l油oratoriesall 
over the world; the main themes in these current investigations are: 

(i) Defining the extent and regions of the superdeformed phenomena: So far乱.bout
50 ex乱mplesof sup巴rdeformedb姐 dsh乱.vebeen identified. 

(ii) Spectroscopy of the single particle configurations responsible for the different 

superdeformed bands. 

(iii) Search for collective vibrations built on s叩 erdeformedconfigurations. 

(iv) Characterization of the 仕組副ionsconnecting the S時 erdeformedto the ”nor-
m乱l”statesof the nucleus at lower angular momentum: what is the role of 
superfluid effects in the tunnelling between these two phases of the nuclear 
system? 

(v) Observation ofrema止乱.bleequalities between the "(-r乱.yenergies for transitions 

within superdeformed bands in neighboring nuclei: These equalities are to an 

乱ccuracyof order 
/),. E.柑 q

ー？斗～ 10-",
u ’Y 

(9) 
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which is quite unexpected since the differences in angular momentum, mass, 

and r乱diusof the involved nuclei are of relative order 10-2. 

(vi) Cl即 acterizationof the transitions popul乱tingthe superdeformed bands at the 

highest values of the angul紅 momentum:what are the collecti刊／statistical 
mechanisms involved in trapping of the systems in the superdeformed regions 

of phase space ? 

These and related questions are currently providing inspiration and excitement 
for a very active subculture in the nuclear physics community. 
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Abstract. Recent progress and directions of heavy ion physics in various 
fields of nuclear and atomic physics are presented. The progress in the 
acceleration technique in producing high energy high phase space density 
heavy ion beams in cooler storage rings is discussed. Studies of nuclei 
under extreme conditions address topics like the structure of nuclei at the 
border of nuclear stability including high spin states. Nuclear dynamics 
studies from the Coulomb-barrier to relativistic energies will be presented 
with a focus on the production of dense, heated and excited nuclear mat-
ter including the study of the prope吋iesof hadrons in such a medium 
particularly with respect to chiral symmetry restoration. Some atomic 
physics experimen,ts with heavy ions will be addressed with emphasis on 
quasトatomund e ' e’ pair production. 

1. Introduction 

Heavy ion research, a young branch of nuclear physics, has been exerting 
a growing impact on many fields of natural sciences during the past two 
decades. In this review we will focus on contributions to the development 
of nuclear and atomic physics, while interesting advances in the fields of 
biophysics, medicine, material science and plasmaphysics cannot be 
covered in the scope of this review. 

The growth of heavy ion research and its scientific impact is closely 
related to the development of accelerators and experimental facilities for 
heavier ions and higher energies. In this respect two avenues have been 
pursued. On the one hand existing proton accelerators were upgraded to 
include heavy ion acceleration capabilities (e.g. Bevatron (Berkeley), AGS 
(Brookhaven), PS-SPS (CERN)), on the other hand many dedicated facili-
ties have been built. With one of the latter, the UNILAC of the GSi 
Darmstadt, all elements up to uranium were accelerated to energies 
above the Coulomb圃 barrieralready during the second half of the seven-
ties. It was recently converted to an injector for a new built heavy ion 
synchrotron and a storage ring. With various cooling methods heavy ion 
and radioactive beams with the highest achievable phase space densities 
will be produced. 

In the following we will first make some remarks on directions in heavy 
ion acceleration especially concerning recent achievements in phase 
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space cooling. Then we shall focus on studies of nuclei under e刈reme
conditions which include topics like the structure of nuclei far from stabil-
ity and high spin states. Selected topics from studies of nuclear dynamics 
from the Coulomb-barrier to relativistic energies will be treated. We will 
focus on experiments to produce dense, heated nuclear matter including 
the study of properties of hadrons in such a medium for investigation of 
chiral symmet叩 restoration.

We will conclude with some interesting directions in atomic physics 
studies using heavy ions including e+e-pair production and various other 
atomic prope吋iesand processes in strong Coulomb-fields of high Z at-
oms. 

2. Progress in Acceleration of Heavy Ions 

As an introduction to the impressive scenario of available heavy ion 
beams Fig. 1 shows the energy charge characteristics of some typical 
heavy ion facilities. Linacs and cyclotrons dominate the energy regime 
below 100 MeV/u, whereas above this energy synchroti:9.n faciUt,ies deliver 
beams up to 200 GeV/u. At the high energy frontier O山 andζ口Sibeams, 
injected from an existing tandem facility, were accelerated in the AGS of 

100トー一一－RHIC－一

議時

一一一ヱ迫些：＿＿
GeV/1』

1ト～~～
300 

100 

MeV/l』

z-
20 ιo 60 BO 

h剛・

GeV/u 
200 

20 

Fig. 1 Energy and ion-species characteristics of some heavy ion ac-
celeration facilities. 
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Brookhaven National Laboratory to energies of 14.6 G弓Y,乙u.A booster 
synchrotron under construction will permit beams up to ＇＂’Au to be ac-
celerated to energies of 10 GeV/u. A GSI-LBL-CERN collaboration con-
structed a品ion i~~~ctor for the PS-SPS-CERN acceleration complex. 
Beams of O and S were accelerated to a top energy of 200 GeV/u, the 
highest energy beams ever produced until now. In a collaboration effort 
of several mainly Eu「opeanlaboratories a new injector able to produce 
ion beams of heavy elements up to Pb will be constructed to become op-
erational during 1994. 

Still higher energetic nucleus-nucleus collisions may be studied in 
colliders. A project for the construction of the dedicated heavy ion collider 
RHIC is continuing in Brookhaven. A double ring structure w;ing super-
conducting magnets (Bm = 3.8 T) is planned to be constructed in the 3.8 
km circumference existing tunnel to reach maximum energies of 100 GeV/ 
per beam. The upgraded AGS will be used as injector. The most difficult 
problem with colliders is to achie2'( adヲ吋teluminosities. The luminosity 
design aim for RHIC is L = 2x10 cm s for Au-Au collision. At CERN, 
the option to collide heavy ions in the proposed LHC-collider is being 

discussed. Thisち守uld！~叫 to collis…s w~th 3.5 TeV/u on 3.5 TeV/u at 
luminosities of 1u cm s At KEK ,a-PS beaw ion collider with beams 
of 4-7 GeV/u and luminosities of 10ι＂cm－ιS・＇is being discussed. GSI 
began a conceptual study of a collider with energies up to 50 GeV/u using 
cooled beams from an injector chain built recently to achieve as high as 
possible luminosities. 

Fig. 2 shows the layout of the new heavy ion acceleration facility of GSI 
with the UNILAC as an injector into a medium energy heavy ion 
synchrotron (1・2GeV/u) combined with a storage ring equipped with a 
powerful electron cooling device. A "cool" high current density electron 
beam of well defined velocity is merged with the circulating ion beam of 
larger spread but the same average velocity over a distance of two me-
ters目 Mottscattering provides the cooling mechanism for the ions which 
repeatedly traverse the continuously renewed electron beam. Fig. 3 
show9. the very first results [1] from cooling a 91.8 MeV/u coasting beam 

f8+ of Ar ’－particles with a 50 keV electron beam of 1 A current in the ESR. 
The Schottky noise frequency spectra of the 12th harmonic of the revo-
lution frequency of the coasting beam taken before and after cooling re-

開 3 -4 
veal a reduction of the momentum spread （δp/p) from 10 to 10 

18+ Experiments with Ar ’beams of 164 MeV/u and imp「ovedalignment qf 
the electron beam resulted in an equilibrium momentum spreq.d of 10・d

円 lB+after 1s of cooling. In very recent experiments a 4-50 MeV/u Ar O beam 
was cooled to a momentur11,spread of about 3x10-u and a radial extension 
of less than 0.65 x 0.65 mmι． 

The limit of phase space density is reached when the beams make 
phase transitions to a condensed and finally crystalline phase as pre・
dieted by molecular dynamics calculations, some results of which are 
sl;ipyyn [2] in Fig. 4. When the plasma parameter f' = (z》 ／a)/kT(where 
zιeりais equal to the Coulomb-energies of ions at the Wigner Seitz radius 
a and kT is the beam temperature) reaches values of about 140 the beam 
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Fig. 2 General layout of the heavy-ion facility at GSI which consists 
of the linear accelerator UNILAC (2-20 MeV/u), the heavy ion 
synchrotron SIS (1・2GeV) and the storage cooler ring ESR with 
half the magnetic bending power of SIS. The UNILAC can be 
used in parallel for a low energy program and as injector for 
SIS with an independent choice of energy and ion species (in 
1991）冒
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Fig. 3 Longitudinal Schottky-spectra of an uncooled (wide distrib-
ution) and a cooled (sharp peak) coasting beam at 12th har-
monic of the revolution frequency are shown. Assuming the 
theoretical value for yt = 2.6, the relative momentum spread 
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(in the logarithmic scale the full width at 3 dB below the maxト
mum) is reduced from initially 1 x 10-3 to 1 x 10-4_ The time 
necessary to reach equilibrium was approximately 15 s (Ref.1) 
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Fig. 4 Crystal！川e beam structure obtained in molecular dynamics 
calculations (Ref. 2). 

particles order on concentric shells with helical structures on the shell 
surfaces. 

7 + Recently the first successful laser cooling of 13.3 MeV Li beams 
was observed [3] in the Heidelberg TSR storage ring. Fig. 5 shows 
Schottky noise frequency spectra of uncgoled (a) and cooled (b,c) beams. 
A revolution frequency width of 2.5 x 10-u was achieved 

Also cooled radioactive beams of energies up to 560 MeV/u will soon 
be available at GSI [4] They will be produced by projectile fragmentation 
of SIS-beams, separated with a special fragment separator (FRS) using 
magnetic deflection combined with energy loss determination and will be 
accumulated and cooled in the ESR. 

3. Nuclei under Ext『emeConditions 

Fig町 6shows the chart of nuclei that are either stable (black squares) or 
radioactive and decay to more stable ones via F二decay,0 '/EC-decay, 
α－decay or spontaneous fission. Recently several new decay modes were 
discovered like proto1J.ad¥P/.ctivity 鵠dthe emission of neutron rich light 
mass fragments, like C, Ne and Mg. Besides the 263 stable nuclei 
only about 2200 of the potentially existing 6000 radioactive nuclei could 
be synthesized. One goal of present day heavy ion physics is to synthe-
size and study nuclei far from stability with unusual proton to neutron ra-
tios up to the limits of nuclear stability against various particle emission 
processes like proton-, neutron－， α－decay and fission as indicated by the 
dashed lines. 

On the neutron deficient side using heavy ion induced fusion-reactions 
the proton dripline (B =O) has been reached in a few cases, with the p 
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Fig. 5 Schottky noise signals. The signals are taken with a delay of 
2.5 s after the injection of the ions into the TSR, the time re-
quired for the laser-cooling sweep. They are shown on a linear 
scale. Traces a and b are taken with identical sensitivity but 
different resolution bandwidths of 100 and 50 Hz, respectively, 
at the 18th harmonic of the revolution frequency at f Mn,  = 
6.210 340 MHz. Without laser cooling spectrum, trace a is ob-
tained, and performing the laser-cooling sweep yields spec-
trum b. Finally trace c, plotted with the same frequency scale, 
is taken at the 36th ha「monic,resulting in a higher-frequency 
「esolution(Ref. 3). 
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observation of proton radioactivity [5]. Future progress may be achieved 
using neutron deficient projectiles for the synthesis by fusion. Recently 
[6], a new region of deformeもcrucleiwas discove~ed with tそepresumably 
double magic, N = Z nucleus Zr in its center. Fiゅ7show語theenergies 

『64 84 of the 2 ・statesof Z = N even-even nuclei fromu Ge to O Mo with the 
correspo叫ing i:;~eformation parameters indicating strongly 
deformed I Usr and ovzr nuclei目

On the neutron rich side much progress has been made recently es-
pecially for light nuclei using projectile fragmentation in the 100 MeV en-
ergy range as synthesis reaction. It is now possible to study neutron rich 
light nuclei at the neutron dripline. These nuclei have very loosely bound 
neutrons, which may form a low density halo with properties cqlJling close 
to neutron matter. It was possible to produce even beams of 1 1 Li (3 pro-
tons and 8 neutrons) with which interesting reaction studies could be 
performed to learn about the neutron wave functions and low lying col-
lective excitations [7]. Fig. 8 shows the striking differences in the results 
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Fig. 7 The lower half of the figure shows E(2+) for the even-even, 
N = Z nuclei from Ge (Z = 32) to Mo (Z = 42) (Ref. 6). In the 
upper half of the figure the corresponding values of c,,, the 
quadrupole deformation, are shown connected by the dashed 
line. Theoretical predictions are connected by the solid line 
(Ref. 9). 

Fig. 6 Island of stable or quasi-stable nuclei, defined by the dashed 
border contour. The black squares indicate the stable nuclei. 
The shaded areas contain the quasl-stable nuclei that have 
been produced. Indicated N and Z numbers refer to magic 
numbers, and doubly-magic regions are especially stable. The 
actinide nuclei complete the known mass table at the upper 
right end. The long-sought superheavy nuclei would lie around 
Z = 114, N = 170ぺ80.
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is a contribution of the wide component in the 9Li distribution 
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6' 
of the tranβverse-momentur;r, dist巾押ionsof He and L~ fragments from 
projectilEl,,tragmentation of He and Li nuclei respectivE,)y at 0.79 GeV/u 
using a M じtarget[7]. The narrow component l凡）he九トspectrumre-
fleets the weak binding of the outer two neutrons in ''Li.This was recently 
verified [8] by an experiment performed at GANIL in which the forward 
angular distrip,μtion of fast neutrons has been studied from fragmentation 
of 29 MeV/u ''Li・nucleion various targets (Fig. 9). The neutron ~ngular 
distribution which is strongly forward peaked (E>112 = (2.9土0.4)v)indi-
cates the existence of a neutron halo with a radius of about 12 fm. For 
further clarification an experiment at GSI is Pl♂nned in which both neu-
trons will be measured in coincidence with the "Li-fragments thus defining 
the kinematics completely. In the future more work will be done at GSI to 
study heavier neutron rich nuclei produced by fragmentation reactions 

using ~fff!t beams. First fragmentation experiments [9] using a 760 
MeV/u’a ~-beam were started to synthesize and study the double magic 
nucleus ’dιSn. One application of spectroscopic studies of properties of 
heavy neutron rich nuclei is related to the exploration of the path of the 
r-process in the nucleosynthesis of heavy elements. Here neutron rich 
radioactive beams may become also useful. 

A further active field of heavy ion physics is the synthesis of heavy el-

eme山 Theheaviest on~_s k古加nuntil ~＇前 were synthesized using [&Id 
fusion reactions bombarding Pb and Bi-targets with beams of fi, 
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IILi+Az→。Li・I nすX

Au 

5 10 15 20 
Neutron angle [deg.) 

Differential cross section for observation of a neutron for a 11 Li 
beam with average energy 29 MeV/u incident on Be, Ni and 
Au targets (Ref. 8). 

25 

Fig. 9 

54cr and 58Fe at bombarding energies close to the Coulomb-barrier 
[10]. Fig. 10 shows the production cross sections, which drop exponen-
tially with increasing Z. From binding energy measurements deduced 
from α－decay energies, fission barriers of 6・7MeV height were discovered 
in these heavy elements (Fig“ 11), although the liquid drop barrier has 
gradually disappeared. This is the outstanding discovery of this field, that 
shell effects lead to fission barriers su仔icientlyhigh to make these nuclei 
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Fig. 12 Groundstate microscopic corrections of binding energies. The 
known isotopes of the heaviest elements are marked with 
squares. 

relatively stable against fission; the main decay mode isα－decay. With 
these new mass data on high Z nuclei, one can extrapolate to still heavier 
elements, which are predicted to be even more stable. Calculations of 
shell corrections of the nuclear binding energy shown in Fig. 12 predict 
an island of spherical shell stabilized nuclei around Z = 114 and N = 
170・180. The problem is to find a suitable synthesis reaction for these 
nuclei. At GSI an attempt is in progress to synthesize the elements Z = 110 
and 111 using cold fusion reactions for which the cross sections may be 

extrapolate1J,rom the2cri,stemati~Ogof the data shown in Fig. 10. For the 
reactions of" Ni with Pb and Bi targets, cross sections in the pba n 
range are predicted. 
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Besides studying nuclei at small excitation energy systematically up 
to the limits of stability by changing the number of protons and neutrons, 
heavy ion physics brought also the tools to study nuclei up to the limits 
of stability by adding angular momentum, by increase of their excitation 
energy to values up to 50・100MeV and by raising the nuclear temper-
atures to values up to several MeV. 

Nuclei with large angular momenta are conveniently produced in 
fusion reactions wit.ti同 t:ieavyprojectiles or in multiple Coulomb-excitations 
using for example ""vuPb-beams. In beam y-spectroscopy introduced by 
Gugelot and Morinaga ［刊］ in the beginning of the sixties made tremen-
dous progress during the last five years with th.e advent of large arrays 
of high resolution γ”detectors. 

The long predicted transition of rapidly rotating nuclei to 
superdeformed states were first observed.J,12] in 1986. Fig. 13 shows 
[13] they-ray spectrum of rapidly rotating MιDy, originating from transト
tions between rotational states with angular momenta up to 60 fl and 
excitation energies of about 30 MeV. From the difference of the observed 
transition energies between states which differ by two units of angular 
momenta one can derive directly the moment of inertia of the rotating 
nucleus and its dependance on angular momentum. Together with recent 
measurements of the quadrupole moment of the band [13] one can infer 
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Fig. 13 Spectrum of y rays emitted as the rapidly rotating 
superdeformed 152Dy nucleus slows down. In such a system the 
y-ray energies are propo吋ionalto the spin of the rotating nu-
deus, generating the regular pattern as the spin decreases in 
steps of two units. The spacing between the peaks yields an 
ellipsoidal shape having an axis ratio of 2:1. This highly de-
formed shape is shown in the inset (Ref. 13). 
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also that the shape of the nucleus is that of a、uperdeformed’j prolate 
ellipsoid of axis ration 2:1 in contrast to ground-state deformations with 
1.3:1 axis ratio. Since their discovery superdeformed rotational bands 
were found in a variety of medium-heavy nuclei with A ～ 150. Recently 
multiple superdeformed bands were discovered in nuclei with A ～叩0.
Actually the first superdeformed nuclei discovered at low spins are the 
so咽 calledfission isomers in the actinide region [14], which also exhibit 
deformations with an axis ratio of 2:1. There are still many questions 
open. The population and depopulation mechanisms of the bands which 
start with angular momenta of 60 hand end at around 30 hare not known 
yet. "Hyperdeformed" bands with 3:1 axis ratios are predicted. The 
problem of the smooth phase transition between the strong pair corre-
lations at slow rotation and the independent particle motion for rigid body 
rotation at high angular momentum is very interesting and may be at-
tacked by studying the strength of pair transfer reactions at high spins. 
These and many other problems will be vigorously attacked by the coming 
generation of high resolution y-detector arrays, like "Gammasphere" 
(USA），”Eurogam" and "Euroball" (Europe). 

The spectroscopy of "hot" nuclei produced by various types of heavy 
ion reactions has revealed interesting facets. One is connected with the 
rapid loss of correlations of energies from collective transitions with in-
creasing excitation energies signalling a phase transition from an ordered 
to a chaotic system. It has been known for some time from studies of 
proton and especially neutron resonances in nuclear reactions that the 
distribution of the nuclear level spacing at high excitation energies is 
given by radom matrix theory which describes the quantum mechanical 
analogs of classical chaotic systems. Much progress has been made re-
cently, theoretically and experimentally in extending the level spacing 
statistics to lower energy with the result that the chaotic behaviour pre-
vails at even low excitation. 

Besides rotations, other collective excitations like giant dipole resonances 
were found to persist in nuclei even at elevated temperatures. Heavy ions 
were also successfully used to excite higher modes of giant resonances 
in inelastic scattering and recently at GSI experiments started to use the 
high frequency components of Coulomb-collisions with relativistic heavy 
ions to excite multipole modes of dipole giant resonances. 

4. Nuclear Dynamics 

Heavy ion beams with kinetic energies ranging from the Coulomb-barrier 
up to 200 GeV/u allow us to study various dynamic processes in nucleus-
nucleus collisions which occur when nuclei interact and penetrate, rang-
ing from slow to fast collisions with the Fermi velocity of a nucleon (Ei: ど

30 MeV) setting an useful scale. The dissipation and transport of energy, 
angular momentum and mass may be studied in various phenomena, 
which occur if one changes bombarding energy and impact parameter, 
the most relevant kinematic variables. In slow collisions the interacting 
nucleons have time to arrange themselves in the mean field of the collト
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Fig. 14 

s1on system, which heats up, rotates and vibrates violently. In fast colli-
sions, nuclear matter may become compressed and heated, the nucleons 
may become excited and new hadrons may be created. The compressed 
matter expands again leading to nuclear fragmentation. The dynamics of 
these fast collisions are governed by the equation of state of nuclear 
matter at high density and temperature as well as by relaxation times and 
trans poパpropertiesof nuclear matter under very extreme conditions 
These collisions may also become a unique tool to study a fundamental 
propeパyof the QCD曲 vacuum,namely q司condensationby restoration of the 
chiral symmetry at high densities and/or high temperatures. 

In the following we will first discuss some reaction dynamics aspects 
and then turn to some nuclear dynamics studies in different energy 
ranges. 

Fig. 14 gives a schematic illustration of some of the processes which 

are observed and studied in nucleus-nucleus collisions in the bombarding 
energy range from the Coulomb-barrier to energies of about 1-2 GeV/u, for 
small and large impact parameters le.ading to central peripheral collisions 

respectively目 Atbombarding energies around the Coulomb-barrier and 
small impact parameters nuclei fuse, the kinetic energy and angular mo・
mentum is transfered to the compound nucleus, which may become highly 
excited and dexcites via the emission of light particles, photons, or espe-
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cially for heavy systems by fission. In peripheral collisions, particularly 
of heavy systems a rotating dinuclear body is formed, in which the com-
plete kinetic energy of the colliding nuclei is dissipated very fast on both 
nuclei, many nucleons may exchange before the collision partners sepa-
rate again. These so-called deep inelastic collisions allow one to study 
dissipative transport phenomena between finite quantum systems in a 
unique way. At medium energy, bombarding energies and central colli-
sions nuclei may be so highly excited that they may fragment into many 
pieces (multifragmentation). For peripheral collisions incomplete fusion 
and fragmentation may occur. At energies well above the Fermi energy 
a heated compressed central collision zone is expected leading to a col-
lective flow of particles during the expansion process. At large impact 
parameters fragmentation is observed 

In the following we will sketch some interesting directions of nuclear 
dynamic studies in the low, medium and high energy regime. 

At energies around the Coulomb-barrier various limitations of fusion 
reactions are currently being studied. At bombarding energies below the 
Coulomb幽 barrierfusion cross sections which are orders of magnitude 
larger than expected,using a simple potential tunnelling model (dashed 
line), were found協va巾 ＆2systems [15] as shown in Fig. 15 for the 
complete fusion of Ni ＋『Niin the vicinity of the Coulomb-barrier. The 
enhancement is most likely caused by large amplitude shape vibration 
and transfers of nucleons by quantum tunnelling in the approach phase 
of both nuclei. For high Z-systems a severe limitation of the fusionability 
of heavy nuclei has been observed [16] with Pd-Pd being the symmetric 
system with the highest Z for which fusion is still observed yet with a large 
hindrance (Fig. 16). It is probably due to dissipation of kinetic energy in 
the approach phase of the nuclei, thus simulating the need for an "extra 
push”to overcome the barrier. 
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From studies of dissipative collisions between heavy nuclei various 
transport coefficients for energy, charge and mass-transfer between the 
two colliding nuclei could be determined. The interest is focussed on 
studying the influence of nuclear structure e仔ectson these transport 
phenomena. It was found that pair correlations enhance the transfer of 
nucleon pairs up to an order of magnitude [17]. Coherent tunnelling of 
proton pairs through "weak" links of residual Coulomb-barriers of two 
nuclei has been predicted (Nuclear Josephson effect), but not yet ob-
served with completely resolved states. 

At medium energy, the fo「『nationof hot nuclei has been studied in-
tensively. It is expected that if the heat supplied to the nucleus exceeds 
the binding energy of the nucleons, it will go into the formation of internal 
surfaces and the nucleus will blow up in several intermediate fragments. 
There were controversial experimental results on this process for a long 
time, but from very recent experiments at the GSI in which multifragmen-
tation was studied in a completely exclusive experiment, a rise of the 
multifragmentation probability at deposited energies around 8 MeV/u 
seems to be indicated [18] (Fig. 17). 

Central heavy ion collisions studied at the Bevalac in the bombarding 
energy range 200・2000MeV/u with exclusive, high statistics 4n-particle 
detection, have shown that thermalized, compressed and heated nuclear 
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Fig. 17 Intermediate fragment multiplicities as function of 

excitation energies for reactions of 600 MeV/u Au ions 

with various targets (Ref圃 18).

matter is produced. One goal is to learn about the equation of state 
W（ρ，T) and dynamical prope出esof nuclear matter from reaction observ-
ables like the rapidity distribution and especially from quantities which 
measure the collective flow of compressed matter in the expansion phase. 
Even more fundamental is the study of properties of hadrons in hot dense 
nuclear matter with respect to effects of chiral symmetry restoration 

Fig. 18 [19] shows the rapidity distribution of Z = 1 paパiclesfrom Au-Au 
c。llisionsat 250, 400 and 650 MeV selected for a high multiplicity bin. For 
c。mparisona Gaussian distribution centred around midrapidity is shown. 
The vertical lines represent target and beam rapidity respectively. At all 
bombarding energies in the range between 200 and 2000 MeV/u a 
midrapidity fireball consisting of thermalized target and pr吋ectile
nucleons with no projectile remnants is formed in central collisions. In 
order to investigate to which degree the kinetic energy was transformed 
into heat or compression a transverse momentum flow analysis of the 
pa出cleswas performed. Fig. 19 shows [20] the flow angle distributions 
of the pa出clesfrom collisions of Ca+ Ca, Nb+ Nb and Au+ Au accumu-
lated with the plastic ball at 400 MeV/u. In the heavier collision systems 
Nb+ Nb and Au+ Au one notes for collisions with high multiplicity (central) 
a well expressed sidewards flow of paパiclessimilar to that expected for 
shockwave formation in hydrodynamical collision models. The mass and 
bombarding energy dependence of this collective particle flow is sum ma-
rized [19] in Fig. 20. The flow is defined by the slope of the average 
transverse momentum per nucleon in the reaction plane as a function of 
rapidity determined at midrapidity, thus 

F - dく PxfA> I - . 
dy I 

'Ye判
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Fig. 18 

Flow of particles versus flow angle E> in Ca+ Ca, Nb+ Nb, 
and Au+ Au collisions at 400 MeV/u for various multi-
plicities (Ref. 20ト

Fig. 19 

Note that the flow rises with the mass of the system. For Au+ Au and 
Nb+ Nb-collisions a maximum around 300 MeV/u is indicated. 

Out of plane flow effects have also been observed [21] with maxima 
also around 300 MeV/u bombarding energies. The damping of the in and 
out of plane flow at higher bombarding energies is interpreted as an effect 
caused by increased nuclear viscosity. At GSI a 4π”detector shown in Fig. 
21 was constructed which allows one to measure the momentum flux of 
all identified charge particles in a large dynamical range. First exper-
iments have started to make a complete momentum flow measurement 
for Au-Au collisions at a large bombarding energy. In addition the creation 
of charged and neutral mesons will be studied from far below the N-N-
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。。
Fig. 20 

Schematic layout of a 4π－detector at GSI Darmstadt. It 
consists of a central detector housed in large supercon-

ducting coil a forward wall with ionisation chambers and 
plastic scintillators and a forward spectrometer with a 
position sensitive multiple sampling ionisation chamber. 

Fig. 21 

threshold to energies of 2 GeV/u. The neutral scalar mesons （πo’η。） will 
be detected by their two photon decays. The study of subthreshold paパi-
cle production in the hot dense collision zone should also give some in-
sight in a possible change of their effective mass and coupling constant 
in the hot dense medium. 

The study of central collisions may be a unique tool to learn about a 
basic feature of QCD. The question is whether some properties of hadrons 
like their mass and coupling constant may be related to the order pa-
rameter of chiral symmetry restoration, which may occur in the interaction 
region of central heavy ion collisions. The underlying physics of this chiral 
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symmetry restoration is the following. The QCD vacuum at baryon density 
zero and temperature zero may be thought of qq pairs like Cooper pairs 
in the superconducting phase because of the strong qq interaction. This 
causes a spontaneous breakdown of chiral symmetry and the appearance 
of Goldstone bosons, the pions. The order parameter characterizing this 
phase transition has been studied theo「etically[22] as a function of tem-
perature and baryon density. Fig. 22 shows that with increasing temper-
ature and barγon density the order parameters of the qq condensate 
disappear and the chiral symmetry is restored. The question is whether 
one can express the hadron prope吋ies(mass, coupling constant) as 
function of the order parameter and by measuring these properties in 
dense hot nuclear media study the evolution towards chiral symmetry 
breaking at elevated densities and temperatures. Although there are only 
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partial answers it may be tempting to study properties of strongly inter-
acting hadrons by detecting their decays into photons and leptons which 
have only an electro-weak interaction with nuclear matter. One exper-
im♀nt which has been started at the Bevalac is the study of dilepton 
(e ', e-) production from the annihilation of 2 pions. By reconstruction of 
the invariant mass of the emitting object one may hope to study the pion 
mass in hot dense nuclear matter. 

5. Selected Atomic Physics Phenomena 

With the availability of heavy ion beams many unique atomic physics 
problems have been addressed ranging from the study of ionisation, 
electron capture, and transfer in ion-atom collisions to precision 
spectroscopy of transitions in highly stripped ions. 

The most interesting reaction process discovered and studied at 
UNILAC energies is the formation of quasi-molecules and quasi-atoms in 
adiabatic ion-atom collisions [23]. During such a collision the electrons 
are exposed to a two center Coulomb-field determined by z1’乙2and the 
internuclear distance R(t), which is time dependent corresponding to the 
motion of both nuclei on Rutherford trajectories. This time-dependent 
Coulomb-field transfers energy and momentum to the electrons, which 
results in both an increase of their binding energies with decreasing R as 
well as an ejection of bound electrons with a certain probability. For the 
most strongly bound electrons with velocities close to c, there is a high 
probability that they will adjust their charge distribution nearly 
adiabatically during a slow collision (v/c ～ 0.1) to the two center 
Coulomb-field. They will thus form quasi圃 stationary states ("quasi-
molecular’F or "quasトatomic"states) when R(t) becomes much smaller 
than the radius of the state considered. Of special interest are "quasi-
atoms" with very high Z like Z= 184 which may be formed in U-U ¥:;Olli-
sions. In such atoms the binding energy of the K orbit exceeds 2mcへso
it becomes embedded in the negative energy continuum. The formation, 
characteristic binding energies and wave functions of these high Z-atoms 
were intensively studied by the observation of inner shell ionization and 
8-ray production 

In further experiments the "ionization’p of the QED vacuum was inves-
＋ tigated by studying the e e二pairproduction in the high time-dependent 

field. The surprising result was that the positron spectrum (Fig. 23) 
showed lines between 250 and 400 keV energy superimposed on a con-
tint』ousqistribution. Fig. 24 shows that the cross section for the production 

ル ・＋of the e ' lines as well as仲osefor continuous e production rises with 
20・ 

a high power of (Z1 + Z？）ペ indicatinga strong field effect in the pro-
duction mechanism of both processes. 

Measurements of e + e-coincidence spectra brought further surprises. 
They revealed narrow monoenergetic sum energy lines whereas the di下
ference energy spectra show broader distributions (Fig. 25). A study [24] 
of the production cross section of the monoenergetic pairs as a function 
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Cross section for continuous positron (upper) and 
positron line production as function of the combined 

charge Zu = z1 + z2 of collisions at 5.9 MeV/u. 

Fig. 24 

of the opening angle E¥+e-between the two leptons s_ontained additional 
surprises. For the high energetic pairs a strong 180v correlation in the 
emission pattern was found whereas for those with lower energies all 
opening angles appeared. Furthermore an enhanced production proba-
bility of monoenergetic pairs for collisions in which the high Coulomb-field 
has a longer duration due to nuclear contact is indicated. For the moment 
we do not have a crisp clear explanation of all the observations. At pres-
ent, ou「workingscenario, which is under test, is about the following. In 
the high Coulomb-field of the dinuclear system formed in close distance 
collisions, composite extended objects of different masses are formed 
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which decay either unpe吋urbedinto e e pairs (180u correlations) or get 
dissociated by scattering on target nuclei, to which momentum is 
transfered but only an immeasureable amount of energy. 

The heavy-ion atom collisions are also a good source for the pro-
duction of highly-ionized and excited atoms, for which high precision 
spectroscopic data were determined (energies and lifetimes of excited 
states). A particular interest is focussed on measurements of the 1s and 
2s Lambshift of electrons in hydrogenlike high Z atoms to determine 
higher order corrections of QED which come with a high power of (Zα） 
[25]. These experiments are done with increasing precision for higher 
and higher Z atoms. 
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With the availability of stored, cooled, highly ionized heavy ion beams, 
interesting experiments to study their interaction with laser and cold 
electron beams were started. Radiative capture of free electrons, spon咽

taneous and laser induced, are studied in detail. Dielectronic recombina-
tion, a resonant electron capture process in which a free electron is 
scattered at a bound one, has been recently observed with high resolution 
and its cross section was measured. 

Sun”nary 

In conclusion one notes that heavy ion physics has become a research 
field with a huge arsenal of accelerators and measuring devices to study 
very fundamental problems of QCD and QED, a great variety of structure 
topics of nuclei under extreme conditions and finally nuclear dynamics 
aspects in a wide energy span. Although the problems are complex many 
of them . contain either fundamental aspects of interactions or of the 
many-body behavior of an intriguing quantum system. Thus we hope that 
heavy ion research has a bright future. 
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The Nucleus as an Assembly of Quarks 

S. Nagamiya 

Dep紅臨1entof Physics, Columbia University, 

New York, NY 10027, USA 

Abstract: For many years nuclear physicists treated nucleons as if they 

were the most funda皿 entalconstituents of the nucleus. Recently, how-

everうthequestion was raised if nucleons or, in g叩 eral,hadrons can retain 

也eiridentity inside nuclear matter, in particular, if the matter is heated 

or compressed. In this talk the expected behavior of nuclear matter at 

very high densities and/ or high temperatures is first described. Then, 

the current experimental efforts for the creation and detection of mat-

ter at仕1eseextreme conditionsう usingrelativistic heavy-ion beamsぅ are

discussed and reviewed. 

1. Identity of Hadrons in Nuclear Matter 

Nuclei on e副 hhave th巴 prope町 thattheir dens (p) is almost con-
stant: p ＝ρ。＝ 0.17 n町 leons/fm3（ご 0.3 billion tons per cm3）ぅ regardless

of the species of nuclide. This means that int白 nucleondistance ( d) is al-
most constant; d ご 1.8危n固 Onthe other hand, it is known that the仕ee

nucleon has a釦1iteradius of ( < ri ＞）ゆご 0.8 fmぅ whichis or均 half

the internucleon dis七ancedう withits charge distribution extending even 

beyond its radius. This is because the nucleon is made of more fundamen-

tal particles; quarks and gluons. Therefore, once a nucleon is imbedded 

inside the nucleusうthatnucleon might have a certain overlap with neigh-

boring nucleons and, as a result, the wavefunction of that nucleon might 

b己distortedand be different from that of a”free＇う nucleon.

This question on nucleon identity was raised first by the EMC group 

[1] in their deep inelastic lepton scattering experiment on nuclear targets. 
They found that the quark momentum distribution inside the nucleus is 

different from that inside the free nucleon, and hinted that the identity 

of the nucleon might, perhaps, be lost once it is imbedded inside nuclear 

matter. In my opinion, one of the most interesting questions today is 

the determination for those conditions for which nucleons orぅingeneralう

hadrons lose their identity so that the subnucleonic degree of freedom 

plays the dominant role in nuclear matter. 

Springer Pr目白d回gs皿Physics,Volume 57 
Evolutionaryτ'rends in the Physical Sciences Eds.: M. Suzuki and R. Kubo 

c Sp巾 ger-VerlagBerlin Heidelberg 1991 
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If the nucleus is compressed, then the neighboring nucleons start to 
overlap each other more significantly. For example, at p = IOρowe have 
d ご ( < ri > )1/2：出einternucleon dis同nceis comparable to出enucleon 

radius. One would, therefore, expect intuitively that the nucleon would 

completely lose its identity at around this density and melt into a soup 

of quarks. Si皿ilarly,if nuclear matter is heated, then many pions are 

created. Since the pion is made of qij and has a五回teradius of 0.6 

fm, a substantial overlap among pions would be expected at su血ciently

high temperatures, and the system would melt into a soup of quarks 

姐 dantiquarks. The study of nuclear matter at high density回 d/orat 

high temperature is, thus, very intriguing. These soups are called quark 

matter, or, the quark-gluon plasma，加 shownin Figure 1. 

2. New Phase of Matter and Heavy-Ion Collisions 

The quark-gluon plasma has two important properties. One is the Debye 

screening which induces deconfinement. In free space, q-ij or q-q inter-

actions are expressed by the solid curve in Figure 2. The meson or, in 

general, the hadron is defined as a bound state of this QCD potential. 

In the presence of a large number of q’s and q's, however, the mutual 

q-ij or q-q interactions are screened and weakened due to the presence 
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Figure 2: Mechanism of quark deconfinement in nuclear matter. 

of a large number of q’s and q's, analogous to the case that Coulomb 

interactions are screened in the presence of a large number of electrons. 

Now, if the temperature is increased, the number of q’s and q’s increases 

and, consequently, the screening radius decreases. At su伍cientlyhigh 

temperatures, if the screening radius becomes shorter than the hadron 

radius itself, then the q-ij syste皿 canno longer be bound and, thus, is de四

con五ned.In the deconfined phase, each quark moves d皿 ostfreely inside 

the皿 atter.This is the reason that出esystem is called a plasma. 

The other intriguing property is the chirality change which induces a 

reduction of the effective quark mass. Most of the lattice QCD calcula-

tions [2] have shown that the order parameter increases at above the tem-

perature of ～200 Me V to show decon五nement,and also ＜ψゆ＞ sharply 

drops there to almost zero, which we call chiral symmetry restoration. 

More precisely speaking, a dressed quark mass changes to an undressed 

quark mass, which is almost zero for u and d quarks. So far, lattice QCD 

calculations have been done only for the zero-density high-temperature 

region. A similar phase transition could well be eコ甲ectedfor the high-

density region also. 

Then, can we口eatehot and dense matter with relativistic heavy-ion 

collisions? Nuclear collisions at high energies can be described as two 

clouds of nucleons colliding with each other, by suffering many sequential 

nucleon-nucleon collisions. The situation is exactly like an ancient battle. 

Suppose that I am a nucleon. When the battle starts, I a皿 strongly

attacked by the other party but, at the s出netime, I am pushed from the 

back by my party. Therefore, the local density around me suddenly in-

creases. Furthermore, when I五ghtamong others, my available energy is 
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distributed among othersうwhichwe call ther皿 alizationin physics termi-

nology. Thereforeぅthetemperature of the system also increases suddenly. 

After the collisionぅeverybodywill be exhausted and the party disassem-

bles. Namely, both density and temperature decrease. 

In the density-temperature phase diagramぅ therefore,the heavy-ion 

collision would sweep both the high-density and high-temperature region, 

as shown in Figure 1. Theorists expect [3] that at a beam energy of 10・

20 GeV per n山 leon(hereafter, 10-20 A Ge V）う whichis the BNL-AGS 

energy region, there is a possibility for the system to move into this new 

phase・Atmuch higher beam energiesヲlike10 ATe V or 100 A Ge V in a 

collider mode, theorists expect [3] that the colliding nuclei penetrate each 

other. In this case, bunched gluon strings will be created behind to form 

a high-temperature but zero-density region. The Relativistic Heavy-Ion 

Collider called RHIC at BNLう whoseconstruction has just started七his

year, is regarded as an ideal accelerator to create this hot baryon-free 

region. 

Already one may notice that one of th巴importantexperimental ques-

tions is to study at which beam energy the colliding nuclei penetrate each 

other, na皿 ely,they turn to grey from black. This nuclear transparency 

question will be discussed in the next section. 

Heavy-ion beams田 ecurrently available at the BNL-AGS (15 AGeV) 

and at the CERN-SPS (200 AGeV) up to a mass nu皿 berof A～30. At 

both BNL and CERN the first heavy-ion beams were乱cceleratedabout 

four years ago, and much heavier-mass beams (197 Au or 208Pb) will be 

available within a few years. 

3. Nuclear Transparency 

First, the data of energy flow together with the e旺orton two-boson cor-

relations are described, both of which provide us with k坦yinfor皿 ationon 

the basic reaction dyna皿ics.At BNL and CERN the observed charged 

particle multiplicity is ～200-500 [4] for A～30 projectiles (28Si or 32S). 

Thereforeヲ atthe first stage of experimentation, all groups began with 

the measurement of an integrated quantity such as an energy宜ow.

Figure 3 shows the data from our group (E802) at BNL [5] and those 

from NA35 at CERN [6] on transverse energy flow, ET. This energy 

flow is carried primarily by pions. The integrated energy flow emitted to 
within 90° 土 35。inthe nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass angles was mea-

sured in both experiments, for various targets from Al to Au. 

We notice that, in the BNL energy regionう thevalue of ET starts to 
saturate as a function of the target mass at above Cu, whereas in the 
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Figure 3: Transverse energy flow observed at BNL (above) 
and CERN (below). 

CERN energy domain, it increases monotonically with the target mass. 

The nuclear matter thickness increases by 40% from Cu to Au. The 

increase of ET is, however, only 10% from Cu to Au at the BNL energy 

and almost nothing from AgもoAu. On the other hand, at the CERN 

energy, the increase of ET from Cu to Au is ～40% which is exactly the 

same as the increase in nuclear matter thickness. 

Naively one would expect that the thicker the nuclear matter, the more 

energy can be deposited into the matter, to induce a larger transverse 
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energy fl.ow. However, if the pion production is completed within the 

thickness of Cu or Ag, then the remaining matter is useless for pion 

production and, thereby, the saturation feature of ET could be expected. 
Namely, these data suggest that a heavy nucleus seems black at 15 A Ge V, 

whereas it seems grey or, at least partially transparent, at 200 AGeV. 

More detailed 剖udiesindicate that the turning point from black to grey 

will occur at a bea皿 energyof ～50 AGeV. 

If pion production is completed within the thickness of nuclear matter, 

the colliding nucleons are significantly slowed down inside the matter. For 

the following ideal case in which two colliding objects are slowed down 

and stop each other, the density will rise to 2γcmPo [7], where po is也e

density of the original matter and γcm is the Lorentz factor. Since γCM 

ご 3 at the BNL energy domain, there is a possibility to create nuclear 

matter with p 包 6ρ0・TheCERN energy of 200 A Ge V seems slightly too 

high to create the high-density mat同r,because the nucleus seems grey, 

but there is still a possibility. 

Then, can we probe directly the density experimentally? A long time 

ago an interesting method was proposed in astronomy to measure the size 

of a star by two-photon interferometry, called the Ha出向r-Brown/Twiss

method [8]. A similar皿 ethodcan be used for heavy-ion collisions. Here, 

spin-zero bosons, pions or kaons, are used for practical reasons. Once 

the radius, R, is determined by this method, then the density can be 

evaluated [9] from the relation of pニ mN/F,where mN is the nucleon 

皿 ultiplicityand V ( ＝ 釘R3/3) is七hevolume which is responsible to the 

emission of pions or kaons. Currently, efforts to directly evaluate this 

density，ρ，are in progress [10]. 

4. Precursors of Quark-Gluon Plasma? 

Now, let me describe more exotic data; one set of data from our group 

at BNL [11] and the oもherset from CERN [12]. 

The first one is related to the following eJ甲ectation,as illusもratedin 

Figure 4; strangeness enhanceme.nt and K+ distillation. For simplicity, 

consider也ezero”te皿 peraturehigh-density region. If出esys白血 melts

into a soup of quarks, then it is made primarily by u and d quarks alone, 

because nucleons are皿 adeby these quarks. The Fermi energy (E;•d) of 
this system is nearly equal to the Fer出皿0皿 entum,because the m蹴 es

of u and d quarks are al皿 ostzero. At p 巴 lOpo we have E;,d 竺 450 Me V. 

This value is larger than 2m5c2 （巴 400 MeV), where m5 is the undressed 

s-quark mass. Therefore, it is less costly to create a ss pair than u包 or

dd. This would induce a strangeness enhancement. In addition, if the 
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ss is created in a soup of u and d quarksヲthescan easily combine with 

the surroundi時包 toform a K+ （三us）ぅwhereasthe s cannot easily find 

a包 toform a K-（三 us),because no包 quarksexist in this soup. The 

fate of the s-quark is to combine with the surrounding u and d quarks to 

form a A （三 uds).Therefore, the K+ and the A would be distilled. Since 

the formation of high-density matter is expected at the BNL-AGS energy 

domainぅthisprediction was, in fact, the motivation for our experiment 

at BNL. 

We prepared a magnetic spectrometer to deもectkaons. At the BNL 

energy domainうk乱onsare copiously produced in the momentum range of 

a few Ge V / c. The identi五cationof kaons in this momentum region is not 

trivial. Therefore, we spent one year developing the worldうsbest time-

。ιflightcounters to overcome this di姐cultyand, finallyう wesucceeded in 

obtaining an extremely high resolution of 75 psecぅ withwhich we were 

乱bl巴toidentify kaons up to 2.5 GeV /c. 

Figure 5 shows the ratios of K+ ／π＋ and k一／「 forthree collisions, 

p+Be, p+Au, and Si十Auat beam巴nergiesof 14.6 AGeV. Note that pious 

are used for the purpose of normalization, as both π＋ and ?r-yields per 

incident nucleon are nearly equal in these collisions [11]. The plot was 

made as a function of the variable called rapidityうUぅwhichis the Lorentz 
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2 

invariant longitudinal velocity. The yield of the K does not change too 

much from a very light-mass system of p+Be to a heavy-mass system of 

Si+Au, but the yield of the K+ sharply increases with the mass of the 

system. Namely, only the K+ is distilled by a factor of 3 or 4 from the 

lightest system to the heaviest system. These data are consistent with 

the above expectation, becauseう whenthe皿 assof the system increases, 

it is easier for the system to turn into a quark soup. 

More exciting news cam担金omCERN on the production of the J ／ψ 

皿eson.Conc位 ningthis, the theoretical prediction was皿 adeby Matsui 

and Satz (13] before the experi皿 entw回 started. The meson J ／や isa 

bound state of c and εquarks. If this cc were created in the quark soup, 

this pair would feel the Debye screening (Figure 6). If the screening 

radius, rs, is shorterもhanthe J／ψradius, then cc c組 nolonger be bound 

to form J / 'lj;. Instead, the c ( or c) quark combines with surrounding u, J, 
( or u, d) quarks, when they hadronize, to form D皿 esons.Namely, the 

production of J / 1/; mus七besuppressed, if quark-gluon plas皿 ais created. 

The NA38 group at CERN measured muon pairs to detect J／ゆ（12].

Figure 7 shows the data obtained in 200 A Ge V 160+ U collisions. Clearly, 

the yield of J ／ψis suppressed for central collisions国 co血 paredto that for 

peripheral collisions. Because the quark-gluon plasma, if it exists, would 
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5 4 2 

be created more easily in central collisionsう theNA38 group suggested 

that, perhapsヲ thisis the evidence for the formation of the quark-gluon 

pl出 ma.By extending the measurement to 32S beams [14], they further 

reported that the J ／ψyield is suppressed by up to 50%. 
Both of these results on K+ enhancement and J ／ψsuppression are 

consistent with the scenario of the quark-gluon plasma formation, as 

mentioned above. However, mundane effects such as rescatterings in-

side the hadronic matter have to be carefully examined before jumping 

to this exotic conclusion. For exampleう inthese collisions皿 anypions are 

created and these pions may interact with target neutrons to create K+'s 

（π＋n→ K+ + A). In factぅthepA data shown in Figure 5 indicate an in-
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ere田 ein the K+ yield as the色町get皿 assincreases. Also, J ／ψabsorption 

in hadronic matter should occur, and this absorption must be stronger 

in central collisions than in peripheral collisions, because a larger volume 

will participate in the cenもralcollision. In fact, very recent FNAL pA 

data [15] showed a 30% decrease of J ／ψyield in pA collisions from C to 

Pb target. 

Many calculations taking these effects into consideration, without the 

formation of quark-gluon plasma, are currently in progress. Unfortu-

nately 100% satisfactory explanations based on these mundane effects 

are not yet available. Clearly, a full explana七ionofもhepA data is ur-

gently needed. 

5. Future Directions and Summary 

As I mentioned before, the construction of a new accelerator, RHIC, 

has just s同rtedat BNL. This collider will provide, for the first time in 

history, a baryon-free hot region over an extended volume of a few 100 

fm.3. Because the lattice QCD calculations have thus far predicted the 

phase transition only in the baryon-free region, RHIC will be the ideal 

place to study this transition. Experimental proposals are currently being 

actively created. 

In the previous section two possible signatures related to the formation 

of quark岨 gluonplasma are discussed. For the baryon-free region, more 

potential signatures have been predicted. As shown in Figure 8, these are, 

for example, a second rise of <PT> [16], a more drastic J ／ψsuppression, 
a low-mass lepton-

乱n姐 ti－皿atterenhance皿 en凶t[19], etc. Unfortunately, physics in heavy-ion 

collisions is not like the physics in high-energy physics where one signal 

pins down everything. All the predictions have certain shortcomings and 

uncertainties. Therefore, a coherent e油 ibitionof these sign副uresas a 

function of a co血皿onvariable is very important. If half the signatures 

shown in Figure 8 were observed coherently, it would already be very 

convincing to prove the existence of quark-gluon plasma. A detector to 

measure all of these has already been proposed [20]. 

Concerning a future possibility in Japan, I brie丑ymention a proposed 

KEK-PS Collider [21]. If heavy-ion beams are injected into the KEK圃

PS, then the bea皿 energyis about 5 AGeV. In addition, if these bea皿 s

are injected into a second ring, they will provide 5 A Ge V + 5 A Ge V 

in collider mode, equivalent to a五xed帽 targetbeam energy of about 50 

AGeV. Therefore, it will be ideal for the study of high-density nuclear 
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matterぅbeingcomplementary to RHIC. The discussion of this PS Collider 

at KEK is in progress. 

Let me summarize my talk. The eピrntenceof a new phase called 

the quark-gluon plas皿 ais clearly predicted by lattice QCD calculations. 

Data on transverse energy丑owshow a saturation feature with target 

mass at the BNL・AGSenergy domain but not at the CERN-SPS do-

main, which tells us that heavy nuclei turn from black to grey at a beam 

色nergyof about 50 AGeV. Measurements of Hanb町 r-Brown/Twisscor-

relations are in progress for both pions and kaons to directly probe the 

formation of high-density matter. 

At the BNL-AGS energy domain, where the formation of high戸 density

matter is eJ中ectedぅasignificant enhancement of the K+ meson produc-

tion is observed. Also, at CERN, a 50% reduction of J／ゆproduction

is observed. Both are consistent with the scenario of the formation of 

quark-gluon plasma, but more mundane effects such as the recreation of 

K+ or the absorption of J ／ψ皿 ightalso be the reason for these anomalies. 

Clearly, much more careful theoretical analyses are required. 

The field is young but growing. I believe that much more concrete and 

meaningful physics results will com巴outfrom this new field in the 1990’s 

and into the next century. 
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Epilogue: In the past 100 years the concept of the nucleus has drastically 
changed. When Dr. Nishina was born, no scientists knew of the existence 

of the nucleus. In 1928, when Dr. Nishina wrote the famous paper 

on the Klein-Nishina formula, the existence of the nucleus was already 

confirmed, but it was thought that the nucleus was made of protons and 

electrons. When Dr園 Nishinacompleted his first cyclotron at RIKEN 

in 1937, the modern concept of the nucleus was already established, and 

when he passed away in 1951, the basic models to describe the nucleus 

were about to be completed. Here, of course, the nucleon was treated 

as the most fundamental constituent of the nucleus. Currently, a new 

approach七odescribe the nucleus as an assembly of quarks is topical. 

Remarkable progress has been achieved toward unders七andingthe nucleus 

during the past 100 ye目 sandう Ibelieve, many more surprises await us 

in the future. 
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How Has Space Astrophysics Expanded 
the 国orizonof Physics? 

M.Oda 
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Hirosawa 2-1, Wako-shi, Sai阻ma,351-01 Japan 

Abstract.Serendipitous discoveries in the 1960s 
dras t工cally expanded the horizon of physics. In this 
paper, the evolution of major problems in astrophysics 
since the 1950s is analysed by decades. Several 
ques t工ons as of 1990 are r a工sed. Progress of the 
understanding in a couple of speci f工c subject s，ェ.e. the 
neutron star and the black hole, are briefly described. 
Future d工rections are discussed. 

l.EVOLUTION OF MAJOR PROBLEMS IN ASTROPHYSICS 

The decade of the 1960s was the period of so-called 
"Sturm und Drang" for astrophysics as represented by 
discoveries of quasars (QSO), 3K background of the sky, 
pulsars and celestial X-rays. All of the discoveries 
were totally unexpected, and by these, the horizon of 
physics has been drastically expanded. Many of the 
theorist's dreams o r 工maginary products at that time 
became rea l工ty. Since then not h工ng has become too 
exotic for astrophysicists and we are ready not to be 
surprised by anything. 

In order to show how major problems in astrophysics 
have evolved. I would l工ke to u s巴 a d工agram for each 
decade, based on my own personal recollection and 
taste. The ordinate of the dia巴ram towards the top 
represents the magnitude of surprise and to the bottom 
the depth of knowledge. 

The abs c工ssa is, from left to right, the universe 
itself, the intergalactic space, galaxies, the 
interstellar space and stellar objects. Such a 
diagram is always personal and subjective, but it 
hopefull y 工S u S巴ful to help to acquire perspectives. 

Springer Pr凹配clingsin Physics. Volume 57 
Evolutionary Trends m白ePhysical Sciences Eds”M. Suzuki and R. Kubo 
c Sp由1ger-V，町lagBerlin Heidelberg 1991 
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Fig. 1. Major problems 工n the 1950s 

2.TWO DECADES FROM 1950 

I recall that in the mid 1950s (Fig.I) there was a 
debate on cosmology between two groups, Bondi, Gold and 
Hoyle versus Garno w’s schoo l，工.e. the b工g bang school 
[l]. As a ju n工or s c工entist I used to feel a kind of 
metaphysical flavor in cosmology before then, but it 
became real physics after that. 

Also in the 1950s, ra d工oastronomy, particularly 
observations with the 21 centimeter wavelength, 
sketched the structu r巴 ofour Galaxy. 

As for cosmic rays, Bruno Rossi, bein g 工nspired by 
Fer m工， started to chase the cutoff or the ma x工mum 
energy of the power law energy spectrum of the cos m工C

ray. In fact, du r工ng the period from the 1950s to the 
1960s, for every two years of the Cosmic Ray Conference 
of IUPAP the upper limit increased by a factor of ten. 
Even now we have not yet reached the upper limit. We 
need a technical breakthrough to detect cos m工c rays far 
beyond 10 ev. 

The computer revolutionized the theory of stellar 
evolution. In Japan the Hayashi school emerged [2] and 
in the 1960s Icho Iben, as I remember, used up a 
significant por t工on of MIT's computer time. This was 
an early version of the computer experiment. 

Th巴 1960s brought many discoveries (se巴 Fig.2). The 
d工scovery of 3K background radiation made cosmology 
observational phy s工Cs. Quasars gave us a feeling of 
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Fig. 2. Major problems in the 1960s 

touching the edge of the universe, and the discovery of 
pulsars turned the neutron star from an imaginary to an 
existing star. And then the discovery of celestial X-
rays by Rossi, Giacconi and others [3] made the whole 
picture of astrophysics different. I would like to 
quote one sentence from Freeman Dyson’s essay [4]. It 
reads "The old quiescent universe of Aristotle, which 
had survived essentially intact the intellectual 
revolutions associated with the names of Copernicus, 
Newton and Einstein, disappeared forever as soon as the 
X-ray telescopes went to work". 

As for the Crab Nebula, Woltjer [S] regarded it as 
natur e’s laboratory for physics and since then it has 
continued feeding us physics, being particularly 
stimulated by the new emergence of X-ray astronomy. 

3.THE 1970s AND THE 1980s 

In the 1970s (Fig.3), X-ray astronomy opened new 
chapter s 工n astrophysics. First of all, using the 
observation of the X-ray stars or compact X-ray 
objects, we learned a lot about the neutron stars. Now 
the neutron star is not an imaginary subject. Also a 
strong can d土date for a black hole, Cyg X-1, emerged. 
The cosmic X-ray background which had been observed 
since the early period of X-ray astronomy had been 
studied more deeply. 
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Fig. 3. Major problems in the 1970s 

F工g. 4. Major problems in the 1980s 
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In the 1980s (Fig.4), by eliminating various 
possibilities, active galactic nuclei or centers of QSO 
became very good candidates for so-called giant black 
holes. 

The famous experiment of Davis to detect solar 
neutrinos was initiated in 1970 [6]. 
In the late 1980s, of course, the supernova SN 1987a 
was a real surprise, though from the statistics of one 
supernova per several centuries we had jokingly 
expected a supernova during our lifetime. This 
supernova is continuing to give us many projects and we 
could have produced many young PhDs from this. 

Figure 5 is a cartoon version of a Christmas card of 
1987 土n which early observations of SN 1987a are 
summarized. Immediately after the bang KAMIOKANDE-II 
observed eleven neutrinos within a few seconds [7]. 
The Irvine-Michigan-Brookhaven people had another big 
tank underground. A Japanese X-ray astronomy satellite 
which was launched only three weeks before the 
supernova observed the appearance of X-rays, about 
half a year after the bang while many theorists 
predicted that X-rays should appear one year or two 
years later [8]. A collaborative group of Russians 
and Germans have observed X-ray as well [9]. 

// t 
.v 

hτムー」叶
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Fig. 5. A cartoon which summarizes immediate 
observations after SN 1987a 
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4.REMAINING MAJOR QUESTIONS 

As of now, there remain many unsolved questions (see 
Fig.6). No monopoles and no proton decay have been 
found in contradiction to expectations produced by the 
Grand-Unified-Theory regardless of various experimental 
efforts. The o r土gin of cosmic rays or the upper limit 
of the cosmic ray energy has not yet been identified. 
There have been many theoretical proposals for the dark 
matter, but they all have disappeared or been proven to 
be unsuccessful. 

The late.st and most influential observatio n 土s that 
of COBE. Not only cosmology but many other theo r土es 
regarding the universe [10) or the edge of the universe 
have to be accommodated to the COBE’s results. 

The original Davis experiment of solar neutrinos of 
1970 and the KAMIOKANDE II observation agree with each 
other in one aspect but not in the aspect of the 
relationship with the solar cycle. We hear with 
surprise the latest news that the preliminary 
observations of the Soviet-American experiment at 
Baksan, if correct, did not confirm these two previous 
results [11). 

As for the cosmic X-ray background, the GINGA 
satellite, which is now actively working, confirmed 
that the superposition of the dark active galactic 
nuclei is close to one third or one half or maybe even 
one hundred percent of the cosmic X-ray background 
[12). From the energy spectrum of the 30-60KeV range 

Major Problems in Astronomy 

Why so standard-like? 

「E高E高司

Fig. 6. Major Questions now 
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of cosmic X-ray background we know that the thermal 
bremsstrahlung of 40eV electrons in the hot plasma 
beau t工fully expl a工ns the spectrum [13]. Bu t，工 f so, 
the total amount of hot gas is very close to the 
critical den sユty. And then, due to the Compton 
scatter in g the s.p e ctr um of the microwave back gr o u n d 工n
the whole sky should be distorted. But COBE for b工ds 
the d工stortion. Here is a clear contradiction. 

5.NEUTRON STARS AND BLACK HOLES 

Two specif土c subjects will be picked up in the 
following. One is the neutron star. 工t was advocated 
as a hypothetical or imaginary object by, say, 
theoretical prophets starting from Baade-Z W工cky' 
Oppenheimer, and others, and then believers have 
followed them. 

Since the mid 70's, its e x工Stence has no longer been 
questioned and many users appear to regard the neutron 
star as a laboratory for highly condensed matter 
phy S工Cs. 

We clearly know by observations that the mass of the 
X-ray pulsar is between one to two solar masses. And 
also we know that the radius of the X-ray burste r工s10 
km. These figures fit theoretical predictions for the 
neutron star surpris工ngly well [ 14]. Absorption li n巴s
in the spectrum of some X-ray pulsars, assuming that 
they are cyclotron lines, lead to the magnetic field 

12 strength of 10 gauss. 
There is another exotic object: gamma ray burst 

sources, the spectra being extended to a range of 
higher energy. We see them some ten times per year and 
they last about 10 to 20 seconds. There is no op t工cal 
or radio counterpart. The gamma ray burst is s t工11 a 
k工nd of mystery. Recently GINGA clearly showed the 
cyclotron line absorption in the gamma ray burst which 
led to a magnetic field equal to that of the neutron 
star [15]. 

Many observers study th e 土nteraction between a 
neutron star and its environment under extreme 
conditions of magnetic f土eld, temperature, gravity and 
matter den s土ty. The Crab Nebula agai n 土s a very good 
laboratory [16] and we have some hope that the spinning 
neutron star of the Crab Nebula may explain the 

14 
acceleration of the part工cles to 10 eV. 

The second spe c工f工C subjec t 工s the black hole. The 
black hole has been an even more exotic subject than 
the neutron star. Of course by definitio n 工t 工s hard 
to observe. But now, if a vote were taken, few 
astrophysicists would doubt its existence [17]. GINGA 
工s producing a list of candidate black holes [18]. 
Some t工mes we even drop the word "can d工date". Now, is 
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there any fingerp r工nt for a black holeつ We know that 
it shows a very wild flickering and different energy 
spectrum from other X-ray sources. 

If one looks at the time sequence of the inten s工ty 
of the black hole can dユdates, one may see tha t 工t is 
an example of a fractal and t h工s might reflect the 
space-time structure near the event horizon or 
ergosphere around the black hole. It is not easy to 
characterize apparently aperiodic time va r工ation of X-
ray sources with, for example, power spectrum analy s工s.
The q u巴Btion is if one can detect any regularity in an 
apparently white noise. 

One of my former colleagues, Dr.K.Mitsuda, indicated 
tha t，工f the time sequence of the X-ray intensit y 工s
recorded with a mu s工c tape-recorder and one l工Stens to 
the "music", one source may be distinguished from 
another more sensitively than by the analy t工cal method: 
e.g・ one source may sound more metallic than the 
other. Of course, the method is premature and 
subjective, but I find it interesting. I would like 
you to listen to the tape. (Small pieces of the mu s工C

are exhibited in this text by the sonagram in F工g.7' 
which is not at all a s 工mpress工ve as the "music".) 
Current and expected observatories or observations in 
the near future are in d土cated in Fig.8. We may 
categorize various types of approaches which are 
equally important. One is, of course, the orthodox 
approach like big telescopes, the Hubble Space 
Telescope, and AXAF. Next is the adventurous approach 
like COBE, HIPPARCOS, gravitational wave detectors and 
others. The third is, using the terminology of Freeman 
Dyson, the "small but quick is beautiful”［ 4] approach, 

CygX-1 

10K 

31< 

6K 

4K 

2K 

CK 

Fig. 7. Sonagram of the X-ray star music 
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Fig. 8. Current and planned observations 

土n which emphasis is placed on the continuity of the 
programme. We should remember in any case that very 
often important discoveries in astrophysics have been 
serendipitous. 

In order to show an example of the evolution of 
disciplines, a chronological chart is exhibited in 
Fig.9 to represent the history of X-ray astronomy since 
1963. In the chart space vehicles are also indicated. 
As an example of the "small but quick is beautiful” 
approach, a few photographs are exhibited in Fig.10 to 
show the launching of the X-ray astronomy satellite 
"GINGA" [19]. GINGA, w h工ch stands for the galaxies, 
was produced in a collaboration among ISAS of Japan, 
Leicester University, MSSL and RAL of U.K. and LASL of 
the U.S. and was launched in 1987 three weeks before 
the supernova SN 1987a and is currently in oper a七ion
in international collaboration. The photographs show 
students, young professors and technicians of ISAS at 
work. 
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Fig.10. a)-d) Launching of the GINGA satell工te by the 
Ins t工tute of Space and Astronautical S C工ence. 
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Abstract. The physical world contains an amazing variety of 
objects with intricate and complex geometrical properties. 
The laws of physics, on the other hand, are a set of rather 
simply-stated mathematical rules. So, how does simple law 
give rise to complex outcome? This paper suggests that 
complexity results from a natural process of organization in a 
chaotic environment. Three examples are given to illustrate 
this point. The first two are mathematical models: one called 
diffusion limited aggregation (DLA), and the other the 
avalanche model. The third ex畠mple is drawn from the world 
of experimental physics and is convective turbulence. 

I. Introduction 

In recent decades, there has been a veηconsiderable interest 
in the question of how complex spatial and temporal 
structures may arise from simple non-linear dynamical 
processes. The classic work of Kolmogorov [l] dealt with how 
a complex pattern of swirls shows up in turbulent 
hydrodynamic systems while Turing [2] addressed the 

evolution of structures in biochemical systems. Later on 
Katchalsky [3] and then Prigogine [ 4] described the formation 
of complex structures in dissipative systems. In solids, 
m巴tallurgists explore a rich variety of different patterns [5・9]
all gener昌ted dynamically. Dynamically produced objects can 
also occur in liquids as shown by Saffman and Taylor [10] and 
later workers [ 11・14] In this note, I shall describe some 
recent work on structure formation in chaotic systems with 
the hope that these considerations might help one guess 
where the field is going. 

In particular, I shall look at three examples of the dynamical 
formation of complex patterns in space and time.. The first, 
DLA, or diffusion limited aggregation was invented by Witten 

and Sander [15] as a mathematical model for the joining of 
carbon particles in the atmosphere to form pieces of soot. 

Springer Proceεdings in Physics, Volume 57 
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This discussion will serve as an illustration of complex 
structure formation and as an introduction to the fractal [16] 
or scaling [17] concepts which have played a large role in the 
development of the area. We then turn to dynamical models of 
avalanches of the type originally proposed by P. Bak, C. Tang 
and K. Wiesenfeld [18] with the goal of showing how 
dynamical processes can lead to complex events of many 
different sizes. The distribution of events is described by the 
words 'self-organized criticality’， which imply that the past 
events set in motion a chain of processes which will determine 
and limit the sizes of future events. The final example is the 
development of structure in convective turbulence as 
rcvealed by the ex~eriments of Libchaber and coworkers [19] 
Here the characteristics of the two previous examples are 
combined in that there is a complex_ spatial structure 
combined with events which are controlled by a feedback 
mechanism of the ’self-organizing' type. 

2. DLA 

DLA is a model in which an’aggregate' sits on a lattice. This 
aggregate is just a connected group of occupied si_tes. (See 
Figure 1). Imagine a particle which comes in from infinity 
and move from site to neighboring site in the lattice. This 
particle is termed a ’random walker' since at each step the 
direction of its motion is picked at random. This step by step 
progress continues until the walker comes to a site which is 
next to an already occupied lattice site. At that point, the 
walker stops and joins the aggregate. In this way, the 
aggregate grows by one unit. Then another walker is released 
at infinity and the whole process begins once more. The 
structure that thereby forms is very light and consists mostly 
of holes. (See Figure 2) 

Despite the randomness of the growth process, and despite 
the fact that the different structures produced by different 
realizations of this process may be quite different, 
nonetheless there are some rather simple and general laws 

Filmre 2 A DLA aggregate. The structure looks like a set of 
branches which occupy a very small fraction of the available 
area. Each branch is composed of sub-branches, looking like 
the main branches. These sub-branches are in turn composed 
of smaller units which look like the larger ones. This 
particular picture was produced by Michael Leibig by a 
process slightly different from the one described in the text. 
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Fiσuce.__1 The DLA process. Part a shows the aggregate which 
occupies a region on the lattice. In Part b, a walker comes in 
from infinity, chooses a path at random, and comes to a stop 
when it gets to a site neighboring the aggregate. Part c shows 
the aggregate increased by one unit. After the walker comes 
to a stop, then the process starts all over again. 
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which govern the structures which are outcomes of this 
growth process. For example, as the mass of the cluster grows, 
i Ls linear dimension grows as a power of that mass 

linear dimension -Mx 、‘．，
f

4
E
A
 

〆園、

r n two dimensions, x is about 0.6. In this usual terminology, 

(see Mandelbrot, ref 16) x・1is called the fractal dimension of 

the aggregate The density of the structure at a distance r 
from its initial startin~ point is given in teロns of this fractal 
dimension by a ’scaling function' expression of the form 

density(r) = rx --d p （土）
M" 

(2) 

Notice that the first factor, which gives the typical density in 
the structure, goes down as r increases. The reason that the 
structure is so light and filled with holes is that the arms 
sticking out prevent the random walker from penetrating 
into the center of the object. Therefore the centers never 
quite get filled up. Thus the structury adjusts itself in 
precisely the proper manner so that it will allow itself to be 
partially filled but not totally filled. To see more of this 
adjustment process, turn to our next example: 

3. Scaling and Universality in Avalanche Models 

Bak, Tang, and Wiesenfeld [20] invented a cute dynamical 
model which shows how richly complicated events can arise 
in a relatively simple dynamical system. Let model sand [21] be 
arranged upon a model sandpile, built upon a regular d-
dimensional lattice. A one-dimensional version of the model is 
shown in Figure 3. To start the cascade, one grain of sand is 
added to one of the columns, picked at random. In between 
additions, there are cascades of events in which sand falls 
downhill in response to a too-large local slope of the pile. In 
the particular model depicted in Figure 3, th巴 sand falls over 
whenever the column in question stand more than two above 
its right-hand neighbor. In that case, two grains of sand 'fall 
over' and land on the two columns to the immediate right of 
the unstabl巴 site. If a grain of sand reaches the right-hand 
end of the system, it falls off叩 ddisappears from view. At any 
given time, all columns that can fall do so, simultaneously. 
Then, after this motion if in the new configuration, there are 
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fu且工L」 The Sand Model. This picture shows a short 

avalanche in progress in a small model sandpile. The first 
row shows the pile before the addition. The added grain is 
shown in black in the second row. Unstable grains are shown 
as boxes. They fall over until a stable configuration is finally 
reached. 

any unstable columns, they fall and so on. Thus the system 
can sustain ’avalanches'. The cascade of events continues 

until no more columns are unstable. Then another grain of 
sand is added at random and the entire process begins once 
more. The algorithm for the model is shown in the box below: 

An Avalanche醐ode!
Square Sand stacked up in a region of size 
L 

A. Add a Grain at a Random Site 

(Avalanche begins) 
B. If th巴 Slop巴（Height Diff巴rence) is 

greater than 2, two grains from stack 
fall over. 
At right hand end, grains fall off 
Continue until no more stacks are 

unst且ble.(Avalanche Ends) 

C. Return to A. 
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These avalanches in this system can be small or they can 
cover the entire system many times over. In a recent paper 
[22),, a group of us studied the nature of the probability 
distributions p (XIL) for the probability that an event of size X 
will occur in a system with spatial extent L. We looked at two 
different quantities in some detail: 

a. The drop number D. In this case X=D is the number of 
grains which fall off the end between two addition events. 

b. The flip number F. In this case X is the number of falling 
events which occur between two additions 

These model sands slides can be considered to be an example 
of self-organized criticality. That is, the system organizes 
itself in such a way that it is marginally stable against the 
growth of an avalanche. An avalanche event, once started, 
has a finite probability for growing larger at every stage of 
its early existence. It also has some probability for growing 
smaller and dying. These two probabilities balance out so that 
events of all sizes occur加 thesand pile. 

It is interesting to ask the reason that the model pile 
organizes itself in such a fashion. To do this, we must look 
into the dynamics. Imagine that the pile were relatively flat 
so that the slides would almost always terminate after a few 
grains fell. Then, step by step as more sand were added the 
pile would become steeper and steeper. Conversely, if the pile 
were very steep, the addition of one grain would trigger a 
veηr large event in which many grains would move downhill 
and make the pile much less steep. The only type of 
configuration which would not disappear almost at once, is 
one of an intermediate steepness at which the pile is 
marginally stable. Thus, in this argument of Bak, Tang, and 
Wiesenfeld, the marginal stability is a necessa可 result of the 
nature of the underlaying dynamics. (Notice incidentally, that 
the eventual result of a veηf large avalanche event is that 
much sand will fall off the end, reducing the slope and thus 
after-a-while bringing the avalanche to a halt.) 

One could use the same kind of argument to describe the 
configurations produced by the DLA process. These 
configurations contain very long branches pointing 
outwards. If these branches were very long and thin, most of 
the walkers would hit the sides and the branches would fatten 
up. If, on the other hand, they were ve可 thick,their tip ends 
would be liable to grow and stick out. As they became more 
exposed they would stick out further and there would be an 
increased likelihood that the walkers would land on them. In 
the end, the fat branches would produce much thinner 
structures. 
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Fhrnre 4. (from Kadanoff, et. al, reference 22. Figure 1.) 

Distribution of drop numbers in a one -dimensional model. The 
system size, L, ranges from 32 to 2048. Part a gives the raw 
data. Part b shows the best fit to these data using a result of the 
form of equation (3). This fit is very good indeed. 
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In both cases, the dynamics controls the result. However, in 
the avalanche model, the net result is not only a geometrical 
structure (a pile with a certain, marginally stable, slope) but 
also a distribution of event sizes. The produced distribution is 
one in which a whole range of events from very small ones to 
very large one will occur with appreciable probability. 
Figure 4a shows a probability distribution p (DIL). This 
function describes the probability that in a stack of size L (see 
Figure 1) there will be an avalanche in which D grains of 
sand drop off the end. The beginning of the avalanche is 
defined by the addition of a new grain of sand at random, and 
the end occurs when all the grains stop moving. Notice that 
there is a tremendous range of events, from ones in which 
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essentially no grains fall off to ones in which the whole 
surface layer slides off. 

Once again it is interesting to ask whether there is any 
simple law which fits the observed data. Does this avalanche 
process give any simple 'laws of nature'. Interestingly 
enough the answer is apparently’yes’. All the data for large D 
and L shown in Figure 4a can be fit by a law of the form 

In p(DIL) = f（α） 
(3) 

for L, D >>1 

Thus if we plot In r(DIL)/ln L on the アaxis against ln D/ln L 
on the x axis, for sets of data taken at different values of L, we 
should expect that all the data would fall on a single curve. 
Figure 4b shows such a plot. Within the accuracy of the 
simulational work, all the data does fall onto a curve. Hence 
Eq (3) does provide a simple ’law’which summarizes the 
behavior of the avalanches. 

It is even more remarkable to notice that this law remains 
true, with the veηF same form of the function f(a), even when 
the model is changed somewhat by_, for example, changing the 
rules by which the sand falls over. This property that the 
laws remain the same as the model is changed is called 
’universality'. It is a characteristic and expected feature of 
models with self-organizing properties and large-sized events. 

4.Turbulence in Thermal Convection 

Recent experiments by Albert Libchaber's group [23,24] have 
shown how very beautiful and intricate structures may arise 
in situations in which one expects to observe hydrodynamic 
turbulence. The experiments in question involve a ’Rayleigh-
Benard' flow. In this flow, the fluid is set into motion by 
placing it in a box and heating it from below. The heated, and 
therefore less dense, fluid will rise. Correspondingly, the 
colder and more dense fluid will fall. The net effect that the 
whole fluid will move and caπy heat from bottom to top. 

There is a dimesionless number which describes the 
strength of the forcing in this type of experiment. It is called 
the Rayleigh number and is given by 

Ra ＝盟些i
lCU 

(4) 
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Here, g is th巴 accelerationof gravity，αis the volume thermal 
expansion coefficient, !),, is the temperature difference 
between the bottom and the top of the cell, K 叩 dv are 
respective the thermal diffusivity and the kinematic viscosity, 
and L is a characteristic size of the cell. More physically, gαA 
is a typical size of the buoy昌ntforces which are trying to get 
fluid into motion while K and u are measures of the contrary 
forces which are working to put the system into equilibrium. 
High values of Ra correspond to large forcings and indicate a 
situation in which the fluid is likely to be highly turbulent. 
The turbulence is easily seen for example (see reference 23) 
in a setup in which the working fluid is water in a 
rectangular tank with typical dimension about 20 cm and 
typical temperature difference !),, about 10 degrees centigrade. 
In that case, one can see a veηr chaotic pattern of motion 
within the tank. Measurements on an 旦nalogous system 
composed of low-temperature helium gas九 where there is a 
better possibility for accurate measurement but a worse 
possibility for visualization, show scaling types of behavior 
roughly analogous to the ones discuss巴d above. The 
environment is certainly very noisy and the measurements 
show many elements of randomness. 

Nonetheless, the observation of the fishtank, as represented 
in the cartoon view of Figure 5 show considerable structure 
and regularity. There appear to be at least four different 
functional regions of the system: 

A. Boundary Layer. This thin layer near the top and botto血

of the tank contains fluid almost at rest. In these regions, 
heat is entering the tank via ordinary heat conduction 
processes. 

白川町

jets 

bounda『y
｜口ye『S

口
centr口｜
region 

Rayleigh Benard Cartoon 

Fhn1re 5帽 Cartoonof water tank. The bumps on top of the 
boundary layer are intended to depict the waves. Plumes and 
thermals are also roughly sketched in. 
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B. Central Region. This is a relatively quiet region near the 
cent巴r of the tank. The fluid undergoes a gentle regular 
circular motion together with a more random swirly motion 
in this region. Hot and cold umbrella-shaped objects called 
thermals car可 heat through this region. 

C Mixing Zone. Just above and below the boundary layers, 
one has a thicker region in which the motion and the 
temperature difference are much more violent and extreme 
than in the central region. Here mushroom-shaped structures 
containing hot (or cold) fluid rise (or fall). These 『plumes’
differ from the thermals of the central region in that they are 
rooted to the boundary layers and have their motion fed from 
these layers. 

D. Jet. Along the side walls there are orderly upwelling on 
hot fluid on one side and downward motion of cold fluid on the 
other. 
This whole complex machine seems to be a self-regulating 
st四 cture similar to those discussed in the DLA and avalanche 
sections. In particular, the amount of plume-like motion 
seems to regulate itself. There seem to be several pa口sof this 
rcgulatoηsystem. These include: (See Figure 6) 

1. The plumes and thermals which move respectively 
thorough the jets and the central region until they hit the top 
and bottom, whereupon they produce 

2. Boundary layer waves. These are regions of increased 
thickness in the boundary layer which move rightward in the 

イ〈；［〉ιぷ＇：.， "'" I Gi) 

ドー一一一一一一－，十 引

当将軍｜パ
Fi!!u.re 6. The processes in the water tank. (Taken from 
Zocchi, Moses, and Libchaber, ref. 23. This is the 
experimentalists’drawing of the life cycle of plumes. 
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bottom of the cell of Figure 5 and leftward at the top. Along 
the top of the bottom boundary layer waves there seem to be 

3. Upwellings in the form of spray which then seem to rise 
and form into plumes. 

4. 'Shocks'. In addition, when the boundary layer waves hit 
the side walls, they apparently produce splashes or shocks, 
strong temperature disturbances which form an apparently 
circular pattern and move through the central region. When 
these hit the boundary layers, they too produce boundary 
layer waves. 

Thus the plumes, thermals, shocks, and waves seem to form a 
mutually regulating s?'stern somewhat like the kind of self-
organized criticality discussed earlier in this note. 

5. Conclusions 

In this note, I have ex畠mined several examples in which 
physicists are attempting to explain observed phenomena by 
saying that dynamical systems can produce complicated 
objects via the repetition of simple elementary processes. 
Once this idea is pointed out it seems simple and inevitable. 
However, it may be that the organizational idea of 
Kolmogorov, Turing, Katchalsky , Prigogine, and all their 
followers is only the beginning of a rich subject of scientific 
study. We can make assertions about complexity and 
structure, but we are just beginning to touch the surface of 
the knowledge which can be gained in this way. One can 
hope that by following along the path trodden by such 
leading scientists as Professors Emeritus R. Kubo and H. Mori 
and, for example, Professors Y. Kuramoto, K. Kawasaki, M. 
Suzuki, K. Kaneko, Y. ・ S語wadaand田 anyothers, we shall begin 
to gain some understanding of how the beautiful simplicity of 
physical law can lead to the beautifully intricate st四 cture of 
the world about us. 
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Abstract 

A brief historical review of theories of phase transitions and critical phenomena 

is presented with emphasis on basic concepts and with even more emphasis 
on new trends. In particular, a general approach to critical phenomena, the 
so-called cohere昨 anomalymethod (CAM) is explained together with some 
applications to exotic phase tr乱nsitionssuch as spin glasses, chiral orders and 
the KT-transition. The CAM is based on the generalized effective-field theory 
which is constructed in terms of Kubo's canonical correlations. A possible 

application of the CAM to high-Tc superconductivity is discussed. 

1 Introduction 

The study of phase transitions and critical phenomena has made great progress 
in the four decades since Dr.Y.Nishina died. In 1873, before Dr.Nishina. wa.s 

born, van der Waals discovered the equation of state for the gas-liquid tran-

sition and in 1907 P.Weiss [1] proposed the first mean-field theory to study 
phase transitions self-consistently. His theory is very simple but his idea of 
mean fields is still useful in many-body problems. In 1925, E.Isi時［2]solved 
the linear Ising chain, which is the first exact solution of spin statistics. In 

1944, Onsager [3] solved the twか di問問onalIsing model to show the loga-

rithmic singularity of the sp巴cificheat near the critical point. This was乱n

epoch-making work in the field of phase transitions. Ten years after Onsagerフs

success, Yang [4] derived the exact expr巴ssionfor the spontan巴ousmagneti-
zation of the tw令 dimensionalIsing model on the squa四 lattice,which had 

been already announced by Onsager without a.ny deriv乱.tion.In 1971, Baxter 

[5] solved the eight-vertex model, whose solution is quite remarkable in the 
sense that the critical exponents of it vary continuously as functions of inter-

action strength. This violates the un 
satisfi巴sthe weak universality [8]. In 1970, Polyakov [9] proposed conformal 
field theory. This is now found to be useful in understanding many different 

universality classes of critical phenomena in two dimensions. U nfortuna.tely it 
is inapplicable to higher dimensions. Recently Howes, Kadanoff a.nd den Nijs 
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[10], and H.Au-Yang et al. [11] studied the chi叫 Pottsmodel, which has a 
new feature of genus higher th姐 unity.

On the other hand, Landau [12] proposed his famous phenomenological 
theory of second-order phase transitions. This is still a standard theory of 
phase transitions. A modern treatm巴ntof critical phenomena started when 

Fisher [13] proposed his asymptotic scali時 formof a correlation function C(R) 
as 

C伊）～詰＂＋＞， exp（弓） 、、．，，，
噌
E
E

－
－
 

噌

E
A

’’t
、

where R denotes the dist姐 ceof the two relevant stochastic or quantum vari-
ables such as spins, and f the correlation length. Here, d denotes the dimen-
sionality of the system and ηis so-called Fisher’s exponent which expresses 
the deviation of C(R) from the Ornsteir凶 ernikeform. In 1965, Widom [14] 
proposed the following homogeneity law of the equation of state, namely 

m = e:13 J(h/e:t!,.) (1.2) 

where m is an order parameter, say, magnetization in ferromagnets, and h 

denotes an external field conjugate to the order p紅 ameterm. Here e = 
(T -T；）／可， wherer; denotes the true critical point. This leads to the 
scaling relations of critical exponents such asα＋ 2,8＋γ＝ 2, whereαi；β，and 
γdenote the critical exponents of the specific heat, spontaneous magnetiza-
tion and susceptibility, respectively. For example, the susceptibility Xo has the 
singularity of the form χ。～ε「 田 町 thetrue critical point r; . This homeト
geneity ansatz was also proposed independently in England, USSR and Japan. 

Such a situation happens some times in science. Kadanoff [1司gavea clear 
physical picture to this homog巴neityansatz, namely the cell analysis approach 
to the scaling law. In 1971, Wilson [16] formulated the renormalization group 
approach to critical phenom巴na.This is a microscopic theory of the scaling law 

to give explicitly the values of critical exponents. In 1972, Fisher [17] proposed 
the五nite-sizescaling theory, by which the cohere酔 anomalymethod [18] w硝

inspired. 

Up to 1972, many simple uniform systems had mainly been investigated. In 
1973, Kosterlitz and Tho由 ss[19] found a new type of phase tr乱nsitionwithou 

long-range order. This is associated with the condensation of vortex pairs in 
the plane-rotator model of a ferromagnet. This transition is chむ紅白rizedby 

the divergence of the susceptibility. Thus, this type of phase transition may 
be called “a response-diverging transition”. In 1975, Edwards and Anderson 

[20] proposed a theory of spin d乱闘s,in which the concept of frustration [21] 

plays an essential role and consequently there exist many degenerated ground 
states. In 1977, Villain [22] emphasized the impo山 nceof chirality or chiral 
order [23,24] in spin systems with competing interactions. 

Thus, the year 1973 is a turning period from simple uniform orders to com-
plex topological orders. The s即位－effectivefield theory [SEFT] w酪 formulated
by the present author [25] in order to study such exotic phase transitions as 
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日pinglasses, chiral orders and other complex topological orders. This SEFT 

is particularly useful in strongly interacting systems. The combination of the 
CAM and SEFT gives a unified theory of phas巴transition,as will be seen in 

the present pap巴r.

As a summary of exactly solvable systems, w巴propos巴h巴rea tree diagram 

of solvability relationship in phase transitions, as shown in Fig. I. Here, the 

symbol “＠→①＂  denotes that if R is solved, then 

① is solved. The notation “＠←→①一＂ means that both 

are equivalent to each other. For exampl巴， the one-dimensional XY-model 

was found [26] to be equivalent to the two-dimensional Isi時 model.In more 
general terms, it was proven by the present al仙 or[2可thata d-dimensional 

quantum sy悦 mis transformed into the corresponding (d + 1) dimensional 

classical system. This equivalence theorem is the general basis of the quantum 

Monte Carlo method [27, 28]. 
As an example to explain the frontier of inv田 tigationshown in Fig. l, we 

propose here an extended IRF model, in which each elementary cell is given 

by an m×n cell with all kinds of interaction inside each cell. Then, there may 

exist many exactly solvable cases which can be hopefully found by solving the 

corresponding extended Yang-Baxter relation. 

In connection with these日 aιtlysolvable systems, it should be remarked 

here that the twか dimensionalIsing model with a specific imaginary magnetic 

field h = f3μBH = ！げ solvedby Lee and Yang [29] is found [30] to be equiv-

alent to Villair山 fullyfrust日 tedmodel. This sugg巴stsa possibility [30] to 

study frustrated systems using the corresponding Lee-Yang systems with乱n

imaginary magnetic field. 

Fr配
Fermion ldXY 

Chiral Potts 

ldXY(l!'. l l’） 

ldH(Yangl 
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Fig.I.τ'ree diagram -solvability relationship. Here the symbol 

“ 曜襲 "denotes “solved", “ 0 
tially solved. 
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2 Basic Concepts of Phase 宜旨ansitions

It will be instructive to summarize here basic concepts of phase transitions. It 

should be emphasized first that they occur only in the thermodynamic limit, 

namely in the infinite limit of the system size L (i.e., L →∞）． 
They are charact巴rizedby the appearance of Ya略、 ODLRO(namely off-

diagonal long-range order) [31]. It is defined by the following decoupli珂 prop-

erties of th巴correlationfunctions 

（が（0）ゆ（R））→町（0）宙1(R)

（叫（0）叫（5）向（R）山（R+ 5））→円（0）宙2(R)

for a五niteo and for large R. 

(2.1) 

From a practical point of view, such乱 pictureof emergi時 orderfor incr号制一

ing system size L as shown in Fig.2 is extremely important. This mechanism 

of emerging order is the basis of th巴 occurrenc巴 ofbroken symmetry. Namely, 

the boundary eff，巴ctis enhanced through fluctuating correlations inside the 

cluster at low temperatures. Thus, the corr巴lationsor Kubo's canonical corre-

lations [32] between the center and bou吋 aryof the cluster play an e間耐al

role in studying phase transitions theoretically. In faιt, th巴 mean-fieldand 

effective field theories are all based on this mechanism of emerging order, as 

will be s巴enin the succeeding sections. 
Th巴 homogeneitylaw of the equation of state (1.2) is derived from the 

following scaling invariance for the magnetization m = f （εム）

!Wε，bxh) = bd-x f（ε＇h) (2.2) 

for the scale factor b with some appropriate scaling exponents x and y. The 

solution of (2.2) is given in the form (1.2) with /3 = (d -x)/y andム＝ x/y. 

同 同

／↑＼／寸、 rm,

Fig.2 The order parameter at the center O emerges below the 

critical pcint, wh巴nthe system size L increases. Convers巴ly,the 
order parameter d巴creasesabove the critical point as L increases. 
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Fish巴出 finite-sizescaling l乱，w[17] has also been used successfully in esti-
mating critical exponents numerically. This is formulated as follows. The total 

magnetization in a system with size L takes the form 

h L 
m(L) ご Ld-/3／νF（寸＇－；：－）

ε］「

for th坦 correlationlength ~ of the form f～ε一ν．

(2.3) 

3 Generalized乱,lean圃 FieldTheory 

In our new approach [18] to critical phenomena, the mean-field approximation 
and its gen巴ralizationplay a substanti乱lrole, as will b巴seenin th巴succ明 ding

sections. Th1 we start with乱 briefrevi巴wof the Weiss m巴an-fieldtheory [l] 

and the Bethe approximation [33]. 

As is well known, the susceptibility of a ferromagnet obtained in the Weiss 

mean-field approximation is given by 

χ~m～：支川c= (T－可吋 、1
E，ノ

t
E
A
 

q
J
 

〆，
l

、、

and we have also a sirnil紅白sultwith a di宜erentcoe伍cient:;:,(B) in the Bethe 
approximation. Here, it should be remarked that x_(B）》文（mf). This obser-

vation of a drastic change of the coe侃cientsfor increasing degree of approx-

imation suggests our new approach, namely the coherent-anomaly method 

[18,34-41]. 

Now we consider a generaliz巴dcluster O shown in Fig.3. The corresponding 
effective Hamiltonian of this cluster O is given by 

r、、，－ー

ム 1t＝払－Mぬ Heff- MnH、制

where t/'lr;i denotes the original Hamiltonian of the cluster O and θQ denot巴S

He百

Fig.3 A generalized dust巴Ewith mean fields on the boundary [18]. 
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the boundary of the dust巴E The operator Mn is denot巴dby the sum of spin 

operators S1 inside the cluster 0. The order parameter m0 = (S0) at the center 

of th巴dust巴Eis expressed as 

mo= (So; Man)f3Heff + (So; Mn)/3H (3.3) 

as far as the lin巴art巴rmswith respect to Helf and H ar巴 concerned. Here, 

(A; B) denotes K由 o'scanonical correlation defi町 dby 

、‘A，d
 

、
八九B

 
A
 

々
μf

l
h
 

1
3
y
 

一一
、、，，，B
 

A
 

，，，、、 (3.4) 

with β＝ 1/kBT and 

め）＝叫（~ 1tn)B叫（ ~ Jen). (3.5) 

We assume that the effective field He宜 isgiven by Helf = (zJ）（め）， where z 
d巴notesthe number of nearest neighbours outside the cluster at the boundary. 

Then, we have [18,34,35] 

mo= ;;;['L(T)mj ＋χ。（T)H (3.6) 

wh巴re

晃（T)＝仰（So； 叫 叩d 加（T)= /3(So; Mn} ( 3 .7 ） 

Th巴 qu乱nti
the finite-size response function. The self-consistency condition is given by 

moニ町（＝ m). Thus we obtain 

χ。（T)
m - H＝χ。（T)H.ートヌ L(T)

(3.8) 

The c出 icalpoint Tc is det目minedfrom the pole of the susceptibility xo(T) 
defined by (3.8), namely メL(Tc)= l. Thus, we arrive at the Curie-Weiss 

law of the form [18,34,35] 

Tc'x(Tc) 
χ。（T）ご一 一一

T-Tc 
χn(Tc) 

支（Tc）＝一
Tc ~ t(Tc) 

(3.9) 

near the approximate critical point Tc. It should b巴 remarkedhere that the 

m回 n-fieldcritical coe伍cientdepends on the乱pproximatecritical point Tc. 
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4 Coherent-Anomaly Method 

4.1 Basic Scheme 

As W描 derivedin the preceding section, the susceptibility χ。（T)shows the 
classical singularity (3.9) in any generalized cluster-mean-field approxima-

tion. In this sense, any extended meaIトfieldapproximation has been believed 
to be useless in studying modern criticality. However, we now find [18] that it 
is not the situation, and that the above systematic mean-field approximations 
can afford information on the non-classical critical behaviour of the r巴levant
sy批 m It is shown [18,34] using Fisher’s asymptotic scaling coロelationfunc-
tion (1.1), that the mean-field critical coefficient x(Tc) diverges systematically 
as the degree of approximation increases, i.e., as Tc approach巴sthe true critical 

point r;' namely 

定（丸）→∞回 Tc→r;. (4.1) 

This sy山 maticdivergence is called“the coherent anomaly" [18]. Then, we 
assume that 

A

一一
～一1

 
－χ
 

(4.2) 

near Tc= T;. This form can also be derived from the formulation (3.9) with 
(3.7) using (1.1), as far as the dominant singularity is co悶 med.The critical 

exponentγdefined in 

。（T）～___2_
(T -T;)-Y 

is shown [18,34] to be related to the coherent-anomaly exponentゆ回

(4.3) 

γ＝1＋ゆ． (4.4) 

This is the basic scheme of the coherent-anomaly method to estimate criti-

cal exponents using generalized systematic mean-field approximations. This 

scheme is easily extended to any other physical quantities such as the sponta-
neous magnetization and correlation length [37]. 

More intuitively, this scheme can be understood using the envelope of the 

susceptibilities obtained by systematic mean-field approximations, as shown 
in Fig.4. This envelope expresses the common feature characteristic of each 

mean-field result. 

4.2 宜'ransfer-

A typical systematic series of mean-field approximations is constructed using 

the transfer-m乱.trixmethod. That is, we consider strip systems with infinite 
length in one direction and白1itewidth in other directions. We apply a mean-
field or effective fields at the boundary of the strip systems. These systems 

can be solved using the transfer-matrix method. 
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X。

Tc・ Tc川… Tc同 Tc間 Tc'"

Fig.4 Envelope of the mean-field approximations [18]. Here，χ； 
denotes the envelope corresponding to the true singurality and 

“skel”means skeletonization. 

For example, the two-dimensional Ising model has been studied by Hu et 

al. [36] using this transfer-matrix CAM theory to give the result γ＝ 1.749 
only for three systematic strips, namely 3, 5 and 7-line strips . This shows 
how useful the CAM theory is in estimating critical exponents accurately. 

4.3 Multi-Effective-Field CAM Theory 

Quite recently the present author [40] proposed a general theory of multi-

effective-field approximations. We now consider such a cluster shown in Fig.2. 

The effective Hamiltonian of the cluster is composed of the following two parts 

-en 1t elf = 1t n + ~ an rP..n ( 4.5) 

where d'vn denotes the original interaction of the cluster and (J仏omaybe 

-f318an ＝乞 K)1）月十 LJ{~ )S;Sj+ ・+ L Ktt・・insi，月2 丸＋
jean i,J・εan j, ,i2,・・in<8fl 

(4.6) 
for example, in Ising spin systems. Some restricted number of eff，巴ctivefields 
can be determined from the self-consistency conditions 

(S;, S;2 ・ ・ ・ S;n) = （巧ISj2 ・ ・ ・ SJn} (4.7) 

Since there are many combinations of multi-effective-fields for a fixed cluster, 
it is possible to construct a certain systematic series of effective-field approxi-

mations even for a五xedcluster. 

For example, Minami, Nonomura, Katori, and the present author [41] stud-
ied the 3×3 and 4×4 clusters of the Ising model in two dimensions. From 
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the CAM plot for the 3 x 3 cluster with some appropriate combinations 
of multi-effective-fields, we have obtained γ＝ 1. 7 498. This is almost exact 
（γ＝ 7 /4 = 1.75)! For more details, see Ref. 41. 

4.4 Double-Cluster Approximation for the CAM 

Quite recently Lipowski [42] emphasized the usefulness of the double-cluster 
approximation [43-46] in the CAM. In this approximation, we con副 ertwo 
clusters with a size O and another size Q’very close to 0. Let s be an order 
parameter of the relevant spin system : 

s= ~LSi. (4.8) 
日 3εQ

The self-consistency condition is given by (s）。＝ (s)iv-The average (s)n can 
be expanded制

(s）。＝ f n(T)Heff ＋χn(T)H (4.9) 

as far as the linear terms in Heff and H are concerned. The average (s）。， is
also expanded similarly. Thus, we obtain 

χo（η～fl.ff; fl.ff＝χn,(T）一χn(T) (4.10) 

，、
with Heff = Heff ・ H. The critical point Tc is determined byん（丸）＝ん，（Tc).
This equation is shown phenomenologically to have a unique critical point as 

follows. At low temperatures (T《可）， we have (s)n < (s）。， forn < n’ 
and at high temr,eratures (T 》 r;) we have (s）。＞ (s〕n'for 。＜ 0’.Thus, 
there exists a critical point in this double-cluster approximation. This double-
cluster CAM is now being applied successfully to many problems. 

4.5 CAM Theory at the Ground State 

It is possible to extend the CAM to systems at T = 0. The eigenvalue problem 
W 9 = E9 W 9 for the ground state W 9 is repl筑 edby the effective eigenvalue 

problem 

双山＝帆；1{eff＝広－ ~ AjQj (4.11) 

for any possible order parameter Qj・Theself-consistency condition is again 
expressed by the canonical correlation 

rβ 

Jim f3(A; B)9 = Jim / (AB（抗入））d入 (4.12) 
，，＿→C同，， ＿ →c田 .rn

which requires calculations of excited states of the cluster Hamiltonian n-
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Fig.5 CAM plot of the susceptibility in the lD XY model. 

Quite r巴centlyN onomu日 andthe present author [47] studied the critical 
beh avior of the one-dimensional XY model defined by the E乱.miltonian

1e ＝－乞（付1＋入σ！イ＋円以 (4.13) 

at the ground state (T = 0) . This system shows a phase transition弓t入＝入：＝
i. Using the ground state CAM theory, we[47] have obtained γ＝ 1.4996, which 
is extremely close to the expected exact value γ＝ν（2一η）= 1・（2-1/2) = 

3/2 = 1.5 obtained by McCoy [48]. An example of the CAM plot for this 
system is shown in Fig.5. 

4.6 Dynamical CA乱fTheory 

The CAM theory is also extended to dynamics [18,38]. We consider the fol-
lowing d戸iamicalcluster mean-field approximation, in which our dynamical 

effective Hamiltonian takes the form 
「『』J A 

'le（の＝死一Man・ H.ff(t) -Mn ・ H eiwt (4.14) 

The density matrix of this effective cluster Hamiltonian obeys the equation 

サバt)= [ ,ji(t), p(t)]. (4.15) 

Following k由o[32], we put 

ρ（t) = Peq ＋ムp(t). (4.16) 

In our C回 e，ムp(t)is composed of the two pa向 ofthe external field and 

e宜ective-fieldterms. Namely we have 

せムp(t)= [1£n，ムバt)]-[Man, Pe品副）一［M.叫 (4.17) 
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as far as the linear terms in Heff(t) and H are co配巴med.Then the solution 
of (4.17) is given by 

L':.p(t) = k loo印－t')[Man, Peq]Helf(t') + [Mn, Peq]H eiwtu-1(t -t')dt' 

( 4.18) 

with 

U(t -t') ＝叫ド（t-t＇）勘九］ ( 4.19) 

The magnetization m(t) above the c此 icalpoint is巴xpress巴dby 

m(t) = TrS，。ムρ（t). ( 4.20) 

If we impose the self-consistency co吋itionHeff(t) = zJm(t), then we 紅白e
at the result 

χ。（w) rt! 
χ（ω）＝ ・砕い） = zJχan(w), 

トヲ毒（w)，υv 
(4.21) 

and 

山） = E~o l_., </Jn(t）巴ーt ( 4.22) 

with kゆo’Sresponse function </Jn(t) defined 

内（t)= -ft fo{J川 h).)M0(t))d入 ( 4.23) 

Similarlyχ8n(w) is defined in terms of M8n instead of Mn in (4.23). 
Near th巴 criticalpoint, the dynamical susceptibility takes the following 

form 

文（Tc)
χ〔ω）＝

E + iw子（Tc)
T-Tc 

E＝一一万才一ーヲ
ιc 

(4.24) 

for small εand w in the present approximation. Thus, the E巴laxationtime 

of the magnetization is given by r ＝子（Tc）／εinour dynamical mean-field 
approximation. The critical exponentムdefin巴dby r f"V Eーム isnow estimated 

through the coh巴rentanomaly 

子（Tc）～（Tc-T；）一（ムー1). ( 4.25) 

As乱napplication of th巴abovegeneral formulation, Katori and the pr巴sent
author [38] studied the two-dimensional stochastic model [49点。］ to obtain th日

目 sultム＝ 2.15土0.02.This is very close to the valueム＝ 2.13 obtained by 

the Monte Carlo method [51]. It should be remarked here that the deviation 
of the critical slowing down exponentムfromthe susc巴ptibilityexponentγ， 
namely the inequalityム＞ γwasfirst discovered by Yahat乱 andthe present 

author [52] using the dynamical high-ter即 eratureexpansion method. 
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5 Generalization of the CAM and Uni自cation

of Theories of Critical Phenomena 

In the preceding section, the basic scheme of the CAM has been presented. It 
is easily extended in many directions. 

5.1 Power Series CAM 

The traditional high-temperature expansions can be analyzed using the con-

cept of coherent anomaly. Namely, they can be regarded as some partial sums 

of certain mean-field approximations [53]. For example, the i町 erseof the目 le-

vant physical quantity is approximated as a series of polynomials and the zeros 

of these polynomials play the role of m回 n-fieldcritical points. The residues 

of the relevant physical quantity at these poles have been found [53] to show 

a coherent anomaly, as the poles approach the true critical point. 

5.2 Continued-Fraction CA孔f

It is also possible to construct continu巴d-fractionexpansions from given power-

series expansions of the relevant physical quantity and to apply [54] the CAM 

theory to such continued-fraction expansions. These power series CAM and 

continued-fraction CAM can be extended to Pade approximations. 

5 .3 Generalized CA乱f

In some systematic series of approximations, we define a degree of approxima-

tion by the difference between a certain characteristic temperatur巴Tcand th巴

true critical point r;, namely by (Tc -r;). Here, it should be emphasized 

that Tc is now not necessarily a critical point, but an arbitrary characteristic 
t巴mperaturewhich approaches systematically ( or coh巳m
point. 

For example, we study the singularity of the susceptibility of a ferromagnet 

using a systema.tic series of finite lattices with periodic boundary condition. We 

may take as Tc the t巴mperatureat which the specific heat of the corresponding 

finite lattice or the slope of the susceptibility b巴comesmaximum. Then the 

susceptibility x(Tc) shows a coherent anomaly as Tc approaches r;. 

5.4 Uni自cationof Various Approximate Theories of 

Critical Phenomena 

As is seen from the乱bovearguments, the CAM theory gives a unifi巴dpicture or 
treatment of critical phenomena through the concept of coherent anomaly. In 

this sense, the CAM theory is a“met approximation”or analytic continuation 
of approximate theories. 
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We may also say that analytic theories of phase transitions are gradually 

merged into large-scale numerical calculations in the CAM theory. For exam-

ple, the Weiss mean-field theory is the simplest but most useful approximation 

of phase transitions. Over these last eighty years, there have been many papers 

published on phas巴transitionsonly using the Weiss approximation, but in our 

CAM theory we have to construct a systematic series of generalized mean－五eld

approximations which requires larger-scale calculations for clusters in order 

to take larger :fluctuations into account. In this sense, the CAM th色oryis a 

unification of analytic theories and computational physics, and consequently 

it is found to be appropriate to the modern age of high computerization. 

6 Supe:r圃 Effective園 FieldTheory of Exotic Phase 

Transitions 

In this section, we pr巴senta general scheme of the super-effective-field theory 

[25,56] to study exotic phase t日 nsitions.For this purpose W巴considera gene叫

cluster shown in Fig.6. An effective field conjugate to a topological exotic order 

parameter is applied to the outer circles. 

Then the“super-effective" Hamiltonian is given by 

先＝免－AI: Q1 (6.1) 

for any possibl巴orderparameter Q. A new aspect ofthis出巴oryis to introduce 

a semi-local effective field A conjugate to th巴 orderparameter Qj which is 
defined in the j-th schematic circle region in Fig.6. That is, the topological 

order Q0 at the center emerges owing to the correlation through th巴 window

regions D1, D2, ・ ・ ・う Dzand from the s巴lf-consistencycondition 

(Qo) ＝ε01(Q1) (6.2) 

with som巴 appropriatemodular 仏ctorEoJ・ Thisextension of effective-field 

theory is very usef叫 instudying巴xoticphase transitions such回 spinglasses 

Fig.6. Super-effective-field cluster. 
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[25,57,58], chiral orders [25,59,60] and the KT-transition, as will be seen in the 
succeeding sections. 
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It is still a challer呼時 problemto st吋 yspin d酎 ses[61-68] in two and three 
dim巴nsionsfor short-rang巴 interactions. Here we discuss the土JIsing spin 
glass as an example of applications of the s叩 er-effectiv己－fieldtheory [56-58]. 
The order parameter of spin glasses is conveniently defin巴dby the corr巴lation

between two real replicas, namely ( (Sa Sb) t・ Herethe symbol (・ ・) denotes 
the訂 erageover the canonical ensemble and ( ・ ・) 1 the前 erageover the dis-

t由 同onof random interaction （土J).The effective Hamiltonian is given [18] 

by 

持＝お）＋知） _A~ Si斗 (7.1) 

where按~） denotes the j -th replica出制Hamiltonian.The self-consistency 

condition ( (S0Sb)) 1 = ( (SiS;)) 1 gives an approximate critical pαnt and spin 
glass susceptibility which is巴quiv乱lentto th巴neg乱tiv巳nonlinearsusc巴ptibility 

[62]. Hatar and the pres色ntauthor [58] con山 uctedseveral systematic super-

己宜ectivefield approximations and applied the CAM to these results. Our con 
clusion is that there occurs a spin-glass transition in three dimensions with the 
critical point T,9 '.::::' 1.31 and the critical exponent γ＇.：：：：＇ 3.4. These results are 

consi批 ntwith those obtained by other methods [63-65]. 

8 Chiral Orders in Spin Systems 

8.1 Vector Chiral Orders in the XY  Model and the 

Plane-Rotator Model 

First we discuss here the vector chiral order in the plane-rotator model. The 

chirality is explain巴dgraphically [22 25] as in Fig.7. The simplest dust巴rfor 

the super-effective-field theory of this problem is shown in Fig.8. This cluster 
corresponds to th昭generalsuper effective－五eldcluster shown in Fig.6. A chiral 

五eld.A conjugate to th号 chiralorder Qijk is applied at the outer triangular cell 
( ij k) of the cluster in Fig.8, and cons巴qu巴叫ythe chiral ord巴E(Qo) 乱tthe 
center of the cluster is induced through the interaction inside the cluster. The 

self-cor出stencycondition is then given by (Qo) = -(Qijk)-This procedure 
can be extended to large clusters. Thus, Kawashima and the present author 

[59] analyzed th巴 chiral-ordertransition, applying the CAM theory to the 

r巴sultsobtained by the above SEFT. Thus, we arrived at the conclusion that 
r; = o.5096土0.0005and γ＇.：：：：＇ 1.7土0.2.These are consistent with the results 
obtained by Monte Carlo simulations. 
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Fig.8 

.11. 
4 

Fig. 7 chiral orders in the plane則前ormodel [25]. 
5 

Fig.8 A simple S叩 er-effective-fielddust巴Efor the chiral order [25]. 

6 

Next, we discuss the quantum XY model. The chiral order for this system 
is defin巴d[25,69] by the op巴rator

Qijk = （σz×σj＋σ1×何十円× σ；）＇/2V3 (8.1) 

in terms of the Pauli ope凶 orsσ；ぅσjand σ；for the triangular cell ( ij k). The 
SEFT for the cluster shown in Fig.8 yields [25]the critical point Tc c::: 4.11/kB. 

This may be too large because of the present crudest approximation. The 

SEFT for larger clusters in the quantum XY model is much more complicated. 

8.2 Scalar Chiral Order in Heisenberg Antiferromag-

nets 

Quite recently the scalar chiral order defin日dby 

χ，jk = S; (Sj X Sk) (8.2) 

was introduced by Wen et札［70]in connection with七hehiglトTcsupercon-
ductivity. As is well known, this order parameter breaks the parity and the 
time時間versalsymmetry. 

Kawarabayashi and the present author (60] studied this scalar chi叫 order
in the two-dimensional antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model with next n巴arest
neighbour interaction using the systematic series of clusters shown in Fig.9. It 
is shown numerically [60] that the feed-back function (T) defined similarly 
to th抗 in(3. 7) is smaller than unity for any ratio of the nearest neighbour and 

next－町arest-neighbourinteractio凪 Therefor巴， usingthe SEFT, wear出 e(60] 
at the conclusion that there occurs no chiral order in this system. This is also 

consistent with other calculations. 
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図自
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig.9 A systematic series of clusters for the SEFT. 

8.3 Scalar Chiral Order in the Hubbard Model 

It is more inter巴stingto study the sea伽仁hiralorder in the t-J and Hubbard 

models with hol四［71,72].In the SEFT [72] bas巴don the cluster (b) in Fig.9, 
we find that there occurs the scalar chiral-order transition in some extremely 
restricted region of the interaction-parameter space and hole concentration. 

9 CAM Theory of the Koste:rlitz-Thouless軍司an圃

s1tion 

In the present section, we propose a CAM theory of the KT-transition. As 

is well known, this transition is caused by the condensation of vortices and 
there appears no long-range order even below the critical point in the twか
dimensional planar model. In this sense, this transition m乱ybe called a“re-
spons巴 divergingphas巴trar

byχ0(T) = /3(M2) with M = I: SJ di問 rgesfor T三T;. Th帆 wemake 
use of this “pseudo order parameterう＇ kl in order to construct an effective 
Hamiltonian of the form 

先＝匁n-Helf ;~ SJ. ）
 

4
a
i
 

－
 

n
y
 

J

’E1
、、

Then we con向uctsystematic eff，巴ctive五eldapproximations i_n_the formχ。（T)= 
Xn(T)/(1 J2n(T））己主（Tc)/(T-Tc)with the condition 2/i n(Tc) = 1. Here 
定（Tc)or even xo(Tc) is to show the following 回目ntialsingularity 

肌）（ or泊（丸川（計方） (9.2) 

Similarly we have 

m,(T) c:: iれ（Tc)(Tc-T)112 ；仇（Tc）勺 xp（－－；：オ作
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m, 

Ti ＋一一一 T~" 
Fig.10 Schematic change of the pseudo spont組巴ousmagneti-

zation m, obtained by the effective-field theory for the KT-
transition using the pseudo order parameter M. 

as the approximate critical point Tc approaches the true critical point T;. 
This may lead to ms = 0 below the critical point. A schematic change of the 
pseudo spontaneous magnetization m, for increasing degree of approximations 
is shown in Fig.10. This scheme is quite remarkable in the sense that even 
highly topological orders such as the KT-transition can be studied using the 

CAM theory. More detailed explicit calculations will be reported elsewhere. 

10 KT-Superconducting’Transition in the 2d 
Negative -U Hubbard Model 

The Hubbard mod巴Idescribed by the Hamiltonian 

1e＝吃（c!.,.cj.,.+ h.c.) + U乞（nit-~)(nj! -~）一心3σ (10.1) 

with fermion operators c：凶σandwith円σ＝cjσCjσhas been studied exten-
sively by many authors in connection with the high-Tc superconductivity. In 
particular, the negative-U case is also quite interesting , because there may 
occur [73-75] a E仁T引

Our scheme of the super-effective-field theory (SEFT) for this problem is 

to consider the following cluster effective Hamiltonian 
r、d供平

常＝払一応（cj1cjけ Cj!Cj仏 側
-"" - jεan 

where tもodenotes the original Hubbard model for the cluster n. The sim-
plest effective-field theory is constructed by the following one-site e鉦ective

Hamiltonian 
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lteffニ U(nt- ~)(n1 -~）ー州＋ η1) -A（仲qcr).

The partition function Z of this system is given by 

、、E

，，J
q
d
 

nu 
t
E
A
 

／

t
‘、

Z = 2ef3μ，一βUf4(ef3U/2+ cosh伊（μ2+ A2)1/2]). (l0.4) 

Consequently we obtain the electron number (n) and the Cooper pair density 

（ム） = (cicl + c川部

（η） = 1 + (μ/(μ2 + A2)1f2)f (μ, A) and （ム） = (A/(μ2 + A2)1f2)f(μ,A), 
(10.5) 

where 

f(μ, A)= sinh[,8(μ2 + A2）＊］／（εβU/2 + cosh[,8(μ2十 A2)112]). (10.6) 

These expressions are useful in discussing effective-field treatments with the 

self-consistency condition that A～－U （ム）.Thus, we c叩 determinethe 
critical point Tc. It is the order of U in this crudest approximation. It is too 
high. In order to take into account th巴巴ff，巴ctof transfer t and fluctuations, 
we have to study a two-site cluster and larger clusters systematically. These 

calculations will be reported in the near future elsewh巴re.

11 Summary and Future Problems 

In the present paper, n巴wtrends of theories of phase transitions have been 
discussed with emphasis on the new approach to exotic phase transitions, 
n乱melythe coherent-anomaly method. This approach together with the super-
effective-field theory has been discovered by combining two basic concepts, 
namely Kubo's linear response and Fisherうsfinite-size scaling. 

There remain many challenging problems on phase transitions, namely the 
high-Tc superconductivity, Anderson localization, critical phenomena of chaos 
and other exotic phase transitions in the gauge theory, nuclear physics乱ndthe 

umverse. 
Quite recently Zheng [76] pointed out the possibility to study, using the 

CAM, the Hausdorff dimension of Feigenbaum’s limiting set of period doubling 
in the chaos problem. C.K. Hu [77] emphasized the usefulness of percolation 

representations of critical phenomena combined with the CAM theory. Many 

non-equilibrium phase transitions will be also studied [78］巴xtensively問時the
CAM in future in connection with biological systems such as neural networks 
and brains. The present CAM and SEFT will be useful in analyzing such 

complex dynamical systems in the future. 
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Nuclear Fusion, Its Physics and Technology 

B.B. Kadomtsev 

I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, 
46 Kurchatov St., 123182, Moscow, USSR 

Abstract.百1emain lines of progress in physics加 dtechnology in the field of 

con住ollednuclear fusion res巴紅char巴discussedin this paper. 

1. Introduction 

One of the most S位訟ingfeatures of our centuηf is th巴 broadp巴n巴住ationof 

advanced technologies into all訂e且sof social life.百1isconc巴rnsboth civil and 

milit訂yaspects of the modem world: n巴W technologies have changed血estyle 

of lif，巴 andeven th巴faceof modem society. Many of these n巴W t巴chnologies

ernerg巴dfrom basic science and some of them were born from theoretical physics. 

Wee釦 claimthat th巴theoreticalphysics dev巴lopedby prominent physicists of 

our cen旬巧，， including 酌ofessorY. Nishina, has provided a basis for the most 

impo口組tinventions which have changed the modem world. 

Con住oilednuclear fusion was suggested initially as a purely theoretical 

idea. In our country this was done by Professor I.E. Tamm and 酌ofessorA.D. 

Sakharov, Nobel prize winners. Scientific activity in this field has passed along 

the veηF long road of persistent experimental and theoretical effort and is now 

reaching the stage where the design and then cons住uctionof the Experimental 

官1ennonuclearReactor c叩 bebegun. 

2。PlasmaHeating and Con自nement

To ignite th巴nuclearfusion reaction, the mixture of the hydrogen isotopes deu-

t巴riumand出tiumhas to be heat巴dand仕組sf1岳町din the state of an ionized gas 

with the temperature畠boveseveral ke V (1 ke V is equivalent to about ten million 

degrees C巴lsius）.官1eplasma matter has to be sustained during some period of 

tim巴toprovide the fusion fuel bum.百1emain issues which have to be assess巴d

are plasma heating and plasma confinement. 

There ru芯 twobasically different approaches to plasma confinement: either 

the use of a magnetic field for insulation of the r紅 eplasma 企omthe cold chamber 

walls or the us巴ofinertially delayed expansion of th巴hotand very dense pellets. 

Both approaches紅忘 nowbeing investigated with different h巴atingschemes for 

diff，巴rentconcepts of confin巴ment.

Springer 島町民dingsin Physics, Volume 57 
Evolutionary τ'rends in the Physical Sc悶tees Eds. M. Suzuki and R. Kubo 

c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1991 
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For magnetic confinement th巴so-calledtokamak concept is the most advanced 

[1]. At present the tokamaks are close to出eso-called break－巴venpoint, wh巴n
the fusion power is equal to the heating power needed to sustain the plasma 
at steady state. In conjunction with the tokamak concept many advanced fusion 
technologies have been developed.官1etokamak concept was chosen for the 
design of the Experimental Thermonuclear Reactor. 

For inertial confinement the laser fusion approach is the most advanced now. 
The laser fusion approach uses pellets of solid D-T fuel which have to be負rst

compressed to very high density and then heated to the temperature required for 

ignition. 

3. Tokamak Physics 

百1eidea of magnetic confinement in tokamak geome住yrelies on the fact出ata 

magnetic field can s住onglyaffect the motion of plasma elec位onsand ions.百也c
plasma is not dense, macroscopic elec住iccuπents C佃 beeasily generated in it. 
Asa ぉsult,a closed confinement configuration originates which is toroidal, i.e. 
doughnut shaped. The strong toroidal magnets’field is added to provide plasma 
stability. Figu児 1shows a family of nested toroidal surfaces, produced by the 
magnetic field lines. To reach the wall the individual plasma particles (elec甘ons
and ions) have to cross magnetic surfaces. However, such a motion is strongly 
slowed down in the s佐ongmagnetic field. 

3.1 Plasma Confinement 

The theoηF which describes the cross-field官印sportdue to interparticle collisions 
W出 suggestedfirstly by A.A. Gal配 vand R.S. Sagd田 V [2］叩ddev巴lopedin 

detail by m阻 ytheorists. This theory takes into account the details of particle 
trajectories in the magnetic field. It is called the “neoclassical出eory”.Many 
years of experimental research have shown that the real plasma behaviour can 

Fig.1. The family of nested smoo出 toroiぬlmagnetic surfaces present in tokamak geometry when 
血eid伺Iaxial s戸nmetryis established 
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be veηr different from the theoretical predictions. This discrepancy is not very 

large for ions, but for electrons th巴realcross-field transport differs by a factor of 

hundreds from that predicted. It was shown theoretically that血ereal geome紅Y
is quite diffi巴rent丘omFig.1. In ぉalexperiments白eaxial magnetic symme甘y

in tokamak:s is broken. A very complicated set of slightly distorted toroidal 
layers appears instead of smoo出 magneticsurfaces. Similar to the other physical 

patterns like domains in ferromagnetics, the set of vortices in rotating Hell, and 

the set of fluxons in type-II superconductors, the smooth magnetic surfaces in 

tokamak:s紅己 disintegratedinto a mixture of filaments. It is better to say血atsome 
kind of current filamentation takes place in the tokamak plasma. The spontaneous 

brok巴nsymme甘yin tokamaks differs from也eother examples because it has the 

nature of a highly nonequilibrium phenomenon of self-organization. 

A single unit of such a pattern looks like a ring of magnetic tubes aligned 
with巴achother (Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2. The real tokamak magnetic surfaces are destroyed by themselves: the spontaneously broken 
S戸nmetrylooks like a chain of filaments.百1ecross-section size of each filament is much less血m
血巴meanvalue of血eion Larmor radius but is larg釘白an仕1emean electron Larmor radius. Rotating 
in th巴directionof ion diamagnetic命iftthe filament pattern is pumped up by ions 

官1巴 tokamakmagnetic field line geom巴町ylooks like a mixture of nest巴d

toroidal magn巴ticsurfaces with island-chain patt巴msimmersed somewhere be-

tw巴enthem. Each island-chain rotates in the direction of the ion diamagn巴tic

rotation and is slightly pumped by ions. Many island-chains fill all the torus 

cross-section and produce both ion and巴I即位ontranspo口．百1巴 physicsof th巴

magnetic noise pumping is illus位atedin Fig. 3. 

Let us assume that the magnetic islands have a small deviation from the initial 
magnetic surface position (Fig. 3). In this case the ions can be “blown through" 
the island-chain in the direction of the lower magnetic field, giving away a p訂t

of their energy and佐叩sfeπingit to the magnetic noise. This noise pumping 

is responsible for血eplasma microturbulence which in turn produces enhanc巴d
plasma tr佃 sport.It was found白ation and electron motions紅emarginally 

stochastic so that出巴 plasma汀ansportis ve可児nsitiv巴tothe internal and extぽ』

nal conditions. The transport becomes self-con廿olled,having feedback coupling 
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Fig.3. If也.eisl組 d-chainpatt田 1rotates m出edirection of the ion diamagnetic rotation and the 
islands紅 Eincl泊edwi由 re可児ctto血erational surface (whぽ巴白eislands were initiated), as shown 
h 血efi思Jie，血eions can be shifted泊出edirection of也記 magneticfield deer，伺se.As血eion 
adiabatic invariant is conserved, each ion will lose part of i凶 energy,transfeπ泊git担toisland-chain 
pump up 

with也eprofiles of the plasma pressure and current density as functions of the 

minor radius (the distanc巴fromthe magnetic axis）.官1isphenomenon observed 

experimentally in many tokamaks is called "profile consistency" [2]. 

The plasma官加sportin tokamaks is ve巧fsensitive to the bound且ryconditions. 
Edge plasma is turbulent.明1elevel of白isturbul巴neecan be lowered with the 

help of plasma differential rotation near the wall. Such a rotation can build 

up by itself and give rise to an improved plasma confinement. In this mode 

the plasma confinem巴ntcapability is sufficient to proceed to the experimental 

tokamak-reactor design. 

3.2 Control of Impmriti錨

The fusion plasma has to b巴cl巴叩． τhismeans that some tools have to be present 

in the tokamak-reactor to purge the plasma合omimpurities. This issue can be 

resolved with the help of the magnetic divertor configuration shown in Fig. 4. 

百1eplasma boundary in this configuration is defined by出e住ansitionbe-

tween closed, nested magnetic surfaces叩 dthe open magn巴ticfield lines, which 

eventually intersect t紅 getplates away企omthe main plasma. 

Fig. 4. Tokamak magnetic configぼation明白血巴 single-nullpoloidal divertor 
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Most advanced tokamaks, like出eIT-60, JET and DUI-D, have such a con-

figuration. The div巴rtorconfiguration was also accepted for ITER -International 

τ'hermonuclear Experimental Reactor -b巴ingdesign巴dat present by the EC, 
Japan, USSR and USA under th巴auspicesof the IAEA. 

3.3 Current Drive and Heating 

The future thermonuclear reactor has to be a steady-state machine. Steady-state 

operation in a tokamak: can be establish巴dwith the help of noninductive current 
合iveschemes.官1eyrely on auxili紅yheating capabilities. To increase the plasma 

temperatur巴叩 auxili紅yheating power has to be in佐oducedinto the tokamak. 
百1ispower can be used for momentum transfer to electrons c紅可ingthe plasma 

current.明1ere蹴 severalschemes for plasma heating and cu問 nt企ive:i吋ec-

tion of a beam of high energy neutral p制 ides(NBI), electromagnetic waves 

in different frequency r呂nges,such as ion cyclotron heating (ICRH), electron 

cyclotron reson組問 heating(ECRH) and lower hybrid resonance (LH) heating. 

All of them aI℃ used both for plasma heating and plasma cuロ巴nt合ive.

Record ion temperatures of about 30keV, i.e. about twice the value needed 
for ignition, have been achieved in TFrR [4] and JET [5]. In IT-60 [6], a current 

of 2 MA has been driven noninductively by lower hybrid waves. Current drive for 
about one hour has be巴nachieved on the superc⑪nducting tokamak TRIAM-lM 

[7]. 

官1ecu問則合ivein tokamaks is accompanied by the so-called“boots田 .p"

curr巴ntpredicted by neoclassical theory [2]. It is propo託ionalto the plasma pres-
sure gradient阻 dtherefore a large bootstrap current is expected to be generated 

in future tokamak-reactors.官1e“bootstrap"c回rentwas obse円巴din several toka-

mak:s (for exampleラinTFfR and JE司.Recently, in IT-60 the “boots甘ap"current 
was estimat怠dto be up to 80% of the total current (0.5 MA) during heating by 

20MWNBI. 

3.4 Status of Tokamak Physics 

The main figure of merit used to assess the appro且chto ignition is the ratio Q of 
the fusion power r巴leasedby D-T reaction to the power lost企omthe plasma. At 

ignition-relevant temperatures this ratio is proportional to the住ipleproduct nrT, 
where n is the plasma density, Tits temperatu時間dr the energy confinement 
time (i.e. th，巴 ratioof plasma energy to the heating power for the steady-state 

plasma). 

At present the Q-value projected to the D-T mixture is dos己的 unityfor JET 

and is close to 0.5 for TFI'R. This means that the“break-even" point has almost 
been reached. An ion temperature of about 30 ke V has been achieved inτFIR 

and JET.τhe physics data base is su伍cientfor design叩 dthen construction of 
the thermonuclear reactor. 
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4. Tokamak Technology 

百1巴mostadvanced fusion technologies have been developed for tokamaks. Many 

of th巴mcan be used for alternative approaches with the magnetic confinement 

of plasma. 

4.1恥fagnets

Superconducting magnets will be the most expensive components requ註己dfor a 

fusion reactor. So f民 superconductingmagnets hav巴b巴enbu出 forlaboratory 
size tokamaks: T-7，τ'RIAM, TORUS-SUPRA, T・15.Magnets of the siぉ， field,

cuロentand reliability required for a reactor have to be fabricated and tested. 

4.2 Auxiliary Heating and Current Dll"ive 

百1eheating tools for tokamak plasma have be巴ndeveloped and tested on the 

existing machines. They have to be further developed叩 d巴nlargedfor reactor 

application. 

4.3 Nuclear Technology 

百1efirst fusion reactor will use出edeuterium舟 itiumfuel. The fusion reactor fuel 

cycle system has to provide all tritium handling, coupled both with the toroidal 

chamber and wi出 the住itiumbreeding blanket. 

百1istechnology has to be developed on白ebasis of existing住itiumtech-
nologies and to be t巴stedfor fusion r巴actorapplications. 

4.4 Materials 

百1eplasma-fac泊gmaterials will be a long-term issue of fusion technology. 

百1efirst phase is the developing and testing of plasma-facing materials which 

ar巴acceptablefrom the plasma physics point of view. In the second phase more 
advanced materials have to be developed and tested.官1esematerials have to meet 

more severe conditions in the future fusion reactors. Low activat巴dmaterialsぽe

anticipated to be used in future reactors. 

4.5 Safety and Environment 

’The safety and environmental impact of fusion reactorsむeimportant issu巴s
which are being studied intensively [8]. Fusion reactors will have substantial 

advantages over fission reactors with respect to the consequ巴ncesof severe ac-
cidents and the magnitude of radioactive-waste burdens.官1巴maximumcritical 

dos巴atthe site boun白ryfor a severe fusion accident is two to thr回 ordersof 

magnitude less than也atfor a severe fission accident. 
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5. ITER as a Next Step 

官1巴ITERdevice is presently being designed by four parties (EC, Japan, USSR 
and USA) under th巴auspicesof出巴 IAEA.百1巴deviceis for controlled ignition 
and extended burn of D-T plasmas, as well as for demonstration and integrated 
testing of compon巴nts陀quir巴dto utili田 fusionpower for practical p田poses[9]. 
百1eITER conceptual design results from extensiv巴researchand development 
over several decades. The design, construction and operation of a tokamak within 
the ITER definition will provide numerous technological challenges that will have 
to be met in ord巴rfor a fusion r巴actorto be realized. Credible solutions to all 
of these challenging tasks have be巴nproposed. These solutions will be tested in 
the企ameof an engin閃 ringand technological R&D programme. 

6. Inertial Con自nementFusion 

Inertial Confin巴mentFusion (ICF) represents an alternative line of nuclear fusion 

power ass巴ssm巴nt

6.1 ICF Physics 

In巴抗ialconfin巴mentfusion accepts出eimplosion of pell巴tsas the basic physics 
approach. P巴lletimplosion experiments can be accomplished with th巴 helpof 
different合ivers:las巴rs,relativistic elec住onsand light ion beams, h巴畠vyion 
beams. The physics of beam-target interaction is slightly differ巴ntfor differ，巴nt

制 versso that t紅 getshave to be且d同tedfor each particul紅合iver.
Two approaches are being investigated: 

-direct合iv巴approach,wher巴anumber of beams of photons or ions are made 

to conv巴rg巴onthe t紅get;
-indirect命的eapproach, where either白巴 las巴ror the ion beam is first con-

verted to soft X-rays that isotropically fill a metallic cavity (Hohlraum). 

Th巴fuelpellet, placed in this cavity, is then symmetrically compressed and 

ignited. 

Currently, the Nd glass laser is the most flexibl巴 andadvanc巴d合iver.The 
most advanced facilities have been cons回 ctedin the USA, Japan and France. 
百1eNova facility in the USA is capable of providing pulse energy in the range 

of 120 kJ in the m紅 infra-redand about 50 kJ in blue light. 
Laser fusion experiments have demons住atedD-T compressions up to 600 

times the solid density. In some exp巴riments,1013 fusion neu住onshav巴 been

produced, representing a fusion energy of 0.2':Jもofth巴 10kJ laser puls巴．
τ'he results of investigation of the implosion process with high power lasers 

have mad巴itpossible to design an IFC experiment with the aim of achieving 
ignition and break－巴ven.
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6.2 ICF Technology 

ICF technology includes the ve可 bigand expensive driver facilities. Different 
drivers have been developed: 

-Nd glass laser 
-krypton fluoride excimer laser 
-iodine laser 
-light ion beams 
-heavy ion beams 
-relativistic elec佐onbeams 

Many of them are being used for ICF experiments. Steady progress has been 
made in relevant ar巴as,for ex創nple,in pellet fabrication, the design of the reactor 
chamber, the diagnostics and simulation programmes. 

7. Conclusion 

Fusion research programmes worldwid巴havemade steady progress during the 
last decade. The tokamaks JET in Europe and τ下TRin the USA have closely 
approached conditions equivalent to energy break-even，畠twhich point as much 
fusion power is produced as is required to maintain the steady-state plasma. In 
inertial fusion, laboratory experim叩 tsusing laser drivers are叩proaching1 % 

gain. Both directions are ready to proc即 dfurther. 
τ'he next-step device, which is at p陀 sentat the stage of ITER conceptual 

design completion, aims at fully confirming the scientific feasibility and at ad-
dressing the technological feasibility of fusion as a potentially safe and environ-

mentally acceptable, practically inexhaustible source of ener白人
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Cold Fusion -Does It Have a Future? 

J. Schwinger 

Department of Physics, University of California, 

Los Angeles, CA 90024, USA 

Abstract. The case against由ereality of cold fusion is outlined. It is 
based on p陀 conαptionsinherited from experience wi血 hotfusion. That 
cold fusion refers to a different regime is emphasized.百1enew regime is 
characterized by intermittency in出eproduction of exc邸 sheat，住itium，釦d
neutrons. A scenario is sketched, based on血ehypo白esis白紙 small
segments of出elattice can abso由 I志leasednuclear energy. 

Minasama. Ladies and Gentlemen. 
A totally unexpected phenomenon has been discovered in a田氏ain

field of science. It could have significant implications for the future of 
mankind, and especially for the Japanese.τ'he overwhelming reaction of 
出eexperts加出efield is rejection, based on由ea也如何 ofother e百ects
出atare considered to be necessary comp但lionsof由isnew phenomenon. 
To quote one expert：“We know a lot about what hap戸ns.... We no 
longer have the latitude to say 'Well, some s住・angeevent occurred and gen-
erated those白血gs."'Nevertheless，出isnew possibility民emsto have 
enough validity血atone skeptic said：“It’s hard to believe it. But there 
S回 msto be some血ingto出 s.”And,he went on to say：“It should not be 
necessary, however, to understand the mechanism before embracing the con-
田 pt.If a proven回 ckrecord c組 beestablished ... you have to believe 

To which scientific field does all出isrefeげ hview of the title of 
my lecture，由equestion may seem 問中rising. In fact, the subject is 
seismology.τ'he new phenomenon is血eoccuη・ence of electromagnetic ef-
fects just prior to曲eon田tof an e紅白quake. 百iemost s凶k泊gevent 
happened on 17 October, 1989. The apparatus of a team of radio detection 
specialists, which was situated in位ieSanta Cruz mountains of California, 
花田ivedan unprecedented blast of radio power.百1estrong signal con血1・
ued for several hours, and then sto悶潟d,to be followed by the Loma Prieta 
earthquake血at,last year, wreaked田veredamage in the San Francisco 
釘ea. Another kind of me幽urement田ekschanges血 electrical陀sistivity
for ground currents. Scientists at Athens, Greece, have established a track 
陀cordof 75% suc回 路 面 predic也1gea拙1quakes.

Of co町田－ apart from出esp回 ificwords of血equotations - all 
血atI said before姐soapplies to出ephenomenon of cold fusion. 

Springer Proc田d回gsin Physics, Volume 57 
Evolutionary Trends in the Physical Sci回 C回 Eds.:M. Suzuki叩 dR. Kubo 

c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1991 
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It is部 tonishing白紙 therewas an early precursor of血eclaim to have 
achieved cold fusion. Dated at由ebeg恒国ngof血eShowa era, the 
German title of the paper is translated出“On血etransformation of hydro・
gen恒tohelium.”At白紙 time,neither the existence of the heavier isotopes 
of hydrogen, nor of血eH俳句risotope of helium, was recognized. If, in同

deed, they did produce helium, was it 4He, or was it 3He? Incidentally, at 
just血attime, Nishina Yoshio was at Niels Bohr’s恒stitute泊 Copenhagen.
One can only wonder how he reacted to血eb包arreclaim. 

On 23 March, 1989, the University of Utah, at Salt Lake City，仕rrewa 
press party. Its purpose was to establish priority for patents on a new sour，印
of energy.τbe impet凶 W出 suppliedby what seemed to be a rival group, 
down the road at Provo, Utah.τbe patent lawyers needn't have worried. 
τhe Provo people we陀 investigatinga veηweak source of neutrons, which 
is o凶yof academic interest. But, science血atis filtered by patent 
attorneys is no longer science. Isn’t it possible to establish a track 
民cordwithout reference to血e担itialclaimants? 

The National Cold Fusion Institute has provided a clearing house for 
民ports白紙 bearon由ereality of cold fusion. As of August, 1990, 78 
other groups, from all over the globe, have reported positive evidence，出

conveyed by the detection of one or mo問。fthese indicators: ex印 ssheat, 
tritium, neutrons，千rays,3He. ’The standard respon民旬 sucha list is: 
“Yes, but what about位認 muchlarger number of fail町田？” Doesanyone 
really出血k血atscientific judgment is like an election, in which the 
majority carries血eday? 

The characteristics白紙民emto be common to all successful cold fu-
sion ex戸rimentsare: (1) lntermittencyー血eproduはionof heat, of tri・
6凹n,of neutrons, comes恒 bursts,switching on釦 do百 atrandom. (2) 
Irreproducibility - s回 minglyidentical cells vary widely泊由eirability to 
“同mon.”It may not be too much of an exaggeration to say血at,early in 
April, 1989, eveηone - including those who, like myself, had to look up 
血eme制 ngof enthalpy - had thrown together an electrolysis apparatus 
and was waiting for dividends. After a few weeks, with no reward, they 
quit in disgust, and denounced it all部恒competen田， orfraud.百1eirvotes 
are irrelevant. 

Reproducibility is often cited部 acanon of science. And so it is, in 
establi血ed釘eぉ.But, early in a study of a new phenomenon白紙 involves
an ill-understood macroscopic control of a microscopic m回 h笹山m,irrepro・
ducibility is not m血mwn.百 atW前回 at血eonset of microchip studies. 
It also appeared in血e担itialph錨eof the discovery of M俳句mpera国民

superconductivity, which, by the way, is a prime example of“embracing血e
concept”wi仕1outhav凪g“tounderstand血emech創lism.”

What is it about cold fusion血at民emsto e町agea su凶tantialnumber 
of physicists? The pc:幻，plewho have spent a lot of money on hot fusion 
would doubtless echo：“We know a lot about what hap戸ns.... We no 
longer have the latitude to say‘Well, some 抑留1geeve国 occurredand 
generated these曲面gs.川 Tobe S戸cific，血isis how their p陀 conceptions
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work: (1) In hot釦sion，由e山首onof two deute悶郎， tofonn 3 He and a 
neutron, pro田εdsat about出esame rate as仕1eformation of a triton and a 
proton. But the emission of neutrons from palladium electrodes immersed 
加 heavywater occurs at a rate around由ei郎 ignific阻 tbackground level. 
Conclusion: No neutrons - no cold fusion. (2）官1etwo cited reactions 
are出eonly impo口組tones加 hotfusion.τ'he陀 isno回dependentsource 
of excess heat. Conclusion: Incompet朗自. (3) Given the es田ntialabsence 
of neutrons, what of the claims for substantial tritium production? Conclu-
sion: Fraud. ( 4) At the low energy of cold白sion,the penetrability of由e
Coulomb barrier is so oveIWhelmingly small由atno由ingcould possibly hap-
pen. Conclusion: Stupidity. 

τ'he next items of the hot fusioneer’s creed a陀陀spo国 esto suggested 
cold白sionmechanisms: (5) Very soon after 23 March, 1989, it w出 pro-
posed由atexcess heat is produced by the fmτnation of ground state 4 He面

白eDD fusion process. Respon田： Whereis出eaccompanying v悶 yof 
roughly twenty million electron volts? (6）百1enc阻 e出er回 0併 tion出at
excess heat might be dominated by the HD，開出er血組曲eDD reaction. 
Heavy water unavoidably contains some fraction of apeπεnt of light water. 
τ'he fusion of a proton with a deuteron produ民 s3 He. Response: Where is 
由eaccompany加gy-ray of roughly five million electron volts? (7）官1eHD
reaction is a叩 UI℃eof heat and of 3 He, but not of neu汀onsor回ti田n.
The latter must come from the DD 民action.What ha開Jensif two白s加g
deuterons pop凶ate,not由eground state, but the first excited state of 4 He? 
That excited state is unstable against decay into a triton and a proton. It is 
stable, however, for decay担toa neutron叩 d3He. Her芯，由en,is a mech-
anism to account for the gr開 Idisparity between 配 utronand triton produc-
tion －曲eratio is a加utone加 ahundred million － 血atS閃 msto be 
characteristic of cold fusion. Respo田 e:Whe民 is血eaccompanyingγ－ray 
of about four million electron volts? 

So stands the indictment of cold fusion. The defence is s回1plys阻ted:
τ'he circumstances of cold fusion are not由。関 ofhot fusion. 

It is standard ope悶出1gprocedure, in hot fusion work, to 陀present由e
reaction悶 te部出eproduct of two factors: the barrier 戸netration
probability, which involves only the Coulomb毘p叫sion；阻d，出e担官加sic
reaction rate, which is domin創刊 bynuclear forces. But, at由every low 
energy of cold釦sion,one is dealing, essentially, wi出 asingle wave-
function, which does not pennit such factorization.τ'he e百ectof Coulomb 
rep叫sioncannot be completely isolated from由ed叫 of曲estrongly 
attractive nuclear forces.τ'his is a whole new b必lgame. It is, so to 
speak, a s山notournament restricted to出emaku-no-uchi, indeed, to由e
yokoz皿 a.

The wavefunctions for a low energy pro師nand deuteron, and for a 
low energy pair of deuterons, are effectively dominated by zero 民lative
釦伊larmomen加m. 百1eyare states of even o由，italparity. 百le祖国nsic
parities of all relev佃 tpa氏ides- neutron, proton, deuteron，凶on,"He, 
ground state, and first excited state of 4 He - are al回 positive. So，出e
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normally dominant process of electric dipole悶 diationis forbidden; it 
毘 quiresa p釘itychange. 

If由ey－悶ysdemanded by the hot如sioneersare greatly suppressed, 
what agency does car巧Foff the excess energy加出evario国 reactions?One 
must look for something由atis characteristic of cold fusion, someせting血at
does not exist担由epl出 maregime of hot fusion.官1eobvious answer is: 
the lattice in which the deuterium is con畳間d.

Imagine，出en，曲ata small, but macroscopic pi田 eof the lattice 
absorbs the 時間ssenergy of由eHD or DD reactio乱 Ple酪 e-I beg of 
you - do即 trise恒 highdudg叩 nto protest血創出sis出1possible
because of曲egreat disparity between atomic釦dnuclear e田 rgyscales. 
官1atis a primi姐vereaction to what may k 昌verysophisticated mechanism. 
And do not forget出efailu陀 of曲eoryto predict, and位iento acco国1tfor 
曲ephenomenon of high temperature supex℃onductivity. I advance the idea 
of曲elattice playing a vital role酪 ahypothesis. Past experience dictates 
由atI 隠 mindyou由ata hypo由esisis not some曲師gto be proved mathe-
rnatically. Rather, it is a basis for correlating data and for propos担gnew 
tes岱， w副ch,by由eirsuccess or failure, support or discredit the validity of 
出ehypo血esis.It is由eessence of曲escientific血e出od.

Intenn.ittency is由ehallm釘kof cold fusion. It加corporatesiπepro・
ducibility as a cir℃umstance泊 whichthe time intervals between bursts 
sigx岨 cantlyexceed the duration of the ob関 刊 紙io出. Intermittency is出e
ultirnaむerebuttal to charges of fraud担 triti四np冊 duction. Externally 
面troduced汀iti田nma担.tai脂血essentiallycons踊ntcounting rate.τbere is 
no 民間期blanceto the switching on and o百of出eobserved bursts. Does 
the lattice hypo出esishave a natural expl組組onfor intermittency? 

One needs information about曲ela国ces町田知reofdeut朗 dedp剖ladi-
凶n.百1eexpe託5say that "We know a lot ...ヘbut出atknowledge does 
not include what happe邸組曲e面lpo口組1悶gimeof heavy deuteron load司

担g.百1e1芯 is,however, a由eore討calsuggestion曲at,組曲ech℃urnstance of 
heavy loading, a pair of new equilibrium sites comes in加 existencewi出血

each lattice cell. 官1eequilibri国nsep訂ationfor血atpair is significantly 
smaller曲anany other such distance in曲e悶ll.

It would毘em由ata close approach to saturation loading is問qui問d
for e百ectivefusion to take place. But, s国ely，位reloading of deuterium 
into出epalladi田nla日icεdoesnot occur wi曲 perfectsp瓜ialuniformity. 
τhere邸宅 fluctuatioruL It may happen白紙 arnic冊 scopicallyl紅ge-if 
macroscopic姐lys田all- region 組 ai酪 as回teof such lattice uniformity 
出atit can釦nctioncollectively in abso由ing由eexcess nuclear energy由at
is released in阻 actof fusion. And出atenergy can血itiatea ch畠担 reac-
tion出 thevibrations of the excited ions bring them担師 closerprox加1ity.
So begi国 aburst. In the course of出ne,the increas加gnu盟berof vac組司

cies in the lattice will bring about a shut園 downof出ebu路t.τ'hestart-up 
of由enext burst is an independent affair. 

τ'his seen紅io悶 isesan interesting question: Would the e出cacyof 
町 omtempe悶加recold如sionbe enhanced sigxufic釘ltlyby further lowering 
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of the ambient temperature? Lower temperature would p陀sumablydecrease 
somewhat the probability of由e泊itialfusion. But, it should increase血e
proba凶 ityof form恒gand maintaining the lattice struαure against由e
destructive onslaughts of thermal agitation. Experiment must supply血e
answer. 

I find it bo血amus血gand tragic血at白emembers of a panel，泊vesti-
gating由echarge of企audin凶tiumproduction by cold fusion, dismissed 
血echarge as“国乱ikely”and“muchless probable由加白紙 of inadvertent 
contamination or other unexplained factors加血eme部 U陀ment.”τbat血e
“unexplained factors”might be血ereality of cold fusion is not a出nitted.
Why? Because “critics questioned由eres叫.ts，回同ng曲at血e凶ti田nwぉ

not accomp創由dby other fusion byproducts ....” It is the old story. If 
a sigy姐:ficantflux of neutrons is not observed, there白血lOtbe any凶ti凹n,
even血oughone finds tritium with a signature出atdifferentiates it bo由
from external and internal contamination. 

τbe pressure for conformity is enonno凶. I have experien田 dit in 
editors’rejections of submitted papers, based on血evenomo凶 criticismof 
anon戸nousreferees.百1e陀placementof impartial review担gby censorship 
will be the death of science. 

加 escold fusion have a fu回.re?I have little hope for it祖 Europe
and血eU国tedStatesー血eW回t. It is to血eE箇t，血d,specifically, to 
Nihon，出atI回rn. The w出血gness位ratthe Japanese have displayed, of 
fo問 go加gsho此 termrewards for greater long tenn succ邸田s,should be a 
key恒gredient泊血isendeavor. 

Indulge me泊 afantasy, not of由e印刷re,but of出epぉL I should 
like to曲面k出at,if cold fusion had been a burning topic a few years before 
1951, as well it might, Nishina would have recognized血atit w槌 asubject 
for open minded research - not suppression. And，泊viewof血ephysico-
chemical nat町eof由is回.bject，血athe would have thrown all位応 resou回es
of the恒姐回teof which 恥 W酪 pぉsident- Rik.en侭ikag誌uKenkyusho ), 
血elnsti加.teof Physical andα1emicalRe民創℃h-into血es加dyand devel-
opment of cold fusion. Dare one hope白紙 adream of the p猫talso con・
阻insa glimp田 of血efuture? 

Domo訂igatogozaimasu. Thank you very much. 
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High Temperature Superconductivity: 
History a:nd General Review 

V.L. Ginzburg 

P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute, USSR Academy of Sciences, 

Len担skyProspect 53, 117924, Moscow, USSR 

Abstract. A great many scientific papers have been devoted to high-temperatur，巴

sup巴rconductors(HTSC). For this reason, in my report I only touch upon several 
questions. Among these questions are the history of the study of superconduc-
tivity and the discoveηof HTSC; the calculation of the critical temperatぽ CTc 
of a superconducting transition and the ways of increasing this temperature; the 
mechanism providing high Tc values. I also consid紅白espec泊citiesof HTSC 
in the framework of the macroscopic theory of superconductivity田 d血ccircu-
lational thennoconductivi.ty in HTSC. A few remarks concern the futur巴study
of the probl巴m.

1. Introduction 

High-temperature superconductors (HTSC）紅cconsidered to have been discov-
ered in 1986. Although little time has pass巴dsince then, a great many origi-

nal papers and a number of reviews have already been devoted to the problem 
of HTSC (see, in p訂ticular,[1-3]). Proceedings of many, sometimes long and 
crowded conferences on HTSC have been published (see e.g. [ 4]). In this situa-

tion, I can but briefly elucidate only a small pぽtof the material available. Section 
2 includes some remarks of historical character. Section 3 discusses the factors 
determining the critical temperature Tc of a superconducting回 nsition.τ'henwe 
consider the mechanisms of sup巴rconductivityand the possible nature of high Tc 
values in HTSC (Sect. 4). Irrespective of the study of the HTSC mechanism, it is 
necessぽyto apply the macroscopic theory of superconductivity.百1especi:fici句r

of this theory in application to HTSC is analyzed in S田t.5. In Sect. 6 I make 
a rem紅kconc巴mingthe thermocirculation effect in HTSC. Finally, in Sect. 7 I 

touch upon血efuture and, in particular, the problem of room-temperature super-
conductors (RTSC). I should note that the pres巴ntpaper ov巴rlapsto some extent 
(except for Sects. 5 and 6) with a more detailed paper [5] writt巴nthre巴ye紅 S

ago but published only in 1989. As far as Sects. 5 and 6紅econcerned, they ar巴
mostly based on my own ぉcentpap巴rs.明1is,I hope, will justify their inclusion 

in the pr巴sentreport. 

Sp巾 gerPr回出dingsin Physics, Volume 57 

Evolutionary Trends in the Physi回 lSciences Eds .. M. Suzuki四 dR. Kubo 
c Springer拍 rlagBerlin Heideめerg1991 
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2. Remarks of Historical Character 

百1ebir白 oflow-temperature physics can be reasonably associated with helium 
liquefaction (1908) and with the discovery of superconductivity (1911; bo出 these
achievements are due to Kamerlingh Onnes). It is of interest that for 15 yeぽs（副1
1923) liquid helium had been obtained in Leiden only. Such was the sp回 dof 

development of science at those times. 11αiay’s speed of development is clearly 
seen by血eexample of HTSC studies. What will hap戸nin 50-100 years? 

For already nearly 80 ye紅Sthe study of sup_erconductivi~ has been carried 
out in various directions, namely, physics, obtaining new materials, and technical 
applications.百1ehistory of physical resear℃h is elucidated in th巴釦stpaper of 
the collection [3]. Here I dwell only on some points, and first of all on the data on 

theαitical temperature Tc of a sup巴rconductingtransition.’fhe main landmarks 
are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Increase of出.ehighest known Tc 

Mat，巴rial Tc The ye紅 ofthe discovery 
[K] of super℃onductivity 

Hg 4.1 1911 

Pb 7.2 1913 

Nb 9.2 1930 

Nb3Sn 18.1 1954 

Nb3Ge 23.9 1973 

I shall also recall that under atmospheric p陀 ssure出eboiling temperatures of 

He, H2, Ne and N2ぽcrespectively：丸，He=4.2K, n,H2 = 20.3K, Tb,Ne = 27.2K, 

and九凡＝77.4K. 
In the period 企om1954 to 1985, when superconductors were already inten-

sively investigated and used，出巴 Tcvalues increased only by approximately 5 K. 
Therefore, in spite of the fact that by 1986 there already existed many血eoreti-

cal arguments泊 favourof the possibility of creating even“genuine”HTSC with 
Tc＞丸凡＝ 77.4K (see [6] and the literature cited出巴陀），出巴 HTSCproblem 
had been in the shade. I permit myself, although I have done so already in [5.7], 
to quote企omone of my papers published in 1984 in Russian, giving my view 
of the situation: 

“It somehow happened that research in high-temperature superconductivity 
be氾ameunfashionable (there is good reason to speak of fashion in血iscontext, 

since fashion sometimes plays a significant part in research work and in the 
scientific community). It is hard to achieve any出ingby making admonitions. 
可,picallyit is some obvious success (or reports of success, even if erroneous) 
出atC佃 radicallyand rapidly reverse attitudes. When they sense a‘rich 町ike’
白巴 formerdoubters, and even dedicated critics, are capable of turning coat佃 d
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becoming ardent supporters of出巴 n巴wwork. But this subj巴ctbelongs to出c

psychology and sociology of science and technology, and I shall not dwell on 
it here. In short, the search for high-temp邑raturesuperconductivity can readily 

lead to unexpected res凶ts佃 ddiscoveries, especially since the predictions of血c

existing theory are rather vague.” 
I had not, of course, expect巴dthis“prediction”to come国 Cso soon.百1e

experienc巴oftheoretical HTSC studies for the last 4 years, in spite of the great 

effort made in this direction, has shown clearly how difficult it is not only to cal-

culat巴Z(even approximately) for composite materials, but even to establish也e
mech釦 ismof superconductivity in these materials. Therefore, theoreticians could 

hardly supply experimenters with a prediction of how and wh巴reHTSC could be 
bettぽ阻dmore reliably sought th加 wasdone in [6] (in this connection see also 

[5]). An exception, I think, is insufficient attention given to superconductivity 

in BaPb1-xBix03 (BPBO) discovered in 1974. For this mat巴rialfor X = 0.25 
we have Tc対 13K, which is too high compar芯dwith the Tc value estimat巴d
for conv巴ntionalsuperconductors. In a related oxide, Bao.6Ko.4Bi03 (BKBO), 

superconductivity wi出Z問 30Kwas discovered in 1988. And what is impor-

tant is that to oxides ther巴alsobelongs the system La2-xBaxCu04 (LBCO), in 

which sup巴rconductivitywith Z～30--40 K was revealed in 1986 [8], which is 
taken as the discovery of HTSC.百1巴paperby Bednorz and Muller [8] has won 
general recognition (including the 1987 Nobel Prize), so I shall not underesti-

mate its significance （田dI創n,of course, faτfrom this intention) by mentioning 

that metal oxid巴sLa2-x(Ba,Sr)xCu04 had been obtain巴dbefore in the USSR, 
France, and Japan. Moreover, at least in白巴 USSR，出巴 conductivityof th巴oxide

La1・sSro・2Cu04had been investigated in 1978 even in liquid nitrogen (for the 

corresponding reference see [5]). But出iswas, of course, not出ediscovery of 

superconductivity since in this case Z符 36K. This is a didactic sto可・

The term “high-temperature superconductivity" was applied earlier even in 
the case of materials like Nb3Sn with Z乏 20K. Now nearly all metal oxides 

with Tc ;:".'.; 20K訂 Ecalled HTSC. I think出atit would be most reasonable 

to apply the term HTSC only to superconductors with Tc > n,N2 = 77.4 Kう

discover巴dfor the巴X出npleof YBa2 Cu3 01-6 (YBCO三 123)at the beginning 
of 1987. Terminology is, of course, a conditional and inessential白ing,but it is 
just出epossibility of working with sup巴rconductorscooled by liquid ni住og巴nthat 

undoubtedly gave rise to great expectations of important technical applications. 

At present, a considerable numb巴rof HTSC are known. The highest reliably 

establish巴dTc value，丸信 125K, has been reached for ThBa2Ca2Cu3010・For
ne紅lythree ye訂snow there have appear志ddozens of pap巴rsreporting th巴dis-

covery of HTSC with Tc > 150 K and up to Z～300 K. But, if not e汀un巴ous,

these results always appe紅 tobe for nonequilibrium and non問produciblemate-

rials. The most rec巴ntdata known to me (Octob巴r1990）児島rto the Tl-Sr vーo
system for which Tc(R = 0) = 132K [9]. This fact how巴V町民quiresverification 

in other laboratori巴s.The most significant f巴atuぉ hereis the replac巴mentof Cu 

by V, since all the“genuine”HTSC (i.e. those with Tc ＞九人） known up to 
now hav巴containedCu. 
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It is noteworthy that a number of papers publish巴dbeginning in 1978 have 
mentioned the possibility of the inclusion of HTSC phase in CuCl and CdS. 
The diamagnetic effects observed were nonreproducible, and it remained unclear 
whether HTSC was really observed. It seems to me rather probable, however, 
that HTSC was in fact observed. 

Superconductivity is so to say a very delicate phenomenon. This is evident 
already from the fact that the first relatively complete microtheory of super-
conductivity, although only for a model, was formulated only in 1957, that is, 
46 years aft巴rthe discovery of superconductivity (I mean the B紅 deen-Cooper-
Schrieffer or BCS theory). Erroneous is, however, a rather wide-spread opinion 
that“pa出” witha change 2e were first conside児dby Cooper in 1956.“P泊rs”
and出eirBose-Einstein condensauon as the reason for the appe紅阻ceof super-
conductivity were first mentioned, to the best of my knowledge, by Ogg as far 
back as 1946. Moぉ importantand realistic was the consideration of p厄rsby 
Scha企othin 1954 (see reference in [5]). As a matter of fact, Scha企othproposed 
a model of superconductivity with “local pairs’＇. In this model the pair size fo 
is of the order of也巴 atomicscale d, pairs exist also at T > Tc, and Tc is the 
t巴mperatureof Bose-Einstein p幻rcondensation. The undoubted success of白c
BCS model and出eorywith “larg巴” pairs(i.e. with fo》 d)so to say eclipsed 
the Schafroth model. The discoverγof superconductivity changed the situation. 

We shall speak of it below. 

3. Critical Temperature丸 inthe BCS and Schafroth Models 

τ'he BCS model d叫 swi由加 elec住onFermi liquid or, s住ictlyspe政ing,Fermi 

gas. The BCS critical temperature is 

Tc＝θ巴xp(-1／入e百）． 、‘，F
噌

E
A

rsR

、
Her巴 kBθisthe energy range ne紅 theFermi surface in which there occurs 
attraction between electrons with opposite spins leading to pair production；入eff

is a dimensionless p紅 ametercharact巴rizingat佐actionin the indicated range. In 
the BCS model, (1) refers only to the case of weak coupling, when 

入eff《 1. 

In the simplest case, 

入eff= N(O)V, 

(2) 

(3) 

where N(O) is血edensity of states on the Fermi surface (in批 normalstate) 
加 dVis the ma住ixelement of the interaction energy. 

百1erequirement of出eOrganizing Committee of the Con£巴renceto submit 
only a short paper deprives me of the possibility of dwelling even briefly on the 
extension of formula (1) to the case of strong coupling阻 don generalization of 
the expression (3). To some extent all this has been don巴in[5] and in出eliterature 
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cited there, particul紅 lyin [6]. My consideration will be based on formulae (1) 
and (3) and is presented in a simplified form. 

In conventional superconductors (with Tc < 10-20K), interelecrron attraction 
is assumed to be due to their int巴ractionwith phonons (i.e. with the lattice). 
Then in (1）， θ ～θD, whereθD is the De bye temperature. Obviously, for 
θD三 SOOKand入e百三 1/3 the temperature Tc乏 25K. This is the usual 
explanation of why in most cases the Tc value is comp訂 ativelylow. A mor巴
thorough analysis for relatively simple metals confirms this estimate even for 
strong coupling (,¥e釘と 1).An exception is metallic hydrog巴nfor which θD～ 
3000 K. For compounds of出etype of th巴known“genuine”HTSC th巴excitation
sp即位um(in the case of weak coupling these訂巴 phononsand el即位onsor 
corresponding quasiparticles) is unknown and Tc cannot be calculated within a 
BCS-type theory. But on the basis of the expressions (1) and (3) we can alr巴ady
outline certain tendencies. Namely, Tc increases with increasing θ，N(O) and 
V. As a matter of fact, these Pぽ釘n巴tersare not, of course, indep巴ndent,but for 
rough qualitative considerations we shall abs佐actourselves from this fact. An 
incr間関 ofN(O) can be reached near structural phase transitions (Yu. Kopa,巴Vet
al. [5, 6］）.百1isway is promising and is apparently directly related to a number of 
investigated HTSC. The p紅 ameterV incr巴asesas the phonon-el即位oncoupling 

becomes stronger. In出elimit of w巧拙ongcoupling this lea也 to“localpairs’： 
when the BCS model cannot be applied, and w巴goover to the Scha企othmodel. 
In the simplest case （阻 idealBose gas) in血ismodel 

3.3ln2n2/3 刊／町＼ ?/1 
Tc＝τ弓「＝2.9×10-11 （詰）（ぃr1~K ヲ (4) 

wher巴m*is the mass of a pair (a zero-spin boson), mis the fr田 elec甘onmass 
and n is the pair concentration. 

百1e血irdpossibility, which is clear仕om(1), is to raise the temperatureθ． 
In the framework of the phonon mechanism, when θ～θD, th巴possibilityof 
increasing θis obviously limited. This was the reason for the emergence of the 
idea (popularized by Little and myself beginning in 1964; see Refs. [5, 6]) to住y
to“replace”phonons by electron excitons, i.e. by excitations in the subsystem 
of bound el即位onsin a metal.百1isis just the exciton mechanism of supercon-
ductivity. For electronic excitons (below call巴dsimply excitons）θ～θe ;SθF, 
where Ep = kBθF is the Fermi energy. In the literature, the exciton mechanism 
is frequently associated with an account of charge fluctuations. Obviously, the 
temperatureθe can reach, say, 104 K符 1eV. If入effdoes not decrease s住ongly,

Tc m可 takeon high values. For example, for入eff= 1/3 andθ ＝θe = 2000, 
according to ( 1) Tc問 100K.Note that under the weak coupling condition (2) in 
the BCS theory 

2,1(0)/kBTc = 3.53, (5) 

LlC = 1.43γTc, (6) 

where 2.1(0) is the gap in出巴巴xcitationsp即位umin the superconductor at T = 0, 
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LlC is the jump d也especific heat at Tc and 1Tc is血eel即位onp制 ofthe 
spec温cheat担 thenormal sぬteatT ＝丸

It has been stated白 紙出erequirement of metal stability in BCS theory 
re柑 ictsTc valu巴s.But出isis not true, and there exist no res住ictionsof that 
kind [6］.官ms,HTSC is, in principle, possible in the BCS model even with 
weak coupling佃 da SU伍cientlyhigh, but yet quite realistic θvalue. But the 
realization of such a possibility is not simple and maybe even impossible in 
ace巴ssiblematerials. 

4. The Mechanism and Character of Superconductivity 

in HTSC 

All the HTSC known at present, in any case Cu-containing ones, possess a 
complicated structure, are far from being always accessible as good single crystals 
and紅esensitive to the composition. Many of白eirproperties and especially the 
surfac巴cannotbe properly con位olled.As a result, the experimental data on HTSC 
紅cincomplete and often con紅・adictory.For this reason and owing to the present 
state of the也巴orythe questions of白enat田sand, say, the pairing mechanism 
加 HTSCremain disputable and, in effect, open. Compe白1gare the phonon, 
exciton and magnetic (spin) pairing mechanisms. In出巴 lattercase (called also 
p必ringdue to spin fluctuations) we mean, figuratively speaking, the exchange 
by virtual spin waves leading to pair creation. Also competing紅e出cBCS 
and Schafroth models. The latter case involves泊 p紅ticul訂 considerationof 
small bipo凶onsproduced in a strong electron-phonon interaction (see [10]). 
Finally，出cso胴calledRVB model based on the spin liq凶dconcept was proposed. 
In the normal state this liquid differs radically企oma Fermi liquid and, as 
stated, may become superconducting. I do not understand白ismechanism of 
superconductivity completely (for some data on this model see [2], Chap. 9). Here 
I think it worth noting白紙出edifference between a spin liquid and Fermi liquid 
can, in principle, be established in experiment [11, 12]. It is only from comparison 
with experime脱出atthe role of various mecanisms and the applicability of 
models can be established. 

For oxides Ba1-xKxBi03 (BKBO) with Tc ::S 30K and for the compound 
Nd2-xCexCu04_0 (NCCO) with Tc～20 K there is every reason to assume白e

p必ringmechanism to be for the most pぽtphonon with the so-called intermediate 
coupling （出eel，即位on-phononinteraction cons削入～ 1;2L'.l(O)/kBTc 問 3.8-
3.9; see [13]). A certain role can, of course, be pla~ed also by出cexciton 
mechanism. Generally, a more or less rigorous division into phonon and el即位on
subsystems泊 ametal is possible only in the case of weak coupling （入《 1).
百1enin the isotropic BCS model the relations (5）佃d(6) must hold. For the 
phonon mechanism, a substantial isotopic effect must, generally speaking, be 
observed, while in由巴 caseof a pぽ elyexciton mechanism there is no reason 
to expect the isotopic effect A BCS-type excitonic mechanism wi也 入 《 1
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underlies the “simplest”HTSC model (see [14］組d[7]). T四 e,the comp紅ison
with this model is hampered by the fact that the m司jorityof HTSC are layered 
叩 dstrongly aniso住opic.So, I shall only remark here出ataccording to some 
data (see [l], Vol. II, Chap. 2 and [15]) the relation (6) holds well for a number 
of HTSC. As regards relation (5), it cannot be directly applied to an aniso住opic
material. The analysis shows that for the phonon-exciton mechanism for HTSC 
the coupling is either intermediate or strong （入え 1).Under such conditions we 
can speak, if you like, of el国 tron-phononliquid in a metal. 

As far as I know, there are no data testifying convincingly against the expla-
nation of the prope口iesof all the known HTSC within the fram巴workof the BCS 
model with phonon-exciton coupling. But this ce口ainlydoes not disprove出e
possibility of another HTSC mechanism not only in general but for th巴known

materials as well. So, for Cu-containing oxides “under suspicion”is the magnetic 
(spin) mechanism, although it is possible that all the obse円 edmagnetic effects 
are accompanying. In favour of the Scha台。th-typemodels is the fact that pairs in 
HTSC are comparatively small. But in the Cu-0 pl組 etheir size is considerably 
larger then d～3×10-8cm. The住uedistinction between the Schafroth and 
BCS models is that in the former pairs exist (not only in the form of fluctua-
tions, but also in a stable form) even above Tc.百1eindicated data on the specific 
heat jump at Tc [closeness of the value of the jump to (6)} testify against the 

Scha企othmodel (in this case, as泊 HeII, we could expect出ejump of specific 
heat to be much larger出mthe obse刊巴done）.官1econfirmation of the absence 

of stable pairs at T > Tc would b巴aconvincing disproof of the Scha丘othmodel. 

Thus, the establishment of the character of HTSC is to a great extent still 
waiting. At the same time, what has already been done extends our horizon: 
clearly, we cannot res住ictour consideration to the BCS model with the phonon 
pairing mechanism for there紅emany other possibilities. 

5. The Macroscopic Theory for HTSC 

Important as the microtheory of superconductivity and the HTSC microtheory in 
p紅白ul紅紅e,for solving a wide range of problems, especially el即位odynarni-
cal ones, the macroscopic th閃 ryof superconductivity is needed. Such a theory 

successfully applicable ne訂 Zwas d巴velopedin 1950 (with extension to the 
aniso住opiccase in 1952) [16]. It seems that this theory, in which the complex 
scalar function tJF is used as the order p訂ameter,must be fully applicable also 
in the case of HTSC. This is generally汀uebut with serious stipulations. First, a 
more complicated quantity than tJF may appear to be the order p訂 amet巴r(in such 
cases we speak of “unconventional pairing”， see [l], Vol. II, Chap. 9). This is the 
cas巴withsuperfluid 3He phases and evidently at least with some heavy fermion 
superconductors (UPt3 and others). For HTSC the unconventional pairing is pos-

sible but according to all the data available (especially for YBCO = 123, which 
is at present the most thoroughly investigated HTSC) the pairing is conven-

tional (i.e. s-pa廿ing,where the order parameter is just出ecomplex scal紅宙）．
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We henceforth assume that we are dealing with s-pairing. Second, in the known 
HTSC the coh巴閃neelength fo三日0）三日T= 0) ex紅apol畠tedto T = 0 is very 
small as distinct企omconventional superconductors for which fo》 d～10-8_
10一7cm (fi町 first-ordersupe1℃onductors even fo～10-4 cm). So, according to 

some data 伽 YBCO,fo,z三 fo,c三 lo,1.～5A and fo,ab三 fo,11～20ー30A
(here the z-or c-ax:is is pe叩endicularto Cu-0 layers, and theα－ and b-axes 
lie in the plane of these layers). The !Ii-theory of super℃onductivity [16] is valid 
only if l(T）》 1.Close enough to Tc this condition is met [recall that in the 
tJF－出eo勾む（T）～、／Tc/(Tc-T）］ぅ butthe domain of applic油ilityof the theory 
becomes n但rnwer.One of the possible generalizations of the theory is connected 
with the use of the order p紅加neteriJt only for layers (th巴two-dimensionalcase) 
with allowance made for Josephs叩 int怠ractionbetween layers. In the domain of 
applicability of thβ ＼￥－theory, the企eeenergy density has the form [16, 17] 

F=Fno＋寄付ltPl2+ ~ IPl4 ＋出（－inv'1一号Ai)!li,2 ' (7) 

where H = rot A is the magnetic field (or, more p民cisely,magnetic induction) 
vector, Fno is the equilibrium合eeenergy in the normal state (in the absence of 
magnetic field), a ＝αt, b = const, t = (T -Tc)/Tc, 2mi = {2m;, 2m;, 2m;} 
訂eth巴principalvalues of出巴 effectivemass t巴nsorof superconducting elec住on
p山 s(with a charge 2e). Obviously, in出eiso住opiccase m; = m; = m; = m*. 

On the boundary S of a superconductor with a non-superconductor or with 
a vacuum the boundary condition has the form 

／θyr 2巴＼ I I 
n1A1 I－一一i-A1iJtl I = -tPI 

＼θX/ fie } Is Is 
(8) 

where n1 are components of the unit vector n of the normal to the boundary of 
the specimen田 dA1紅echaracteristics of the boun血ry(extrapolation lengths) 
having the dimension of length. In conventional superconductors, to a good 
approximation, for the boundary with a dielec国c(vacuum) A1(T）》何T),

and a much simpler condition is used: 

n(vPーかw)l.=o. (9) 

In the opposite limiting C且serealized in helium Il on出eboun血ry!lij, = 0 [18]. 
The parameter A1～lf.o/d，叩dd悶 efor宮 inHTSC, owing to the smallness of 
6,o三む（0)the parameters A1 are relatively small.官1isleads, generally speaking, 
to the necessity of using the bound紅ycondition (8) containing, unlike (9), the 
quantities A1(T）ヲwhichare not known in advance. Owing to the smallness of lo,1 
the fluctuations in HTSC are l紅 ge.The point is that the temperatu児 regionof 
strong fl1叫 uations(the critical region) near Tc is proportional to (l5,x l5,Y fo,z)-1. 
As a result, the critical region for HTSC C阻 besubstantial even for the three-
dimensional case. In the critical r巴gionthe expression (7) is inapplicable but can 
be generalized [17] by an且logywith H巴II[18]. 

官1US,th巴macroscopictheory of HTSC has an obvious specificity and I釘n
sure will be the subject of numerous studies. 
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6. On the Thermocircular Effect in HTSC 

For a long time thermoelec凶ceffects have been thought of as completely absent 
in也esuperconducting state [19］.官tisis in fact not出ecase, but the thermo-
el即位iceffects in the superconducting state do differ radically仕omthose in也B

normal state of a conductor. The point is that two currents -superconducting 
(c町 ・entdensity j8) and nonnal (c即 entdensity j n）一canflow in a supぽcon-
ducting state. The situation is simil訂 tothat in the sup巴rfluidliquid (in particular, 
in He II), where superfluid and normal liquid flows can exist. We shall not dwell 
here in general on thermoelec凶ce貧国tsin the superconducting state, which 
were noticed as far back as 1944 [20] but have not yet been thoroughly in・
vestigated. We shall discuss only one phenomenon, namely, the出ermocirculぽ
heat conductivity in the superconducting state. Let us consider a nonuniformly 
heated superconducting rod (the temperature gradient along the rod is VT). In 
the normal state，せ1ecurrent density j in the rod is certainly equal to zero （血e
rod is not closed），加don its ends there田 cursa c剖 aintherm関 lectromotive

force ε. In the supercon白ctingstate j = 0, but in the rod the currents with 
densities j0 ＝九VT= -j s flow towards each other. Of course, the total current 
i =is+ in and the magnetic field H = 0 (the rod is assumed to be iso住upicand 
uniform; for more de凶lssee [21]). At the ends of the rod the currents is and 
in transform into one another, which causes an additional (thermocirculatory) 
heat transf，巴rdue to p血 creationor destruction. Therefore, in a superconducting 
state the c田伍cientof thermoconductivityκ＝κph ＋向1＋κc,where 匂h，κeland 
"'c correspond respectively to con住ibutionsto白eheat conductivity due to the 
lattice (phonons), normal elec住unsand circulation. 

The estimation gives 

κ。／κd～kaT/EF, 、‘，，，nu 
唱・A

J
E

・、
where Ep is Fermi energ)' in the metal. 

In conventional superconductors Tc < 10 K and Ep～3-lOeV and, therefore, 
κc／κel< 3×10-4, that is, the circ叫ationalcontribution is negligibly small. But 
in HTSC, for example, for Tc～100K加 dEF～0.1--0.3eV we have already 
κc/ "'el "'0.03--0.1. The ratioκcl向1can, in fact, be much 1訂ger［出eestimate (10) 
is rather rough], and upon unconventional pairing 向／陶～ 1even, according 
to a rough estimate. Hence, in HTSC (as well as in superconductors with heavy 
fermions）白ethermocircular efti配 tcan be considerable. The interesting question 
of出巴rmoelec凶cphenomena in superconductors is mentioned he民， Ishould 

confess, also for a subjective reason -both the last and one of my first papers 
on superconductivity (written with an interval of 45 years) were devoted to it 
[20, 21]. 
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7. On the Future (HTSC and RTSC) 

Before 1987 not much attention had been paid to the problem of HTSC, but for 

the last fo町 yearsthe situation has changed radically.可栴could,perhaps, even be 

surprised that in spite of extensive effi凶 s出eprogress in physics and applications 

of HTSC is rather modest. It is no wonder, however, in view of some specificities 

of the known HTSC. At血es創netime，出巴progressin也eexperimental tech凶que

of HTSC studies is impressive (see e.g. [12, 13]). I血ink白atin another four ye紅 S

those HTSC which釘cknown now will be fairly well investigated and血.emain 

unclear physical questions (the model of a supぽconduct町， thecharacter and 

mechanism of pairing, etc.) solved. Without doubt，出efields of application of 

HTSC in technology, medicine, etc. will also gradually widen. 

Among the problems, I would single out the maximal possible critical tern-

perature value Tc,max (I mean not very exotic substanc巴s,of the type of metallic 

hydrogen, which are stable under atmospheric pressure). In [6] we gave the 

estimate Tc,m蹴 ;S300 K because of the absence of any known essential res佐ic-

tions on Tc. Since出ennothing has chang巴din出e出eory,but the experimental 

progress (obtaining HTSC with Tc三130K) suggests the estimate 

Tc,max～400-SOOK. (11) 

百ms,we may speak already not of HTSC but of RTSC (room-temperature su-

perconductors. 

百1eestimate (11) is intuitive and has been made without佃 ydeep reason. 

IfRTSC釘eα・eated,they will be “cooled”with water, which would be a jump 

comparable with going over from cooling with liquid H巴tothat with liquid N2・
HTSC with Tc～200-250 K can also be of some technological interest since in 

由民 C出 eliquid N2 can be replaced by other coolants. 

Is it realistic toα~ate RTSC? It is, of course, difficult to answer出isquestion 

with confidence if we釘enot guided by a disputable thesis: everyth加g白atis not 

forbidden is allowed. In any case, the RTSC problem has now taken the place 

that had belonged to HTSC before 1987. 
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S0(4) Symmetry in a Hubbard Model 

C.N. Yang 

Institute for Theoretical Physics, State University of New York, 
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Abst宜act. For a s江npleHubbard model on a pe司odicla出 ce.w巴cons廿uct

operators J and J’that form two sets of mutually commuting angular 

momenta operators. Furth己πnore,all components of J and J『 commutewith 

仕1eHamiltoniむl.τbuswe hav巴fourquant凹 nnumbers j. j'. jz，紅1djz' for the 

勾rstem.τwoofthese, j’andjz' . are related to仕1eODLRO for the model. hence 

to its possible superconductivity. 

1. In位eduction

Consider the Hubbard model on an L試ぷLperiodic lattice, where L=even.τ'he 

lattice sites w盟 bedenoted by :r = (i,j,k), wher巴i,J,kare泊tegers.τ'hemomenta 

will be k = (2π／L)(I,J ,K) （皿od21t) where I,J,K are出.tege四．官1esystem clearly 

conserves momenta. We shall VI国民社1eannihilation operators for sp担 up

and sp江1do前 1electrons as a:r and b:r and take 

[ar,b:rl-= [a:r,b:r+]_ = 0. (1) 

τ'he operators arお1dair＋む1位co立証nutewith each other as usual, so do byむld

b:r＋， τ'he commutation relation (1) can be chosen because由 E可stemconserves 

世間 totalnumber of a and b particles. We take the Ha血 iltonianto be H=T+V 

where 

T＝工，2(coskx: + cos ky + cos kz) (ak+a:t+b1t+bk) 

V = 2WTo:r+a:rb:r+b:r 

む1dar,br are Fourierむヨnsformsof a:r血 db:r: 

ak = L-3/2 I.a.re－虫.ll'. 

(2) 

(3) 

Clearly the total number of a and b particles, Na and Nb, are constants of 

motion. 

Fi目tconsider the very simple case of Na = Nb = 1, and total momentum ＝亙＝

｛π，π，7t）.τhe kinetic energy T担 sucha case is identically equal to zero, because 

cosk+cos（π，k) = 0. 

Springer Pr回出dingsin Physic芯， Volume57 

Evolutionary Trends in the Physical Sciences Eds.: M. Suzuki叩 dR. Kubo 

c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelb町E1991 

(4) 
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We出usfind出e銑ate司令I0> to be ar igenstate of H whe r e 

η＝エakbn-k

and I 0> is the vacuUITI. N凶 cethat we can also write 

η＝ia山 －y.山

(5) 

where we have divided the lattice sites checker-board fashion加toblack and 

white sites. andせ1efirst sum is over仕1eblack sites. the second over仕1ewhite 

s抗es.

τ'he operator [1］ηtuロisout to be very useful for出 EHubbard problem. By 

stud戸ngits commutations relations wi位1Tむ1dV we find e.g.せiat

(rt+Jm ¥o> 
is al回 aneigenstate of H if m is not too large. 

η＋ is an operator that pa主sa spin up electron with a sp泊 downelectron so 

that their total momentum isπ. Thisお differentfrom the usual Cooper 

pαtれ:g，む1dwe sh必1exploit its usefulness inせ1erest of this paper. 

2. Two Sets of Op釘 ato路 Jand J' and S04 Sym血 e包y

It is more convenient to use a Hamiltonian H' which is仕却むllydifferent from 

H: 

H' =T+V' 

V = 2WL(ar+a:r -(1/2））めr+br-(1/2)) = V-W(Na+Nb)+(l/2)W工3. (6) 

We define Jx' and Jy’同T[2] 

η＝Jx-lJy，η＋＝ Jx’＋lJy’ and 

Jz’＝ -i[Jx' ,Jy'l = (1/2HNa+Nblー（1/2)M,M = IP. (7) 

τ'hen Jx’，Jy' and Jz’commute with each other like出ecomnonents of an!!ular 

ill.Q旦皇且L and each commutes wi出 T盟且V.[Notice we have switched仕1e

notation for J and J’here仕叩1仕1atused in reference 2.] 

Furthermore [2) ifwe define 

ヴ＝To向.＋， and 

ゲ＝Jx-iJy，ヴ＋ =Jx+iJy, 

Jz = -i[Jx,Jyl = (l/2)(Na-Nbl (8) 

then Jx,Jy and Jz commute制 theach other like the comnonents of an!!ular 

mm盟且a.and四 chcommutes with T and V Furthermore everv comnonent of 

J commutes with everv comnonent of J'. 
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官 mswe have quant田 nnumbers j and j' where 

J2 = Jij+l). J’2寸＇U’＋l).

and also quantum numbers Jz and Jz'. The eigenstates of H’forτn担 to

multiplets ij.j'). with all states in the same multiplet hav皿gthe same 

eigenvalue for H'. 

It is obvious企om(7) and (8）出atjz＇勺z= Na -(l/2)M = integer.百lUS

jサ＇＝皿 teger.

It follows from this出at[3] the system has S04句厄皿etry.

3.0DじRO

In 1962 it was pointed out [4] that出econcept of ODIRO is 1mpo抗紅1tfor 

superconductivity. Spec出cally

ODIRO ~flux quantizaむon江1units ch/2e 

F ，今Meissnereffect 

司令superconductivity.

It can be shown that the quantum numbers j' and j'z are related to the 

existence of ODLRO. In particular, if j’2-jz’2 is of the order of M = L3. the 

system exhibits ODLRO. I refer the reader to reference 2 for a proof of出 is

statement. 

4.Remarks 

The considerations above ar巴validfor any dimension. It is only江nportant

that仕1elattice sites should allow a division回toblack and white sites, with a 

properly chosen Hamiltonian operator. 

τ'he question whether the Hubbard model under consideration exhibits 

superconductivity at low temperatures for some values of the coupl皿g

constant W reduces to出equestion of the quantum numbers j' and j’z for low 

ly江igstates. I am pu四 u江igthis approach for仕1ecase of 2 and 3 di皿 ensions.

For 1 dimension，仕1eHubbard model defined by (2) and (3) has been回 lvedby 

E. H. Lieb and F. Y. Wu [5]. using th巴 methodof C. N. Yang [6]. With the 

in廿oductionof仕1eoperators J紅 1dJ' a natural question a且ses:what are仕1e

quantum numbers j and j'z for Lieb and Wu's solutionsつThisis a very good, 

but not so S回 plemathematical problem. 
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Generalization of the operators J and J' to more complicated Hubbard 

models will be presented elsewhere. 

H紅副lton(6) does not仕αnspαrentlyposse田 S04可mmetry.Is it possible to 

render出iss戸nmetηrtransparent？τ'he answer is yes. By suitably chang担g

the dynamical variables企oma. a+. b and b+ to a new set of an包corr立nuting

invariant. Details will be published elsewhere. 

The reader is referred to an interesting paper by S. C. Zhang [7] which 

discussed possible experimental tests for S04 s戸nmetry.
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Some Trends in Solid State Physics 

Yu.A. Ossipy.組

Institute of Solid State Physics, USSR Academy of Sciences, 

142432，α1emogolovka, Moscow Dis凶ct,USSR 

A most active period of Professor Nishina’s life in science fell within the time pe-
riod when the principles of quantum theory began to be confirmed in experiments 

with micropartic1巴s.Much was said about it in出efirst two days of Oぽ sym.~o
sium. In my report, devoted to certain asp巴ctsof solid state physics, I should like 
to dwell upon only two new fields developed in recent years. Both these fields 
involve a clear manifestation of quantum laws. To be more exact, in the two phe-
nomena about which I shall be sp巴ak:ingthe role of quantum laws is not that there 
app巴紅 quantitativecorrections to the values of quantities entering泊top紅白叫ar

equations, but伽 tnew physical phenomena themselves appear and tum out to be 
observable solely due to the existence of quantum laws. 

I shall be concerned with the following phenomena: 

1. Quantum Hall effect 

2. Quantum diffusion and crystallization. 

So, the term“quantum”is present in the name of both phenomena. 
百1efirst of these, the quan旬mHall effect (QHE), is related to manifestation 

of ~uantization laws in出ebehaviour of a 20 electron s!stem existing inside a 
semiconductor crystal.’Then there com巴 quantumdiffusion and quantum crys-

tallization, related to出eappearance in helium crystals that are in equilibrium 
with superfluid liquid helium of specific defects of purely quantum natぽ・e.We 
紅edealing here with manifestation of quantum laws con住ollingthe behaviour of 
出esyst巴m of comparatively light helium atoms rather than that of the elec住on
system. 

1. Quantum Hall Effect 

One of the brightest events in semiconductor physics was the discovery of Hall 

resistance quantization, termed the qu佃 tumHalle百回t(QHE) [1]. For this dis-
covery K. von Klitzing was awarded the Nobel prize in physics in 1985. This 
effect is observable in two-dimensional (20) electron and hole layers of出csp配 e

charge in MOSFET structures and modulation-doped hete:吋unctions.The essence 
of the experimentally observable phenomenon consists in that, in a low tempera-
ture region (T～lK〕泊thepresence of a strong magnetic field, the dependence 
of the Hall conductivityσH on th巴貧巴ldH or on the concen紅ationof 20-carriers 
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Fig.I. Qu釦旬mHall effect in a Si 
gate voltage Vo凶 arec凶ngul釘 MOSFETstruc回r巴.The voltage Vo is proportional to N,. The白eld
H = 18.9T, T = 1.5K 

Ns exhibits a number of plateaux.官1isis shown in Fig. 1. Here RH 勾 σiI1is the 
Hall resist佃 ce.On the plateau 

2 e・ 
σH＝νh' 、、，ノ‘，A

 

〆a
E

‘、

where e is the elementary charge and h is the Planck constant, i.e. fundamental 
constants，νis the numerical coefficient termed the filling factor 

N. 
v＝τアヲ

l》L
(2) 

NL is the number of states on the Landau level per unit surface, and, if入is也c
magnetic lengthλ ＝ (eh/eH)112, and向＝ ch／εis the ma伊 eticflux quantum, 
then 

NT. ＿！＿竺 H－ー一一百一 一 － L 2π入2 ch ゆ0. 
(3) 

An outstanding feature of the QHE measu陀 mentresults was that the v value, 
corresponding to diffe児 ntplateaux, turned out exactly integral (Fig. 1). It should 
be noted出atthe plateau values for G'JI correlate with deep gaps in the values 
of the diagonal components of the conductivity tensor （σ口） or resistivity tensor 

(exx), Fig. 1. 
It is not wrong to say that the character of these results of today’s physics 

is externally very close to the basic results which appeared and were interpreted 
in the times of Prof，巴ssorNishina when the foundations of quantum physics were 

laid. 
官1eequation ( 1) for an ideal el即位ongas can easily be obtained企omthe 

following simple considerations.百1edensity of the Hall current JH = eNs陥ヲ
where VH is the Hall velocity, VH = cE / H, E being the el巴ctricfield. Taking into 
account血atJH ＝σHE, we obtain the usual relationship 
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σH = ecN./H (4) 

叩 dthen (1). Howev巴r,this formal result does not explain QHE, it, ra由 民 places
emphasis on the dificulti巴sassociated with its expl佃 ation.In fact, according to 

(4) with H = const, O"H～Ns, and with Ns = const, O"H～1/H, i.e. in巴i出巴rcase 
there are no hints of出巴 presenc巴ofplat巴aux.

As a possible physical mechanism one might propose that plateaux紅iseas 
a consequ巴nceof trapping of the majority of carriers into localized states, for 
example, on defects, as a result of which an increase of Ns does not lead to 
growth of the concen住ationof elec住onsconducting the Hall current. But for 
captured carriers VH = 0, so the current is住叩sfeπ吋 byfree carriers alone, 
which disagrees with numerical experimental results, reflected in出eequations 
(1) and (2). So, the general consid巴rationof出eexperimental results suggests 
only that there arises a peculiar“co叫uctivityquantumヘe2/ h. The discoveηof 
QHE has actuated great scientific forces. It involved a great number of physicists 
and巴ngin巴ers：巴xperimentalists,working in semiconductor physics, m巴trologists,
and th巴orists-specialists in the theory of solid state and field theory. The latter 
is especially symptomatic since it shows that interpretation of QHE belongs to 
fundamental problems. 

Now some words about what experimentalists succeeded in observing wh巴n
they began to advance into the region of large ma伊巴ticfield values and, sp配 ifi-
cally, into the lower temperatur巴region.It turned out that along with the in~巴gral
quantum Hall effi院し the picture of Hall resistance quantization may be observed 
for fractional filling numbers v (1/3, 2/3, etcふTsuiet al. [2) who worked with 
perfect GaAs-based h巴terostructureswith high carrier mobility （μ 応 105cm2Ns),
were the first to observe it. Figure 2, where th巴seresults釘epresented, demon-
柑 at巴splat巴auxin exy(H) and minima in exx(H) that precisely coロ・espondto 

v = 1/3 andν＝ 2/3. 
For血epast s巴veralye釘 Sthe transport properties of 2D elec佐onsystems in 

the region of large magnetic fields and low temperatures have been the subject of 
intensive studies. Despite the fact that much has been achieved in understanding 
出eQHE nature, many important questions訂巴 stillunclear. 

Leaving asid巴concreteexperim巴ntaland theoretical results, in most general 
form the results of investigations in the field of quantum官ansportmay b巴summ巴d
up as follows [3]: 

1. The QHE is a specific 2D eff1巴ctrelat巴dto the pr巴senceof gaps in an el巴C住on
spec住umin a magn巴ticfield. 

2. Th巴IQHEis by nature a one-elec甘oneffect. Its appe紅 anceis connected with 
a special structure of the 2D el巴ctronspectrum in a random field: almost all 
the states ar巴localized,the巴xt巴ndedstates transfer the cuπent only in the 
Hall direction. 

3. The FQHE, on the oth巴Thand, results from the interelec位onicinteraction. 
This interaction gives rise to electronic phases which are d巴nserthan出巴

ideal elec位onicgas （巴l巴C住onicliquids). These phases may have additional 
gaps in the sp巴ctrum.

4. Principle limitations to the quantization accuracy紅巴 unknownso far. 
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Fig. 2. Fractional quant田nHall effect in a GaAs heterostructure.百1e鎚mplehad N, = 1.23× 
1011 cm-2 andμ.= 9×1ゲcm2/Vs 

In the course of studies of the phenomena related to the FQHE one would 
naturally desire to increase the m昌gneticfield and to dec1可easethe tempera加re
in組 attemptto bring up the el即位onicliquid to such a state that el即位unic
crystallization is possible. However, in this case, owing to an increase of the 
localization degree, it turns out to be practically impossible to investigate the 
system by methods connected with measurements of transport prop出 ies.Great 
progress has been achieved by using Raman spectroscopy methods for studying 2D 
elec佐onsystems. These methods as appli巴dto 2D syst巴mswere developed by V.B. 
Timofeev叩 dhis co司 workers[4]. Using samples of GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructures 
th巴ywere able to observe jumps of the spectral position of the luminescence 
line corresponding to recombination of 2D electrons with photoexci匂dholes. 
By increasing the magnetic field up to 28 T they recorded the jumps indicating 
gaps in the energy spec田 m of 2D el即位uns阻 dcorresponding to the filling 
numbers 1/5, l凡叩deven 1/9 (Fig. 3). By replotting the obtained 民 sultsin 
jump temperat凹ト貧llingfactor coordinates the authors of these works obtain巴d
a specific diagr郡nof state of the 2D sys飽m (Fig.4）.官1eysuggested that the 
gap p紅 ameterson the diagram co汀espondto the crystallization parameters in the 
2D electron system in the ultraquantum limit [5]. As for crystallization of 2D 
elec住onsinto a Wigner crystal in出eclassical regime, this crystallization was 
earlier observ巴din experiments with electrons on the liquid helium surface [6]. 

In going on to discuss quantum crystallization, I would like to switch over仕om
the elec汀onicsyst巴mto出esyst巴mof helium atoms, where qu阻 tumprop巴rties
are manifested rather vividly at low temperatures. 
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2. Quantum Crystals 

百1emost pronounced quantumαystals are crystals of th巴heliumisotopes 4He 

and 3He. At low temperatures the idea of qu組側m-mechanicallyindistinguishable 

identical p紅 ticlesplays a determining role in the properties of liquid helium, since 

liq凶dhelium is a quantum liquid. Its crys凶lizationoccu路 atan泊significant

increase of pressure (25-30 atm) and is followed by a relatively small (1巴ssthan 

10%) change of the density.百1eherewith arising crystals retain, to a marked 

degree，ぬeirquantum na加re[7]. 

Among quantum crystals are cηs凶sof hydrogen and its isotopes.百1elist 

of quantum crystals containing pぽticlesof only one kind is here exhausted. As 

for crystals contai凶ngp紅ticlesof different kinds, then besides the solutions of 

helium and hydrogen isotopes there are other interesting crystals which are p紅tly

quantum. In these the quantum effect of p回 icledelocalization is of importance 

not for all but only for some of the pぽticlesforming the c~stal. ’This is釘ue,

e.g., for hydrogen solutions in lattices of some heavy metals (niobium, zirconium, 

palladium). Because of small mass and compぽativelyweak interaction with atoms 

of the metal ma凶x,hydrogen atoms紅edelocalized in the crystal wher巴asthe 

ma凶xatoms themselves behave in quite a classical manner. 
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3. Quantum Diffusion 

Elementary consideration of the possibility of quantum diffusion has to allow for 
the fact that泊ぬesimplest case of the crystal consisting of identical atoms the 
tunnel加gpre国cessesare not directly observable, since they are reduced to exchange 
of one atom for another exactly the same. Therefore the simplest way to reveal 
the p訂 ticledelocalization is as follows: 

We shall consider aαystal containing釦 impurityatom, for ex創nple,a 4He 
αystal doped with 3He. Due to tunneling pr，田essesthe impurity atom, by exchang-

ing places with environmental ma町ixatoms, gets delocalized in the crystal. Ac-
cording to quantum mechanics the herewith arising situation turns out to be quite 
analogous to the well-known situation with el即位onsin metals. Like electrons, 
the impurity atoms are transformed into quasiparticles，合間lymoving through the 
αystal at a cons匂ntvelocity. If the impurity concentration is small enough, they 
behave as a rarefied quasiparticle gas. So, we arrive at the important conclusion 
that quantum crystals have to demons位置teoccurrence of quantum diffusion whose 
characteristic features紅e出CS創n巴asin the gas of仕田lymoving particles.’The 
dependence of the diffusion coe伍cienton the temperature and concentration of 
imp町 itiesshould be quite unusual. In normalαystals the diffusion coefficient 
decreases monotonically wi出 decreasingtemperature, and at not too high concen-
回 tionsit is independent of these. In qu加 tumcrystals the temperat町 edependence 
of由ediffusion must have the complicated behaviour shown schematically by出e

solid cぽ veinFig.5. 
There exist three characteristic temperature regions. In region I at sufficiently 

low tempera:佃resthe台関 motionof impurity quasiparticles is disturbed only by 

their collisions with each other.百1ediffusion coefficient is determined by the 
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Fig. S. Temperature dependence of白ediffusion coefficient at various impurity cone四国tions
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concentration but is temperature independent.百1elower the concentration, the 

greater the free path of the quasip訂tides.Inasmuch as the free motion in出e
absence of collisions is characterized by an infinite diffusion coefficient, the diffu-

sion coefficient, observable in region I, must grow unboundedly with decreasing 

concen位以ion.In the region of higher飽mperatuぉs(II) collisions of impurity 

quasiparticles with lattice oscillation quanta, i.e. phonons, become significant. As 

th巴temperatureis increased the number of phonons grows, which leads to a re-

duction of the free path length加 dthe diffusion C関 節cient.So, in region II one 

must observe a decrease of the quantum diffusion with increasing temperature. It 

is pr巴ciselydue to this白atat suffici巴ntlyhigh temperatures the quantum diffusion 

should be replaced by the usual diffusion m巴chanismthat, in region III, l巴adsto a 
growth of diffusion with increasing temperature. Dashed curves in Fig. 5 demon-

S住atea change of也etemperatぽ・edependenc巴behaviourwitll increasing impurity 

concentration x for x3 > xz > x1・

官1eexperiment必dataon the temperature dependence of diffusion for v紅ー

ious concen町ationsare d巴monstratedin Fig. 6. It is seen that th巴 experimental
curves紅efully coincid巴ntin behaviour with the Cぽ vesof Fig. 5, corresponding 

to theor巴ticalpresentations. A more detailed study shows that there also exists a 

quantitative agreement between theory加 dexperiment. 

Figure 7 demonstrates the data on出econcentration d巴pendenceof the diffu-

sion of the low temperature region (I）.百1eexp巴rimentalpoints fall well on出巴

solid straight l泊e,corresponding to the出eoreticallypredict巴ddependence. As the 

concen佐ationdecreases the diffusion coeffici叩 tgrows, which agrees fairly w巴11
with the fact of fr巴emotion of an isolated impurity quasip制 icle.
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百1eabove exp巴rimentaldata enable a direct determination of such ch且racteris-

tics of the energy sp自国mof impurity quasiparticles as the width of the廿energy

band and characteristic velocity. It appe紅sthat for 3He crystals these values紅c

equal to 10-4 K叩 d0.1 cm/s, respectively; that is, they釘芯 rath巴rsmall. Theyぽe

much small巴rth組 all血巴 othercharacteristic energies and velocities in the crystal. 

This fact stipulates rather unusual properties of the impurity quasip訂tideswhich, 

to a considerable extent, retain由記irsense even in conditions when their fre巴path

is much smaller th叩 thelattice period. 
Interestingly, recently it has been found that qu叩 tumdiffusion can be obse四巴d

in normal cηrstals as well, but for unusual impurities. I mean the development 

of a method for measuring the diffusion co号館dentof positive muons in crystals. 

Inasmuch as muons但芯 muchlighter than出elightest atoms, qu叩 tumtunneling 
processes沼芭 essentialfor them even in lattices of normal crystals. 

τhe work on quantum diffusion convincingly proves that impurities in quantum 

crystals behave as delocalized quasip紅tidesfr閃 lymoving across the crystal. A 

very clear manifestation of this is the rapid diffusion growth for a temperature 
decrease in the phonon region II (see Fig. 6). So, the fact of quantum p制 icle
delocalization basic to quantum crystal physics has b関 nproved. 

In vi巴w of出isit should be noted that th邑 fullnumber of lattic巴 sitesof a 

qu叩 tumcrystal may not coincide with the number of atoms, but exceed it. As a 

result there forms a quantum crystal in which all the sites are identical but not fully 

occupied. This implies that出ccrystal containsぉro-pointvacancies since these 

vacancies, like zero-point oscill且tionsof crystals, do not disappear at absolute zero 
temperature. 

Quantum crystals with zero司 po泊tvacancies ar巴 surprisingobjects. In these 

crystals two types of motion紅cpossible simultaneously: one, characteristic for 
solids, is related to the motion of atoms through lattice sites, the other is due to 

the motion of zero-point vacancies and possessess the prop巴ロiesof the motion of 

a liquid. At low temperatures thes巴crystalsexhibit superfluidity. 

4. Crystallization Waves 

百1emotion of zero-point vacancies allows generalization for other types of de-

fects in crystals. If at sufficiently low temperatures normal crystals always have 
a charact巴risticfaceting in the equilibrium state then on the surface of quantum 
crystals regions must necessarily exist where, even at absolute zero temperature, 

the faceting is violated by the qu佃 tumdelocalization of steps叩 dkinks. Besides, 
faceted regions may also exist. Most interesting properties should be demons住ated

by unfacet巴dsurfaces of 4He-type crystals, whose boundary at low temperatures 

represents a boundary with a super姐uidcomponent. In出iscase the motion of 

白esystem of zero刷pointsurface defects is in its prope口iesanalogous to that of a 

superfluid liquid. The motion of steps and kinks along the surface is followed by 

growth or melting of the crystal. Therefore the presence of zero-point defects must 

lead to an appreciable change in the character of the crystallization and melting 
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processes. These proc郎氏s,in this case, may b岳民g釘dedas supercrystallization 

and supermelting, since th巴irrate is ex田 melygreat and th巴yoccur coherently, 
without a significant energy dissipation, i.e. like o出巴rquantum superphenomena. 

A direct consequence of this pr，巴sentationis the possibility of propagation of 

weakly attenuating melting and crystallization waves along the surface. In the 

external manifestations these wav目釘esimil紅 tocapill紅ywaves at the normal 
liquid-gas interface: both ar巴accomp叩 iedby the wavy motion of the interface. 
For capill訂ywav巴s,the boundary motion proceeds together with the material, 

inぬeabs巴nc巴ofthe evaporation and condensation processes. How巴ver,crystal-

lization waves紅邑 totallydue to the住ansitionof the material from the liquid 

phas巴tothe crystalline and back. The crystal itself is at rest，叩dsurface oscilla-
tions are related to the fact白紙 insome of its sites the crystal gets crystallized, 

in others, melted. A simple visual obse刊紙ionof the 4He crystal surfac巴atlow 

t巴mp巴raturesshows that回むernallyit looks rather like叩 interfacebetween two 

low-viscosity immiscible liquids. Under the action of even insignificant vibrations 
of the experimental setup the surface continuously oscillat巴s.

Fig. 8. Crystallization wave on出巴 surfac巴ofa partly faceted 4Heαystal 

Figur巴8presents a photograph of a 4He crystal at a t巴mperatureof 0.5 K that 

clearly demonstrates the duality of出equ副知mcrystal properties. In the lower 

crystal p釘tone can see the faceting, indicating that th巴sampleis a perfect single 

crystal. On the upper rounded surface one can see a crystallization wave caused 

by the vibration of血esetup. This p紅tof出巴 surfac巴lookslike a liquid surface. 

Quantum diffusion and the phenomena occuπing on出ecrystal surface，巴s-

pecially crystallization waves，紅e,at present, the elem:出 tmanifestations of出巴

peculi訂 na仰向 ofquantum crystals. The gigantic rate of仕1eproc巴ssesof crys匂1-
lization and melting of qu卸 tumcrystals opens up unique possibilities to crystal-

lography. It enables inv巴stigationsof some interesting properties common to all 

cηrstals but practically inaccessible for studies in normal crystals.官1eseinvolve 
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all capillary phenomena in solids, particularly the insufficiently studied field of 

the physics of phas巴国nsitions,followed by the appearance or disappearance of 

C可stalfaceting. 

In conclusion, I should like to exp陀 sscordial gratitude to Prof. A.F. Andreev 

and Prof. V.B. Timofeev for ve巧ffruiぜuldiscussions. 
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Abstract. Synergetics is an interdisciplinary field of research 
that deals with complex systems. In particular it studies those 
situations in which systems change their macroscopic behavior 
qualitatively and are able to form macroscopic spatial, temporal, 
or functional structures. Its main concepts are stability and 
instability, order parameters and enslaving. In this contribution 
I demonstrate the applicability of these concepts and the 
corresponding mathematical methods by means of some selected 
problems in biology, namely morphogenesis, coordinated movements, 
EEG analysis, and models for recognition,including that of 
ambiguous patterns by humans. The latter approach is based on the 
concept of the synergetic computer, which represents a genuine 
alt巴rnativeto the presently discussed neurocomputers. 

1. The Problem of Complex Systems 

The more science proceeds, the more it gets interested in an 
adequate treatment of complex systems. These are systems composed 
of many parts which interact with each other in a complicated 
fashion and may exhibit complex behavior. Examples are plants and 
animals, large cities, societies, or the economy. Because of the 
complexity of these systems, there are most probably many 
approaches or strategies for coping with these systems. Some of 
these approaches are known, many of them still to be developed. 
Synergetics [l], [2] may be considered as one of these 
approaches. As we shall see below, its strategy is as simple as 
general. It says: If one wishes to understand a complex system, 
look at those situations where it changes its behavior 
qualitatively on macroscopic scales. This strategy has been 
derived from the study of a number of processes in physics so 
that we shall discuss some of these processes and their 
theore七icaltreatment first. 

An important step in the study of many systems is the 
identification of their constituents and the properties of these 
parts. We just have to think of the pioneering work which led to 
the discovery of the atom or to the establishment of quantum 
mechanics which allows one to explain an 巴normous number of 
properties of matter. Already at the level of one or a few atoms, 

an enormous mental effort was necessary to determine experi-
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mentally or theoretically their properties and the Klein-Nishina 
formula for scattering is a famous example of this [ 3] . I think 
it is fair to say that in biology the discovery of the genetic 
code in the form of DNA molecules was a similar step though 
the properties of a DNA molecule are of course incredibly 
more complex than those of a single atom. When physicists then 
tried to treat systems composed of several or many atoms, such as 
molecules or crystals, it soon turned out that entirely new ideas 
wer巴 needed, because these entities showed collective properties 
which are not present at the level of a single atom. Just think 
of a sound wave which is a prop巴rtyof a gas but not of a single 
atom. The situation in biology, or sociology, or economics may be 
similar. Take biology as an example. Animals show an incredible 
degree of coordination of enormous numbers of cells in breathing, 
blood circulation, or locomotion. This cooperation is still more 
pronounced when perception or thinking in humans is involved. In 
view of the billions of cells, it is quite obviously an 
unsolvable task to cope with such a problem by solving, say, the 
Schrodinger equation of this many-particle system, where even 
the biggest computer fails. Quite evidently, new concepts to cope 
with these systems are needed, concepts which take care of the 
newly emergent properties of the macroscopic system which are not 
present at the microscopic level. 

In view of th巴 complexity of these problems, it seems 
advisable to look for general methods or examples, and I wish to 
show that physics may show us some path through the jungle of 
complex systems. One of the most salient features of biological 
systems -but equally well of sociological and economic systems 
-is the fact that well-organized structures may emerge which in 
the case of biology come about even by self-organization. 

My article will be organized as follows: First I will 
introduce the basic concepts of synergetics by means of the 
ex~1icit example of the li芭ht source laser. Then I will give a 
brief outline of microscopic, macroscopic and phenomenological 
synergetics. Then I will show how these methods can be applied to 
a number of phenomena in biology, and, eventually, I will give an 
outlook for further applications of these concepts. 

2. The Laser as a Trail-Blazer of Synergetics 

τhe laser [ 4 J is still my favorite exar叩 le when I wish to 
explain the basic concepts of synergetics. As is well-known, a 
typical example of a laser is the gas laser, where a gas of atoms 
is enclosed in a glass tube whose endfaces are mirrors. They 
serve to reflect light running in an axial direction very often 
so that it can intensely interact with the atoms. The atoms may 
be 巴xcited by an electric current in a gas discharge. In the 
usual lamp, the individual atoms are excited and emit then 
consecutively their light independently of each other, thus 
producing a microscopically chaotic light field. When the current 
is increased and thus the atoms are excited at a suffici巴ntly
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lightfield lightfield 
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disordered (lamp) coherent wave (las日r)

Figs. 1: The electric field strength versus time 
L. ll. s . : Emission from an ordinary lamp 
R.h.s.: Emission from a laser 

十im目

high rate, laser light is generated which consists of a 
practically infinitely long wave track on which only small phase 
and amplitude fluctuations are superimposed (Fig. 1). 

In the terminology of synergetics, the emerging laser light 
wave serves as the order parameter which describes the 
macroscopic order and gives orders to the individual electrons of 
the atoms how to behave. The order parameter ”light wave” 
enslaves the electrons of the atoms. On the other hand, the 
electrons support the existence of the laser wave so that one may 
speak of circular causality. In specific laser configurations, 
the electrons may, in principle, support several order parameters 
which may then either cooperate or compete. When they compete, 
single mode laser action may evolve. When the laser is pumped 
more highly, other states may occur instead of the coherent wave, 
e.g. ultrashort pulses or laser light chaos (Figs. 2). 

The detailed mathematical treatment of these phenomena has led 
us to formulate a general approach to the treatment of complex 
systems. This approach may take place at different levels, namely 
at the microscopic, the macroscopic, and the phenomenological 
level. We shall briefly describe them in the next section. 

lightfield lightfield 

time 

regular pulses chaos 

Figs. 2: L.h.s.: Ultrashort light pulses emitted from 
a laser 

R.h.s.: Chaotic laser light 

time 
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3. Microscopic, Macroscopic, and Phenomenological Synergetics 

In the microscopic approach [l], [2] we start from microscopic 
or mesoscopic equations of motion which may be either classical 
or quantum-mechanical equations. In the latter case, the 
equations are of the Heisenberg type. In the present context we 
shall be concerned primarily with classical equations, however. 
According to them the state of the system is described by a state 
vector q, whose components may be for instance the laser 
light field, the polarization and inversion of atoms, or in 
fluids the density, velocity, and temperature fields, etc. The 
state V巴ctor undergoes a change in time which is described by a 
nonlinear function of the state vector and which may depend on 
certain control parameters 臼 bywhich the system is controlled 
from the outside, e・g. the power pu皿ped into the laser by the 
electric current in a gas discharge: 

q = N(q，α） + F(t). 

F(t) represents internal or external random forces. When the 
system changes its behavior qualitatively on a macroscopic scale, 
one may identify so-called order parameters by a linear stability 
analysis. The order parameters which are in general much fewer in 
number than the original degrees of freedom obey nonlinear 
equations which can be derived at least in principle. The 
individual degrees of freedom of the system are then uniquely 
determined by the order parameters. The enslaving principle holds 
not only when the order parameters describe a regular motion, 
such as an oscillatory (limit cycle) or a quasi periodic, but 
also a chaotic motion. 

In many systems, such as those of biology, quite often neither 
the microscopic variables nor the equations of motions are known 
explicitly. However, two strategies have proved useful. The first 
one is based on macroscopic observations in which correlation 
functions up to the fourth order have been determined experi-
mentally. Then via the maximum information entropy principle 
[ 5], it is possible to derive either the static distribution 
function for the system from which the order parameters can 
be identified, or one may derive an Itら Fokker-Planck
equation for the time evolution of the distribution function 
of the observed variables [ 6) . 

A third approach which has proven most successful in a number 
of cases of biological systems is the so・calledphenomenological 
synergetics where one tries to identify order parameters and then 
to model their time evolution by adequate nonlinear phenomeno・
logical equations. In the following we shall be concerned with 
the microscopic and phenomenological approach while I refer the 
reader to my book "Information and Self-Organization”（6) where 
the macroscopic approach is concerned. 
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4. An Approach to Morphogenesis, Finger Movements, and 
EEG-Analysis 

During the formation of a living being, e.g. a zebra, or in 
other words, during its morphogenesis, the originally un-
differentiated cells of the egg must differentiate. Experiments 
demonstrate that this differentiation depends on the position of 
a cell in the cell tissue so that positional information must be 
given to each individual cell. The idea of how this information 
is transferred can be traced back to the famous English 
mathematician Alan Turing [ 7] who showed that patterns can be 
formed by the exchange of chemical reactants. This concept has 
been generalized by a number of people, e.g. by Gierer and 
Meinhardt [8], whose model we have used as a starting point for 
our calculations [9]. In this model it is assumed that, in a 
tissue of cells, activator and inhibitor molecules are produced, 
may diffuse, and may interact with each other. Via diffusion and 
interaction specific spatial patterns are formed in which at some 
places the concentration of the activator molecules is high. At 
these places the activator molecules may switch on genes which 
cause the differentiation of the cell concerned. While Gierer and 
Meinhardt found a polarity so that the concentration of the 
activator is high at one end of the animal (hydra) and low at the 
other, thus giving an explanation of why a head is formed at one 
end and a foot at the other, we found that more complicated 
patterns may be formed as well, e.g. stripes on a zebra, or rings 
on the wings of butterflies. These findings were made possible by 
the concepts of order parameters and enslaving. But since this is 
older work I shall not dwell on our approach here. Rather I wish 
to report some more recent work, namely on finger movement and on 
EEG analysis. 

When the American physiologist Scott Kelso asked test persons 
to move their fingers in a parallel fashion, it turned out that 
the persons had to change their movement involuntarily when they 
were requested to move their fingers more quickly than at a 
critical frequency (Fig. 3). We identified such a switch as a 
nonequilibrium phase transition [10], (11] which bears a close 
analogy, for instance, to nonequilibrium phase transitions in 
lasers [ 12] . The order parameter is the relative phase，ゆ，
between the two fingers and obeys a typical order parameter 
equation in the form 付／dt ＝・ dV／却. The potential function 

Fig. 3: Transition from a parallel finger movement (l.h.s.) 
to an antiparallel but symmetric finger movement (r.h.s.) 
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Fig. 4: The potential function of the Haken/Kelso/Bunz model [10] 
when the parameter b/a is changed with increasing 
frequency. The destabilisation of the formerly stable 
s七ateat ゆ＝宵 isclearly visible 

V is plotted in Fig. 4 where b/a is a control parameter which 
depends on the frequency of the finger movemen七. Evidently 
the form of the potential changes so that 七he formerly stable 
state at ゆ＝ πbecomes unstable. During th巴 transition from 
the now unstable state to the lower lying stable state, typical 
ph巴nomena, such as critical fluctuations and critical slowing 
down, were predicted and observed (11]. These phenomena are quite 
similar to thos巴 obs巴rved in physical systems close to non-
equilibrium or equilibrium phase transitions. Subsequent work 
by Kelso and his cowork巴rs (13] has shown that our concept can be 
applied to a variety of other phenomena of muscle coordination 
and gives interes七ingaccess 七o the problem of learning. Another 
example of how concepts of synergetics can be usefully applied in 
the case of complex systems is EEG analysis of the human brain. 
As is well-known, the human brain may produce electric waves in a 
frequency range which starts at low frequencies around one Hz and 
extends far beyond fifty Hz. We started our analysis of data in 
the 白 』wave region (around 10 Hz) (Fig. 5) under the assumption 
that the EEG pa七ternsare produced by a system (namely the brain) 
which is kept close to an instability point so that the system 
can adapt quickly to newly changing situations. As we know from 
synergetics, close to instability points only few spatial modes 
governed by few ord巴rparameters are excited so that we attempted 
to study the formation of the EEG patterns from this point of 
view. To put our approach on a firm basis, we used the Loeve-
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Fig. 6: The three basic modes in an epileptic seizure as derived 
by means of the Karhunen-Loeve expansion (after [15]) 

Karhunen expansion to identify the fundamental modes and it 
turned out that both in normal α－wave action as well as in 
epileptic seizures very few modes were sufficient to-reproduce 
the spatio-temporal patterns (Fig. 6) [14]. The amplitudes of 
these individual basic modes are, of course, the order 
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Fig. 7: The epileptic attractor derived from the time series of 
the electric potential in the case of an epileptic 
seizure (after [15)) 

Fig. 8: Calculation of the epileptic attractor by means of order 
parameter equations (after [15)) 

parameters It was possible not only to recover previous results 
in particular by Agnes Babloyantz [ 16] , who in her pioneering 
work had identified the low dimension of EEG waves and the 
epileptic attrac七or, but also the explicit order parameter 
equations in the case of epileptic seizures [15). They are three 
coupled ordinary nonlinear differential equations (Figs. 7, 8). 

W巴 could also identify the spatial modes in normal a-waves. 
Their spatiotemporal behavior can be represented in a sur-
prisingly simpl巴 fashion when we plot them on a sphere (Fig. 
9) [17]. It turns out that it is not sufficient to analyse the 
order parameters by means of chaos theory or time series 
analysis. As it appears, the order parameters obey for some time 

Fig. 9: An example of the presentation of a waves on a sphere 
(after [17)) 
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a dynamics within a strange attractor but then are pushed to a 
new attractor in a rather irregular fashion. 

Our findings seem to indicate a limitation to time series 
analyses which aim at identifying attracting states. For the 
time b巴ingthis is a side-remark only, however. 

Let us now turn to more complex phenomena which occur for 
instance in perception. 

5. Synergetic Computer and Pattern Recognition 

It is by now well-known that serial computers cannot serve as a 
model for human visual perception nor are they adequate machines 
for pattern recognition. The human brain can process visual 
perception at a very high speed in spite of the fact that its 
individual constituents, the neurones, are very slow elements. 
This has led scientists to the conclusion that the brain 

processes information 主」主主斗三Land 七o the study of neural 
networks, e.g. in the form of neurocomputers. Basic id巴asare due 
to McCulloch and Pitts [ 18) . This field has experienced an 
enormous developr日 ntby the finding of Ho~field [19) that such a 
network can be realized, at least in principle, by a physical 
system, namely a spin glass. In the sense of thermodynamics, a 
spin glass is a closed system which possesses a specific 
temperature. I have found an alternative way [20) for the 
realization of parallel computers which is based on synergetics 

which deals with Qr.主主ー呈ヱ三玉竺~. Synergetics has revealed general 
principles which apply when systems form spatial or 
spatio-temporal patterns.τhe concept of the synergetic computer 
is based on three ingredients: 

1. The conc巴pt of associative memory which has been proposed by 
a number of authors, in particular by Kohonen [ 21) . 

2. The idea that pattern recognition is a dynamic process in 
which an order parameter or some order parameters move in a 
potential landscap巴（Fig. 10). This picture was produced in 

the first edition of [l), 1987. 
3. Pattern recognition is nothing but pattern formation (Fig. 11) 

[22). 

V 

q 

νσse foeσ 

Fig. 10: Representation of pattern recognition (r.h.s. vase or 
faces) by means of a dynamics of an order parameter in a 
potential field V (1.h.s.) (after [l)) 
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Fig. 11: Analogy between pattern formation and pattern 
recognition (compare text) 

As we may show in synergetics, pattern formation proceeds as 
follows: Once part of a system is in an ordered state, it may 
gen巴rate its specific order parameters which may compete with 
other order parameters but wins the competition because of its 
initially given bias. The order parameter enslaves the whole 
system and thus establishes the totally ordered state. Similarly, 
in pattern recognition features of a pattern are provided which 
generate the order parameter. It competes with other order 
parameters, but then eventually wins the competition and calls up 
all the remaining features so that the original pattern is 
completed. Because this approach has been published on a number 
of occasions (cf. for instance [ 20]), I shall not dwell on the 
details here Rather I want to provide the reader with a number 
of examples. Fig. 12 shows a number of stored prototype patterns 
in the form of faces jointly with letters which encode the names 

of the persons photographed. When part of a face is offered to 
the computer, it can not only complete the face but also 
supplement it with a letter so that the face has been recognized 
(Fig. 13) [23]. The procedure has been made invariant against 
translation, rotation, and scaling [ 23] In order to identify 
faces within complex scenes, such as that of Fig. 14, specific 
control parameters in the equations describing the pattern 
recognition process can be put in relation to psychological 
attention. This has led us to devise a computer [24] which shows 
oscillations in the perception of ambiguous patterns, i.e. for 
instance in Fig. 10 a vase is recognized, then two faces, then a 
vase again, etc. In reality these oscillations are subject to 

Fig. 12: Exampl巴 ofprototype patterns stored in the computer 
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Fig目 13: Reconstruction of a part of a face into a full face plus 
letter by means of the synergetic computer (after [23]) 

Fig. 14: A typical example of a complex scene which could be 
analysed by a synergetic computer (after [23]) 

fluctuations which we could model by means of adding fluctuating 
forces to the dynamics of the attention parameters [25]. Our more 
recent work with the aid of this synergetic computer was 
concerned with the identifica七ion of specific movements, for 
instance the computer can distinguish between a man walking or 
limping [ 26] . 

6. Outlook 

The explicit examples mentioned above indicate that the 
synerg巴tic approach which originated from physics may prove a 
viable concept to cope with complex systems. The confinement of 
this approach to situations where the macroscopic behavior of a 
complex system changes qualitatively is on the one hand certainly 
a limitation, on the other hand has allowed us to reveal general 
principles in the spontaneous formation of spatial, temporal, or 
functional structures. As we could see, in those situations the 
dynamics of the whole system is governed by a few degrees of 
freedom, the so-called order parameters. This has allowed us 
incidentally to establish close analogies between otherwise 
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seemingly quite different systems. The question arises of how far 
these concepts may be applied to other processes in biological 
systems as well as to sociology or economics. In this respect 
some general remarks may be in order. 

In our present day world, external as well as internal 
conditions may change rapidly. In addition, as chaos theory 
teaches us, systems may change internally in an unpredictable 
manner or in a manner which can be predicted only for rather 
short time intervals. Thus it will become more and more 
important to learn how to steer such systems. There are at 
least two messages from synergetics, namely: 

1. Steering by indirect control via control parameters is in many 
cases far more efficient than a direct control. 
2. In order to keep the system adaptable, we must keep it close 
to instability points from where it can be driven by small cues 
into the new state wanted. 

I am convinced that such principles have been realized by 
nature for a long time. A recent workshop which I organized 
jointly with the physiologist Hans-Peter Koepchen has sub-
stantiated this suspicion. As it appears, systems like the 
heart, blood circulation, and breathing are kept at such points 
from where they can adapt very quickly and in this way develop a 
variety of behavioral patterns. One may speculate as to how far 
these concepts will carry us when we try to simulate thinking. In 
my interpretation, forming thoughts is again a process of pattern 
formation at various levels, namely at the microscopic level 
again and again new patterns of neuronal excitations are formed. 
But at the abstract level new ideas are formed. They compete with 
each other, they cooperate, they form new associations, and one 
gets the feeling that thought processes can be compared with the 
formation of new order parameters which enslave the subsystem of 
the neurones and via circular causality are caused in turn by the 
excitations of the neurones. 

It will be a challenging task for the future to produce 
counter examples to the concepts of order parameters and 
enslaving so that limitations of these concepts will become 
visible and thus give ground to new development. On the other 
hand at the present moment I don't see such limitations and I am 
convinced that synergetics will find many further applications in 
a variety of fields. 
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Physics, Computation, and Biology 

J.J.Hop五eld

Divisions of α1emis住yand Biology, 

California Institute ofτechnology, Pasadena, CA 91125, USA 

Abstract 

The biological world is a physical system whose prope口iesand behaviors seem 
entirely foreign to physics. The origins of this discrepancy lie in也every high 
information content in biological systems (the large amount of dynamically broken 
symme住y)and出巴evoJutionaryvalue placed onyredic自宅血efuture (computation) 
in an environment which is inhomogeneous泊 tim巴andin space. 

1. Introduction 

Why does the world of biology look so different? As physicists, we know that the 
workings of biology are to be expl組問dby the known laws of quantum mechanics 
and statistical physics. τ'he existence of由esun and the natぽ巴 ofthe planet earth 
紅eimportant as the subs住atefor biology, but there紅・eno fundamental aspects of 
cosmology or particle physics necessぽyto address the mysteries of biology. The 
essence of biology is fundamentally properties of molecular physics in non-
equilibrium circumstances and on a 1ぽgeseal巴.By and large quantum mechanics is 
not relevant [1]. Of course, the quantum mechanics of chemical bonds is essential, 
but while the making and breaking of these bonds by血eenz戸necatalysts in cells is 
of paramount importance, it is the rates of these processes as expressed in a 
network of chemical reactions and not the quantum-mechanical details that matter. 
百1eessential specificity of biochemical reactions chiefly involve molecules which 
訂eso large, and binding forces which紅巴 soweak, that classical descriptions紅e
entirely adequate. For example，世1eforces which hold double-helical DNA together 
ぽeof quantum mechanical origin, but can be adequately modeled as effective forces 
acting between classical atom masses. (Con回 .ryto the expectations of a long 
history of ill-prepared physicists approaching biology, there is absolutely no 
indication白紙quantumm巴chanicsplays any significant role in biology.) So why 
does biology look so different to a physicist? 

2. Broken Symmetry and Complexity 

τ'he first important point to note is that出emicro-and maαo-s町ucturesof the plants 
and animals which make up biology are a consequence of a massive amount of 
broken S戸nme住y[2,3]. Broken symme釘y,originally a p訂tof phase transition lore 
in condensed matter physics, has been slowly making its way into the rest of 
physics. Even the laws of elementary particle physics, which would have been 
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believed in 1960 to be unique，紅enow thought of as containing elements of broken 
叩rune・句・ But加mostof physics, broken symm出 iesare few in number. 

~eology is a J?hysical system with much broken symme住y.The fact that a 
particular mountain is located at a specific place and not elsewhere represents 
broken s戸nme町， asdoes the fact that the mountain is chiefly granite rather than 
sandstone. The details of a particular rock--its mineral micro composition--
represent the consequence of a long and detailed evolutionary process filled with 
arbi住arychoices. But while the rninerology of a pぽticularrock is complex, it is 
simple compared to that of an equivalent size piece of biological matter. This 
complexity can be specified by describing the set of instructions necess紅yto make 
an equivalent piece of rock. Such instructions might state: break crystals of qu制 z,
feldspar, and alumina into small pieces, mix together, and heat at 1200 degrees 
Celsiロsfor 500,000 years. A specific procedure of this 1?nd will generate a piece of 
rock in every way equivalent to a particular geological specimen although not 
idential to it. They are equivalent in the sens巴ofthere being no significant 
macroscopic consequencences of th巴irrnicr，。differences,an equival巴ncelike that of 
two dif~erent members of a thermodynamic ensemble. In a language appro戸iatefor 
describing crystal mixtu陀 Sand heat田 atmentsfor produc泊grocks, the program to 
make typical rocks need be no mo自由an100 bits. 

If instead of describing a rock the size of a cat, you were required to specify 
how to make a cat from its chemical components, the problem becomes impossible. 
But since there紅eless than 1,000,000,000 bits of information in the cat genome, 
白edescription of a cat must be shorter than this in an appropriate chemical 
language. A genome containing 1,000,000 bits is large enough to describe a 
bacterium, but not a cat. So within crude limits, we know how much information is 
required to specify a cat in an unknown language. 

When w巴say that biology is a complex system, it is really this祉nmeロseamount 
of information necessぽyto specify the significant state of biological matter 
(compared to an equivalent mass of geological matter) that is being referred to.百1is
difference is on the scale of thousands to millions, and is fundamentally involved泊

出eapparent difference between biological systems and physical systems. 

3. Stability and Evolution 

Broken symmetry situations which persist for appreciable times must be stable 
against pe口urbations.The most el巴mentarybroken symmetry events are those of 
sta~c stability. Statistical mechanics or thermodynamics can provide this stability, 
as in the case of the direction of magnetization of a ferromagnet. In the case of 
macroscopic systems, the laws of classical m巴chanicsmay suffice, as in the case of 
a block lying on the table with a particul紅 sideup. More complex cases of broken 
symme住yoccur in open systems, in which the flow of energy through the system 
provides the st品bilityto a dynamical sxstem. Examples of出isrange企om出egreat 
red spot of Jupiter to the mundane ”flip-flop”storage circuit in digital computぽ s.
百1estability of biological systems is generally a case of dynamical broken 
叩盟国町．

The abi】ityof systems of f~nite size to mai口taina dynamically stable broken 
symme甘ysituation is always limited. Fluctuations will inevitably cause a finite 
lifetime of a p紅白ularbroken symme住ysolution. In biology, different asp巴ctsof 
the brok巴nsymme住yhave quite different time scales. The choice of left-handed 
amino acids as the building blocks of proteins must have occurred over three billion 
years ago.百 eraces of man, on the other hand，ぽebelieved to have diverged more 
recently than 100,000 years ago. Identifiable new 柑 ainsof a flu virus are created 
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ev~ye紅・百1e finite s!ab江ityof biological dynar凶calsystems crea飽S也ediv~rsity 
seen in biology by continuing to generate new molecules, structures, and species. 

The notion of evolution is also unique to biology. To be sure, rocks also 
evolve. Granite, under high temperature and pressure, will evolve to marble. But 
biological evolution is fundamentally different, due to its much greater complexity. 
百1eprogression from granite to marble is a change betw巴ensimple forms, of low 
information content. It is not necessぽyto seed the formation of marble with a pre-
existing piece. The available space of possibilities is so small that th巴random 
fluctuations of crystal growth can spontaneously generate olivine nuclei泊 ashort 
time. The evolution紅yprogression (und巴rappropriate physical circumstances) is 
essentially inevitabl巴.Even when there are competing forms of crystal growth, the 
number of more or less equivalently stable αystal structures is generally a few at 
most. What makes biology chiefly diff1巴rentis that the 、rystal”whoses住uctぽ eis 
essential is a one-dimensional strand of nucleic acid. All sequences of DNA紅巴

similarly chemically stable, and there訂eabout 10 exp(l00,000,000) such 
sequences possible in a billion base piece of DNA. Of course, only a也1yfraction 
of these turn out to be biologically viable, but even so thereぽea huge numb巴rof 
poss~ble species. The age of the earth has allowed the explor剖ionof a negligible 
仕actionof available species space.百1isis to be contrasted with geology, where the 
space of stable crystal forms is by comparison miniscule and fully explored. 

Both biology and geology can replicate by replicating the information contained 
in a struc旬re(DNA or a c可stalform). For example, aαystal can be broken into 
two pi民 esand each used to seed the growth of a cηstal equivalent to the starting 
one. DNA replication has much in common with出iselementぽyprocess. Both 
examples involve duplicating the information contained in the broken symme佐y
description (see previous section) by templat泊gon a physical structure, in one case 
a DNA strand, in the other a crystal surface. In the case of geology, this is not 
really necess訂y--viablecrystal seeds are easy to produce by fluctuations. In 
biology, this process is essential, for a random sequence of DNA generated through 
fluctuations does not make a viable organism. Biology has thus evolved in a 
fashion which is qualitatively different仕omthe evolution of a mineral. Information 
replication has been essential. With a system evolving through replication, 
non住ivialnew formsぽecreated by events which generate less than faithful 
replication of the genomic information. 

Cryst~ growth far from equilibrium often results in a multiplicity of crystal 
forms which grow in a d戸1amiccompetition for ”resources”（material to add) and 
may also continue to compete after growth by exchanging material. Given time and 
favor品blekinetics, the most stable form may b巴capable of ~apturing all the available 
material in this dynamic competition. Biological competitions between species are 
different in that出巴 wholenotion of ”equilibrium”and most stable or ”best”is ill-
defined in biology. If there is a”teηain”on which the dynamics is evolving 
downhill, it must also be one with an extremely rich local minimum s回 ctぽ e.In 
most complicated dynamical systems, it has not been possible to isolate a Lyapunov 
function which is being optimized by the dynamical system. 

4. Behavior 

The term ”behavior”in physics concerns the respons巴ofa system to a change in its 
environment. When we say water behaves as a liquid, we are really stating its 
ability to conform to the shape of a container, to shape itself into spherical droplets, 
to flow downhill, etc. in ways common to other liquids. Such behaviors are all 
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consequences of the tendency of a near-equilibrium system to minimize its free 
energy. For such a system, the notion of behavior is most commonly a 
manifestation of Le C』atel~er’sprinciple. 

Strongly non-equilibrium physical systems have responses whichぽemore 
difficult to analyze. Occasionally they can be described by ideas such as extremal 
entroP.Y production, but in general they紅enot unified by a simple principle.τbey 
can display complex dynamics, as in the case of turbulence. Because biological 
systems have much richer physical structure, they exhibit correspondingly more 
complex beha吋ors.

When the environment changes with time, it may be possible to divide the 
variables of a dynamic system into fast variables (with response times much faster 
than the time scale of environmental change), and slow variables. In such a case, 
an adiabatic separation can be made. The slow variables will adapt (i.e., change 
slowly) to changes in the environment, and the fast variables will simply see也e
slow variables as changing p紅釘neters.The motion of such a physical system can 
be termed ”adaptive.” 

百1eenvironment in which a cell or organism finds itself in biology is normally 
complicated, fluctuating with significant correlation patterns both in space and in 
time. The organisms which c加 bestcompete in this environment will not merely 
have fast variables appropriately chosen for growth and reproduction in an average 
environment. In addition, us巴willbe made of the adaptation of slow variables. 
But because these variables can only change slowly, the organism which is able to 
i凶tiateadaptation in advance of an environmental fluctuation by a prediction of the 
future environment from the recent past and present is at a strong competitive 
advantage. Such predictions are useful even in a spatially homogeneous 
environment. For example, a yeast cell deprived of energy sources forms spores, 
which have a very low metabolic rate, and which generate new yeast cells when a 
rich nu釘ientbroth is provided. Such behavior is very well adapted to survival in an 
environment where periods of plentiful food can be followed by long periods of 
deprivation. Forming spores itself takes an ho肌 andis a useful response to 
environment only because the correlations of nutnent circumstances have a long 
correlation time. The act of sporulation as a behavior can be thought of as a 
prediction by the organism也atthe deprivation will last a long time. The org8;Dism 
has, through evolution, learned about the nature of the correlation time in its 
environment. And an org印 ismwhich ”understands”its environment in this 
fashion has a major competitive advantage over one which does not. 

Bacterial adaptation can be seen at the biochemical level. Bacteria raised in the 
presence of a single sugぽ makeproteins which transpo抗 thatsug紅 aαossthe cell 
membrane, and make very little protein for住ansportmgother sugars. When 
another 1?-nd of sugぽ isadded, the bacterium begins to generate more protein for 
住ansportingthe new sugar. The natural environment tends to be stable for a long 
time, followed by environm巴ntalchange. The behavior is then appropriately 
predictive, representing the idea that any given environment tends to persist. Ifぬe
sugぽ environmentfluctuated very rapidly, this behavior would have no value. 

Such prediction becomes immensely more important when the environment is 
spatially non-uniform on a scale l紅 gerthan the size of the organism. In such a 
case, if the organism is able to move it can induce environmental changes by its 
own motions. The organism which develops movement patterns which take it into 
more favorable environmental circumstances has a great advantage. Such beha吋ors
are identifiable even at the level of bacteria, which can sense and swim up 
concen回 .tiongradients of 即位ients.

Crudely put, he who ?an predict t』efuture from the present and make 
advantageous choices of action on the basis of that prediction will generally win in 
the game of evolution. Much of血ehistory of evolution can be read as the 
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evolution of systems to mak巴巴nvironmentalmeasurements, mak巴predictions,and 
generate appropriate actions. This pattern has the essential aspects of a 
computational system, where the inputs ar巴fromenvironmental measurements, the 
outputs are the signals (chemical or electrical) which modulate the behavior, and出E

computation represents an appropriate generation of outputs in response to 
environmental signals. 

The relationship between sensoηinputs and behavioral outputs ( or the signals 
which drive them) is出巴 ess巴ntialmyste可 ofwhat appears to us as observers to be 
motivated biological behavior. The sensory input is a form of symbol, and the 
signals driving muscles or turning on g巴n巴scan also be described as symbols. The 
behavioral computation done by the organism is to generate symbolic outputs 
appropriate to the environmental symbolic inputs. This is an example of 
computation in the sense也atthe term is generally understood in computer science. 
Indeed, the history of biology can be described as th巴 evolutionof symbol-
manipulat加gsystems. 

5. Brain and Computation 

The human brain is the most mysterious and complex of these biological 
computational systems. To understand its computations, we first describe a view of 
digital computation which moves away from purely logical descriptions, and can 
deal with the physical systems behind the mathematics. Our understanding of 
biological computation and its origins must com巴throughstudying the relation 
between computation and its underlying h紅dware,not computation as a logical 
s町uctur巴．

The operation of a real digital computer for batch mode computation can be 
described as follows. A computer has N storage registers, each storing a single 
binary bit. The logical state of the machine at a p回 iculartime is specified by a 
binary vector 1001011000 ... of N bits. This binary state changes into a new state 
each clock cycle. The transition map, describing which stat巴followswhich, is 
implicitly built into th巴machineby its design. Thus, the machine can be described 
as a dynamical system which changes its discrete state in discrete time. 

Data+ 
Prog工am

Answer 

Fig. 1 The stat巴 spacemotion (flow) of a digital computer. In batch mode 
computation (left), the path goes from an initial state representing the program and 
data to a final stable state representing th巴answ低 Theamount of computation done 
depends on出巴compl巴xityof the flow field. A位ivialcomputation is shown on the 
upper right, and a hard one on the lower right. 
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The user of the machine has no con位olover the dynamics, the state transition 
flow map. His program, data, and a standard initialization procedure describe the 
starting state of the machine. The computation is carried out by the motion of the 
dynamical system. In batch mode computation，出eanswer represents a stable point 
of the discrete dynamical system, where the state space motion comes to a halt.百1e
amount of computation which is done in this process depends on the complexity of 
the flow map. If it is ve可 simple(upper right), me出odscan be found to locate the 
terminal point without following each step along the pathway. If on the other hand 
the dynamics is veηrich (lower right), it will be essential to follow each step in 
order to find出eanswer, and出巴amountof computation done is then much larger. 

百1eelec回caland chemical activity of a set of nerve cells also form a dynamical 
system, one which moves in continuous time and with continuous state variables. 
But batch-mode computation can still be described in exactly the same fashion as in 
the digital case, as a motion to a stable attractor. (The problem of extending 
computation to systems with time-varying inputs is the same for digital and analog 
systems.) The only additional complication is the necessity of restoration. In the 
組 alogsystem, noise and imprecision in manufacture lead to eπors in the desired 
住ajecto巧，.It is essential that the system recover企omsuch fluctuations back toward 
出ecorrect path in order that the computation reach血Eco汀ectanswer.τ'his process 
is called restoration, and is unnecess紅yin a digital system, where operation can be 
made essentially perfect. The restorat10n process is represented by a flow pattern 
which locally focuses motion back onto pathways. Most of the time, states which 
are close to each other must lead to later states which are also close to each other. 
This point limits the complexity of appropriat巴 statespace motions for an analog 
computer. It will not be possible to use the rich complexities of chaotic dynamics in 
a profound fashion in biological computation. 

Fig. 2. The state space flow field for a batch mode analog computational system. 
The flow must be focussed onto paths to restore effects of errors, but is otherwise 
similar to those in Fig. 1. 

The theoretical view of neurobiology in greatest use today repr巴sents
neurodynamics as a set of first-order dynamical equations. A neuron i is generally 
肱 enas an input-output device, with ouゅutVi given in terms of input ui by a 
function such as Vi = 1/(1 + exp-ui）・百1evector u (or V) represents the state vector 

of activity of the system. The influence of the synapse ( connection) from cell j to 
cell i (if any) is represented by a connection strength matrix T. The equation of 
motion of the activity vector is often taken to be 

du/dt ＝吋ぜast+ I Tij*Vj + Ii (1) 
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This equation generates computation through producing a dynamics similar to those 
illus佐atedabove [4]. 

However, the system is also adaptive. The connection s住engthsthemselves 
change with time, though typically on a slower time scale. The general s佐uctureof 
the change with time is often represented by an equation in the style of 

dTi/dt = -Ti/tslow + del*Vi*Vj (2) 

and involves the activity state of the n巴urons.These two equations are th巴essence
of an adaptive computing system. (It is, of course, an oversimplification to 
represent the two time scales as compl巴telynon-overlapping). While these 
equations紅ea mere parody of the complexities of neurobiology, they contain 
enough of the general neurobiological themes that th巴seequations訂ecapable of 
powerful computation.官1ere紅巳 manysuccessful applications of such equations to 
real-world problems. Learning systems [5,6] have gen巴rally巴mphasizedthe 
computations done by an adaptive proc巴sssuch as Eq.2, (using Eq.1 only in a 
computationally trivial fashion like that on the right-hand top of Fig. l). 
Optimization approaches have emphasized the computation done by Eq .1, and 
replace Eq.2 by a set of connections provided by design [7 ,8]. 

6. Discussion 

Why does biology look so different? As a physical system, it is merely another 
example of dynamical broken symme町.But what sets it ap訂tso much from other 
such systems is its complexity--its meaningful information content. Meaningful 
content, as distinct from noise entropy, can be distinguished by the fact that a 
change in a meaningful bit will hav巴aneffect on macroscopic behavior of a system. 
In addition, the meaningful bits describing the macroscopic broken symm巴住y紅 C

represented at the DNA level by a single long string of nucleic acids. Changing one 
of them can easily generate a macroscopic effect on behavior or viability. Physics is 
unaccustomed to looking at systems whose macrosco~ic dynamic properties are so 
influenced by single巴ventsat a molecular level, and with such massive quantities of 
sign田cantbroken symme汀yinformation. 

The possibility of evolution leading to a selection among information systems 
necessit丘testhe transfer of a great deal of information when a structure is 
replicating. If this takes place through chemical templating, as it does both when a 
fragment of a crystal structure is used to grow a n巴wone and when DNA is 
replicated, then the dimension of the informational structure must be one or two 
dimensional. The larger three-dimensional 町田知reofanorg叩 ism血usreflects the 
information carried by a tiny合actionof its matter. 

The second point which sets it ap紅tis the selection, through evolutionary 
pressures, of a computational system as its stable structure. It is difficult to 
ascertain what went on in the earliest era of the creation of biology, when the 
amount of dynamical information p巴rcubic micron went企om出巴fewbits typical of 
physical systems to出ethousands of bits essential to an elementary biological 
system [9]. But once a situation was established that spont却印usfluctuations could 
no longer generate adequately competitive forms, th巴nthe evolution of ever richer 
computational systems, better able to predict and to learn from the environment, 
was an inevitable consequence of the competition between organisms in a 
fluctuating but som巴whatpredictable environment. 
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Summary 

Within a living cell there talce place a large number and variety of biochemical 
proc田 ses,almost all of which involve large molecules, particularly proteins and 
nucleic acids.τ11巴semacromolecules often interact to form order巴daggregates or 
specific complexes. A number of examples紅ediscussed which show how differ巴nt
kinds of order develop on grounds of geome出回1orphysi伺 lnecessity or for re出 ons
of functional efficiency. Examples are taken from白巴 struct町巴 andassembly of 
simple viruses and the higher order organisation of出eDNA double helix in 
chromosomes. 

1. Introduction 

One of出巴 m加 ydifferences betw閃 nbiology and the physical sciences lies in the 
uniqueness of biological entities釦 d白efact出鉱山esear巴由巳 productsof a long 
history. Max D巴lbriickhas described [l] how a mature physicist acquainting 
himself for the first time with出巴probl巴msof biology might be p田 zledby the fact 
出at出巴reare no absolute phenomena in biology. Everything is time-bound and 
space-bound. 

Another outstanding feature of all organisms is their well nigh unlimited 
structural and dynamical complexity. Every biological system is so involved in 
multiple interactions and pa白ways,so rich in feedback devices，出aton巴wond巴rs
whether a complete description is possible. As one goes to higher l巴velsof 
org釦 isationnot all出巴properti巴sof出巴newentity ar巴predictableconsequences of 
出巴propertiesof出ecomponents, no mor巴出anchemistry is, in practice, predictable 
from physics, whatev巴ris, in principle, contain巴din the Schrodinger equation. 

However, in consid巴ring出ecomplex structur巴sone finds in biology, one must 
make the old distinction, going back to Plato’s’Timaeus’， between contingency and 
I時間ssity.In出巴inorganicworld出isdistinction may be illustrated by the problem 
of出巴 shapeof snow crystals, a problem which巴X巴rcis巴dKepler and which he 
discussed in his book 'De Nive Sexangula’［2]. Descartes, who had r巴adthis, 
explained the hexagonal form of出巴crystalsas produced by出巴clos巴packingin a 
plan巴ofspherical water globules and we now know出atthis is, in essenc巴， co町ect-
th巴 internalstructure involves puckered h巴xagonallayers of molecules. The 
hexagonal symm巴甘yis thus a ill<旦ili1ヱandfollows from what Kepl巴rcalled由巳
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demands of matt巴r.But what of出巴自民rnalshape? Many different individual 
shapes are found and each is且旦血g盟Lon the particular history of its formation. 

How出esymme住yof the external shap巴ismaintained during growth r巴mainsan 

unsolved problem. 

In the living world we might also ask白esame question. Does a starfish hav巴

to have a 5・foldsymme出cshape? Since one can imagine a 6・foldstarfish, I would 

say it is not a necessity, but was arrived at early in evolution which fixed出eform. 

Does a spheri田lsh巴llof a virus p紅 ticlehave to have, as it does, 5-fold symmetry? 

Here I would say yes, since, as I shall try to illus住ate,it is a necessity once such 

shells紅ebuilt as self-assembling objects cons町uctedout of identical units. Thus 

the subject of my lecture is really出atof order in biology on the molecular scale, 

and how much of it is imposed by physical necessity, p四posefulas it may appear. 

In the natural world around us, plants and佃 imalsoft巴nexhibit symme甘yin 

their external forms. This g印 m巴出calr巴gularityof living things has always been a 

釦町田 ofwonder which over出ecenturies has continu巴dto excite speculation about 

the invisible forces出atguid巴thedevelopment of living organisms. From the 

冒FacultasFonna住ix『 ofJohann Kepler in出巴 early16出 centuryto出e’Scienceof 

Form' of D’Arey Thompson in the early twentie出 cent町y[3］，出erehave been 

attempts to mak巴generaltheories but出巴sehave always foundered for lack of detail 

or in unfruitful abstractions. Since then embryologists have sought for more 

objective expl叩 ationsof出巴 patternson which living things develop. There is a 

good deal of progress here, but we are really only 鉱山巴 beginningof finding out 

how the genetic program is written and implemented to tell cells how to 

differentiate叩 dwhere to go in a whole organism. 
In出islecture, therefor巴， I創ngoing to limit mys巴Ifto what, in another 

context, Galileo called出elesser phenomena -the kind of restriction which has in 

the history of science often proved more fruitful than grand巴rquestions about the 

univers巴atlarg巴.I shall deal with systems wh巴re白eunits of action are not cells 

but large biological molecules, macromolecules，出atis, proteins or nucleic acids 

which form complexes or ass巴mblies,and make patterns about which one can get 

precise information, by methods developed ov巴f出elast出irtyor forty years. This 

is not to say出鉱山巴 patternswill all 1町nout to be regular in a geometrical sense, 

though indeed some釘巴.Ason巴proc白血 tohigh巴，rseal巴sof struct町巴， higherlevels 

of organisation, perfect r巴gularitytends to get lost, but the assemblies are 

n巴V巴rth巴lessordered, according to rules w巴印ntry to grasp. 

I shall use sp民 ificexamples, almost all from problems I have been involved in 

ov目白巴 y回rs，血dtry to白百wa more general pictur巴outof出ese.

2. Sp母cificity and Self-assembly 

Many large biological structures, such as the protein coats of virus particles, 

filam巴ntsof muscle, or th巴microtubulesof nerve cells, consist of ordered arrays of 

protein subunits, but the number of different types of units is, in general, small. 

Some of出巴secan be dissociated into出eircomponents, and出esecan in t町nbe 
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r巴assembledin vitro under appropriate conditions to produce struct町田 whicha芯 the

sam巴as,or very similar to，出eoriginal without出巴 needof external instructions. 

These large org叩 i鈴 ds位uct町 es釘eformed by making use of出巴 relatively

weak, but specific, non-coval巴ntinteractions between mol巴cules.Specificity is the 

key word here. An interaction between biological molecules must be highly 

selective in出at出ecomponents must recognise each other to出巴巴xclusionof oth巴r

potential p紅 tners.The typical energy of a ”bond＂，出 atis a contact between two 

such macromolecular s町 faces,is of the order of 3・10kcal (ie 5 to 15 kT), but出e

S位eng白 of出巴 wholes住UC卸recomes仕om曲efact that出ere紅em田 yinteractions 

m出eassembly, and these are often cooperative. Mor印 ver,I should s田 ssthat 

many of these assemblies （畠SI shall illustrate later) are polymo甲hic,and出is

polymorphism is vital to出eirdynamical role. This happens because the 

conformation of a protein molecule c叩 changesubtly but significantly during 

interactions. As a physicist would say, a protein molecule has many internal 

d巴greesof freedom and曲目eare harnessed to develop changing interactions with 

other molecules of出esame or different type. (It is, for example，出echanges in出e

S佐uctureof出巴 haemoglobinmolecule when it binds oxygen出atconstitute出e

molecular aspect of br回出加g-it is a molecular 1皿 g,as Perutz puts it). 

Thus, the most significant feature of organised structures built in出isway is 

血attheir design and stability C叩 bedetermined completely, or almost completely, 

by the specific bonding properties of their constituent units. Thus, once the 

component parts are made they may assemble themselves -self-assemble・without

a template or o出巴rspecific巴xtemalcontrol, although in出ecase of c巴口ainmore 

complex assemblies, such as T4 bac節目ophage,various switches in state are 

n配 essarybefore出eassembly c田 I質問問dto血巴nexts臨ge.

A biological advantage of a self-assembly design for釦 ylarg巴structureis出at

it can be completed specified by the genetic information r巴quiredto direct the 

synth巴sisof出ecomponent molecules. The one-dimensional messag巴contain巴din 

出eDNA or RNA specifies the lin開 fsequence of the protβin for which it codes, and 

出isin tum specifies how it will fold into a 3D s四 ct町e加 dconsequently the shape 

and bonding properties of血eprotein. Economical use of the genetic information 

carried by the nucleic acid of a g巴newill require出atidentical copies of some basic 

molecule or group of molecules will be used to build加 ylarges佐uct町 e.τ'hese

larg巴S回 ct町esbuilt of subunits can also be built efficiently and wi出 gr曲 tacuracy 

because of出巴 possibilitygf checking; ie any bad or wrong copy can be rejected 
during出eass巴mblyprocess. 

These general ideas just mentioned d巴rivelargely from investigations begun in 

the late 1950 s on the molecular structure of simpl巴 viruses. In the electron 

microscop巴， th巴virusparticles are seen to have surprisingly simple shapes, 

cylindrical rods or sphe児 s（ぉallypolyhedra). Biochemically由eyconsist of long 

nucleic acid molecules, which carry出巴 geneticinformation, encas巴din a shell of 

protein, a miniature parallel of spermatozoa. 
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Figure 1. Nucleation of the assembly of tobacco mosaic virus (at right) begins 
wi血：（a）批 inse出onof山 ha句inloop formed by恥 initiationregion of山

viral RNA into the central hole of the protein disk；ゆ） the loop intercalates 
between the two layers of subunits and binds around the first turn of the disk, 
opening up i岱 base-pairedstem as it does so; (c) some feature of the interaction 
C副総Sthe disk to dislocate into the helical lock-washer form; (d) this structural 
凶 1sformationcloses恥 jawsmad，巴 by批 ringsof subunits，佐apping出eviral 
RNA inside. The lock-washer-RNA complex provid白血estart of the helix. 
Additional disks then add rapidly to the nucleating complex. The special 
configuration of the RNA generated during the initial stag回 isperpetuall叫 asthe rod 
grows, by pulling f町出erlengths of RNA up through the cen釘alhole, and the helix 
elongates to a minimum stable length. 

3. The Design and Assembly of Tobacco Mosaic Virus 

The classical example of a rod-shaped virus is tobacco mosaic virusロMV)whose 

rod shape results from its basic design, namely a regular helical array of identical 
protein subunits, in which framework is embedded a single molecule of RNA 
wound as a helix (Fig 1, right). It is, of course，血eRNA which carries血egenetic 
information, ie the四.pacityto instruct the host cell to make many copies of血e
virus.百1isgeneral picture was already complete by 1958, and it seemed easy to 
comprehend how a struct町eof出istype might be built out of identical subunits: 
the subunits might assemble themselves by repeated identical in飽ractions,like 
steps in a spiral staircase, enclosing出巴RNAas a corkscrew-like thread as血erod 
extends. In other words, the assembly might be likened to grow山 ata screw 
dislocation in aαys凶．

We now know伽 tthis simple picture of assembly is wrong in all邸 senti山．
The virus assembles in a much more complex way, for what, in hindsight, we can 
S白 tobe good physical and biological r回sons.The story of how my coll回gues
and I came to suspect出鉱山esimple scheme was deficient and how the pa出 of
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assembly was found h且sbeen told elsewhere [4］田dI can only summarise the 
results here. 

When the RNA田 dthe protein of出evirus are taken ap紅 t，出eprotein 
molecules alone under physiological conditions aggregate, not into a long helix, but 
into出巴”disk”(Figla) -a two-layer cylindrical structl!fe, each layer consisting of a 
ring of 17 molecules, compared with出616 1/3 molecules present in each tum of 
the assembled helix. The disk can be crystallised, but because of the large 
mol田 ularweight of出edisk (600,000）出ed巴terminationof i岱 exactS町民知reby 
X-ray methods posed formidable technical and analytical problems. These were 
overcome and after a dozen years it was possible to cons紅uctan atomic model 
showing the detailed s住uctureof出eprotein subunit and how it interacts with its 
neighbours. 

This study was pursued to the end, not merely for出巴 sakeof knowing曲e
protein s佐ucture,but because we had earlier shown出創出eprotein disk plays a 
crucial role in山eass巴mblyof出巴 virusfrom iぉRNA担 dprotein. The disk 
combines wi由 aspecific initiation tract on出esingle stranded viral RNA，叩d出en
dislocat巴sto begin helix growth. Foreign RNAs which do not have出istract紅 E

rej巴cted.When出esequ巴nceof bases of出isinitiation位actwas determined it was 
seen出atit could be fold巴dso出鉱山einitial binding site is exposed 創出eapex of a 
”harrpin”s回 cture(Fig la). Now the X-ray studies had shown出創出巴 twolayers 
of出edisk are so arr四 g巴das to leave a gap between出emat出巴 centralhole of出e
disk, ra出巴rlike a pair of ”jaws" waiting to”bit巴”出eRNA. So we were able to 
develop the picture of initiation, or nucleation as the physicist would say, of 
assembly shown in Fig町巴 1.Th巴RNAhairpin loop inserts through the central 
hole of the disk，田dthe stem of the loop opens up and binds in the”jaws" formed 
by the two layers of protein. The disk then dislocates into a helical structure, 
entrapping the RNA, aft巴rwhich elongation proc巴巴dsby出巴 additionof further 
disks, pulling up more RNA through出巴 centralhole. There is still some 
controversy surrounding出ispicture of grow出 afterthe initial stages, but出巴:reis 
no doubt about出巴roleof出巴 diskin initiating ass巴mbly.

The disk is出usan obligatory intermediate in出巴 ass巴mblyof出evirus which 
simultaneously fulfils both出ephysical r巴quirementfor nucleating the growth of 
the helical p釘ticleand the biological requirement for specific recognition of出e
viral RNA. A most intricate structural mechanism has been evolved to give白e
process田 efficiencyand purposefulness, whose basis we now understand. TMV is 
self-assembling, self-nucl出血沼田dself-checking. 

Th巴generalconclusion derived from出巴 storyof TMV assembly is白紙 on巴
must distinguish between血巴designof a struct町巴田d出Econstruction process used 
to achiev巴it.In出eTMVS佐uctureall protein subunits ( except出efew 鉱山eends 
of the particle) make the回menon-covalent contacts with each other, and白lS

specific bonding pa即 mrepeated m加 ytimes leads to a symme出回lfinal s回 ct町・e.
There is nothing in th巴designof the completed s佐uctur巴whichgives a hint出at
different bonding patterns，叩dnon-equival巴ntones at that, are required during由e
process of assembly. This is unlike出ecase of山espherical viruses, where the 
design itself calls for departures台om出巴 preciseid巴ntityof subunit packing. W巴

tum to出1snext. 
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4. The Architecture of Sph哩rka!Viruses: Generalisations of 
Icosahedral Symmetry 

The first旦ttemptto understand how spherical viruses are built was made by Crick 
and Watson in 1956 [5]. They argued血atif identical units釘Tanged出巴mselves
regularly (or equivalently, as crystallographers say), as they do in TMV, but are 
designed to form a spherical 岡山er出叩acylindrical shell，出enthey would have to 
adopt出巴 symme位yof one of the classical cubic point groups, namely tetrahedral, 
octahedral or icosahe企al,in which c酪esthe number of subunits would be res出cted
respectively to 12, 24 or 60; no reg叫ar釘rangementof more than 60 is possible. 
The first exp色rimen凶levidence from X-ray studies by Caspar on tomato bushy 
stunt virus, and by Finch and myself on turnip yellow mosaic virus and on polio 
virus, all point巴dto icosahedral symme町， agratifying result, yet suggesting出創

出erew且ssomehow another special principle at work. Mor巴over，出efirst electron 
microscope and chemical data did not apparently agr巴ewith the X-ray ones: turnip 
yellow mosaic virus had 32 mo甲hological回出 onits outside and contained about 
150 protein uni岱， whereasthe X-ray results required 60, or a mul臼pleof 60. 

Aft巴rmuch puロlingCaspar and I [6] were able to reconcile these appar巴ntly
divergent results (Fig 2). We asked how could one build a spherical shell out of 
large numbers of units, abandoning the assumption出atthe symmetry had to be 
perfect. Molecular s住uctures釘 e,after all, not built to conform to exact 
mathematical concepts but rather to satisfy the condition出創出esystem be in a 
minimum巴nergycondition. Dropping出巴陀quir巴mentof mathematical巴quivalence,
but allowing identical uni隠 tobe quasi-equivalently related，創出erthrough slight 
adjustments of出巴bondingcontacts between皿 itsor出rougha m悶 sureof internal 
flexibility, we showed出at出eoptimum design for such a shell required icos油edral
symmetry, since the distortions in出especific bonds紅巴出回 minimised.Certain, 
but not all, multipl巴sof 60 subunits could be accommodated in such designs, which 
Caspar皿 dl巴numerated.Many of出ehemi-spherical, "geod巴sic”dom巴sdesigned 
by出earchit配 tBuckminster Fuller are built according to a similar geome住y,but 
whereas曲目ehave to be assembled by following a fairly elaborate code，出巴virus
shell, because of出巴 flexibilityof its units, can, so to sp田k,build i臼elf.

In the 1960s John Finch and I and some of our coll巴agues,using electron 
microscopy combined with X-ray diffraction, v巴rifiedthat many spherical viruses -
indeed ev巴ryon巴weinvestigated -have出eirsubunits arr叩 gedaccording to one or 
o曲目of出巴predictedpa出 ms,a result which holds ω出巴pres巴ntday [7]. It切口1S

out血atvirus巴swith apparently quite differ巴ntext巴malmorphologies (eg Figs 3b 
and c) belong to由巳錦mes回 C加工alclass. Since the construction of出eicosah巴dron
in出ecube is said to be the crown of Greek geometry (it is出巴 lasttheorem in 
Euclid), I like to出inkit would hav巴delightedPlato to know出atfundam巴ntal
forms lay bene抽出巴V釘ietyof ap酔紅担問s.To quote FM Cornford [8] on 
Py出agor回 nism，”thekey to intelligible order lies in the notion of limited qu皿 tity
d巴finingunlimit巴dquantity, as the key to harmony lies in a few definite intervals 
m訂kedout in出巴indefiniter叩 geof sound”． 
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Figure 2. (a) Icosahedral surface lattices, labelled by their 'f numbers [6]. (b) The 
T=3 icosahedral lattice and its possible clustering patterns. Reading clockwise仕om
top left are shown: th巴 latticeshowing出e3 X 60 = 180”molecules”in general 
positions；出epatt巴msof morphological uniぉproducedby clustering出巴molecules
in 12 pentamers and 20 hexamers; in 60 trirners; and in 90 dimers. The 
photographs are of models and show only on巴sideof出e"virus" p紅 tideviewed 
down a 2-fold田 is.
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Figure 3. Three-dimensional image reconstructions from electron micrographs of 
some spherical viruses. Alongside are shown出eunderlying icosahedral surface 
lat泊ces,with出巴 5・foldand 6・foldvertexes marked. (a) Human wart virus (about 
550 A in diameter; class T=7); (b) Turnip yellow mosaic virus (about 300 A in 
diameter); (c) Tomato bushy stunt vinis. (b) and (c) both belong to血esame class, 
T=3, which has 180 units, organised around 12 strict 5・fold阻 esand 20 local 6・fold
axes. However，出eunits are clustered at the surface quite differently in the two 
cases (cf Fig 2b): in (b）血eyar，巴groupedinto pentamers and hexamers around出e5・

fold and 6・foldpositions to form 32 morphological units, whereas in (c）血eyare 
clustered into 90 dimers about 2・foldpositions. 
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5. Chromatin: An Ordered Hieirachy of Foldings 

The work on viruses has given results not only of intrinsic interest, but has also 
influenced gen巴ralideas on biological struct町巴 byfocussing attention on出巴

interactions between large macromolecules. Equally important, however, but not 
directly relevant here，出edifficulties in tackling such large assemblies have led to 
出edevelopm巴ntof m巴thodsand techniques which could be applied to o出巴rsystems 
besides viruses. Electron microscopy combined with three-dimensional image 
r巴construction,suppl巴m巴ntedwherever possible by X-ray studies on wet materials, 
has provided what ar巴nowgenerally accept巴dmodels of出巴 structuralorgani坦tion
of a larg巴 numberof biological systems, such as haemocyanin, microtubules, 
filaments of muscle, and sickle cell haemoglobin, to nam巴justa few diverse 
applications [9]. 

A morer民 entexample of山isappro呂chis出atof chromatin. Chromatin is白c
name given to出echromosomal material when extracted from出enucleus of a cell. 
It consists mainly of DNA tightly associated with田 equalweight of a small s巴tof 
rather basic proteins called histones. W巴 tookup the study of chromatin in 
Cambridge in the巴arly1970s, when protein chemists had shown that there were 
only five main types of histones. 

The DNA in a chromosome of an animal or plant is probably a single 
molecule, str巴tchingseveral centimetres if laid out straight. It must be highly 
folded to make the compact s回 ctureone s巴巴sin a chromosome (see Fig 4). At the 
same tim巴DNAis org釦 isedinto separate functional units -the genes. All cells, 
whatever出巴irtype, contain出巴 sam巴totalDNA complement of the organism but 
derive出巴irsp巴cialcharacter by expressing certain genes and not others.百1巴major
problem to understand is what controls wh巴thera particular gene is transcribed into 
RNA, enabling出ec巴11ultimately to synthesise出eprotein product巴ncodedin it. 
The way出echromatin is folded influ巴ncessuch ”gen巴巴xpression”．

W巴have，出巴refore,sought to discover出巴structur巴ofchromatin. When Roger 
Kornberg cam巴toCambridge in 1972, we began using X-ray diffraction to analyse 
the r巴lationshipsbetween histones and DNA. Thes巴X-raystudies show巴dI.hat th巴
native structure could readily re-form if出巴 fourhistones wer巴kepttogether in 

pairs, but not onc巴theyhad been taken apart. This, toge由巳rwith ch巴micalstudies 
on血巴 histon巴s,eventually led Kombe g to the discovery白atchromatin consists of 
a succession of structural subunits, called nucleosomes, containing two each of出e
four main histones, combined with 200 base-pairs of DNA [10]. We w巴relater able 
to crystallise and solve the structur巴ofa form of th巴nucleosomecalled a core 
p訂ticle,which had been位immedwith an enzyme. This crystallisation showed出at
almost all the DNA in the nucleus is organised at a fine s皿1cturallevel in a highly 

regular m血 ner.
Over出巴y伺 rsthe work has continu巴din two main directions. We have worked 

down, to examine出einternal s回 ctぽ eof the nucleosome [11], and worked up, to 
try to understand how出巴包lamentof a nucl印回meis f町出erfolded in出enucleus, 
giving chroma白lits next higher order of s町uct町志 [12].

The outcome of a wide range of s住uct町al田 dchemical studies is a model of 
出enucleosome in which the DNA double helix is wrapped in two superhelical 
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram showing the first two levels of folding of the DNA 
double helix (at right) in chromatin. In the first level (bottom）白eDNA is wound 
as two superhelical turns around a flat core or s卯 olmade of eight histone protein 
molecul巴s,forming structural units called nucleosomes.百1enext level of folding 
is mediated by anoth巴rtype of histone molecule, called Hl, which attaches to出e
exit and entry points of白巴 DNAon出enucleosome. The Hl molecules出巴n
aggregate into a helical polymer, as shown at left, culminating in a solenoidal 
釘Tangementof nucleosomes (top left) in which the Hl polymer runs along the 
cen位巴. The drawing is idealised: the solenoidal struct町巴 isordered, not perf1民 tly
reg叫ar.

岡田 around a s卯 ol( or core) formed by山eeight histone molecules (Fig 4.) This 
DNA is seal叫鉱山epoint where it enters加 dl回 V目白es凹olby出efifi血typeof 
histone, called Hl.百1eHl also mediates山ecoiling of血enucleosome tlament 
into a helical or”solenoi血rstruct眠 toform恥 nextlevel of structure. 

Indeed, the wrapping of DNA on a protein core is only the first step in a 
hierarchical series of foldings which ev巴ntuallyresults in a 10,000・・foldlinear 
condensation of the DNA into出ecompact chromosomes seen at血emetaphase 
stage of cell division. The way in which出ishappens is not understood in detail, 
but there is good evidence，仕om白ework of U. Laemmli, that lengths of出e
solenoidal filament, containing perhaps 50・100，α）（） bases of DNA, are folded back 
to form loops”tied”at血eirends by sp田 ialproteins of a ”scaffold”［13）.百1国巴

loops might corre甲ondto units of gene expression or回 nscription:when a given 
transcriptional unit becomes active, the solenoid in a loop would unwind 
concomitantly with chemical modification of the nucleosomes. This picture of 
loops is also compatible with the further compaction of chromatin into the 
condensed metaphase chromosomes s田 nin cell division: the ”ties”could interact 
toge白er,either directly or through other non-histone proteins, to give a h巴licalarray 
along the axis of血echromosome. 
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6. Active Chromatin: DNA Recognition 

The hierarchy of lev巴lsdescrib巴dabove for packaging白CDNAdoubleh巴lixapplies 
to bulk of the chromatin, containing the inert g巴nes.A C凶 rentquestion cone巴ms
出巴 struct町巴 ofE巴gionsof activ巴chromatincontaining genes poised for expression 
or actually being expressed. G巴nes釘巴 activatedand begin transcribing出巴 DNA
into RNA through th巴bindingof regulatory proteins （”transcription factors”） to a 
control region （”promoter") of a gen巴， whichevent, as it wer巴， switcheson the 

enzymatic machinery. We have chosen to work on a particular gene that cod巴sfor 
5S-RNA, a compon巴ntof the ribosom巴， since由巴 ovariesof immature frogs contain 

largeamo皿 tsof a transcription factor for出isgene. My coll巴agues釦 dI hav巴
purified this prot巴in,call巴dt下IIIA,and have shown出atit has a remarkable 
repeating structure [14] Each structural unit, or domain, consists of a small loop of 
about 30 amino acids folded around a zinc ion (Fig 5). W巴have日11巴d山口eunits 
”DNA-binding fingers", and have further shown出ateach finger binds to, and 
ther巴byr巴cognises出esequence on, about half a tum of the DNA double h巴lix.The 
曲1gersare, so to speak, r田 dingheads for identifying a specific control r巴gionon由巳

DNA. 
As we predict巴d，出es巴DNA-bindingfingers have turned up in many other 

regulatory prot巴ins. T下IHAthus represents a novel class of prot巴ins. Their 
modular d巴signoffers a large number of combinatorial possibilities for sp出 ifically
recognising, and combining wi出， manydiffer巴ntDNAS巴qu巴nc巴s.It is likely th鉱
山isd巴signevolved by r叩田tedduplications and mutations of an ancestral gen巴
which cod巴dfor a single stable structural prot巴inunit which bound to DNA. 
町esumablyit was selected during出ecourse of evolution because of山 functional
effici巴ncy.

Fig町巴 5.Schematic drawing of出巴 S住ucturalfeat町田 ofthe protein TFIIIA加 dits 
interaction with DNA. Th巴 bulkof the protein is organis巴dinto nine small 
domains, tandemly repeated. Each domain, or”zinc fing巴r",consists of a length of 
about 30 amino acid<; folded compactly about a zinc ion，阻dis of a suitable size to 
bind into出巴 majorgroove of half a double helical turn of DNA. The fingers all 
hav巴acommon structural framework, but derive their chemical distinctiv巴n巴ss仕om
variations in a set of amino acids and residu巴slocated at the tip and on one side of 
出巴’＇fing巴.r".In出isway出eprotein "r開 ds”th巴varyingsequenc巴ofbase pairs 
along the DNA，加da specific interaction takes place when出etwo ar巴correctly
matched. 
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7. Concluding Remarks 

With these various examples, I hope I have been able to convey to you some 
glimpses of how mol巴cularbiology has enabled us to understand how ordered 
biological systems are built, and how they function, in terms of出巴irthree司

dimensional struct町田 andof the interactions between出巴 mol巴cules出atcompris巴
出em. We also have seεn出atsome of出巴 patternsproduced by th巴forcesof 
evolution -as in cylindrical and spherical viruses -are shaped by出esame spatial 
restrictions出atapply to mathematical obj巴cts.Others have been freely chosen to 
give s佐山知resand processes which hav巴nocounterpart in the macroscopic natural 
world. 
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Closing Address: History of RIKEN 

M.Oda 

官1eInstitut of Physical組 dChemical Research (RIKEN), 
Hirosawa 2-1, Wako-shi, Sai同ma,351・01Jap組

As a member of the orga n土zing com m工ttee, I am honored 
to close this most memorable sympo s工um by sho w工ng a 
d工agram (Fig.l) which briefly summarizes the history of 
RIKEN in the context of Nishina's life. 

Japan opened the door to the western world by the 
Meiji Restroration 工n 1867. Of course Japan had had a 
long history of her own culture before then. But it 
had been totally different from European culture, which 
has its roots in the history of Greek philosophy, 
medieval Catholicism and Scholasticism. Meiji 
intellectuals had a great cultural shock to overcome. 
What they did was, f土rst, to establish imperial 
univer s工ties. Secondly, in 1917, our pioneers, 
represented by a great businessman Eiic h工 Shibusawa and 
a great chemist who wa s 工n the United States, Johji 
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Takamine, founded RIKEN with the support of the 
工mperial family. If we read the declaration for the 
foundation, we note that it is pertinent even now. It 
reads that there are no shortcuts for the progress of 
industry of the na t土on, and the promotion of pure 
chemistry and physics is the only way. 

RIKEN was initiated to cover a wide range of 
disciplines in physical, chemical and biological 
sciences. Nishina, as was described in the memorial 
session, was sent to Cambridge and then to Copenhagen 
in the early period of RIKEN. There, he was baptized 
by th e”C openhagen Spirit" and, after coming back to 
Japan, he manifested the spiri t 工n RIKEN. It survived 
even through the most dif f土cult 10-15 years after the 
War. 

There is no doubt about Nishina’s great personality 
and ability as a scientist. But what is most 
impressive is that Nishina’s personality flourished as 
a result of direct contact with the European physics 
community in its golden age, which is represented by 
Niels Bohr. Now, I have noticed that due to the 
prominent attendees of this symposium quite a few young 
scientist also attending have been exposed to inspiring 
and active discussions. This will hopefully lead to 
marvelous effects in the future, extending further than 
Professor Kubo and the organizing committiee ever 
expected. 

Thank you all for your active participation, which 
has made this symposium very successful. 
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